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Preface

The title of this volume is precise. Although change

and variation are constant preoccupations, and there are many
chronological indications, it is not a book one would call an

"economic history". I have preserved the form and substance of

the Sather Classical Lectures, which I had the honour to give in

Berkeley during the Winter Quarter of 1972, adding the annota-

tion and making the considerable changes and amplifications that

a year's further work and reflection suggested.

It is nearly forty years since I published my first artide on an

ancient economic subject. In the interveningyean I have accumu-

lated a large stock of debts to other scholars, some of which are

acknowledged in the notes. Here I shall restrict myselfto thanking

Mends and colleagues idio were inmiediatdy helpful in the pre-

paration of this book: Michael Crawford, Peter Gamsey and

particularly Peter Brunt, who read the complete manuscript and

were most generous with their suggestions and criticisms; Jean

Andreau, John Crook, Geoffrey de Ste. Croix, Richard Duncan-

Jones, Yvon Garlan, Philip Grierson, Keith Hopkins, Leo Rivet,

Ronald Stroud and Charles Wilson, who read portions, discussed

specific problems with me, or made available unpublished work of

their own; Jacqueline Garlan, who provided me with translations

of Russian articles; and my wife, for her continuing patience and
helpfulness.

Finally I have the pleasure of expressing thanks, on behalfofmy
wife and myself, for the warm Bwkeley hospitality, so graciously

offered by the doyen of the Department of Classics, W. K.

Pritchett, the other members of the Sather Committee, W. S.

Anderson, T. G. Rosenmeyer, R. S. Stroud, and their wives, and

by colleagues in other departments and universities.

Jesus Collie, Cambridge M. I. F.

20January 1973
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I

The Ancients and

Their Economy

In 1742 Francis Hutcheson, Professor of Philosophy in

the University of Glasgow and teacher ofAdam Smith, published

in Latin his Short Introduction to Moral Philosophy^ followed reluc-

tantly five years later by an English translation, the author having

discovered that "the preventing a translation was impossible'*.

Book III, entitled "The Principles of Oeconomics and Politics**,

opens with three chapters on marriage and divorce, the duties of

parents |uid children, and masters and servants, respectively, but

is otherwise exclusively about politics. It is in Book II, entided

"Elements of the Law of Nature", that we find an account of

property, succession, contracts, the value of goods and of coin, the

laws ofwar. These were evidently not part of "oeconomics".

Hutcheson was neither careless nor perverse : he stood at the end

of a tradition stretching back more than 2000 years. The word

"economics", Greek in origin, is compounded from oikoSi a house-

hold, and the semantically complex root, mm-, here in its sense of

"regulate, administer, organize". The book that became the model

for the tradition still represented by Hutcheson was the Oikonomikos

written by the Athenian Xenophon before the middle of the

fourth century B.C. Cast in the form of a Socratic dialogue,

Xenophon's Oikonomikos is a guide for the gentleman landowner.

It begins with a long introduction on the good life and the proper
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use of wealth, followed by a section on the virtues and leadership

qualities necessary for the householder and on the training and
management of his slaves, an even longer section on wifely virtues

and the training of a wife, and the longest section of all, on
agronomy (but agronomy in plain Greek, so to speak, demanding

no technical knowledge of the reader). Fundamentally, this is a

work of ethics, and Francis Hutcheson was surely familiar with it

when he wrote his own chapters on marriage, parentsand children,

masters and servants, in the ''economic*' section of his IntrodueHon

to Moral Pldbsopfy. In his preface, addressed to "the students in

universities'*, he explains liiat if his book is carefully studied, it

"may give the youth an easier access to the well known and

admired works either ofthe ancients: Plato, Aristotle, Xenophon,

Cicero; or of the modems, Grotius, Cumberland, Puffendoif,

Harrington and others." He then adds a charming apology for

sparing himself the "disagreeable and unnecessary labour" of

giving references "all along to the more eminent writers, . . . con-

sidering that this could be ofno use except to those who have the

cited books at hand, and that such could easily by their indexes

find the corresponding places for themselves."

Not that there were always corresponding places. Hutcheson's

conception of marriage and divorce, for example, was Christian

(though liberal and deistic, without reference to a sacrament) and

significantly different from both the Greek and the Roman. And
he could not have found a precise ancient equivalent for the key

word in his definition of "oeconomics", which "treat of the rights

and obligations in a family'*.^ Neither Greek nor Latin has a word

with which to express the commonest modern sense of "family", as

one might say, "I shall spend Christmas with my family". The
Latin familia had a wide spectrum of meanings : all the persons,

free or unfi'ee, under the authority of the paUrfamUias^ the head of

the household; or all the descendants from a common ancestor; or

all one's property; or simply all one's servants (hence the familia

Coisaris comprised all the personal slaves and freedmen in the

imperial service, but not the emperor's wife or children). As with

the Greek oikos, there was a heavy accent on the property side ; the
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The Ancients and Their Economy 19

necessity never made itself felt to provide a specific name for the

restricted concept evoked by our word "family". The paterfamilias

was not the biological father but the authority over the household,

an authority that the Roman law divided into three elements (I

state this schematically), potestas or power over his children (in-

cluding adoptees), his children's children and his slaves, manus or

power over his wife and his sons' wives, and dominutm or power over

his possessions.'

This three-way classification is a precise account of a peasant

household; the head manages and controls both the personnel and

the property of the group, without distinction as to economic or

personal or social behaviour, distinctions which could be drawn

as an abstract intellectual exercise but not in actual practice. It is

the same three-way classification on which Xenophon's Oikonomi-

kos was constructed, though his aim was well above the peasant

level, and it remained at the base of European society well into the

eighteenth century (and even later in considerable areas)

.

There is no word in English for patria potestas^ but there is in

German, namely, Hausgewalt. German, too, lacked its own word

for "family" in the narrow sense, until Familie became current in

the eighteenth century.* The German Wirtschaft had a history

much like that of "economics", and there was a corresponding

literature neatly labelled Hausvaterliteratur by a modern student.*

By the time we reach Wolf Helmhard von Hohenberg's Georgica

curiosa oder Adeliges Land- und FeliUeben, published in 1682, which

employs the word oeconmia in the preface, the range of matter

covered is much more varied and more technical than in Xeno-

phon, but the fundamental conception of its subject, the oikos or

fandUOy has not changed.

These were practical works, in their ethical or psychological

teaching as in tiieir agronomic instruction and their exhortations

to maintain correct rdations with the deity. In Xenophon, how-

ever, there is not one sentence that expresses an economic principle

or offers any economic analysis, nothing on efficiency of produc-

tion, "rational" choice, the marketing of crops.* The Roman
agricultural manuals (and no doubt their lost Greek forerunners)
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20 The Ancient Economjf

do occasionally consider marketing and soil conditions and the

like, but they too never rise above rudimentary common-sense

observations (when they do not simply blunder or mislead).

Varro's advice {De re rusiica i . 1 6.3) to cultivate roses and violets on
a farm near a city but not if the estate is too far from an mrban

market, is a fair sample ofcommon sense.* "The layman's know-

ledge," Schumpeter correctly insisted, "that rich harvests are

associated with low prices offoodstuffi'* is ''obviously presdentific

and it is absurd to point to such statements in old writings as if

they embodied discoveries." In economics as elsewhere, he con-

tinued, "most statements offundamental facts acquire importance

only by the superstructures they are made to bear and are

commonplace in the absence of such superstructures."' HauS'

vaterliteratur was never made to bear a superstructure, and there-

fore it led nowhere insofar as the history of economic analysis or

theory is concerned. There was no road from the "oeconomics*' of

Francis Hutcheson to the Wealth of Nations of Adam Smith,

published twenty-four years later.*

Lexicographically the road began not with the literal sense of

oikonomia but with its extension to any sort of organization or

management. Thus, in the generation after Xenophon, a rival

poUtician ridiculed Demosthenes as "useless in the oikonomiai, the

affairs, of the city", a metaphor repeated two centuries later by the

Greek historian Polybius.® When the word crept into Latin, we
find Qiiintilian employing it for the organization or plan ofa poem
or rhetorical work.^^ And as late as 1 736, Francois Quesnay could

entitle a work, Essai physique sur I'iammie ammale—the same

Quesnay whose Tidtleau konomique of 1758 must rank with The

Wealth of Nations as a foundation-stone of the modem discipline

we call "economics".

Since revenues loom so large in the affiurs of a state, it is not

surprising that occasionally mkmnma also was used to mean the

management of public revenues. The one Greek attempt at a

general statement is the opening ofthe second book ofthe pseudo-

Aristotelian Oikanmikos, and what is noteworthy about these half

a dozen paragraphs is not only their crashing banality but also
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their isolation in the whole of surviving ancient writing. It was the

French, apparently, who first made a practice of speaking of

I'ieonomie politique^ and even they normally meant by it politics

rather than economics until about 1750. By then a large body of

writing had grown up on trade, money, national income and

economic policy, and in the second halfofthe eighteenth century

''political economy" at last acquired its fiuniliar, specialized

sense, the science of the wealth of nations. The shorter "econo-

mics" is a late nineteenth-century innovation that did not capture

the field until the publication of the first volume of Alfired

Marshall's Principles ofEconomics in 1890.

Marshall's title cannot be translated into Greek or Latin.

Neither can the basic terms, such as labour, production, capital,

investment, income, circulation, demand, entrepreneur, utility, at

least not in the abstract form required for economic analysis. In

stressing this I am suggesting not that the ancients were like

Moli^re's M. Jourdain, who spoke prose without knowing it, but

that they in fact lacked the concept of an "economy", and, a

fortiori, that they lacked the conceptual elements which together

constitute what we call "the economy". Of course they farmed,

traded, manufactured, mined, taxed, coined, deposited and loaned

money, made profits or failed in their enterprises. And they dis-

cussed these activities in their talk and their writing. What they

did not do, however, was to combine these particular activities

conceptually into a unit, in Parsonian terms into "a difierentiated

sub-system of society".^* Hence Aristotle, whose programme was

to codify the branches of knowledge, wrote no Economics. Hence,

too, the perennial complaints about the paucity and mediocrity of

ancient "economic" writing rest on a fimdamental misconception

ofwhat these writings were about.^'

It then becomes essential to askwhether this is merely accidental,

an intellectual failing, a problem in the history of ideas in the

narrow sense, or whether it is the consequence of the structure of

andent society. Let me restate the question through two concrete

instances. David Hume, whose reading in ancient authors was

wide and careful, made the important (and too often neglected)
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22 Thi AneinU EeaKomjf

observation: "I do not remember a passage in any andent

author, the growth ofa city is ascribed to the estabhshment

of a manu&ctiire. The commerce, which is said to flourish, is

chiefly the exchange of those commodities, for which different

sculs and climatfii were suited."^* More recentiy, an economic

historian, Edgar Salin, contrasted modem cydicsd crises, which

he called "rational disturbances of a rational process" (I hold no
brief for the language), with ancient crises, always attributed to

natural catastrophes, divine anger or political disturbance.^*

Were these only distinctions (or fiulures) in analysis or were there

fundamental differences in the reality under investigation?

Modem economists do not agree on a precise definition of their

subject, but few, I believe, would quarrel, apart from nuances,

with the following, which I take from Erich Roll: "If, then, we
regard the economic system as an enormous conglomeration of

interdependent markets, the central problem of economic enquiry

becomes the explanation of the exchanging process, or, more
particularly, the explanation of the formation of price." ^* (The

word "market" is used abstractly, of course, and I cannot refrain

from pointing out that in that sense it is untranslatable into Greek

or Latin.) But what if a society was not organized for the satisfac-

tion of its material wants by "an enormous conglomeration of

interdependent markets"? It would then not be possible to dis-

cover or formulate laws ("statistical uniformities" ifone prefers) of

economic behaviour, without which a concept of "the economy"

is unlikely to develop, economic analysis impossible.

"The moment seems to me to have come,'* wrote CSount Pietro

Verri in the preface to the 1772 edition of his MMazM sulP eoh

poUHea, "when political economy is developing into a
science ; there had been wanting only that method and that linking

up oftheorems which would give it the form ofa science."^' As a

working hypothesis, I suggest that such a moment never came in

antiquity because ancient society did not have an' economic

system which was an enormous conglomeration ofinterdependent

markets; that the statements by Hume and Salin, which I selected

to exemplify the point, were observations about ins^JMumd
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behaviour, not about an inleUectual failing. There were no businos

cydcs in antiquity; no cities whose growth can be ascribed, even

by us, to the establishment of a manufacture; no "Treasure by

Foreign Trade", to borrow the title of Thomas Mun's famous

work stimulated by the depression of 1620-24, i^ sub-title,

"the Balance ofour Foreign Trade is the Rule ofour Treasure"

—

and that work belongs to the early prehistory of economic

analysis.^'

It will be objected that I am arbitrarily restricting "economies'*

to the analysis of a capitalist system, whereas non-capitalist or

precapitalist societies also have economies, with rules and regu-

larities and even a measure of predictability, whether they con-

ceptualize them or not. I agree, save for the word "arbitrarily",

and I obviously agree that we have the right to study such

economies, to pose questions about their society that the ancients

themselves never thought of. If I have taken so long over this

introduction, with perhaps an excess of lexicography, that is

because there is a fundamental question of method. The economic

language and concepts we are all familiar with, even the laymen

among us, the "principles", whether they are Alfred Marshall's or

Paul Samuelson's, the models we employ, tend to draw us into a

false account. For example, wage rates and interest rates in the

Greek and Roman worlds were both fairly stable locally over long

periods (allowing for sudden fluctuations in moments of intense

political conflict or military conquest], so that to speak of a

"labour market'* or a "money market" is inunediately to falsify

the situation.^* For the same reason, no modem investment model

is applicable to the preferences ofthe men who dominated ancient

society.

Among the interest rates which remained stable were those on
maritime loans, the earliest type of insurance, going back at least

to the late fifth century B.C. A considerable body oflegal doctrine

grew up round this form ofinsurance, but no trace ofan actuarial

concept, and that may be taken as a reasonable symbol of the

absence of statistics, and hence of our difiiculty in trying to

quantify ancient economic data— the subject offrequent grousing
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24 Ancient Economy

by historians. Even the rare figure to which an ancient author

treats us is suspect a priori: it may be no more than his guess or

he may be giving it to us because it is exceptional, and we cannot

always distinguish. It is frustrating to try to analyse landholding

in classical Athens from precisely five figures for individual estates,

scattered over a time span ofabout a century, at least one ofwhich

depends on difficult interpretation of the contours of the estate

being described. Our lack of precise knowledge about Roman
holdings is no less frustrating,

Or when Thucydides (7.27.5) tells us that more than 20,000

slaves escaped from Attica in the final decade of the Pelopon-

nesian War, just what do we in fact know? Did Thucydides have

a network ofagents stationed along the border between Attica and

Boeotia for ten years counting the fugitives as they sneaked across?

This is not a frivolous question, given the solenmity with which his

statement is repeated in modem books and then used as the basis

for calculations and conclusions. The context indicates that

Thucydides thought the loss a severe blow to Athens. A modem
historian would surely have gone on to indicate what proportion

of the total slave population 20,000 represented. Thucydides did

not, because he did not know the total, nor did anyone else in

Athens. It follows that the 20,000 is no more than a guess; we can

only hope that it was an educated guess. And I doubt if we can

be even that hopeful about the figure of 120,000 armed slaves said

to have marched on Rome in 72 B.C. under the leadership of

Spartacus.'^

But grousing is not good enough. Even in modern economic

history, Fogel pointed out in a programmatic statement on econo-

metric history, the "new economic history", it "is often true that

the volume of data available is frequently below the minimum
required for standard statistical procedures. In such instances the

crucial determinant of success is the ability of the investigator to

devise methods that are exceedingly efficient in the utilization of

data— that is, to find a method that will permit one to achieve a

solution with the limited data that are available." For us there

are very narrow limits : no ancient historian can begin to parallel
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Fogel's study of the economic significance of railroads in the nine-

teenth century, starting from the counter-factual assumption that

the railroad had not been invented and that the canal networkhad

been increased instead. We shall see, however, that methods can

sometimes be found by which to organize ancient data that appear

beyond redemption at first sight.

We shall also see the dangers. Ancient historians are notimmune
fiK>m current number fetishism. They are beginning to daim
quantitative proof where the evidence does not warrant it, or to

misjudge the implications that may legitimately be drawn from

their figures. Patterns, modes of behaviour, are at the heart of any

historical inquiry such as the present one. "Apart from a pre-

supposed pattern," said Whitehead, "quantity determines

nothing." 2' Statistics help both to uncover and to elucidate the

patterns, but there are also facets that are not susceptible to

quantification. 2*

There is the further danger, when we have succeeded in produc-

ing a good set of figures, of then imputing that knowledge to the

ancients themselves as an important component in their choices

and decisions. "After all, a society does not live in a universe of

statistics" 2*—not even today, and a thousand times not in anti-

quity. In the end, therefore, our problem is less one of devising

new and complicated methods, which, given the available evi-

dence, will of necessity remain simple, than of posing the right

questions. And, I must add, ofabandoning the anecdotal technique

ofdredging up an example or two as if that constituted proof.

As for the ancients, their statistical innocence, like their lack of

economic analysis, resists a purely intellectual explanation. A
society that produced the work of Apollonius of Perge on conic

sections had more than enough mathematics for what the seven-

teenth-century English and Dutch called "political arithmetic"

and we call "statistics'*, defined by Sir Charles Davenant in 1698,

in his Discourse on the Public Revenues, as "the art of reasoning by

figures, upon things relating to government".^' The ancient

world was not wholly lacking in figures of things relating to

government. When Thucydides (52.13.3-8) tells us the number of
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26 The Atumt Economy

available Athenian hoplites, cavalrymen and ships and the amount
ofcash in reserve at the outbreak of the war, that was not a guess.

All ancient states kept rosters of their fighting forces, at least, and
some states, chiefly the autocratic ones, took censuses for tax pur-

poses and filed other information in the interest of the public

(royal) revenue.*' However, reasoning by figures is more than

mere counting and recording, and there lies the great divide.

Reasoning by figures implies a concept of relationships and trends,

without which the categories that were counted were narrowly

restricted, and what is equally important, few records were

normally retained once they had served their immediate purpose.

Hence no time series was available in antiquity, in either the public

or the private sector, save exceptionally, and without a time series

there can be no reasoning by figures, no statistics. Thucydides

could not (or at least did not) provide the data necessary for a

continuous assessment of the manpower position in the course of

the Pdoponnesian War.

I have not been saying anything particularly new. As long ago

as 1 83 1 Richard Jones protested that Ricardo's theory of rent

rested on the assumption that what he (Jones) called '^farmer's

rent" was the universal form of rent, an assumption that historical

inquiry proved to be false.'® More recently the inapplicabiUty to

the ancient world of a market-centred analysis was powerfully

argued by Max Weber and by his most important disciple among
ancient historians, Johannes Hasebroek; in our own day by Karl

Polanyi.** All to little avail.>^ The currently standard work in

English on Greek economics has neither ''household** nor oikos in

its ind«.*^ SirJohn mcks offers a model for the "First Phase ofthe

Mercantile Economy", in the city-state, which presupposes that

**the trade (oil for com) is unlikely to get started unless, to begin with,

it is a handsome profit" (my italics).** A classical scholar tells us

about the "investment of government capital in rural develop-

ment** competing with "investment capital in trade** in Athens

under the Pisistratid tyranny in the sixth century B.C.** Their

assumptions, expressed or implied, amount to "a chemical doc-

trine of society" which claims "that all forms of society can be
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objectively analysed into a finite number of immutable ele-

ments".^* If such assumptions prove invalid for antiquity, then

all that follows must be false, about economic behaviour and the

guiding values alike. We have, I suggest, to seek different con-

cepts and different models, appropriate to the ancient economy,

not (or not necessarily) to ours.

But first it is time that I specified what I mean by "andent". In

the nineteenth century I should not have had to bother. The divi-

sion of European history into the ancient, medieval and modem
periods, a conception that had its roots in the Renaissance, was a

universally accepted convention. In our century there have been

challenges and objections of various kinds—epistemological,

psychological, political. Yet in the end, when all the difficulties

and exceptions are duly noted, when we allow that the "concept of

historical period depends more on stipulation than on inferences

from commonly accepted evidence", when we agree to abandon

the value judgment implicit in such a phrase as "the Dark Ages",

when we recognize that China and India also had histories that

are not to be ignored, it remains true, first, that European civiliza-

tion has a unique history, which it is legitimate to study as a

distinct subject;^® second, thjat even casual acquaintance with the

sweep of European history gives an unmistakable sense of qualita-

tive differences among the traditional periods (whatever further

differences there may be within the periods) third, that history

and prehistory should remain distinct subjects of inquiry, that

Nedithic setdements, like the contemporary non-literate societies

studied by the anthropologists, belong to yet another "period"

so to speak.

But is it also legitimate, with the vast new knowledge now
available, to exclude from "ancient history" the important,

seminal civilizations of the ancient Near East, the Sumerians,

Baylonians and Assyrians, the Hittites, Canaanites, Hebrews and

Phoenicians, the Egyptians, the Persians? It is not a valid argu-

ment for exclusion that these civilizations existed on the con-

tinents we now call Asia and Africa rather than in Europe; nor

that mostly they spoke languages outside the Indo-European
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family (to which in fact Hittite and Persian do belong). On the

other hand, it is no argument for inclusion to stress the borrowings

and the economic or cultural connections between the Graeco-

Roman world and the Near Eastern: the appearance of Wedg-
wood blue porcelain does not require the inclusion ofChina as an

integral part ofan analysis ofthe industrial revolution in England.

What matters is the way in which the two civilizations (or com-

plexes of cultures) diverge fundamentally at every point, in their

social structures, in their power structures (both internally and

externally), in the relationship between the power structure and

religion, in the presence or absence of the scribe as a pivotal

figure. It is almost enough to point out that it is impossible to

translate the word "freedom'*, eleutheria in Greek, libertas in Latin,

or "free man", into any ancient Near Eastern language, including

Hebrew, or into any Far Eastern language either, for thatmatter.*^

The Near Eastern economies were dominated by large palace-

or temple-complexes, who owned the greater part of the arable,

virtually monopolized anything that can be called "industrial

production" as well as foreign trade (which includes inter-city

trade, not merely trade with foreign parts), and organized the

economic, miUtary, poUtical and religious life of the society

through a single complicated, bureaucratic, record-keeping opera-

tion for which the word "rationing", taken very broadly, is as good

a one-word description as I can think of. None ofthis is relevant to

the Gracco-Roman world until the conquests of Alexander the

Great and later of the Romans incorporated large Near Eastern

territories. At that point we shall have to look more closely at this

Near Eastern kind of society. But otherwise, were I to define

''ancient** to embrace both worlds, there is not a single topic I

could discuss without resorting to disconnected sections, employ-

ing different concepts and models. The exclusion ofthe Near East

is therefore not arbitrary, though retention of the label "ancient"

is frankly less easy to defend other than on grounds of tradition

and convenience.

I do not wish to over-simplify. There were private holdings of

land in the Near East, privately worked; there were "independent"
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craftsmen and pedlars in the towns. Our evidence does not

permit quandfication, but I do not believe it is possible to elevate

these people to the prevailing pattern of economy, whereas the

Graeco-Roman world was essentially and precisely one of private

ownership, whether of a few acres or of the enormous domains of

Roman senators and emperors, a world of private trade, private

manufacture. Both worlds had their secondary, atypical, marginal

people, such as the nomads who were a chronic threat to the

settled river-valley communities in Mesopotamia and Egypt,

perhaps the Phoenician cities on the coast of Syria, certainly Uie

Spartans in Greece. Furthermore, Phrygians, Medes and Persians

were not Babylonians or Egyptians, while the government of the

Roman Empire became as autocratic and bureaucratic, in some

ways, as the Ptolemies, and before them the Pharaohs, of Egypt.

But not in all ways. We must concentrate on the dominant types,

the characteristic modes of behaviour.*"

The Graeco-Roman world is of course an abstraction, and an

elusive one when we try to anchor it in time and space. In very

round numbers we shall be dealing with the period between

1000 B.C. and A.D. 500.* At the beginning that "world" was

restricted to a Uttle comer ofthe Balkans and a few toeholds on the

Turkish coast of the Aegean Sea. Gradually, spasmodically, it

expanded in all directions, until at one moment, at the death of

the emperor Trajan in A.D. 117, the Roman Empire extended

nearly 3000 miles from the Atlantic Ocean to the edge of the

Caucasus; and from Britain and the Rhine in the north to a

southern line running more or less along the border of the Sahara

Desert and then to the Persian Gulf, a north-south axis of some

1750 miles without counting in Britain. At that moment, the area

was perhaps 1,750,000 square miles, approximately half the land

area of the United States at present.

That is an impressive figure, but to appreciate the scale of

* Neither date is a meaningful one in the sense that anydiing significant

occurred in cither 1000 B.C. or A.D. 500. The date 1000 B.C. is a symbol for

the beginning of the "Dark Age" in Greece which I believe to be reflected in

the Homeric poems.
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human activity we must look a little more closely. Gibbon made
the acute observation that the Roman army in the heyday of the

empire was no larger than that of Louis XIV, "whose kingdom

was confined within a single province of the Roman empire".'^

The army is not necessarily an index ofthe population as a whole:

Gibbon himselfadded in a footnote that it must "be remembered

that France still feels that extraordinary effort**. However, we
have learned something: the Roman empire was incapable of a

comparable effort, whatever the price. Our best guess of the

maximum population ever attained in the Graeco-Roman world

is 50-60,000,000 at the beginning of the Christian era, roughly the

same as in the United Kingdom or Italy today, no more than

treble that of the state of California.*^ These millions were un-

evenly distributed, not only among the regions but also between

town and country, and, within the urban sector, between five or

six swollen administrative capitals on the one hand, such as Rome,
Alexandria or Carthage, and on the other hand a number of

communities, mostly in the eastern half, in the 100,000-class and

then hundreds of little towns we dignify with the proud label of

"cities". It is salutary to remember that in an earlier epoch the

famous and powerful Sparta could never count more than 9000

adult male citizens, and not even that for most of its history.

One aspect of the distribution of the population requires con-

sideration. It is a commonplace that for much of its history the

Graeco-Roman world was tied together by the Mediterranean Sea,

mare nostrum, "our sea", the Romans called it. The roll ofnearly all

the great centres—Athens, Syracuse, Gyrene, Rome, Alexan-

• dria, Antioch, Gonstantinople—can be called without going

more than a few miles inland. For a long time everything beyond

this thin belt was periphery, land to be drawn upon for hides, food,

metals and slaves, to be raided for booty, to be garrisoned for

defence, but to be inhabited by barbarians, not by Greeks or

Romans. "We inhabit a small portion of the earth,** wrote Plato

{Phaedo 109B), "from Phasis [on the east coast ofthe Black Sea] to

the Pillars of Heracles [Straits of Gibraltar], living around the sea

like ants and frogs around a pond.*'
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The Mediterranean area constitutes a single "climatic region",**

marked by winter rains and long summer droughts, by light soils

and dry farming for the most part, in contrast to the inigatioB

fanning on which so much of the ancient Near Eastern economy

was based. It is a region of relatively easy habitation and much
outdoor living, producing on its best soils, the coastal plains and

the large inland plateaus, a good supply ofthe staple cereal grasses,

vegetables and fruits, in particular grapes and olives, with suitable

pasture for small animals, sheep, pigs and goats, but not on the

whole for cattle. The ubiquitous oUve—the chiefsource ofediUe

fat, of the best soap and of fuel for illumination—is an essential

clue to the Mediterranean life-style. The olive-tree flourishes even

in s^ummer drought but, though not labour-intensive, it demands

attention and it requires time, since the tree does not bear for the

first ten or twelve years. It is thus a symbol of sedentary existence

— its longevity was celebrated—and the Mediterranean on the

whole is no place for nomadic peoples.

On the other hand, neither the olive nor dry farming generally

requires the complex social organization that made possible the

great river-valley civilizations along the Nile, the Tigris and
Euphrates, the Indus and Yellow rivers. Irrigation £uming is

more productive, more consistent and more conducive to a dense

population. It is no accident that the main centre within the

Roman empire of irrigation farming, Egypt, had a population in

the first century of 7,500,000 exclusive of Alexandria**—one of

the very few ancient population figures we have that is likely to be

accurate. In compensation, the river-valleys turned into virtual

deserts the moment thccentral organization broke down, whereas

the ancient dry-farming regions recovered rapidly firom natural

disasters and human devastation.

Of course there were inhabited districts in Greece, central and
nord&em Italy, central Turkey which were at a sufficient distance

firom the sea not to have easy access to it for their products.

Nevertheless, what I have said about the Mediterranean axis holds

for about the first 800 years of our 1500-year period, and then a

significant change set in, the spread of the Graeco-Roman world
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inland, especially to the north, on a scale to be reckoned /with.

Eventually France, Belgium, Britain and central Europe to the

Danube basin were fully incorporated, with consequences that

have perhaps received insufficient attention. Two simple facts

enter into the reckoning: first, these northern provinces were out-

side the Mediterranean climatic region and also tended to have

heavier soils
;
second, they were barred by the prohibitive cost of

land transport from fully sharing in the advantages of Mediter-

ranean traffic, save for those districts in close proximity to

navigable rivers (unknown in Asia Minor, Greece, most of Italy,

and Africa apart from the Nile).** Not only did the great arteries,

such as the Rhone, Saone, Rhine, Danube and Po, carry an active

traffic but, in Gaul in particular, the many secondary rivers as

well.

Thus far, in speaking of a Mediterranean axis and a Mediter-

ranean climatic region, I have been playing down the extent of

variation within the area, and I must now turn to that, still only

in a preliminary way. I am thinking not of the self-evident varia-

tions in fertiUty, in suitability for specific crops, in the presence or

absence ofimportant mineral resources, but ofthe variations in the

social structure, in land tenure, in the labour system. The world

the Romans brought together into a single imperial system had

behind it not one long history but a considerable number of

different histories, which the Romans neither could nor wished to

wipe out. The exce'ptional position ofRome itselfand ofItaly with

its exemption from the land tax is an obvious example. The con-

tinuation in Egypt and other eastern provinces of a peasant

system that left no place for the slave plantations of Italy and
Sicily is another. I do not think I need enumerate fiirther; the

position was summed up by Andr^ Ddl^age in his fimdamental

study of the radically new tax system introduced by Diocletian

throughout the empire. This system, Ddldage wrote, was "ex-

tremely complex" because it took "different forms in the different

sections of the empire",** not for reasons of royal caprice but

because, in order to be effective, to produce the required imperial

revenues, the tsix system had to acknowledge the profound,
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historically created differences in the underlying land regime.

Is it legitimate, then, to speak ofthe "ancient economy"? Must
it not be broken down by further eliminations, as I have already

eliminated the older society ofthe Near East? Walbank, following

in the steps of Rostovtzeff, has recently called the Empire of the

first century "a single economic unit", one that was "knit together

by the intensive exchange of all types of primary commodities and

manufactured articles, including the four fundamental articles of

trade— grain, wine, oil and slaves". The industries of Gaul, he

specifies, "rapidly became serious competitors on the world mar-

ket" and the "metalware of Egypt found a ready sale everywhere;

examples have been dug up even in South Russia and India".*'

Similarly Rostovtzeff says that "the exchange of manufactured

goods, articles not ofluxury but of everyday use, was exceedingly

active". *8

This is all too vague: such generalizations cry out for a more
soj^ticated effort to approach quandficaCbn and pattern-

construction. Wheeler tells the cautionary tale ofthe discovery on

the Swedish island ofGotland of39 sherds of terra siffUaia pottery

scattered over an area of some 400 square metres, which turned

out in the end all to be broken bits ofa single bowl.^* Around the

year 400 the wealthy Bishop Synesius of CSyrene (in modem
Libya) wrote to his brother from Alexandria {Epistles 52) asking

him to purchase three Ught summer mantles from an Athenian,

who, Synesius had heard, had arrived in Gyrene. That is the man,

he added, from whom you bought me some shoes last year, and

please hurry before all the best ware has been sold. Here are two

examples of "ready sale" in a "world market".^" I cite them

neither to caricature nor to imply that ancient trade was all on

that level, but to concretize my demand for more specification,

more qualification, where possible quantification, of such other-

wise misleading vague phrases as "intensive exchange", "exceed-

ingly active", "examples have been dug up". The imperial city of

Rome lived on grain imported from Sicily, Spain, North Africa

and Egypt, but in Antioch, during the famine ofA.D. 362-363, it

required the forcible intervention of the emperor Julian to have
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grain brought in from two inland districts of northern Syria, one

fifty, the other a hundred miles away.'^

To be meaningful, "world market", "a single economic unit'*

must embrace something considerably more than the exchange of

some goods over long distances; otherwise China, Indonesia, the

Malay Peninsula and India were also part of the same unit and

world market. One must show the existence of interlocking be-

haviour and responses over wide areas— Erich Roll's "enormous

conglomeration of interdependent markets"—in the dominant

sectors of the economy, in food and metal prices, for example, and

one cannot, or at least no one has.^^ "Neither local nor long-

distance trade," a distinguished economic geographer has pointed

out, "disturbed the subsistence base of the householding units in

peasant societies. The role ofmodem central-place hierarchies is,

on the other hand, predicated upon the extreme division of labour

and the absence of household self-sufficiency in necessities."^'

Neither predicate existed to a sufficient degree in antiquity.

It will be obvious by now that I reject both the conception and
the approach I have briefly criticized. The few isolated patterns

regularly adduced, the ending of the brief monopoly held by the

north Italian town ofArezzo in the production of terra sigillatOy the

rough correlation between large-scale wars and the price ofslaves,

cannot bear the great edifice erected upon them. My justification

for speaking of **the ancient economy*' lies in another direction, in

the fact that in its final centuries the ancient world was a single

political unit, and in the common cultural-psychological firame-

work, the relevance ofwhich to an account ofthe economy I hope

to demonstrate in subsequent chapters.
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Orders and Status

Anyone who reads much in ancient authors will

eventually be struck by the fact that, in a culture lacking statistics

in general, there was a curious abundance of precise figures,

readily and publicly proclaimed, of the size of individual fortunes

or at least of individual fijiancial transactions. When, in the

Odyssey (14.98-104), the swineherd Eumaeus remarks to the

"stranger" about his absent master, *'not twenty men together

have so much wealth; I will give you the inventory, twelve herds

of cattle on the mainland, as many of sheep, so many droves of

swine'*, and so on, there is no trace of satire, nothing of Shaw's

Captain Bluntschli, the Swiss hotelkeeper who announced at the

dose ciAms and the Man, *'I have nine thousand six hundred pairs

of sheets and blankets, with two thousand four hundred dder-

down quilts. I have ten thousand knives and forks, and the same

quantity of dessert spoons . . . and I have three native languages.

Show me any man in Bulgaria that can offer as much !*' Eumaeus
was demonstrating the greatness ofOdysseus in the most matter-of-

fact way, just as the emperor Augustus recorded in the account of

his reign which he himself prepared for posthumous publication:

I paid out about 860,000,000 sesterces for the purchase of land for

veterans; I handed out in cash altogether 2,400,000,000 sesterces

to the treasury, to the plebs of the city ofRome and to demobilized

soldiers; and lots more.^

The judgment of antiquity about wealth was fundamentally

imequivocal and uncomplicated. Wealth was necessary and it was
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good; it was an absolute requisite for the good life; and on the

whole that was all there was to it. From Odysseus, who told King
Aldnous of the Phaeadans that he would wait a year ifnecessary

for the many gifts he was promised, and notjust overnight, before

departing, because "more advantageous would it be to come to

my dear fatherland with a fiiller hand, and so should I be more
reverenced and loved among men" {Odyssey 11.358-60), the line

was continuous to the end of antiquity. I shall quote only Trimal-

chio, the freedman-"hero" of the Satyricon, addressing his dinner-

guests: "If you don't like the wine I'll have it changed. It's up to

you to do it justice. I don't buy it, thank heaven. In fact, whatever

wine really tickles your palate this evening, it comes from an

estate of mine which as yet I haven't seen. It's said to adjoin my
estates at Terracina and Tarentum. What I'd like to do now is add

Sicily to my little bits of land, so that when I go to Africa I could

sail there without leaving my own property."

^

The Satyricon, written by a courtier ofNero's ofconsular rank, is

not an easy work to assess in its values, judgments or impUcations.

It is a work which mocks and sneers, but it is not Alice in Wonder-

land; Trimalchio may not be a wholly typical ancient figure, but

he is not wholly untypical either.' In the passage I have just

quoted, except perhaps for the use of the diminutive agellae (little

bits of land), with its spurious modesty, the mockery is in the

reektctio ad absurdum, in the extension of accepted values to the point

of unreasonableness. In two respects Trimalchio was expttmng
perfectly good doctrine, which he merely exaggerated: he was

openly delighted with his wealth and boastful about it, and he was
equally pleased with his self-sufficiency, with his possession of

estates capable ofproducing everything he needed, no matter how
expanded the needs and extended the desires.

There were exceptions. Socrates went so far as to suggest, in his

own way of life, that wealth was neither essential nor even

necessarily helpful in achieving the good life. Plato went further,

at least in the Republic where he denied his philosopher-rulers all

property (along with other normally accepted goods). The chief

disciple of Diogenes the Cynic was a rich man, Grates of Thebes,
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who voluntarily gave up his possessions, much like the heroes of

the saints' lives in the later Roman Empire.

Anthologies have been produced of statements idealizing the

simple life, philosophical or bucolic, and even poverty.* But they

must be treated with discrimination. "Poverty," said Apuleius in

the middle of the second century {Apology 18.2-6), "has always

been the handmaiden of philosophy. . . . Review the greatest

rogues whose memory has been preserved, you will find no poor

men among them. . . . Poverty, in sum, has been firom the b^;in-

ning of time the founder of states, the inventor of arts." Out of

context that seems straightforward enough. The context, however,

is not irrelevant. Apuleius, son of a high official of Madaurus, a

Roman colony in North Afiica, had spent many years abroad,

chiefly in philosophical and rhetorical study. On his return to

North Africa, he married a wealthy woman older than himself,

a widow for fourteen years, and was brought to trial by her son on

the charge of seduction through magic. The bill of particulars

included the claim that Apuleius was a poor fortune-hunter; he

replied, in his defence from which I quoted, with the inconsistency

permitted in a pleader. First, he argued, what is wrong with

poverty? Second, he continued, I am in fact a fairly rich man,

having inherited (with my brother) nearly two million sesterces

from my father, most of which remains despite the costs of my
travels and my liberaUty.

In another sphere, there is the famous remark the historian

Thucydides (2.37.1) attributes to Pericles: "Neither is poverty a

bar, but a man may benefit his city whatever the obscurity of his

condition." Again very straightforward, but it was precisely the

exceptional character of Atfaetis that Pericles was praising. Not
many Greek states of the classical period, and none at all in the

ancient world at any other period, allowed poor men of obscure

condition to play a positive constructive role in political life, and

even in Athens it is almost impossible to find a man of modest

means, let alone a really poor man, in a position of leadership.

Nevertheless, I do not wish to argue away the exceptions. There

are always exceptions, and it is perhaps more significant that the
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anthologies I mentioned are not very large. Our concern must be

with the prevailing ideology. One can quote Plato to "disprove"

almost any general statement one tries to make about Greek
society, but that is a stultifying and fundamentally wrong historical

method. Fourth-century B.C. Greeks did not, after all, abolish, or

even question, monogamy and the femily despite the arguments

adduced against them in the Republic. Nor is it a legitimate objec-

tion that the writers from whom our knowledge of the ideology

comes, for Greece as for Rome, were in the vast majority men
from, or attached to, the upper classes. Ideology never divides

neatly along class lines ; on the contrary, its function, if it is to be

of any use, is precisely to cross those lines, and about wealth and

poverty there was a remarkable unanimity in antiquity. Trimal-

chio was a more authentic spokesman than Plato.

Ancient moralists, at least from the time of the Sophists (and in

a rudimentary way even earlier, in such poets as Solon and

Theognis), examined all the received values of their society

—

including wealth. They examined, and they debated and they

disagreed, not about the economy but about the private ethical

aspects ofwealth, a narrow topic. Is wealth boundless? Is wealth a

good ifit is not used properly? Are there morally good and morally

evil ways of acquiring wealth? Even, among a minority of

moralists, is it possible to live a life of virtue without wealth?

Fundamentally, however, "Blessed are the poor" was not within

the Graeco-Roman world of ideas, and its appearance in the

Gospels—whatever one*s exegesis of the texts—points to another

world and another set of values. That other world eventually

achieved a paradoxical ideology, in which a fiercely acquisitive

temper was accompanied by strains ofasceticism and holy poverty,

by feelings of unease and even of guilt.

The history of the word philantkropia ("love ofman") illustrates

the distinction.^ Originally it was employed to define a divine

quality or a beneficent act by a god, and that sense survived to the

end of antiquity, in Christian as in pagan usage. Soon, however,

philantkropia also came to be attributed to highly placed human
beings, in the sense of a humane feeling or simply an act of kind-
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ness or courtesy. When individuals or communities appealed to a

monarch or high functionary to redress a grievance or grant a

favour, they appealed to his phUanUvropia, If successful, they re-

ceived a pkUantkropotif which might be an immunity from a tax or

other obligation, and therefore have a monetary value, but which

was more often an anmesty, the right of asylum, an intervention

against some administrative wrong. The ruler and his agents

were the protectors ofthe people against oppression and wrongful

injury, and one appealed to their philanthropia along with good will

and justice, essentially synonymous terms. ^ A characteristic third-

century anecdote reports that when a defeated gladiator appealed

for his life to Caracalla, who was present in the amphitheatre, the

latter denied having the power and suggested an appeal to the

victor, who dared not make the concession lest he appear "more

philanthropic" than the emperor (Dio 78.19.4). There the deve-

lopment of the word stopped in antiquity; it remained for later

ages to express humanity in purely monetary terms, to degrade it

to the level of gifts to the poor and needy, to charity.

To be sure, the ancient world was not wholly lacking in charit-

able acts, in the narrow modem sense. Normally, however,

generosity was directed to the conununity, not to the needy,

whether as individuals or as groups.' (I exclude generosity to poor

relations, clients and favoiuite slaves as a different situation.) The
benefactions of the younger Pliny, probably unsurpassed in Italy

or the western empire, were typical in this respect.^ One can cite

exceptions, but one can also almost count them, and that is the

decisive fact. The very poor aroused little sympathy and no pity

throughout antiquity. "Give to one who gives, but do not give to

one who does not give,'* advised the poet Hesiod in the seventh

century B.C. {Works and Days 355), and Hesiod, of all ancient

writers, was no mere mouthpiece for upper-class values. What was
lacking was a sense of sin. A Greek or Roman could offend his

gods easily enough, and at times, though not often, we meet with

notions that come close to the idea of sin. Basically, however, their

wrong acts were external, so to speak, and therefore amends were

made by ritual purification, or they were intellectualized, as in the
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Socratic doctrine that no man does evil knowingly. The accent is

on the word "action", not on a condition or state of sinfulness that

could be healed only by divine grace. Hence there need be

no ambiguity about wealth as such, or about poverty as an

cvil.»

Not even the state showed much concern for the poor. The
famous exception is the intensely political one of the dty ofRome
(and also of CSonstantinople in the final period), where, fix>m the

time of Gains Gracchus, feeding the populace became a political

necessity, which not even the emperors could escape (and when the

emperors could no longer cope, the popes stepped in). If ever an
exception proved the rule, this is the one. Qjiite apart from the

nuance—far from insignificant—that imtil the third century

A.D. resident citizens were eligible as beneficiaries without a

means test, it is proper to ask, who provided fire com and pork

as a regular matter in any other city of the empire? No one, and

such an occasional attempt at humaneness as Julian's, when
Antioch was suffering from a severe famine, was a complete and
bitter failure. Trajan established an interesting and unique

scheme offamily allowances in Italy, known as the alimentaj but he

was able to get it started in only a smallish minority of the cities,

and, though it survived for at least a century, no other emperor

save Antoninus Pius is reliably known to have extended it. Be-

sides, there is reason to believe that Trajan's main concern was to

increase the birth rate in Italy (but not in any other region of the

empire) . Again an exception that proves the rule.

If one wishes to grasp the basic attitude to the poor, one must

look not at the occasional philanthropy but at the law of debt (as

it applied to them» not among status-equals in the upper classes)

.

That law was uniformly harsh and unyielding. Even where the

archaic system ofdebt-bondage disappeared, the defaulting debtor

continued to make amends, in one way or another, through com-

pulsory labour, his own and sometimes his children's.

Underpinning the positive Graeco-Roman judgment of wealth

was thie conviction that among the necessary conditions offireedom

were personal independence and leisure. "The condition of the
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free man," wrote Aristotle {Rhetoric I367a32), "is that he not Hve

under the constraint of another," and it is clear from the context

that his notion of living under restraint was not restricted to slaves

but was extended to wage labour and to others who were economi'

caUj dependent. There is a due in Greek linguistic usage. The
Greek wordsplmtos and peniay customarily rendered "wealth" and
"poverty", respectively, had in fact a different nuance, what

Veblen called "the distmction between exploit and drudgery**.^*

A pUmsios was a man who was rich enough to live properly on his

income (as we should phrase it), a penis was not. The latter need

not be propertyless or even, in the fidl sense, poor: he could own a
farm or slaves, and he could have a few hundred drachmas

accumulated in a strong-box, but he was compelled to devote

himself to gaining a livcJihood. Penia^ in short, meant the harsh

compulsion to toil,^' whereas the pauper, the man who was alto-

gether without resources, was normally called a ptochos, bl beggar,

not a penes. ^* In Aristophanes' last surviving play, the PlutuSy

Penia is a goddess (an invention of the playwright's) and she

strongly resists (Unes 552-4) the suggestion that she and ptocheia

are sisters: "The life of the ptochos . . . consists in having nothing,

that of the perus in living thriftily and applying oneself to

one's work, in not having a surplus but also in not lacking

necessities."

The Plutus is anyway a most complicated work and cannot be

adduced as a text glorifying penidy which retained in the popular

mind a pejorative undertone, for all its difference from beggary,

precisely like Apuleius's paupertas.^^ Its relevance for us is as a

footnote to Aristotle, and, if I may put it that way, also to a

famous passage in Cicero, which I must quote nearly in full {De

offims 1.150-1):

*'Now in regard to trades and employments, which are to be

considered liberal and which mean, this is the more or less

accepted view. First, those employments are condemned which

incur ill-will, as those of collectors of harbour taxes and money-

lenders. Illiberal, too, and mean are the employments of all who
work for wages, whom we pay for their labour and not for their

t
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art; for in their case their very wages are the warrant of their

slavery. We must also consider mean those who buy from mer-

chants in order to re-sell immediately, for they would make no

profit without much outright lying. . . . And all craftsmen are

engaged in mean trades, for no workshop can have any quality

appropriate to a firee man. Least worthy of all are those trades

which cater to sensual pleasures: 'fishmongers, butchers, cooks,

poulterers and fishermen,' as Terence says ; to whom you may add,

ifyou please, perfumers, dancers and all performers in low-grade

music-halls.

**But the occupations in which either a higher degree of intelli-

gence is required or from which society derives no small benefit

—

such as medicine or architecture or teaching—they are respectable

for those whose status they befit. Commerce, if it is on a small

scale, is to be considered mean ; but ifit is large-scale and extensive,

importing much from ail over and distributing to many without

misrepresentation, is not to be greatly censured.* Indeed, it even

seems to deserve the highest respect if those who are engaged in it,

satiated, or rather, I should say, content with their profits, make
their way from the harbour to a landed estate, as they have often

made it from the sea to a harbour. But of all things from which one

may acquire, none is better than agriculture, none more fruitful,

none sweeter, none more fitting for a free man."

Why, one will promptly ask, should Cicero be accepted as more

representative than other moralists whom I have previously

labelled exceptional, Socrates, Plato, the Cynics? His opening

"this is the more or less accepted view" {haecfere accepimus) is the

kind of ex parte statement that has no standing as evidence. It is

perhaps more cogent that the De qfficits, in which the passage

appears, wsis until quite recently one of the most widely read

ethical treatises ever written in the west. Tully's Offices "give the

Mind a noble set", wrote Bishop Burnet when commending it to

the clergy in his Discourse ofthe Pastoral Care, published in 1692 and

* Note that foreign trade is evaluated positively became it provides goods

for constuners, not, in Thomas Mun's language, because it increases national

treasure.
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reaching a fourteenth edition in 182 1, approved by the Society for

Promoting Christian Knowledge for anyone contemplating Holy

Orders.^* The distinction between writers who are more and less

representative of a particular social environment is a familiar one

in the history of ideas, between John Stuart Mill or Emerson and
Nietzsche, for example, as between Cicero and Plato. "Unrepre-

sentative" moralists certainly offer penetrating insights into the

realities of their society, but they have to be read differently, they

cannot be read straight, so to speak, as mere reporters.

However, I shall not argue on those lines. Instead, I shall treat

the Cicero passage as the foundation for a hypothesis. Does it or

does it not accurately reflect the prevalent pattern of behaviour in

Cicero's time? And beyond? The issue is one of choice. Given that

no man, not even Robinson Crusoe, is absolutely free, how free was

a Greek or Roman to choose among a range of possible "employ-

ments", whether of his energies or his goods? More precisely,

perhaps, how much weight was attached to what we should call

economic factors in the choice, maximization of income, for

example, or market calculations? Still more precisely, how free

was a rich Greek or Roman, since obviously fishmongers, crafts-

men and performers in low music-halls were rigidly restricted and

could think of leisure and independence only as Utopian?

A recent inquiry into the junior officers of the Roman imperial

army opens with the following two sentences: "There was, it may
be agreed, in the society of the Empire as in all societies a desire on

the part of the individual and the family to advance socially. It

was the task of the emperor not to frustrate this desire but to pro-

vide for its satisfaction in a way that would be of maximum
benefit to society.!'^' That this is a vafid generalization for all

societies or for all sectors within a society is demonstrably incor-

rect, and the role assigned to the Roman emperor would be

extraordinarily difficult to document or defend. However, those

weaknesses apart, we are here presented with one familiar view-

point, not argued, not demonstrated, simply asserted, "it may be

agreed". It reflects a modem "individualist" view of social

behaviour which a distinguished Indologist has called the greatest
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obstacle to an understanding of the social structure of India : "it

is our misunderstanding of hierarchy. Modem man is virtually

incapable of fully recognizing it. For a start, he simply fails to

notice it. If it does force itself on his attention he tends to

eliminate it as an epiphenOmenon."^'

Where did the Graeoo-Roman world stand, in its economic

behaviour, between the two extremes of "individualism" and

"hierarchy"? That is a central question; it merits careful con-

sideration, employing clearly defined categories. There are con-

texts in which loose reference to classes, for example, is harmless:

I myself refer to the "upper classes" in this way, when I trust the

meaning is intelligible. Now, however, I must try to establish the

social situation with greater precision.

It will be noticed that Cicero's classification cannot be pin-

pointed exactly. Most of the specific employments he enumerates

are occupations, but not all : wage labour is not an occupation, nor

is agriculture when it embraces everyone from a poor tenant to the

absentee owner of hundreds, even thousands, of acres. Although

Cicero himself was a large landowner, his "occupation" was not

agriculture but the law and politics, both of which he under-

standably neglected to mention. He is an excellent exemplar ofthe

truth that in antiquity land ownership on a sufficient scale marks

"the absence of any occupation", not only in the particular

circumstances ofRome at the end of the Republic but equally in

classical Sparta or Athens. Plutarch tells us that Pericles inherited

a landed estate finom his &ther and "organized its management in

the way he thought would be simplest and most strict. He sold all

the year's produce in bulk and then bought all the necessities in

the market. . . . Every expenditure and every receipt proceeded

by count and measure. His agent in securing all this exactitude

was a servant, Evangelus, who was either gifted by nature or

trained by Pericles to be unsurpassed in household management."

Pericles' sons and daughters-in-law, Plutarch continues, were dis-

pleased with his methods, "there being no abundance, as in a

great house and under generous circumstances" {Pericles 16.3-5).

The disagreement in this instance was not over how to acquire
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wealth but over how to spend it. Neither Pericles nor his dis-

gruntled sons revealed any more interest in farming as a profession

than did Xenophon when he wrote the Oikonomikos.

For the plousioi of antiquity—and they alone are at present

under consideratioii—categories of social division other than

occupation have priority in any analysis, and I shall examine

three in turn: order or estate (as used in France before the

Revolution, German Stand), class and status.'^ "Order" is ofcourse

the Latin ordb, but, predictably, the Romans did not use it in a

sociologically precise way any more than we do with comparable

English terms, and I shall not follow their usage too closely. An
order or estate is a juridically defined group within a population,

possessing formalized privil^es and disabilities in one or more

fields of activity, governmental, military, legal, economic,

religious, marital, and standing in a hierarchical relation to other orders.

Ideally membership is hereditary, as in the simplest and neatest

ancient example, the division of the Romans in their earliest stage

into two orders, patricians and plebeians. But no society that is

not wholly stationary can rest on that simple level, especially not

if, as was the case in Rome, there was no way to replace a patrician

house that lacked male heirs.

Once Rome ceased to be a primitive village of peasants and

herdsmen on the Tiber and began to extend its territory and

power, the existing system oftwo orders, though firmly sanctioned

by law, religion and tradition, had to be adapted to the new
circumstances if the community was not to be violently destroyed.

The Romans' own version of the early centuries of the Republic,

known to us from the histories by livy and Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus writing at the time ofAugustus, has as its central theme the

struggle between the patricians and plebeians. Among the plebeian

"victoiics** in these aocounts were the removal in 445 B.O. of the

prohibition of marriage between the orders and, by a law of 366

B.G., the concession to plebeians of eligibility for one of the two

consulships, the highest offices in the state. No special knowledge

of Roman history is required to appreciate who among the ple-

beians were the beneficiaries of such victories. The story "is
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unintelligible unless there were rich plebeians'*. Another victory

was the abolition of nexum, a form of bondage for debt; this time

the beneficiaries would have been the poor plebeians, against both

patricians and rich plebeians.

From 366 on the names of no more than twenty-one patrician

houses are attested. The patriciate continued to exist for centuries

thereafter, but its practical significance was soon reduced pretty

much to certain priestly privileges and to ineligibility for the office

of tribune, while ^'plebeian" came to mean about what it means

in English today. The original patrician-plebeian dichotomy had
lost its relevance. The highest order was now the senatorial ordo^

members of the senate, plebeian in the increasing majority as the

years went on, an order in the strict sense but not hereditary in

law, however near to being hereditary it was in fact. A further

adaptation came in the late second century B.C. when the

equestrian order came to be defined de facto to include all non-

senators with a minimum property of 400,000 sesterces.* The old

name equites, knights, was no longer taken literally, though the

ancient ritual of assigning the "public horse" to a select number

(1800 or 2400) went on, with honorific overtones. Even for the

other equites, now the great majority within the order, there was

genuine social-psychological meaning in an archaic title "with its

associations of high rank and property-census, antique tradition,

and decorative imagery".

This criss-crossing of categories reveals that by the late second

century B.C., when Rome had become an empire that included

not only the whole of Italy below the Po River but also Sicily,

Sardinia and Corsica, as much of Spain as they were able to

control. North Afidca, Macedonia and Greece, orders alone were

inadequate as an integrating institution, but that at the same time

the tradition of orders was too strong to be abandoned. The
hierarchy was in fact headed no longer by the senatorial order as

a whole but by an inner group, the "nobility" (their own word),

which had no juridical standing but which was nevertheless con-

* The roughness of the ckudficatioii b to be noted: itut ridiest equestrians

had more wealth than the poorest senators.
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fined, defacto^ to families who could claim a consul, past or present,

among their members,

The nobility was not an order but what I shall shortly define as

a status. When the Republic was replaced by a monarchy under

Augustus, the emperor revitalized the system of orders to a con-

siderable extent, but for my purposes it is unnecessary to punue
the story fiurther in Roman history,** except to make one more

point. Everything I have said so &r about orders pertained exclu-

sively to the Romans themselves. But who were the Romans ofthe

second century B.G. or ofthe age ofAugustus? They were neither

a nationality nor a race but the members of a formally defined

group, the Roman dtizen-body, and that, too, must be counted

among the orders, though with reference to outsiders rather than

internally and for that reason not so classified by the Romans
themselves.* Our word "citizen" has the same philological con-

nection with "city" as the Latin civis and the Greek politeSy but a

much weaker connotation, since in the formative centuries of both

civilizations the "city" was a community bound together by

religion, tradition, intimacy and political autonomy in ways that

no modern city pretends to. Hence citizenship entailed a nexus of

privileges and obligations in many spheres of activity, juridically

defined and jealously protected; it was membership in an order

in the strictest sense of that term, especially once "outsiders" in

noticeable numbers began to reside inside.*^ Roman citizenship

was, after all, something Rome's so-called Italian "allies" went to

war for in 91 B.C. Augustus {Res gestae 8.3-4) recorded 4,233,000

Roman citizens in a census of8 B.C., 4,937,000 in A.D. 14, most of

them living in Italy, in the period when we guess the total popula-

tion of the empire to have been fifty or sixty million.

The history of the orders in Greece is less complex yet com-
parable in important respects.'* The diflferences, in my opinion,

can be explained, first by the absence in Greece of large-flcale

expansion, the major complicating factor in Rome; second, by the

emergence in Greece of democracy, never achieved in Rome. It

* The Romans sometimes referred to status civitatis (cf. status libertatis), but

in the dasaification I am employing, "order", not **8tatus'*, is correct.
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was precisely in the democratic states that the shift from orders to

status-groups was most complete in the classical period, say after

500 B.C.*^ Earlier, orders were sufficiently in evidence ; there is the

example of Solon's reform of the Athenian constitution, tradi-

tionally in 594 B.C., whereby he divided the citizen-body into

four categories, each defined by a fixed minimum property

holding.'^ But for the study of the Greek economy, the distinction

of the most far-reaching significance, one that continued nght

through the classical period in both democratic and oligarc^c

states, was between the citizen and the non-citizen, because it was

a universal rule—I know ofno exception—that the ownership of

land was an exclusive prerogative of citizens. The privilege was

occasionally extended to individual non-citizens, but rarely and

only under powerful stimulus.

Consider for a moment the consequences in such a city as

Athens, where the ratio of resident non-citizen males to male

citizens ranged at different times from possibly i : 6 to perhaps

1:21^. Many of the non-citizens were actively engaged in trade,

manufacture and moncylending and some moved in the highest

social circles, Cephalus of Syracuse, for example, in whose house

Plato later (and of course fictitiously) sited the dialogue we know
as the Republic. Cephalus could own neither farmland nor a vine-

yard nor the house he lived in ; he could not even lend money on

land as security since he had no right of foreclosure. In turn,

Athenian citizens who required cash could not easily borrow from

non-citizens, the main moneylenders. This wall between the land

and Uquid capital was an impediment in the economy, but, the

product of a juridically defined and enforced social hierarchy, it

was too firmly based to be torn down.^®

What I have called the Solonic "orders" are conunonly re-

ferred to as the Solonic "classes". In principle, of course, the

members of any classification system are "classes" by definition.

However, there is a distinction we must express somehow in lan-

guage, between groups which are and groups which are notjuridi-

cally defined, and some students have suggested "order" for the

first, *'dass" for the second. There could be no disagreement.
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except on the accuracy of the facts alleged in a particular instance,

whether a man was or was not a member of one of Solon's orders

or of the patrician or senatorial order in Rome; the test is an

objective one, whereas, at least in modem society where it can be

examined, there is persistent uncertainty, even in a self-assessment,

whether a man belongs to the upper or lower middle class.*®

There is little agreement among historians and sociologists

about the definition of *'class** or the canons by which to assign

anyone to a class. Not even the apparently clearcut, unequivocal

Marxist concept of class turns out to be without difficulties. Men
are classed according to their relation to the means ofproduction,

first between those who do and those who do not own the means of

production
;
second, among the former, between those who work

themselves and those who live off the labour of others. Whatever

the applicability of that classification in present-day society,^^ for

the ancient historian there is an obvious difficulty: the slave and

the free wage labourer would then be members of the same class,

on a mechanical interpretation, as would the richest senator and

the non-working owner of a small pottery. That does not seem a

very sensible way to analyse ancient society.

The pull on the historian of the capitalist, market-oriented

economy reveals itself most strongly at this point. An influential

book on the Roman eqidtes was published in 1952 (by H. Hill)

under the title, The Roman Middle Class, and the middle class, we
all know, are businessmen. Nothing has bedevilled the history of

the later Roman Republic more than this false image of the

equUes, called businessmen, capitalists, the new moneyed class,

ad lib,, resting on the large, deeply entrenched assumption that

there must have been a powerful capitalist class between the land-

owning aristocracy and the poor. We have already seen that the

eqidtes were an order in the strict sense, and it has been proved that

the overwhelming majority ofthem were landowners. There was,

it is true, a small but important section among them, the publicans,

who engaged in public contracts, tax-farming and large-scale

moneylending, chiefly to commimities in the provinces who were

in difficulties over the taxes these same pubhcans were collecting
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for the Roman state. I do not underestimate these men, but they

were neither a class—they were required to oflfer land as security

for their contracts, it is important to note—nor were they repre-

sentativeoftheequestrian order as a whole, nor were they engaged

in large-scale manufacture and conmierce, nor was there a class

struggle between them and the senators. A vast fictitious edifice,

erected on a single false assumption about classes, still passes for

Roman history in too many books.*'

Half a century ago Georg Lukdcs, a most orthodox Mandst,

made the correct observation that in pre-capitalist societies,

"status-consdousiness . . . masks class consciousness**. By that he

meant, in his own words, that "the structuring of society into

castes and estates means that economic elements are inextricably

joined to political and religious factors" ; that "economic and legal

categories are objectively and substantively so intemmm as to be

inseparable*,*^ In short, from neither a Marxist nor a non-Mandst

standpoint is class a sufficiently demarcated category for our

purposes—apart from the safe but vague "upper (or lower)

classes" to which I have already referred—and we are still left

with the necessity of finding a term that will encompass the

Spartan "Inferiors" (citizens, technically, who had lost their

holdings of land), the nobility of the late Roman Republic, the

"friends of the king" who made up the ruling circle around the

early Hellenistic kings, ®^ the men Cicero had in mind when he

allowed the professions of medicine, architecture and teaching to

"those whose status they befit", and Trimalchio.

Trimalchio was an ex-slave, a freedman, and the Romans re-

cognized an ordo libertinorum, but they appreciated the virtual

meaninglessness of such an order and rarely referred to it. In his

wealth, Trimalchio ranked with the senators, in his "class", too,

in the Marxist sense, and even in his life-style so long as we con-

sider only his esoteric luxury and his acceptance of certain

"senatorial" values, the ownership of large estates as a "non-

occupation** and the pride in his economic self^ufficiency. But

not when we look beyond, to the activities from which he was

legally excluded as a fireedman, to the social circles firom which he
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was equally excluded, and which he made not the slightest effi>rt

to break into. Trimalchio, unlike Moli^'s bourgeois geniUhomnu,

was no parvenu, it has been cogently said, for he never arrived.*'

It is for such distinctions that I suggest the word ''status", an

admirably vague word with a considerable psychological element.

Trimalchio has been likened to the Pompeiian who called himself

princeps libertinorum, first among the freedmen,^® and that is status.

Rich Greeks and Romans were, in the nature of things, members

of criss-crossing categories. Some were complementary, for

example, citizenship and land ownership, but some generated ten-

sions and conflicts in the value system and the behaviour pattern,

as between freedmen and free men, for instance. Although an

order or estate had a position of superiority or inferiority to other

orders, it was normally not egalitarian internally**— as was

acknowledged, or at least implied, in Pericles' pride in the privi-

lege ofthe poor Athenian to benefit his city—and the tensions that

ensued could turn into open rebeUion, as when impoverished

Roman nobles joined the conspiracy of Catiline in 63 B.C.

I shall not pile on examples, which arc very numerous; I shall

pause only to indicate the development in the final centuries of

antiquity. Roman expansion introduced the fiirther complication

of separate local and national (Roman) status, in particular, of

local and Roman citizenship—a firee man could possess one or

both or neither—and then the Roman emperors gradually de-

pressed Roman citizenship until Caracalla, probably in A.D. 2 1 2,

rendered it effectively meaningless by extending it to virtually a^'

the free men of the empire. Orders proliferated recklessly, with

abundant use of the superlative in the titles, clarissimuSy perfectissi-

muSj and so on.^^ Though the appearance is of a reductio ad

absurdum, the reality was that men struggled for imperial favour so

as to cHmb from order to order, not only for the honour but also

for the pecuniary emoluments.

And now, finally, what has all this to do with the question of

Cicero's moral strictures and the economic realities of ancient

society? The conventional answer appears with monotonous regu-

larity, as in a recent book on the fireedmen of Cicero's day.
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Cicero's "rigid views", we read, represented "aristocratic preju-

dice", "snobbery and nostalgia for an agricultural past". In

"practice things were different. Cicero certainly profited, even if

indirectly, from his oratory; senators like Brutus often dabbled in

usury; the irreproachable eques, Atticus, was involved in publish-

ing, banking, and agricultural production."*^ Another scholar

proves Cicero irrelevant by making a complicated case for the

possibility, perhaps probability (but no more), that two of the

leading manufacturers'ofArretine pottery in this same period were

members oflandowning senatorial families.*' Yet another assures

us that, all in all, "little in this respect separated the senator firom

the wealthy non-senator".**

Ifonly social and economic history were so simple. Cicero states

what he claims to be a prevailing social judgment (similar senti-

ments abound in both Greek and Roman literature), and he is

brushed aside by the enumeration of a few men who did not obey

his precepts. In such an argument, neither precision nor accuracy

seems required. Words like "prejudice", "snobbery", "double-

think" have no place in the discussion; agricultural production is

what landowning is about, and can hardly be used against Cicero

;

advocacy, as I have already said, was omitted by Cicero from his

catalogue. No attempt is made at a quantitative analysis. Nor are

distinctions drawn, though there are some quite obvious ones

readily at hand.

Let us be clear about the issues. Neither in Cicero's Rome nor in

any other complex society did all men behave according to the

accepted canons. One is driven to repeat such a platitude because

of the prevalence of argument by exception. Nor will it be main-

tained that the archaic values of Homeric Greece or legendary

early Rome were still intact and binding in later periods. But the

alternative is not necessarily between archaic values and no values

at all. Before Cicero is finally dismissed, it must be decided whether

or not the new fireedom of enrichment was total, even tot the

nobility, or whether, by law or convention, men were still being

pressed towards certain sources of wealth according to status.**

Cicero's age offers the best possible test case: it was an age of
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political breakdown, of the bitterest power struggles in which few

holds were barred, of profound changes in traditional moral be-

haviour, of great tension between values and practices. Then, if

ever in antiquity, one might expect to find signs of a "modem"
style of economic activity, and therefore to find such formulations

as Cicero's in the De officiis to be empty bombast.

I begin with moneylending and usury. The Romans, unlike the

Greeks, tried from early times to control interest rates by law, on

the whole not unsuccessfully.^* But the age of Cicero was abnor-

mally complicated: the demands of politics, as they were then

being played, and of conspicuous consumption, an element in

politics, involved the nobility, as well as others, in moneylending

on a stupendous scale. Electoral bribery, an expensive Ufe-style,

extravagant public games and other forms of public largesse had

become necessary ingredients of political careers. For men whose

wealth was in land, the pressures were exacerbated by a shortage

ofliquid assets, ofcash. In consequence, much political manoeuver-

ing included a complicated network of loans and guarantees. To
borrow created a political obligation— until one was assigned a

provincial governorship and recouped. Hence extortion in the

provinces often became a personal necessity, and all the time there

was much tension, at this high level of Roman society, about

money matters. Only a few, such as Pompey and Crassus, were so

rich as to be fairly immune from anxiety. The risks were also

considerable : bankruptcy could lead to disaster if one's creditors

decided to desert one politically; then it could mean expulsion

fix>m the senate and foreclosure of one's estates.**

Cicero himself borrowed 3,500,000 sesterces at 6% firom profes-

sional moneylenders in order to purchase a luxurious house on the

Palatine from Crassus. As he explained in a letter, he was con-

sidered a good risk because he was a consistent protector of the

rights of creditors.*' At a later date, Cicero borrowed 800,000

sesterces &om Caesar, which caused him much embarrassment

when he began to edge into Pompey's camp;** still later, in 47 or

46, when Caesar was in full control, Cicero lent the dictator's

secretary Faberius a large (unspecified) sum, and recovery of that
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loan proved a difficult, squalid business.** Whether or not either

of those two loans was interest-bearing is uncertain, but there is no
doubt that both Grassus and Caesar, among others, made laige

interest-free loans to politically useful men.** Repellant though

the comparison may seem, they were demonstrating in practice

what Aristotle meant when he wrote {NUmachem Ethics 1133a

4-5) that "it is a duty not only to repay a service done but also to

take the initiative oneself in doing a service".

One more instance needs to be recorded. At some time between

58 and 56 B.C., Brutus, that paragon ofnobility, still a young man,

lent a considerable sum to the city of Salamis in Cyprus at 48%
interest. When the time came for Brutus to collect, Cicero was

saddened, and as governor of Cilicia he tried to have the affair

settled at the legal 12% rate.^^ That was not the only Roman debt

Cicero was busy trying to collect during his governorship, nor even

the only debt to Brutus. What remains then of "those employ-

ments are to be condemned which incur ill-will, as those of . . .

moneylenders (faeneratoresY'? Did not Cicero the practical man
make a mockery of Cicero the moralist?

I believe not, once proper distinctions are drawn. Nowhere did

Cicero dismiss the mean employments as unnecessary. Where,

outside Never-Never-Land, could they have been? Moneylenders

were as indispensable in his world (and for him personally] as

shopkeepers, craftsmen, perfumers and doctors. The only question

he was concerned with was the moral (and social) status of the

practitioners. There was no contradiction between his borrowing

from professionalfaeneratores in order to buy a house appropriate

to his status and his denigration of these samefaenemlons as per-

sons.* Brutus, Crassus and Caesar were another matter. They lent

laige sums df money but they were not moneylenders; they were

men of war and politics, the two activities most befitting tiie

nobility. Such men, it was recognized, could properly put some of

* "No youth of proper character," wrote Plutarch {Ptridu 2.1-2), "from
seeing the Zeus at Olympia or the Hera at Argos, longs to be Phidias or

PolycUtus. . . . For it does not of necessity follow that, if the work delights you
with its grace, the one who has wrought it is worthy of your esteem."
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their excess cash to work through loans, an amateur activity that

did not distract them from their full-time, noble careers. In

Cicero's day there was the added virtue that this sort of money-

making was largely political, conducted in the provinces, at the

expense of the defeated and the subjected. Cicero would not have

dreamed of calling these amateursfaenmUores.^*

The opportunity for "political moneymaking" can hardly be

over-estimated. Money poured in from booty, indemnities, pro-

vincial taxes, loans and miscellaneous exactions in quantities

without precedent in Graeco-Roman history, and at an accelerat-

ing rate. The public treasury benefited, but probably more
remained in private hands, among the nobles in the first instance;

then, in appropriately decreasii^^ proportions, among the eqmtes,

the soldiers and even the plebs of the dty of Rome.** Nor should

the dvil wars be forgotten: some of the great fortunes were
founded through Sulla's proscriptions and confiscations,*^ and
again after the victory ofAugustus over Antony. Nevertheless, the

whole phenomenon is misunderstood when it is classified under

the headings of "corruption" and "malpractice", as historians still

persist in doing. Cicero was an honest governor of Cilicia in 51

and 50 B.C., so that at the end of his term he had earned only the

legitimate profits ofoffice. They amounted to 2,200,000 sesterces,**

more than treble the figure of 600,000 he himself once mentioned

{Stoic Paradoxes 49) to illustrate an annual income that could per-

mit a life of luxury. We are faced with something structural in the

society.

What set the last age of the Roman Republic apart was the

scale and wholeheartedness of the effort. In the Greek city-states,

even in the Hellenistic period, the rule was that the commander in

the field "could dispose of the proceeds from the sale of booty in

various ways, . . . but whatever was brought back became the

property of the state".*' To be sure, we do not know the propor-

tions, an obviously important matter, but the attested cases of

generals who acquired considerable wealth are ofmen performing

mercenary service for tyrants or foreign kings. The Roman rules

were similar, but a change in behaviour, ifnot in the law, became
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visible with the first conquests outside Italy, in the wars against

Carthage in the third century B.C. The enrichment ofarmy com-

manders out of booty was the counterpart of the engrossment by
the senatorial aristocracy of confiscated and conquered land in

Italy."

Then, when the relative peace and quiet of the Roman Empire

(and the emperors' interest) put an end tosuch possibilities, private

enrichment fix)m war and administration was achieved through

another technique, royal favour on the Hellenistic model. That, so

to speak, was the imperial version of politics as a road to enrich-

ment. We are told that Mela, the brother of Seneca, '*refirained

from seeking public office because ofa perverse ambition to attain

the influence of a consul while remaining a Roman eques\ he also

believed that a shorter road to the acquisition ofwealth lay through

procuratorships for the administration of the emperor's affiurs"

(Tacitus, Annals 16.17). Seneca himself, a senator and for a time

Nero's tutor and closest adviser, was credited with having

amassed a fortune worth 300,000,000 sesterces, some of it no

doubt his share of the confiscated estates of Britannicus, Nero's

brother-in-law who died shortly before his fourteenth birthday in

A.D. 55, probably by poisoning.

Complicating this ravenous hunger for acquisition in the upper

strata was the fact that their basic wealth was land, and that they

therefore faced chronic shortages of cash—which in this world

meant gold and silver coin and nothing else—whenever they

needed larger sums for either the conventional expenditure ofmen
of high status, such as fine houses or dowries for their female

relations, or the equally conventional expenditures required by
political ambition. Such expenditures possessed a momentum of

their own, which helped determine the extent of the rapacity at

the expense of both internal enemies in a civil war and conquered

or subject peoples at any and all times. To include the military

and political activity that produced this kind of income among
"employments" may seem logical to a modem mind; it would

have been false according to ancient canons, and Cicero was

perfectly correct not to mention it, as he was correct and consistent
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to distinguish professional moneylenders from the moneylending

activity of his fellow-senators.

He was equally correct, and not disingenuous, to omit from the

occupations requiring "a higher degree of inteUigence" the very

one which raised him to a leading position in the state, the practice

of public law. In Rome, barristers and jurisconsults occupied a

special place in the hierarchy; their work was closely tied in with

politics and was considered equally honorific. A law of 204 B.C.

prohibited barristers from taking fees or from going to court to

recover money from their clients on any pretext. Such a law was

not easily enforced, and violations are on record. Not on Cicero's

level, however, for the simple reasoQ, that the great Republican

barristers and jurisconsults had no need for fees. "If Cicero did a

client proud the client's purse, friends and influence would be

available to Cicero later at call,"^'^ precisely as if he had lent a

fellow-politician 2,000,000 sesterces interest-free. This was not the

case in Rome with the other professions (in our sense). The jurist

Julian, writing in the second century after Christ, laid down the

following rule {Digest 38.1.27) : "If a freedman carries on the trade

of a pantomimist, he must offer his services gratis not only to his

patron but also for the diversion of the latter's friends. In the same

way, a freedman who practises medicine must, at his patron's

request, treat the latter's friend without charge." The status of

doctors in fact varied greatly in different periods and places of the

ancient world. Among the Greeks they were generally esteemed,

also under the Roman Empire, but among the Romans themselves

the profession drew its practitioners largely from slaves, freedmen

and foreigners,*^ so that Julian's thinking of doctors alongside the

very low-grade occupation ofpantomimist was no mere gratuitous

insult.

Thus far, in sum, Cicero the moralist has proved to be not a bad
guide to prevailing values. The argument becomes more difficult

when we turn to commerce and manufacture, in some ways the

nub of the problem. A negative argument is always difficult to

substantiate. It must be conceded that the ancient sources are dis-

torted by incompleteness and partiaUty; that there was evasion of
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the Ciceronian code through silent partnerships and through slave-

and freedman-agents.*^ These are legitimate points, though they

often descend to illegitimate conjecture: Why should the pragma-

teutai of the Piraeus have erected a statue to the wife of Herodes

Atticus (the wealthiest and most powerful man in Athens in the

second century A.D.) ?, asks one scholar, and he replies, without

any warrant: Because they were the commercial agents of

Herodes.** The decisive point remains that, against the relatively

few known instances ofsilent partnerships and similar devices, not

a single prominent equestrian can be identified "who was

primarily a merchant'*** or any equites "who were themselves

active in the grain trade or engaged personally in sea-borne

commerce"**—even equites, let alone senators.

Landowners were ofcourse concerned with the sale of their pro-

duce (unless their lands were leased to tenants), concerned through

their bailiffs and stewards, like Pericles' man Evangelus, and in

Italy at least, if their land included good clay-pits, brickmaking

and tilemaking acquired the status of agriculture. Hence "brick-

making is practically the only industry at Rome in which the

aristocrat does not hesitate to display his connections with the

profits of a factory".*® Again a distinction has to be drawn. When
Cicero ended his long passage with "But of all things from which

one may acquire, none is better than agriculture", the last thing

he had in mind was subsistence farming. We still speak of a

"gentleman farmer", never of a "gentleman merchant" or a

"gentleman manufacturer". But whereas today that is a fossilized

survival in our language, because agriculture, too, is a capitalist

enterprise, for most of human history the distinction was funda-

mental. Anyone who confuses the gentlemanliness of agriculture

with a disinterest in profits and wealth closes the door to an

understanding of much of the past. No one ever recommended

squeezing a penny more fervently than that self-appointed

preacher ofthe old virtues, of the mos maiorumf the elder Cato.

As a control, let us turn from Rome to the commercial centres of

the provinces. Rostovtzeff, writing about Lugdunum (modem
Lyons), a Gallic village which, after a Roman colony was founded
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there in 43 B.C., rapidly became the biggest and richest city in

Gaul, thanks to its location at the confluence of the Rhdne and

Sadne riven and to its conversion into a main administrative

centre, says: '*To realize the brilliant development of commerce

and industry in Gaul** in the second century, "it is sufficient to

read the inscriptions in the twelfth and thirteenth volumes of the

Corpus^* of Latin inscriptions **and to study the admirable collec-

tion of sculptures and bas-relie&. . . . The inscriptions of Lyons,

for instance, whether engraved on stone monuments or on various

articles of common use {Hnstrumenta domestical), and particulariy

those which mention the different trade dissociations, reveal the

great importance of the part played by the city in the economic

life of Gaul and of the Roman Empire as a whole. Lyons was not

only the great clearing-house for the commerce in corn, wine, oil,

and lumber; she was also one of the largest centres in the Empire

for the manufacture and distribution of most of the articles con-

sumed by Gaul, Germany and Britain."®'

This may be excessively exuberant, but there can be no dispute

about the volume and importance of the trade passing through

such centres. That is not at issue, but the status of the men who
dominated, and profited from, the trade and the related financial

activity. A. H. M. Jones noticed that although there were indeed

men ofsubstance among the Lyons merchants, they werefreedmen

and foreigners (not only fix>m other Gallic towns but ftom as far

afield as Syria), not a single one ofwhom identifies himself even

as a citizen ofLyons, let alone as a member ofthe local aristocracy,

not to mention the imperial aristocracy.*' A similar analysis has

been made for Aries** and for the recently excavated trading

centre on the Magdalensberg in the prbvince of Noricum,'* both

great "clearing-houses** in RostovtzefTs terminology. Of course

there were exceptions, not only exceptional individuals but also

exceptional cities, such as the Roman harbour-town of Ostia, the

caravan-city of Palmyra, perhaps Arezzo while it had the mono-

poly of terra sigillataj but I trust I need not comment on the

argument from exception again. Insofar as the epigraphical

evidence has been properly analysed—and on this subject the

I
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necessary inquiry has hardly been started— it confirms what both

the literary sources and the legal texts say about the low status of

the professional traders and manufacturers throughout Roman
history.

Even in ancient communities less luxurious and less complex

than Ciceronian and imperial Rome or even classical Athens

—

and most ancient communities were less luxurious, less complex,

as well as more traditional—someone had to import food, metals,

slaves and luxuries, construct houses, temples and roads, and

manufacture a wide range ofgoods. If it was the case, as I believe

the evidence shows with sufficient certainty, that a very large part

of that activity was in the hands either ofmen of low status or of

men like the wealthy metics ofAthens, who were more respectable

socially but outsiders politically, there has to be an explanation.

Why did Athens, which passed a variety of laws, with stringent

penalties, to ensure its imported corn supply, vital for its very

existence, fail to legislate about the personnel of the corn trade,

much of which was in the hands of non-Athenians? Why did

Roman senators leave a clear field for the equites in the lucrative

and politically important activity of tax-collection in the pro-

vinces?'^ The answer is that they did so because the citizen-dlite

were not prepared, in sufficient numbers, to carry on those branches

of the economy without which neither they nor their communities

could five at the level to which they were accustomed. The dlite

possessed the resources and the political power, they could also

command a large personnel. They lacked the will; that is to say,

they were inhibited, as a group (whatever the responses of a

minority), by over-riding values. It is then decisive to notice that,

in the familiar denunciation offreedmen and metics, firom Plato to

Juvenal, the invariable theme is moral, not economic. They

were condemned for their vices and their evil ways, never as

competitors who were depriving honest men of a livelihood.

Stated differently, a model of economic choices, an investment

model, in antiquity would give considerable weight to this factor of

status. I do not say it was the only factor or that it weighed equally

with all members ofany order or status-group, nor do I know how
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to translate what I have said into a mathematical equation. Much
depeaded at any given time both on the ability to obtain sufficient

wealth from the reputable sources and on the pressures to spend

and consume. I chose CSiceronian Rome for special analysis pre-

cisely because that was the period when the status-based model

appeared to be nearest to a break-down. It did not break,, how-

ever, it bent, it adapted, by extending the choices in some direc-

tions, not in all; in directions, furthermore, which can be seen to

have followed logically from the very values that were being

threatened and defended. And if the model survived even that

extraordinary period, then it was surely secure in other periods

and regions. Trimalchio remains an authentic spokesman.



Ill

Masters and Slaves

Paradoxical THOUGH it may seem, nothing creates

more complication in the ancient status picture than the institu-

tion ofslavery. It all looks so simple: a slave is property, subject to

the rules and procedures of property, with respect to sale, lease,

theft, natural increase and so on. The swineherd Eumaeus, the

favourite slave of Odysseus, was property; so was Pasion, the

manager of the largest banking enterprise in fourth-century B.C.

Athens, who soon enough was freed and eventually was honoured

with Athenian citizenship; so was any slave working in the

notorious Spanish silver mines; so was HeUcon, slave of the

emperor Caligula, singled out by Philo {Endtassy to Gams 166-72)

as chiefly responsible for the difficulties of the Jewish community

ofAlexandria; so was Epictetus, the Stoic philosopher bom about

A.D. 55, originally the slave ofone ofNero*s freedman-secretaries.

That gives pause, but, after all, houses and estates and all sorts of

objects of property also vary greatly in their quality. Slaves fled

and were beaten and branded, but so were animals; both slaves

and animals caused damage to other persons and property, for

which their owners were responsible through what the Roman law

called noxal actions. Then we come to two qualities in which the

slave was unique as property: first, slave women could and did

produce children sired by free men
;
second, slaves were human in

the eyes of the gods, at least to the extent that their murder

required some form of purification and that they were themselves

involved in ritual acts, such as baptism.

\
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This ineradicable double aspect of the slave, that he was both a

person and property, thus created ambiguities, beautifully

eKemplified in Buckland's book, TTie Roman Law of Slaoery^ pub-

lished in 1908. Buddand was an austere writer, he restricted

himself to the Empire and to legal doctrine in the narrow sense,

yet he needed 735 pages because, as he said in his preface, "There

is scarcely a problem which can present itself, in any branch ofthe

law, the solution ofwhich may not be aflfected by the fact that one

of the parties of the transaction is a slave." Ambiguity was com-

pounded by the not uncommon practice of freeing slaves, who,

though they still continued to suffer certain disabilities as freed-

men, had nevertheless crossed the great divide, and whose

children, if born afterwards, were fully free from birth, the poet

Horace for example. In Rome, though not normally in Greece, the

freedmen of citizen-owners automatically became citizens by the

formal act of manumission, the only situation in which that prize

could be granted by a strictly private act of a private individual.

However, these ambiguities, profound though I believe them

to be, do not constitute the whole of the paradox with which I

began. I shall exemplify further with two specific institutions. The
first is the helot system of Sparta. The helots were a numerous

group, far more numerous than the Spartans whose estates they

worked in Laconia and Messenia, and for whom they acted as

servants and performed various other tasks. The Greeks regularly

referred to the helots as **slaves", but they are easily and signifi-

cantly difierentiated bom. the chattel slaves of, say, Athens. They
were not free men, but they were also not the property of indivi-

dual Spartans; they were not bought or sold, they could not be

fixed (except by the state), and, most revealing of all, they were

self-perpetuating. Wherever we find chattel slaves in antiquity, we
find the stock recruited not only by birth but also by continual

import from outside. But never in the case of the helots, who must

therefore have had their own families, de facto if not de iure, and

their own possessions, transmitted from generation to generation,

no doubt their own cults, and, in general, all the normal human
institutions except their freedom. One consequence was that they
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also revolted, unlike genuine slaves in the Greek world in pre-

Roman times. Another was that, in times of heavy miUtary

commitment, they were impressed into the Spartan army (as

proper, heavy-armed soldiers, not merely as orderUes and clerks).^

My second example, the institution ofpeculium, is better known
from, and more fully developed, in Rome than in Greece. What
the Romans called pecidium was property (in whatever form)

assigned for use, management, and, within limits, disposal to

someone who in law lacked the right of property, either a slave or

someone in patria potesias. In strict law, a pecidium was a purely

voluntary grant by the master or patefy which involved him in

legal responsibility to third parties up to the amount of the

pecidium, and which he was free to withdraw at any time. In

practice, however, the possessor normally had a free hand in the

management, and, if a slave, he could expect to buy his freedom

with the profits, to continue the business as a freedman thereafter

if he wished, and to transmit it to his heirs. In practice, further-

more, a substantial part of the urban commercial, financial and
industrial activity in Rome, in Italy, and wherever else in the

empire Romans were active, was being carried on in this way by

slaves and freedmen from the third century B.C. on. Unlike slave

bailiffs and managers, those who had a peculium were working

independently, not only for their owners but also for themselves.

And if the business were on any scale above the minimal, their

peculium was likely to include other slaves along with cash, shops,

equipment and stock-in-trade. ^

Now it is apparent that, though household servants, slaves with

a Radium and slaves working in chains on a large farm all fell

within a single juridical category, the legal status masked the

economic and social differentiations among them.^ And legal

Status itself becomes very opaque when we consider such cate-

gories as the helots. The Greeks, lacking a developed jurispru-

dence, never made a serious effort to define the helot status

juridically: "between the free men and the slaves" (Pollux,

OnomasHcon 3.83] is the best they achieved. And it is a fair specula-

tion that the Romans would not have been successful had they
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tried. Roman lawyers concerned themselves with the internal

Roman world, and the social complexities of the increasingly

hybrid world of the empire baffled them; hence their inability to

pigeonhole the so-called colom ofthe later Empire^ and their resort

to such classiiicatory monstrosities as the liber homo bona fide

serviens and the semus quasi eolonus. We are the heirs of the Roman
law, filtered through the Middle Ages, and we are mesmerized by

the notion that at the lower end of the social scale, in the work

force, there are three and only three possible categories, slaves,

serfs and free wage-earners. So the helots become serfs ^ and the

slaves with a peculium are discussed in the first instance as slaves,

when, economically and in terms of the structure and functioning

of the society, they were mostly self-employed craftsmen, pawn-

brokers, moneylenders and shopkeepers. They did the same kind

of civilian work as their free counterparts, in the same ways and

under the same conditions, despite the formal difference in legal

status. The members of neither group worked under the restraint

of another, in the sense condemned as slavish and unfree by

Aristotle and Cicero, and there is the paradox inherent in ancient

slavery.

Historically speaking, the institution of wage-labour is a

sophisticated latecomer. The very idea of wage-labour requires,

two difficult conceptual steps. First it requires the abstraction ofa

man's labour from both his person and the product of his work.

When one purchases an object from an independent craftsman,

whether he is free or a slave with a peadiuniy one has not bought

his labour but the object, which he had produced in his own time

and under his own conditions ofwork. But when one hires labour,

one purchases an abstraction, labour-power, which the purchaser

then uses at a time and under conditions which he, the purchaser,

not the "owner" of the labour-power, determines (and for which

he normally pays after he has consumed it). Second, the wage-

labour system requires the establishment ofa method ofmeasuring

the labour one has purchased, for purposes ofpayment, commonly

by introducing a second abstraction, namely, labour-time.®

We should not underestimate the magnitude, speaking socially
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rather than intellectually, of these two conceptual steps; even the

Rqmanjurists found them difficult.' The need to mobilize labour-

power for tasks that are beyond the capacity of the individual or

family is an old one, reaching far back into prehistory. When any
society we can trace attained a stage of sufficient accumulation of

resources and power in some hands (whether king, temple, ruling

tribe or aristocracy), so that a labour force was demanded greater

than could be provided by the household or kinship group, for

agriculture or mining or public works or arms manufacture, that

labour force was obtained not by hiring it but by compelling it, by

force of arms or by force of law and custom. This involuntary

labour force, furthermore, was normally not composed of slaves

but ofone or another "half-way" type, such as the debt-bondsman,

the helot, the early Roman cHent, the late Roman colonus. The
occasional slave is found, especially the female captive, as is the

occasional free hired man, but neither was for a long time a

significant factor in production, whether on the land or in

towns.

A proper balance of these low statuses is difficult to achieve. In

a famous Homeric passage, Odysseus visits Hades, meets the shade

ofAchilles and asks after his well-being. The reply is a bitter one.

Rather than be king over all the dead, said Achilles, "I would

rather be bound down, working as a thes for another, by the side of

a landless man" {Odyssey ii.489-91}. Not a slave, but a landless

theSy was the lowest human status Achilles could think of. And in

the Hiad (21.441-52), the god Poseidon reminds Apollo of the

time when both ofthem worked a fiill year as thetes for Laomedon
king of Troy, "for an agreed upon wage". At the end of the year

they were driven offunpaid, with no means of obtaining redress.'

Thetes were free men, the swineherd Eumaeus a slave, but the

latter had a more secure place in the world thanks to his attach-

ment to an oikoSj a princely household, an attachment more

meaningful, more valuable, than the status of being juridically

free, of not being owned by someone. Another nuance can be seen

in the struggle, in early sixth-century Athens and fifth- and

fourth-century B.C. Rome, to bring about the aboHtion of debt-
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bondage. In both communities a substantial number of citizens

had fallen into actual bondage through debt—Aristotle even says

{ConsHUUion ofAthens 2.2), about Athens, that "the poor, with their

wives and children, were 'enslaved' to the rich"—but their

successful struggle was never looked upon, either by themselves

or by our ancient authorities on the subject, as a slave revolt. They
were citizens reclaiming their rightful place in their own com-

munity—for themselves alone, not for the few genuine chattel

slaves who had been brought from outside into Athens and Rome
at that time.*

Were these citizen-bondsmen, before their Hberation, free men
or not? I find this a meaningless question and worse, a misleading

question, reflecting the false triad I mentioned earlier, whereby

we try to force all labour into one of three categories, slave, serf or

free. Conceptually there are two polar extremes of legal "free-

dom". At one pole is the slave as property and nothing else; at the

other pole, the perfectly free man, all of whose acts are freely and

voluntarily performed. Neither has ever existed. There have been

individual slaves who had the bad luck to be treated by their

owners as nothing but a possession, but I know of no society in

which the slave population as a whole were looked upon in that

simple way. At the other end, every man except Robinson Crusoe

has his freedom limited in one way or another in consequence of

living in society. Absolute freedom is an idle dream (and it

would be psychologically intolerable anyway).

Between these two hypothetical extremes there is a whole range

or spectrum ofpositions, some ofwhich I have already exemplified,

often co-existing within the same society. A person possesses or

lacks rights, privileges, claims and duties in many respects: he

may be free to retain the surplus of his labour after payment of

dues, rents and taxes, but not be firee to choose the nature and
place of his work or his domicile; he may be free to select his

occupation but not his place of work; he may have certain civil

rights but no political rights ; he may have political rights but no

property rights so long as he is, in Roman terms, in potestate; he

may or may not have the right (or obligation) of military service.
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at his own or public expense; and so on. The combination of

these rights, or lack of them, determines a man's place in the

spectrum, which is, of course, not to be understood as a

mathematical continuum, but as a more metaphorical, discon-

tinuous spectrum, with gaps here, heavier concentrations there.

And even in a colour spectrum, which can be translated into a

mathematical continuum, the difference among the primary

colours remains perfectly visible.

This may all seem unnecessarily abstract and sophistical. I

think not. In the previous chapter I tried to show how at the upper

end of the social scale, the ejdstence of a spectrum of statuses and

orders (though I did not use the word ''spectrum") explains much
about economic behaviour. Now I am suggesting that the same

analytical tool helps resolve otherwise intractable questions about

the behaviour at the lower end. I have already indicated that

helots revolted, while chattel slaves did not in Greece, precisely

because the helots possessed (not lacked) certain rights and

privileges, and demanded more. Invariably, what are conven-

tionally called "class struggles" in antiquity prove to be conflicts

between groups at different points in the spectrum disputing the

distribution of specific rights and privileges. When genuine slaves

did finally revolt, three times on a massive scale in Italy and

Sicily in the period 140-70 B.C., their concern was with themselves

and their status, not with slavery as an institution, not, simply

stated, to abolish slavery. The spectrum-idea also enables us to

locate the slave with a peculium in relationship both to the slave-

farmhand and to the free independent craftsman and shopkeeper.

And it helps immunize us from the injection of our moral vsdues

into such more narrowly economic questions as the comparative

efficiency of slave labour and other forms of labour.

The majority of the free men, even of the free citizens, in antiq-

uity worked for their Uvelihood. Even Cicero allowed that. But

the total labour force also included another substantial sector, men
who were to a greater or lesser extent not free, a category for

which our language provides no appropriate onerword label once

it is accepted that chattel slavery is only a sub-category. In the
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broad category, which I shall call "dependent (or involuntary)

labour", I include everyone who worked for another not because

ofmembership in the latter's family, as in a peasant household, and

not because he had entered a voluntary, contractual agreement

(whether for wages, honoraria or fees], but because he was bound

to do so by some pre-condition, birth into a class of dependents or

debt or capture or any other situation which, by law or custom,

automatically removed some measure ofhis freedom ofchoice and

action, usually for a long term or for life.

Historians have traditionally concentrated on the sub-category

of chattel slaves (as shall I), and for intelligible reasons. la the

great "classical*' periods, in Athens and other Greek cities from

the sixth century B.C. on and in Rome and Italy from early in the

third century B.C. to the third century A.D., slavery effectively

replaced other forms of dependent labour, and those are the

ancient centres and periods that grip the attention for many
reasons. However, neither the rise nor the decline of slavery in

antiquity can be understood in isolation. Little as we are able to

grasp the situation concretely, we can be confident that in the

archaic periods in both Greek and Roman history, slavery was

unimportant, clientage, debt-bondage and the like the prevalent

forms of dependent labour. Furthermore, Sparta was by no

means unique in this respect in the classical era : something very

like helotage existed in Crete and Thessaly, in Greek Sicily for a

time, and on a large scale and for many centuries among the

Greek colonies in the Danube basin and along the shores of the

Dardanelles and the Black Sea,^* altogether a very substantial

portion of Hellas in quantitative terms.

Debt-bondage, too, even after it had been abolished in Athens

and Rome, remained more widespread than we allow, formally

in many areas,^* informally where we might least have expected it,

in Italy itself. The Roman Law pronounced categorically that

contractual farm-tenants were free to leave at the completion of

their tenure, normally five years (Code 4.65.1 1). And so they

were—provided they were not in arrears. As long ago as 1885

Fustd de Goulanges suggested that the tenants with whom L.
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Domitius Ahenobarbus privately equipped a fleet in 50 or 49 B.C.

(together with his slaves and freedmen) do not seem to have been

all that free,^* and he noticed further that the tenants in arrears

about whom the younger Pliny complained in a frequently cited

letter were still labouring on his estates after the expiry of their

tenure, and that they therefore should be linked with the un-

defined nexus of Columella and the obaeroH of Varro, who were

unmistakably bondsmen. Fustel's argument has attracted little

attention because historians have been too obsessed with the evils

of slavery to appreciate the evils of short-term tenancy under the

harsh Roman law of debt. The argument is no less valid for this

neglect.^*

One stimulus for chattel slavery came from the growth ofurban

production, for which the traditional forms of dependent labour

were unsuitable. On the land, slavery made significant inroads

wherever helotage and comparable labour-statuses failed to

survive, for whatever reason, on a sufficient scale to meet the needs

of landowners (hence not in Sparta, for example) . That is to say,

in the absence of a free labour market, a slave labour force was

imported—for slaves are always in the first instance outsiders

—

only when the existing internal force became insufficient, as after

the Solonic reforms in Athens. This correlation was also central to

the development when Alexander and his successors, and later the

Romans, conquered large portions of the old Near East. There

they found an independent peasantry coexisting with a large

dependent labour force on the land, in ratios we cannot even

guess at, and they took the obvious course, as conquerors who
came to exploit and profit, of retaining the tenure system they

found, making only such modifications in detail as were required,

for example by the establishment of Greek cities, whose land was

traditionally free from royal or temple controls.^' Why should

they have done otherwise? Why, to be precise, should they have

tried either to convert already dependent peasants, with a tradi-

tion of centuries of acceptance of their status, into a different kind

of subjection, or to drive them off and import a substitute labour

supply? This rhetorical question requires no answer. The conse-
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quence was that in Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt, slavery never

became an important factor on the land. That appears not to have

been true to the same extent of Rome's western conquests,

especially not in North Africa where the Carthaginians had

prepared a different foundation.

Ifwe put aside for the present the questions of the rise and the

decline of slavery and concentrate on the great "classical"

periods in Greece and Italy, then we are faced with the first

genuine slave societies in history, surrounded by (or embedded in)

societies that continued to rely on other forms ofdependent labour.

None of this can be translated into neat quantitative terms. We do

not know the numbers of slaves in Greece or Italy at any given

time, not even the number in any particular community or in any

particular individual's possession, save for exceptions. Estimates

by modem scholars for classical Athens range wildly, all the way
from 20,000 to 400,000, both impossible figures but indicative of

the sad state of our information.^^ They also reveal an obsessively

tendentious, subjective and basically false approach to the pro-

blem. Certainly we should try to discover the numbers as closely

as the evidence allows, but argument from simple arithmetical

ratios may turn into number mysticism rather than systematic

quantification. The impossibly low estimate of 20jOOO slaves in

Athens in the time ofDemosthenes gives a ratio ofslaves to citizen

households ofnot much below one to one.'®Whatwould that prove

even if it were correct? In the American slave states in i860, the

slave population was slightly less than one third of the total, and

perhaps three fourths of the whites owned no slaves at all, accord-

ing to official census figures. No one will deny that the American

slave states were slave societies: given the presence of enough

slaves, above an undefinable minimum, the test is not numbers but

social and economic location. No matter how many slave women a
historian may manage to tot up in the harems of the Caliphate of

Baghdad, they count for nothing against the fact that agricultural

and industrial production was largely carried on by free men.

Admittedly, a "sufficient minimum" is not a precise concept,

but it is good enough in the Ught of the large-scale and continuous
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enslavement of the victims ofwar and "piracy" recorded through-

out ancient history; Caesar alone is said to have been responsible

for one million during his campaigns in Gaul between 58 and 51

B.C., a not wildly incredible figure.** Xenophon, writing in the

middle of the fourth century B.C., reports the popular belief that

half a century earlier the general Nidas owned a thousand slaves

whom he leased out to concessionaires in the Athenian silver

mines, that another man had six hundred and that a third had
three hundred (Poroi 4. 14-15) . That is often dismissed as fantasy,**

and I know ofno way to "prove** Xenophon right. I do not have

to; it is enough that Xenophon assumed his readers would not

find these figures unreasonable and that he based a very elaborate

proposal on them; that Thucydides (7.27.5) thought it a reason-

able guess that 20,000 slaves had fled in the final decade of the

Peloponnesian War, the majority of them skilled workmen; that

the best modern estimate suggests a slave force in the mines in

Xenophon's time running to five figures.^* It is enough that the

metic Cephalus employed nearly 1 20 slaves in the manufacture of

shields, an undisputed figure, or, to turn to Rome, that the

prefect of the city, Lucius Pedanius Secundus, assassinated by one

of his slaves in the reign of Nero, had four hundred slaves in his

town house alone (Tacitus, Annals 14.43). ^^t surprisingly, the

numerous gravestones of the common people of the city of Rome
in that period reveal a preponderance of freedmen (ex-slaves)

oyer freeborn.^®

By "location" I mean two interlocking things, location in em-

ployment (where the slaves worked) and location in the social

structure (which strata possessed and relied on slave labour), and

that is what we must now consider. The starting-point is that both

slaves and free men are found in every kind of civilian employ-

ment, though mining comes very near to being a monopoly of

slaves and domestic service of slaves and ex-slaves (freedmen), and

it is perhaps noteworthy that Cicero omitted both activities fix>m

his catalogue. Mining has always been an exceptional occupation,

reserved (as it still is in South Africa for example) for the depressed

sectors ofthe population, slaves where they are available^ firee men
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whose freedom is fragile and easily encroached upon where slavery

no longer exists. Throughout antiquity free miners were a
negligible element, so much so that Xenophon thought it reason-

able to propose that the Athenian state should enter the business

of purchasing slaves to be leased to the concession-holders in the

silver mines, and support the entire dtizen-body from the income

it would derive. As for domestic service, I note only that this

catqpory included, in the richer households, not merely cooks,

butlers and maids but also nannies, "pedagogues", spinners and

weavers, bookkeepers, administrators; in the household of the

Roman emperors, the lower echelons df the imperial civil service.

The refinement the analysis then requires is again pointed to by

Cicero: he calls a whole range ofemployments mean and illiberal,

but he restricts the slave metaphor to those who work for wages, to

hired labour. Free men were found in all occupations, but usually

as self-employed workers, either as smallholders or tenants on the

land, or as independent craftsmen, traders and moneylenders in

the towns. That is the first fundamental distinction to be made in

locating slavery in ancient society. The evidence, small though it

may be in quantity, is overwhelming in its impact. Free hired

labour was casual and seasonal,* its place determined by the

limits beyond which it would have been absurd to purchase and

maintain a slave force, most obviously to meet the exceptional

short-term needs of harvesting in agriculture. Similarly in the

cities there were men who were compelled to struggle for sub-

sistence on wages, picking up odd jobs as porters, at the docks or

in the building trades, the men the Greeks called ptodun^ beggars,

in contrast to the hard-working "poor**.** Harvesting and porter^

ing were essential activities, to be sure, but themenwho performed

ihem were either these marginal figures or they were independent

peasants and craftsmen happy to be able to add something to their

regular, low earnings.

Whenever we know of a private establishment, urban or rural,

regularly employing the services numbers of workmen whose

There was of course the one major exception, irrelevant in the present

context, of rowers in the navy and, where they existed, professional soldiers.
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status is identified, these were slaves. Enterprises hiring free men
on even a semi-permanent basis are simply not found in the

sources. The Athenian orator Demosthenes could therefore use

the words, "the slaves" and "the workshop" (ergasterion), as per-

fect synonyms when he was trying in a court oflaw to recover his

inheritance from his guardians. Half a century later, an un-

named Athenian landowner, lusting after a slave boy, was tricked,

so he says (Hypereides 5), by the owner, a perfumer, into buying

the ergasterion itself, which consisted of three slaves (the boy, his

father and his brother), some stock-in-trade and a large number of

debts. In the Italy ofAugustus, the flourishing potteries ofArezzo

employed only slaves, the largest number known in a single

establishment being fifty-eight. When the centre of manufacture

of "Arretine ware" shifted to Gaul, the local potters, nearly all of

them Celts in origin, were independent craftsmen in small indivi-

dual enterprises, apparently without numerous slaves or wage-

workers. In the later Roman Empire, finally, when the distinction

between slaves and other forms of involuntary labour had been

diminished to almost the vanishing point, in the imperial factories

and the mint, the largest industrial enterprises of the time now
that the state produced directly, among other things, the uniforms

and arms required by its armies, the workers were all servile in the

broad sense, and often still slaves in the narrow sense, a work force,

furthermore, that was recruited by breeding.*^

Apart from this late development under a complete autocracy,

public works reveal certain nuances differentiating them from

private enterprises. Insofar as they required specialized skills,

extremely so with marble temples, three distorting factors must be

allowed for: first, the element of piety, attracting free labour as

private employment might not; second, the opportunity, recog-

nized by some states, to provide supplementary income for its

dtizen-craftsmen; third, the absolute shortage of the requisite

specialists outside a few atypical centres such as Athens and Rome.
For this work, therefore, slaves appear to have been Uttle used.

However, the same distorting features made it almost impossible

to have the work carried out by large-scale contractors. The work
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was commonly broken down into small jobs, each given out on a

separate contract rather than on a wage-basis. The distinction

which the Roman lawyers eventually acknowledged between the

two contracts of hire, locatio conductio operis and locatio conductio

operarum, expressed a fundamental status-distinction, the difference

between independence and dependence; between the free man
who, though he worked for his livelihood, worked for clients

(private or public), and the man who worked for wages.''

The beauty of fine temples should not distract us from the fact

that most public works—roads, walls, streets, aqueducts, sewers

—

required more muscle than skill. But at that point our sources,

widi their disinterest in such matters, desert us, and archaeology

cannot help. That is the kind of work that could be equally im-

posed on soldiers and on captives. Yet I think one pair ofcontem-

porary Roman texts provides the clue. The story is told (Suetonius,

Vespasian 18) that someone came to the emperor Vespasian with a

new device for transporting heavy columns to the Capitol at small

cost. The emperor rewarded the inventor for this ingenuity and

then refused to use the device, "exclaiming, How will it be possible

for me to feed the populace?" That is charming, but the large,

continuing imperial outlay for the Roman populace went for

bread and circuses, not for jobs. ^* Vespasian's reference is to the

kind ofcasual labour I have edready noticed; transporting columns

to the Capitol could hardly have provided permanent employment

for large numbers of people, whereas maintenance of the water

supply did, and for that there was a permanent staff of seven

hundred slaves (including the "architects").*^

We know that from a book written by Sextus Julius Frontinus,

who was appointed curator aquarum by the emperor Nerva in

A.D. 97. Frontinus was a senator of some distinction, having been
urban praetor, sufiect consul and governor of Britain long before

he took over the Roman water supply. The contrast between his

status and that of the slave "architects" who were the technical

managers ofthe system points up something fundamental. Political

administration was one thing, management something else again,

and management throughout the classical period, Greek as well as
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Roman, urban as well as rural, was the preserve of slaves and

freedmeii, at least in all larger establishments, those in which the

owner himself did not normally take an active part. That men of

the highest status would not and indeed could not devote them-

selves to managing their own estates and other business affiurs is

self-evident: their life-style made that impossible, doubly so for the

larger landowners, dty-dweUers who visited their estates from

time to time. That emeiges wherever we look, whether at

Xenophon*s (Hkmunmkos or Gato's manual or the letters of Pliny.

Even public administration was problematical below the highest

echelons. There is a revealing text from the latter halfof the second

century, the Apology of Lucian, a Syrian-Greek who had become a

distinguished rhetorician and belle-lettrist, but who, towards the

end of his life, took a post in the imperial service. He had once

written an essay bitterly attacking the "slavishness" of literary

men who accepted places, for a salary, in the homes of wealthy

patrons. Was he not in effect doing the same, he now asks? It is

true, he replies, that I and they both receive a wage and work
"under the power of another", but whereas "their slavery is mani-

fest and they differ little from purchased or bred slaves"— I find

the echoes ofAristotle and Cicero irresistible, even ifnot deliberate

—my position is incomparable because I serve the public interest.**

Ajm d'esprit no doubt, but none the less indicative: today an

apology for accepting a minor governmental post would not take

that hne.

In the urban economy, slave-managers were closely linked with

slaves with a peculium, and therefore, particularly in Roman
society, with fireedmen, since these were the slaves who were more

commonly manumitted, not the agricultural slaves. We must then

ask why so important a role in the economy—or to speak in more
precise ancient terms, in the acquisition of wealth—was left to

slaves and fireedmen. One suggestion is to find the explanation in

the "relatively greater efficiency and better training of the unfrec

and newly freed". ^' Perhaps, but there is an element of circularity

in the reasoning. If the freeborn were unavailable for training,

which means that they were unwilling to enter the employ of
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others, then the stress ought to be placed there in order to avoid

the implication of a genuine choice between two kinds of

managerial pecsonnel.^^

Now it is a peculiarity inherent in the status of ireedman that

it is evanescent, restricted by law to a single generation. A freed-

man's sons remained slaves ifbom before his manumission (unless

they were also manumitted), but were fully free if bom later. It

was on his sons, therefore, that a freedman placed his hopes for

those social and political consequences of wealth that the law

denied him personally, public office in particular. A close analysis,

made nearly halfa century ago,** ofepitaphs from Italy during the

Empire revealed that a high proportion of members of the

municipal senates were the sons d'freedmen, highest in a dty like

Ostia, where the figure is estimated to have reached 33% or more,

lowest in the more rural district of Cisalpine Gaul, say 12%. The
figures have been challenged as too high because of the author's

loose tests for determining who was or was not a freedman*s son.

The criticism of the statistics is correct, but ill-directed. No one is

claiming that vast numbers of freedmen's sons became local

aristocrats, or that municipal senates were becoming dominated

by such men, or that they constituted a new "class" in Roman
society. Even a reduction of the percentages by half would not

invalidate the conclusion that a significant number of fireedmen

had succeeded through their sons in attaining high social and

political status. The emperor Claudius was not making a meaning-

less gesture when in A.D. 41 he ordered the Alexandrians to

exclude "those bom ofslaves" from the ephebate, the upper-dass

Greek youth corps ofthe dty.^* Nor was Marcus Aurelius, who in

about the year 175 instructed Athens to remove firom the dite

Council of the Areopagus anyone who was not fireebom in the

third generation, while expressly permitted the sons of fireedmen

membership in the Council of Five Hundred.'^ In Rome itself,

according to Tadtus {Annals 13.27), itwas argued in Nero's time

that most equestrians and many senators were the descendants of

slaves; a tendentious hyperbole, no doubt, but not a view to be

simply dismissed.
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Success was achieved by the normal method of an csctcnsive

outpouring of funds on the community and its citizens, and the

easy explanation is that these fortunes were gained in trade, manu-
facture and moneylending. Yet one must pause a bit at the fact

that among these most successful freedmen there was a heavy

concentration of men risen from the ranks of the imperial and

municipal civil service. Furthermore, the question remains open

as to what proportion, either of the richer freedmen themselves,

like Trimalchio, or of their now upper-class sons steered their

wealth into the safe harbour ofthe land. It is probably impossible

to find a convincing answer, but there are occasional hints, such

as the fact that of the larger farms (and vineyards) in the neigh-

bourhood of Pompeii, employing tens of slaves (evidenced, among
other things, by the chains found in excavation), perhaps half

were the property of freedmen. But whatever the answer, that is,

whatever the proportion whose families continued in urban

economic activity, the important conclusion is that the ephemeral

stratum who managed the affairs of the aristocratic landed

magnates could never become Rostovtzcff's bourgeoisie;^' they

did not play the creative role of the estate-managers, surveyors and

lawyers of Europe on the eve of the Industrial Revolution, who
stitched "the landed gentleman . . . into the new economic fabric

of society". No Trimalchio could become the Stolz of

Goncharov's Oblomov.*^

The Greek pattern, it must be admitted, is less clear, not with

respect to slave-managers, who are sufficiently attested, but with

respect to freedmen and their descendants. Our difficulty is both

technical and substantive. Greek freedmen became metiGS, not

citizens; their nomenclature did not reveal freedman status as did

the Roman; the Greeks never adopted the Roman practice of

summarizing their careers on their tombstones (at least not until

the Roman Empire) . Hence we simply cannot say what proportion

of the metics who loomed so laige in the urban economy were

freedmen or their descendants, as distinct from free inunigrants.

Granted that gap in our knowledge and granted other variations

and shifb in nuance, I believe the generalization is fully war-
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ranted that, in terms of their "location", slaves were fundamental

to the ancient economy in what I have been calling, for lack of a

more precise label, the "classical period", Greek and Roman.
They were fundamental both in their employment (where they

worked) and in the social structure (the reliance placed on tkem

and their labour by the highest strata, the ruling classes).

In short, classical Greece and Italy were slave societies in the

same broad sense as was the American South. There were signifi-

cant differences, among them the fact—at least one has the firm

impression that it is a fact—that the slave-owning section of the

population in antiquity was proportionally greater than the

estimated twenty-five per cent in the southern states. "Who has no

slaves and no money-box" is how a Roman poet describes the

penniless man, when we might say "not a bean".** About

400 B.C., an Athenian appealed to the Council against his removal

from the list of those entitled to public assistance, physically

incapacitated citizens possessing a property worth less than two

hundred drachmas, equal to about two hundred days' wages. In

his plea (Lysias 24.6) he argued that he was not yet able to pur-

chase a slave who could maintain him (the actual words used are

"replace him"), but that he hoped eventually to be in a position

to do so. Nearly eight hundred years later, the world famous

rhetorician and teacher Libanius appealed to the council of

Antioch for an increase in the stipend of his lecturers, so poor and

miserably underpaid that they could not afford more than two or

three slaves each.^^ At that time, even privates in ordinary

regiments sometimes owned personal slave-batmen.**

As in other slave societies, slaves and free men could be found

working side by side. Fragments have survived of the public

accounts for the final stage in the construction, at the end of the

fifUi century B.C., c^the temple on the Acropolis ofAthens known
as the Erechtheum.*' They are broken down into daily records

because in this instance the Athenian state itself acted as the con-

tractor. Of the 86 workmen whose status is known, 24 were

citizens, 42 metics and 20 slaves. In a number of instances, a

slaveowner worked alongside one or more of his own slaves; the
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metic Simias, a mason, with five slaves. They all seem to have been

paid at the same rate, five or six obols a day, including the

architects, whose only advantage was that they could expect con-

tinuous employment on the project.^*' Simias, of course, pocketed

both his own pay and that ofhis slaves, but that does not afiect the

issue.

Wage rates in antiquity generally remained remarkably stable

and undiiBTerentiated. We may believe that the firee men were thus

being kept down by the slaves, both in the competition for employ-

ment and in the rates of pay. But they never argued that; as I said

before, the complaints about slaves and slavery that have come
down are moral, not economic. The one major exception drives

the point home: the growth of the large slave-worked estates in

Italy during the late Republic brought serious protests

—

Tiberius Gracchus made a public issue of the masses of slaves in

the countryside*'^—but they were on behalf of the dispossessed

small landowners, the peasantry, not on behalf of free labour,

agricultural or urban. The dispossessed wanted their land back,

not employment on the large estates. Strictly speaking, they had

no interest in the slaves, no objection to slave labour on the

traditional holdings of the upper classes.

At the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in England,

Arthur Young wrote, "Every one but an idiot knows that the

lower classes must be kept poor, or they will never be indus-

trious."^^ The Graeco-Roman poor, the citizen poor, were kept

free instead during the classical period, and available for military

and naval service.^* There were times when they exercised their

freedom in order to rebel, either for fuller political rights or for the

perennial revolutionary programme of antiquity, cancel debts and

redistribute the land, the slogan of a peasantry, not of a working

class. Veterans constandy demanded land grants upon demobiliza-

tion; the latest inquiry suggests that in the unusually active

allotment period of the civil wars in the last century ofthe Roman
Republic, a quarter of a million veteran families were given land

in Italy alone by Sulla, Caesar, the triumvirs and Augustus.

Often they were willing to accept allotments so small that there
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was no margin even with tax exemption, indeed a near certainty

of eventual failure : allotments of three to five acres are attested

for the second century B.C. ; Caesar's bill of 59 B.C. provided ten

jugera (slightly over six acres) for a veteran (or poor man) with a

family of three or more children. Or they clung to the cities and
demanded more and more bread and circuses.

What is totally absent is anything we can recognize as a labour

programme, anything to do with wages, conditions of employ-

ment, the competition of slaves. In the innumerable little benevo-

lent societies, commonly organized by trade or occupation, that

mushroomed in the cities and towns ofantiquity, especially in the

Hellenistic world and the Roman Empire, die communal activity

was restricted to religious, social and benevolent affairs; in no

sense were they guilds trying to foster or protect the economic

interests of their members, nor did they reveal a trace of the

hierarchical pattern of apprentice, journeyman and master that

characterized the medieval and early modern guilds.^' Slaves and

free men (chiefly free independent craftsmen) could be fellow-

members ofa society, precisely because ofthe absence ofany feeling

of competition.

Neither in Greek nor in Latin was there a word with which to

express the general notion of "labour" or the concept oflabour "as

a general social function".^® The nature and conditions oflabour

in antiquity precluded the emergence of such general ideas, as of

the idea ofa working class. "Men never rest from toil and sorrow

by day, and from perishing by night," said Hesiod {Works and

Days 176-8). That is a descriptive statement, a statement of fact,

not of ideology; so is the conclusion, that it is therefore better to

toil than to perish, and better still to turn to the labour of slaves

ifone can. But the world was not one of toil and sorrow for every-

body, and there lay a difficulty. The expulsion from Eden had
the saving feature that it embraced all mankind, and hence,

though it linked work with sin and punishment, it did not degrade

labour 21s such. A fate which is everyone's may be tragic, it cannot

be shameful. Sin can be washed away, not natural moral in-

feriority. Aristotle's theory of natural slavery in the first book of
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the Politics was an extreme position, but those who did not accept

it merely turned the doctrine round: men who engaged in the

mean employments or in the slavish conditions of employment
were made inferior by their work. Either way there was no
consolation.

All this, it will be objected, is based on the views of the upper

classes and their spokesmen among the intellectuals, not on the

views of those who worked but were voiceless. But they were not

wholly so. They expressed themselves in their cults, for example,

and it is to be noted that though Hephaestus (the Roman Vulcan),

the craftsman among the gods, was in a sense a patron ofthe crafts,

and especially of the metallurgists, he was an inferior deity in

heaven and he received litde formal ivorship and few temples on
earth.** The most "popular" classical cults were the ecstatic ones,

particularly that of Dionysus/Bacchus, the god of intoxication (in

more senses than one). Through Dionysus one did not celebrate

toil, one obtained release from it. Those who worked also ex-

pressed their views in their demands for land, already noticed, and
in their failure to ally themselves with the slaves on those relatively

rare occasions when the latter revolted. ®®

Skill was honoured and admired, to be sure, but pride in crafts-

manship is a psychological phenomenon that is not to be confused

with a positive evaluation of work as such. Even Plato was a great

admirer of workmanship and made innumerable positive analo-

gies to the skilled craftsman, while ranking that skill very low in his

hierarchy of values. Slaves revealed a similar pride, not in their

words, which we do not possess, but in the work itself. No one can

distinguish, in the ruins of the Erechtheum, which mouldings

were carved by Simias, which by his five slaves. The terra sigillata

ware ofArezzo, made by slaves, was much finer than the products

of the free potters of Lezoux.

The psychology of the slave is complex and, for antiquity at

least, probably impenetrable. A proper analysis would have to

consider the deradnation of the slave from both homeland and

kin; the implication of the ubiquitous "boy" as a form of address

for male slaves ofany age ; the impact on sexual mores, exemplified
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by the sexual relations between the young Trimalchio with both

his master and his mistress, repeated by the old Trimalchio

with his slaves;'^ the predominance of rural slaves in the great

revolts, with the urban slaves at times not merely remaining

neutral but fighting on the side of their masters;*' the active

participation ofslaves in siege-defence;" and much eke thatwould

take us outside the limits of this discussion.

The qualitative performance of slave labour is the essential

point from which to proceed to a consideration ofits efficiency and

profitability, and hence of the choices available to the employers

of labour in antiquity. This is a subject bedevilled by dogma and

pseudo-issues, most of them growing out of moral judgments.

There is a long line of writers, of the most varied political colora-

tion, who assert that slave labour is inefficient, at least in agricul-

ture, and ultimately unprofitable.®* This suggestion would have

astonished Greek and Roman slaveowners, who not only went on

for many centuries fondly believing that they were making

substantial profits out of their slaves but also spending those

profits lavishly. It would equally have astonished the planters of

Brazil and Mississippi, whose return on investment was fairly

comparable with the profits in the non-slave regions of the New
World."

It is then asserted, as a second '*line of defence*', that slavery

impeded technological progress and growth in productivity, that

even the servile "colonate*' of the later Roman Empire, the fore-

runner ofmedieval sorfilom, was more efficient because coloni (m '

to mention free tenants) "were more interested than the slaves in

the results of their labour".®" Dogma again: one has to come down
to the fourteenth century in England and France before wheat

production, for example, regularly matched the fourfold yield

which appears to have been considered as the target for the slave-

worked estates in ancient Italy;®' and one can point to some
technological progress precisely where slavery showed its most

brutal and oppressive face, in the Spanish mines and on the

Roman latifundia.^^

We lack the data fixun which to calculate the profitabiUty of
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ancient slavery, anyway a very difficult exercise, as current study

of the American South has revealed; and we have no way to assess

its relative profitabiUty in antiquity as compared to other types of

labour.*The ancients could not have made the first calculation

cither, but they did know that they regularly emerged with

satisfactory, incomes. The second, the relative calculation, they

could not even imagine. Against what realistic alternative were

they to measure? Southern planters and manufacturers could

look to their northern counterparts. To whom could Greeks or

Romans look? Having looked, furthermore, the South decided to

go to war in order to retain slavery, and that simple historical fact

ought to put an end to the kind ofargument that still casts such a

spell in ancient history. Economic growth, technical progress,

increasing efficiency are not "natural" virtues; they have not

always been possibilities or even desiderata, at least not for those

who controlled the means by which to try to achieve them.

Moral judgments and practical judgments are frequently at

odds. "There is no inherent need for immoral social arrangements

to be economically inefficient, and even a greater presumption

that they do yield tangible, material rewards for the dominant

class."®" The literature of the Roman Empire is filled with doubts

and qualms about slavery; fear of slaves, of being murdered by

them, of possible revolts, is a recurrent (and old) theme. But this

literature can be matched, passage by passage, from the American

South, and in neither society was the practical conclusion drawn

that slavery should be replaced by other forms of labour, should

be abolished, in short.'**

Yet in the end there was a "decline" ofslavery in antiquity, and

that requires explanation. Let us be clear what is at issue. Ancient

slavery was neither abolished, as in the United States in 1865, nor

did it disappear nor was it replaced by a system of free wage-

labour. Again we are plagued by the lack of statistics. Slaves were

still ubiquitous in late antiquity. In the latter half of the fourth

century, Roman officers holding the line against the Goths in

* How would one include in the calculation the immunity of slaves fitmi

military service?
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Thrace were so busily engaged in slave-dealing with the enemy

that the imperial defences were neglected.'^ A generation later,

the emperois, in the midst of a war with the Goth ruler Alaric,

were struggling to prevent the enslavement in Illyricum (Yugo-

slavia) ofpeasants fleeing from the barbarians, ofcaptives who had
been ransomed from them, and even of a barbarian tribe known
as the Scirians who had been forcibly settled on the land within

the empire.^' Bishop Palladius found nothing incredible in report-

ing (Laiisiac History 61) that, at just that moment, Melania the

Younger, a noble Roman lady who had decided to shed her

worldly goods for a saintly Christian life, manumitted a fraction of

her slaves, to the number of eight thousand.

Nevertheless, the impression is firmly founded that by the fourth

and fifUi centuries ofour era, chattel slavery had lost its key place

even in the old classical heartland, in the productive urban

activity to free labour (independent for the most part), in the

countryside to tied tenants known as coloniJ^ What happened, and

why? If, as I have already argued, neither efficiency and produc-

tivity nor economies of scale were operative factors, what moti-

vated the upper classes, in particular the owners of large estates,

to change over from slave gangs to tied tenants? A simple cost-

accounting explanation is sometimes offered. It runs like this.

Rome had to pay the price of her successful expansion; as more
and more ofthe world was incorporated into the empire, more and

more tribes and nations were protected from .enslavement;

Rome's eastern conquests threw hundreds of thousands of men,

women and children onto the slave market while the conquest was

proceeding, but not after the final settlement, first in the Balkans,

then in Asda Minor and Syria; likewise with Caesar in Gaul, and

so on.

There is an obvious element oftruth in such a picture. Both the

end of mass captures and the greater distances the slave traders

had to travel to the sources of supply ought to have increased the

price ofslaves, on a straight arithmetical computation, though we
lack the price statistics with which to do the sums. But there are

also flaws in the argument as a student explanation. The first is
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chronological. Systematic Roman conquest was finished by

A.D. 14, and the supposed depressing effects on the slave supply

were not visible for too long a time thereafter. In southwestern

Gaul, for example, the shift away from predominantly slave labour

on the larger estates seems to be datable, on archaeological evi-

dence, to the early third century and not before.'* A second flaw

is the curious assumption that Germans, who remained outside the

empire, were somehow unsatisfactory as slaves unlike all the other

"barbarian" peoples who had been suitable for many preceding

centuries, to the Greeks as to the Romans. The assumption is not

only unsupported in the ancient sources, it is belied, for example

by the slaving activities in the course of the wars with the Goths.

The third flaw is the assumption that a reduction in the supply

of captive or imported slaves cannot be met by breeding. That a

slave population can never reproduce itself is a fiction, but it dies

hard, despite the simple proof from the American South, where

the virtually complete cessation of the slave trade at the beginning

ofthe nineteenth centurywas countered by systematic breeding, an
activity which also contributed substantially to profits from the

investment in slaves. Many slaves were bred in antiquity, too,

more than we appreciate because this has been a badly neglected

subject ofresearch.^* The practical Ck>lumella, in the middle ofthe

first century, was not motivated by sentiment when he exempted

a mother of three children firom work on his estates, and fireed her

if she produced further offspring (1.8. 19).

Nevertheless, it appears to be the case that, despite the hypo-

thetical possibilities, the employers of labour in the later Empire

were not making the efforts needed to maintain a fiill complement

ofslave labour. If the explanation for their behaviour is not to be

found in the drying up of the slave supply or in decisions about

efficiency, productivity and the like, then it must lie in a structural

transformation within the society as a whole. The key lies not with

the slaves but with the free poor, and I believe the elements can

be pinpointed. The starting-point is the trend, visible from the

beginning of the monarchic government in Rome, from Augustus

on, in other words, to return to a more "archaic" structure, in
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which orders again became functionally significant, in which a

broader spectrum of statuses gradually replaced the classical

bunching into free man and slaves. There was, in effect, a reversal

of the process that had transformed the archaic world into the

classical. The replacement of the city-state form of government,

with its intense political activity, by a bureaucratic, authoritarian

monarchy made a major contribution; as the great majority of the

citizen population lost their role in the selection of officials and

their place in the army, which was now professionalized and

increasingly composed of recruits from certain "backward" pro-

vinces, they lost ground in other respects, too.

This change is symbolized by the emergence of the two cate-

gories within the population known as homstmes and humilwns,

roughly rendered as "upper classes*' and "lower classes*', formal-

ized no later than the early second century and subject by law to

different treatment in the criminal courts. The kumiliores^ for

example, were liable to a series of cruel punishments which can

fairly be called "slavish". Burning alive, wrote the jurist

Callistratus [Digest 48.19.28.1 1), is usually a punishment for

slaves who threatened the safety of their masters, but it is also

applied to plebeians and persons of low rank [humiles personae).*

That would never have been said while the citizens among them

voted and fought in the legions.'® It is no objection to say that the

reality of equality before the law has always fallen short of the

ideal. We are here faced with a change in the ideology itself, re-

flecting (and contributing to) a cumulative depression in the

status of the lower classes among the free citizens.

One well known text will suffice to illustrate. In the first yean

of the reign of Gommodus, barely outside Gibbon's Golden Age,

the tenants on an imperial domain in the district of Carthage
appealed to the emperor against excessive demands being made
upon them by the tcnants-in-chief (conduckfm), abetted by the

imperial procurator who had not only "for many years** ignored

* Another jurist, Aemilius Macer, phrased it the other way rovind: "In

regard to slaves, the rule is that they should be punished after the manner of

htmUmu^* {Digest 48.19. 10 pr.).
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their petitions for redress but had sent in soldiers to fetter, beat and

torture the protesters, some of whom were even R.oman citizciis*

The emperor solemnly instructed his African officials to restore

the peasants to their lawful condition.''^ The document tells us

only that much, and we may reasonably doubt that the imperial

order made much impact, even momentarily in Carthage, let

alone on the vast imperial domains throughout the empire. In

four eloquent pages, Rostovtzeff long ago .pointed out that the

elaborately detailed regulations for the African domains provided

the sole defence of the tenants against the conductores and pro-

curators on the one hand, and on the other hand delivered the

peasants into the hands of the very same officials.'^ Appeal to the

emperor was always possible in principle, but we could guess that

the chances for a group of peasant humiliores would have been

slight even if we did not have proof that so much more powerful a

stratum as the members of the provincial city aristocracies were

also "further from their imperial protector than was safe*'."

In such a context, it was an inevitable corollary that moralists

would call attention to the humanity of slaves. It is sometimes

argued that Stoics and Christians in this way helped bring about

the decline of slavery in antiquity, despite the uncomfortable fact

that they never called for its abolition. ®° The logic of the argument

is not easy to perceive. There is in fact relatively little discussion of

slavery in the surviving writings of Roman Stoics of the imperial

age—anthologies of relevant passages are in this respect mislead-

ing. The stress is on the master's moral obligation to behave, for

his own sake, with self-restraint and moderation, at least as much
as on the humanity of the slave. The latter is also required to

behave appropriately, and, in the end, either to accept his status

or to pay the penalty for violence, dishonesty, rebellion. No doubt

individuals were influenced by such views, but the impact on the

institution of slavery was consequentiaUy insigniflcant.»

As for Christianity, after the conversion of Constantine and the

rapid incorporation of the church into the imperial power struc-

ture, there is not a trace oflegislation designed to turn away from

slavery, not even by gradual steps. On the contrary, it was that
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most Christian of emperors, Justinian, whose codification of the

Roman law in the sixth century not only included the most com-

plete collection of laws about slavery ever assembled but also

provided Christian Europe with a ready-made l^;al foundation

for the slavery they introduced into the New World a thousand

years later.**

It was in the reign of Commodus, too, that the first peasant

revolt occurred in Gaul ofa type that was to persist in the western

provinces well into the fifth century. The rebels, who came to be

called Bacaudae for reasons unknown to us, seem to have had no

social programme other than an exchange of roles between them-

selves and the landlords. At times they created enough of a threat

to require suppression on a military rather than a mere police

scale, and the damage they did in the areas in which they operated

must have been considerable, though we have few details because

late Roman writers ignored them as a deUberate policy. Two
points emerge nevertheless. The language employed in the occa-

sional reference implies that slaves and tenants cooperated, an
exception to the rule that slave revolts and peasant struggles never

came together, but not a genuine exception because the Bacaudae

are testimony to the very status transformation at the lower end

of the scale I have been discussing. They are also testimony—this

is the second point—to the breakdown ofsuch social equilibrium

as the early Empire had achieved. More precisely, the cost burden

borne by the agricultural producers had before the end of the

second century passed the point oftolerance for many ofthem. In

the following centuries, this question became steadily more acute,

with a decisive impact on the history and the transformation of the

imperial system.

The commonplace that the land was the chief source of wealth

in antiquity must be understood in the Roman Empire, from its

beginning, to include the wealth of the state. That is to say, not

only was the emperor himself by far the largest landowner but the

bulk of the taxes fell on the land. Although it is meaningless to

assert, as do many historians, that in the early Empire taxation

"was not very oppressive",®* it is correct that the burden was
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bearable in the sense that grumbling led to appeals for a tax reduc-

tion, not to mass desertion from the land nor to revolt. It is not

irrelevant that such appeals are attested as early as the reign of

Tiberius.* Then, imperial expenses increased steadily, if slowly

and spasmodically. Vespasian is said (Suetonius, Vespasian 16.2)

to have increased, even doubled, the land-tax in some provinces,

but on the whole the needs were for some two centuries met by
new indirect taxes, by various schemes designed to bring marginal

and deserted land into production, by confiscations and by re-

quisitioning devices, for example, for road construction and the

imperial post. That these amounted to substantial additional

burdens cannot be doubted, to which there was then added the

burden of steadily increasing taxation on the land from the third

century. One estimate, perhaps exaggerated, is that by Justinian's

reign the state took between one fourth and one third of the gross

yield of the land of the empire. To that must be added the sub-

stantial amount that never reached the treasury but was diverted

by a horde of tax-collectors and officials, partly as legal perquisites

(known as sportulae)^ partly as illegal exactions.

The increasing requirements can be attributed in the first

instance to that iron law of absolutist bureaucracy that it grows

both in numbers and in the expensiveness of its life-style. From the

imperial court down, there were, decade by decade, more men to

support from public funds, at a steadily growing standard of

luxury. Then an external, contingent factor entered the scene. In

the reign of Commodus' father, Marcus Aurelius, who died in

A.D. 180, the Germanic tribes on the northern European edge of

the empire became seriously aggressive again for the first time in

more than two centuries. And they never stopped for very long

thereafter, until they destroyed the western Empire. The Fenians

in the east also made their contribution, as did lesser military

forces, such as native tribes on the edge of the desert in North

Africa.

Military requirements and military expenditure thus became

* Tadtut {Amds 2.42) uses the term "worn out*' {fissa§) for the provindali

of Syria and Judaea in just this context
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the pennanent, dominant concern of the emperors, and the limit

to their military activity was set by the maximum amount they

could squeeze in taxation and compulsory labour or compulsory

deliveries; and by the political chaos that ultimately set in within

the Empire, notably in the half-century between 235 and 284

when there were no fewer than twenty Roman emperors formally

sanctioned by the senate, another twenty or more who claimed

the title with the backing of an army, and countless others who
aspired to the claim. The burden was unevenly distributed geo-

graphically, first by the accident of devastation, whether by

foreign invaders or by the Roman armies themselves, especially

during the civil wars;®® second because there was no local correla-

tion between agricultural production and army requirements, so

that, for example, the disproportionately large armies kept in

Britain took a disproportionately larger bite out of local pro-

duction.®'

The social distribution ofthe burden was far more uneven. Land

taxation lay most heavily, directly or indirecdy, on those who
actually worked the land, peasants and tenants. The owners of

slave-worked estates could of course not pass the tax on, but the

imperial aristocracy, at least, were adept at tax evasion (and

Italian land was virtually exempt from taxadon until the bc^-
ning of the fourth century], as the emperor Julian acknowledged

when he refiised the traditional remission of tax arrears on the

express ground that **this profited only the wealthy** while the

poor had to pay on the dot.** It is in the nature of things that the

peasant, independent or tenant, has a fragile hold on his land : he

has little margin when times are hard. The combined effect of the

various developments I have been examining—increasing taxa-

tion, depredations and devastations, depression in status as

symbolized by the establishment in law of the category of

humiliores—were to drive him either into outlawry or into the

arms of the nearest powerful landlord (or landlord's agent) . And
the latter, as we saw in the case of the tenants on the imperial

domain at Carthage, meant protection and oppression at the same

•time.
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"Who could be more oppressive than landlords" and their

agents, asked Julian's contemporary, St. John Chrysostom, a

pupil of Libanius. He specified at some length [Homily on St,

Mathew 61.3): oppressive services employing "their bodies like

asses and mules", beatings and tortures, extortionate interest and

lots more. Halfa century later, Salvian, writing in Gaul, sununed

up all the threads: the peasant's choice, he said, was to flee, either

to the Bacaudae or to the invading barbarians or to the nearest

landed magnate, exchanging his little plot for "protection"."'

Historians are understandably uncomfortable with the testimony

of preachers and moralists, but in this instance the latter confirm

what all the other signs suggest and none contradicts. For Salvian,

there is archaeological support in Gaul.*® More generally, there

is the evidence of the law codes that firom Diocletian at the end of

the third century, tenants were tied, not firee. The emperor's

interest was in taxation, not in the status of tenants, but the effect

was nonetheless to convert into law what had gradually been

happening in practice.®^ And with the disappearance of the free

tenant went the disappearance from the legal texts of the classical

Roman tenancy contract, the locatio conductio rei.^^

It can be pointed out, of course, that if Salvian is to be accepted

as a witness, then there were still free peasant proprietors in Gaul

in the fifth century. No doubt there were—the capacity of some

peasants to survive in virtually every society despite massive pres-

sure against them is a remarkable historical fact^^— as there were

still slaves on the land not only in the fifth century, but also in the

sixth and the seventh. There is no possible way of our counting

these hardy peasant owners, absolutely or relatively. But our con-

cern is with the labour on the large estates, imperial, senatorial

and other, where there was an undeniable (and undenied] shift in

the dominant pattern from slaves to tenants, whose precarious

status as wholly firee men was gradually eroded, decisively perhaps

in the third century. We apply the generic term coUm to them, but

the sources, both Greek and Latin, use a profiision of terms, often

with great imprecision. The attractive suggestion has been made
that the terminological pattern reflects the social realities of the
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later Empire; regional variations, for example, or different

statuses with different origins that may or may not have con-

verged.®^ The suggestion has been allowed to go untested so far,

but it has an a priori plausibility because the Roman conquest em-

braced regions of widely differing social structures, leading, as I

said earlier, to different systems of land organization within the

empire.

In the east, the effect of the later imperial development would

have been chiefly to intensify and solidify the pre-existing

dependent status of the peasantry. In Italy and elsewhere in the

west, where for some centuries we found genuine slave societies,

the effect was the more drastic one of the shift from slavery to the

colonate. The decline of slavery, in other words, was a reversal of

the process by which slavery took hold. Once upon a time the

employers of labour in these regions imported slaves to meet their

requirements. Now their own lower classes were available, as they

had not been before, from compulsion, not from choice, and so

there was no need for a sustained effort to keep up the slave supply,

nor to introduce wage-labour.

The cities ofthe empire also responded to the structural changes.

Fiscal burdens eroded the curial order (the municipal senates) ; in

the regions under heaviest barbarian attack, the wealthy tended to

withdraw to their estates as a protective measure, and to increase

the production of manufactured goods on them; the state paid the

armies and the civil service largely in kind, supplying the armies

with requisitioned food and with manufactures from its own slave-

workshops. The consequent disappearance of larger private

manufacturing units in the cities had a radical effect on the labour

situation in the urban crafts. The plebs urbana of the later Empire

are a remarkably neglected subject in modem histories, except

when they rioted." Yet no one doubts that they were present in

large numbers or that they still counted among' the free men,

milike eoUm and slaves: as late as A.D. 432 an imperial constitu-

tion {Theodosian Code 9.45.5) still referred to the ordo pUbmnm.
They included not only the unskilled, the "beggars", but also the

artisans of the cities, highly specialized, hard working and mostly
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very poor. It was the urban slaves who were now the parasitical

element. We must judge from impressions, but it is striking that in

all the sources of the late Empire, when productive slaves appear

they are working in the rural sector, as farmers or crafbmen,

whereas the still numerous urban slaves (outside the imperial

factories) appear with equal regularity as domestics and admini-

strators, as a luxury for conspicuous consumption not only of the

wealthy but also ofsuch modest men as the lecturers in libanius's

school at Antioch.
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IV

Landlords and

Peasants

In THE close link between status and the possession of

land, the law played its part. It was the Greeks who most fiilly

preserved for citizens a monopoly of the right to own land, and
who in the more oligarchic conmmnities restricted full political

rights to the landowners among their members, most completely

in Sparta. But the law, as I have said before, was often less impor-

tant than custom, tradition, social and political pressures.

Roman escpansion in Italy, for example, entailed a more open
citizenship policy, so that Latins obtained the privilege ofowning

Roman land from an early date, all free Italians by the early first

century B.C. De facto there was a fundamental change in the

land-citizenship link (unknown to the Greek city-states) which is

concealed by a narrowly juristic account.

In a city-state, furthermore, the land was in principle free from

regular taxation. A tithe or other form of direct tax on the land,

said the Greeks, was the mark of a tyranny, and so firmly rooted

was this view that they never allowed an emergency war tax, such

as the Athenian eisophora, to drift into permanence (nor did the

Romans of the Republic), unlike the pattern with which other

societies have been very familiar. Empires, on the other hand,

drew their main revenues firom the land, in rqits and taxes.
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though the Greek cities managed to wring from their Hellenistic

rulers some freedom for the land attached to a city, and Italy

retained its traditional exemption imtil the beginning ofthe fourth

century A.D. (Land owned by Roman citizens in the provinces, in

contrast, was subject to taxation at least by Cicero's day.) I stress

the point, paradoxically, not because of its implication for the

upper classes but for what it meant to the peasantry, to the free,

citizen-peasant. Wealthy Greeks bore the substantial share of the

costs of the state despite the tax exemption on their estates; if

wealthy Republican Romans did not, at least not after the third

century B.C., that was only because Roman imperial expansion

enabled them to shift the burden onto their subject peoples, the

provincials. The situation was then reversed under the empires:

the tax on the land was passed in large part to the poor, and in

time also to the middle classes, while the upper stratum carried

less and less of the public financial burden.^

This is a correlate of the distinction commonly formulated in

political terms, between the liberty of the classical citizen in the

city-state and the lack of freedom, relative or total, under the

empires (and under the earlier, archaic regimes). I suggest that

tax exemption was an important underpinning for that novel and

rarely repeated phenomenon of classical antiquity, the incorpora-

tion of the peasant as a full member of the political community. ^

Ideologically this was expressed in the celebration of agriculture,

of which the best known and most artistic expression is surely

Virgil's Georgics. All strata of the citizen-body shared the ideology

in general. Then they diverged in the particular. As Heitland

wrote, "The glorification of unyielding toil as the true secret of

success was (and is) a congenial topic to preachers of tiic gospel of

'back to the land'." But "the ever-repeated praises of country life

are unreal. Even when sincere, they are the voice of town-bred

men, weary of the fuss and foUies of urban life, to which neverthe-

less they would presently come back refreshed but bored with their

rural holiday.**' For them, I have already remarked, land owner-

ship signified the absence ofan occupation; for the others, it meant

unyielding toil. All shared a hunger for land, expressed at one
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level in the piling of one estate onto another as the opportunity

arose, at the other level in a dogged willingness to try again after

failure and dispossession.

None of this can be translated into quantitative terms. There

were always substantial areas in which the proportion of the

citizen body who were landowners or tenant farmers approached

one hundred per cent (quite apart from the unique case of

Sparta), evenwhen they hsul urban centres and are called "towns"

or "dties".^ And there were a few swollen dties, notably in the

early Ronum Empire, such as Rome itself, Alexandria, Carthage,

Antioch, with a population running well into six figures, many
ofwhom had no connection with land or agriculture. But what of

the vast areas between the extremes, spread over fifteen hundred

years of history? We are told that a proposal was made in Athens

in 403 B.C. to limit the political rights of any citizen who did not

own some land, and that, had the measure been enacted, which it

was not, 5000 citizens would have been the victims. That is some-

thing, if the report is accurate (there are those who doubt it) . But

how much? We do not know the total number of citizens in 403;

"some land" could well mean no more than an urban garden plot

on which a stonemason grew beans and perhaps some grapes.*

Or we are told (Josephus, Jewish War 2.385), probably on the

basis ofa census, that the population of Egypt in the first century

of our era was 7,500,000 apart from Alexandria. That is more

helpfiil in one respect because outside the city of Alexandria,

where the population could not have been greater than half a

million, if that, almost everyone was totally involved with agricul-

ture, including the soldiers and the innumerable petty officials, ©n
the other hand, Egypt was the densest and most poverty-stnckea

province in the empire, so that no generalization follows.

We must therefore rest content with the vague but sure proposi-

tion that most people in the ancient world lived off the land, in

one fashion or another, and that they themselves recognized the

land to be the fountainhead of all good, material and moral.

When we then turn to the question ofthe scale ofholdings, we find

ourselves little better off. To begin with, the total nimiber of
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individual figures in our possession over the whole time period

and the whole region is ludicrously small: at a guess, since no one

has assembled them all, I should doubt ifthey run to two thousand.*

Second, the available figures are not readily commensurable:

there is a tendency among ancient writers to report either a

monetary value, normally self-assessed and dubious for more than

one reason, or a single year's gross income, rather than acreage;

and to report on a particular estate rather than on a man's total

holding. There have been attempts by modem historians to

translate one type of figure into another for purposes ofcomputa-

tion, on the basis ofa 6% or 8% "normal return on investment in

land". I then find mysdf in the embarrassing position, given my
insistence on the search for quantifiable regularities and patterns,

of having to demur. A small number of texts do in fact produce

such a rate in specific circumstances, but some turn out to be

worthless,' there are too few figures altogether, and there are too

many variables of soil and crop and land regime. Nor do we find

the practice, familiar in England ever since the late Middle Ages,

of expressing land values as so many years' purchase. Third,

ancient writers frequently give a figure or describe a farm only

because it is unusual or extreme, such as Varro's list of examples

{De re rustica 3.2) of the high profitability derived from bees,

fiowers, hens, doves and peacocks on villas near the city ofRome.
What Httle we have is therefore not a random sample.

Nevertheless, I believe we can discover something meaningful

about the range oflandholdings and the trends. Let us begin with

the extreme and untypical case of Egypt, untypical because its

irrigation farming produced relatively stable, high yields (perhaps

tenfold for grain), because there was little waste land (as Uttle as

five per cent in the Fayum), because the native peasantry was

never a firee population like the classical Graeco-Roman. In a

typical Fayum village ofthe Ptolemaic period, such as Kerkeosiris

with a population ofperhaps 1500 farming some 3000 acres, many
peasants lived at a bare subsistence minimum with holdings as

small as one or two acres, some on one-year leases and all subject

to dues and taxes.' At the upper limit, two incomplete figures will
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suffice to suggest both scale and trend. The first is the estate in the

Fayum of one ApoUonius, for a time the highest official in the

country early in the third century B.C., which ran to some 6500

acres.* (Apollonius had at least one other large estate, at Memphis,

and everything reverted to the crown when he fell out of favour.)

The second figure relates to the Apion family, natives of Egypt

who in the sixth century A.D. twice achieved the top post in the

Byzantine Empire, that of praetorian prefect. This family was

one ofa number of esctraordinarily wealthy landowners in Egypt.

How wealthy is not known, but it has been calculated that one of

their estates alone amounted to some 75,000 acres, from which

they contributed possibly 7,500,000 litres to the annual grain levy

for Constantinople.^®

So extreme a range was uncommon in the ancient world, but

the gap between smallest and largest landowner wzis generally

wide enough, and, I believe, steadily widening. We have already

seen that Roman citizens were being settled in colonies in Italy in

the second century B.C., on holdings as low as three acres, with

six acres more or less the norm for men with larger families in

Caesar's day. When a small Greek community was founded in the

Adriatic island of Curzola in the third or second century B.C., the

first settlers were each allotted an unspecified amount of arable

and about three quarters of an acre of vineyard. That peasant

holdings on this small scale were common cannot be doubted,

though the documentation is inadequate. At least they were tax-

firee holdings in the classical world, unlike Egypt, and to that

extent more viable. They were also unlikely to show any significant

changes over the centuries, until the general debasement of the

firee peasantry set in under the Roman emperors.

For movement, one must look to the upper classes. Already, in

fifth-and fourth-century Athens there were landowners possessing

firom three to six estates in different parts of Attica. The most

valuable known to us were two farms, one in Eleusis, the other in

Thria, included among the property ofthe family line founded by

a certain Buselos, which can be traced through the fifth and fiiurth

centuries B.C. and included a considerable number of men of
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some prominence in the military and political affairs of Athens.

The Eleusinian farm was said to be worth i2,ooo drachmas, the

other 15,000. These are likely to be undervaluations, but even so,

12,000 drachmas was forty times the maximum possession allowed

a man who sought public assistance, six times the minimum
property requirement for the full franchise in the oligarchic con-

stitution imposed on Athens in 322 B.G.^*

Hie Buselos family were among the more wealthy in fourth-

century B.C. Athens, but their fortune would have ranked as very

modest in the Athens tif the Roman Empire. The case I want to

present is admittedly an extreme one, but extremes are what mark
out the range. Athenian life in the second century A.D. was
dominated by one man, Herodes Atticus, patron of the arts and
letters (and himself a-writer and scholar of importance), public

benefactor on an imperial scale, not only in Athens but elsewhere

in Greece and Asia Minor, holder ofmany important posts, friend

and kinsman ofemperors.^® His family, originally from Marathon,

was among the city's ^lite at least as far back as the late second

century B.C., and continued to rise in status and power, being

granted Roman citizenship under Nero. Then, probably in A.D.

92 or 93, Hipparchus, the grandfather of Herodes, got into trouble

and his estates were confiscated by Domitian, who sold them off,

we are told, for 100 million sesterces (2,500,000 drachmas), one

hundred times the minimum property qualification for a senator,

some fifty times the annual income of his contemporary, the by no

means poverty-stricken Pliny the Younger. But Hipparchus had
prudently hidden away a very large sum in cash, so that a few

years later, his son, the father of Herodes Atticus, was able to

recoup the family fortune in the more liberal reign of Nerva; on
his death, he left a trust providing an annual income of 100

drachmas for every Athenian citizen, which implies a total

fortune very much in excess of 100 million sesterces.

The Athenians never received the money, but that is another

story. What matters to us is that this was basically landed wealth

(the only other source of family income attested is moneylending

on a great scale^') and that Herodes Atticus owned villas at
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Gephisia near the city ofAthens and at Marathon, house property

in the city, landed estates in both districts, in northern Attica, on
the island ofEuboea, at Corinth and elsewhere in the Peloponncse,

in Bgypt, and&om the dowry ofhis very aristocratic Roman wife,

property on the Appian Way and in Apulia in Italy.^' In and

around Marathon, furthermore, the holding appears to have been

one great consolidated tract.^*

The wealth of this family was remarkable even by Roman
standards: that emerges firom the tone in which Suetonius

(Vespasian 13] reports the hundred-million profit accruing to

Domitian from the confiscated estates of Herodes* grandfather.

Normally, the scale ofthings inRoman society reduced the Greek to

paltriness. Some idea of the upward curve of accumulation among
the Roman ^lite can already be gained from the Gracchan reform.

In 133 B.C. Tiberius Gracchus forced through a law restricting

individual holdings ager publicus, that is, of land in Italy confis-

cated by the Roman state in the course of its conquering wars and

then leased, usually for nominal rents. The limit set was ^00jugera,

and an additional 250 for each of two sons, a maximum of about

625 acres per family. (Holdings of "private land" were left un-

touched.) That many senators and others had succeeded in

acquiring substantially more ager publicus than 625 acres is demon-

strated both by the violence of their reaction to the law, and by

the jump in the census figures for the ensuing decade in conse-

quence ofthe Gracchan confiscation and redistribution ofholdings

above the limit.^' A century later, the wealth arrayed against

Julius Caesar enabled Pompey to enrol 800 of his personal slaves

and herdsmen in his armies, and Ahenobarbus to promise each of

his men twenty-five acres firom his estates in Etruria (and larger

grants to officers and veterans). Ahenobarbus* ofier was ex-

tended to either 4000 or 15,000 soldiers, depending on di£kring

interpretations of the phrase, *'his men**, and of course the test of

his sincerity and of his ability to find so much land never came.

Nevertheless, even as propaganda it is a pointer.

I cannot resist two more examples. When Melania the Younger

decided to abandon her worldly life in the year 404, the estates she
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and her husband possessed in various parts of Italy, Sicily, Spain,

North Africa and Britain were bringing in an annual income of

1 150 pounds of gold (1600 Roman pounds). One domain near

Rome included 62 hamlets, each said to have 400 slaves engaged in

agriculture, a total of 34,000.^' I would not want to insist on the

details: hagiographies are not no^ed for being moderate or

scrupulous. But I would insist on the verisimilitude (except for

the size of the slave force), since there is too much contemporary

evidence along the same lines, both documentary and archaeolo-

gical, to be dismissed.'*^ The data about the Apion family in

Egypt are firm. More modestly, a legal document dated 445 or

446, the accuracy ofwhich also cannot be disputed, reveals that a

former Grand CSiamberlain of the emperor Honorius, whose

origin, far from being noble like Melania's, was among the slave

boys who were castrated and employed in the imperial household,

was receiving some thirty pounds ofgold a year from six properties

in Sicily alone. And of course not even Melania could stand

comparison with the emperors themselves, whose accumulation of

land through confiscation, gift, bequest and reclamation added up

to a total which, did we know it, would strain the imagination.

From the fourth century on, the church began to rival them, in the

holdings of popes, bishoprics and monasteries.^^

Now, despite my own strictures about the argument by example,

I think one may conclude, from the accumulation of individual

instances, that the trend in antiquity was for a steady increase in

the size of landholdings ; not a simple straight line upward, as

much an accumulation of scattered, sometimes very widely

scattered, estates as a process of consolidation; but a continuing

trend nevertheless. This generalization applies to the class of

wealthy landowners, not to any given individual or family. One
can find failures enough, because of war or political disaster. But

it is a reinforcing fact that out of each such crisis there emerged

men who were richer, whose landed possessions were greater, than

those before. The Hannibalic War devastated much of southern

Italy, but it also gave a great boost to the occupation ofmore and

more of the ager puhlicus by a small ruling ^te in Rome. The
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half-century ofequally devastating civil war, from Sulla to Augustus,

had comparable results (quite apart from the vast profits made
abroad). There is a nice example at the very beginning: an

expensive villa on the Bay of Naples belonging to Marius was

bought by a lady named Ciomelia, presumably Sulla's daughter,

for 300,000 sesterces and resold by her to LucuUus for ten million.**

This may be a moral fable, but like all good fables, it illustrates a

fundamental tnith.*^

We may also conclude that large estates produced large incomes,

that the familiar recurrence of what historians call **agrarian

crisis" in antiquity was a crisis among the peasantry or in military

recruiting or in something else, not a di^astic fall in the profits of

laHJMSa, We cannot produce a balance-sheet, but we can point to

the life-style of the rich, to the large outlays they made, whether

for personal, conspicuous consumption or for public support in

elections or for any other reason. These never cesised, and they

rarely ceased to become larger and larger.** Clearly the exploita-

tion of agricultural labour was intense, of tied peasants and

dependent labour in the eastern and some other conquered terri-

tories, primarily of slaves and of the marginal free men who took

small tenancies in the classical heartland. Then came the double

blow to the peasantry, the steady reduction in the meaning of

citizenship for the lower classes and the burden of taxation and

other dues on the land. In time they were forced into the ranks of

fully exploitable subjects, as we saw in the context ofthe decline of

ancient slavery. That brought aboutachangein the socialstructure

of the agricultural labour force and in the tenurial system, while

preserving the intensity of exploitation and the profitability.*

It is peihaps futile to seek a realistic idea of the middle range of

landed properties, though, to my knowledge, no one has even

tried. One firm testimony of extensive middle-range holdings in

Italy under the early Empire is worth noticing as an indicator.

The evidence is in a bronze tablet fix>m Velleia, near Piacenza,

* Nothing is more revealing about our source material than the fact that we
know virtually nothing about the marketing procedures employed by land-

owners.
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spanning the period between 98 and 113 and linked to Trajan's

alimenta programme, which, in effect, siphoned imperial funds to

local children through larger properties that guaranteed the

solvency of the scheme.'* In this group, there were forty-six pro-

perties in the main scheme, fom* of them evaluated at over one

million sesterces each, the average approximating 300,000. At the

arbitrary, but surely modest, figure ofsix per cent per anmiin, the

average income would be about 18,000 sesterces in value, or

fifteen times the gross pay ofa legionary (firom which his food and
other expenses were deducted), the difference, say, between

$45,000 and $3,000 a year. And it was probably the case that some
ofthe Velleian proprietors had other holdings, in the same district

or elsewhere. Nearly half of them appear to have been absentee

owners, which is surely suggestive.

I make no claim, naturally, that this single text proves anything

of itself. Nor, by itself, would the figure given by Ausonius, pro-

fessor of rhetoric and eventually consul, for the estate he inherited

near Bordeaux in the mid-fourth century, some 125 acres of

arable, halfas much in vineyards, meadowland and over 400 acres

of woodland. 2 However, estates of just that order appear to be

common in the archaeology of Gaul, and when this evidence is

taken in conjunction with what I showed in the previous chapter

about the Pompeian vineyards and the sons of freedmen who
attained municipal aristocratic status, or with the landed base of

this (curial) class in the cities throughout the Empire, the hypo-

thesis seems reasonable that in the early Empire, and still in many
areas in the later Empire, there was a considerable spectrum of

landholdings from the peasant to the highest stratum, and particu-

larly that comfortable possessions were numerous in the hands of

families who left little mark on the historical record.^® I am willing

to hazard the proposition that this was also the case in most parts

ofthe ancient world at most times, allowingfor divergentstandards

of comfort.

It is even more difficult to obtain a picture of the range among
peasants, but a comparison with other societies suggests the exis-

tence of a peasant spectrum, too. There is a strange reluctance
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among historians, and even among sociologists, to define the term

"peasant", and a tendency in the English-speaking world to

dismiss the peasant as an inferior type to be found in other coun-

tries only. I say "strange" because, on a historical view, the peasant

is the most common and most widely distributed social type of all,

the man "whose ultimate security and subsistence lie in his having

certain rights in land and in the labour offamily members on the

land, but who is involved, through rights and obligations, in a

wider economic system which includes the participation of non-

peasants*'.'* All the elements are essential, in order to distinyiish

the peasant on the one hand from the primitive agriculturalist or

pastoralist, who is not involved in a "wider economic system"; on
the other hand from the modem family farm, in which the family

is an "entrepreneurial unit** rather than a productive unit.** And
that definition encompasses the vast majority ofthe population of

the ancient world, both the free small landowners and the tied

tenants, the coloni. Strictly speaking, it does not fit the free tenants,

who had no rights in land beyond the term of their normally short

contracts, but, as we shall see, there was a relevance in practice,

limiting the choice of the large landowners whose tenants they

were.

The optimum size of a peasant farm is an obviously meaningless

notion: there are too many variables. But let us take as a basis of

discussion the Caesarian settlement, tenjugera (six-plus acres) for a

veteran with three children. The Roman unit, the juguniy was the

area ofland one man could (hypothetically) plough in a day. Ten
jugera ofgood arable would produce enough food to sustain a small

family (but not an ox in addition) even with the alternate fallow

system, especially when free from rents and taxes.* The size ofthe

family itself then became a major crux, first because there were

few crops to spare; second, because ten jugera cannot keep a
family employed fiill time; third, because, under the Greek and

* I assume the optumim, that veterans' allotments oonasted entirely ofgood
arable, which was not necessarily always the case in practice. Ftirthermore, I

know of only two texts which explicitly refer to a yoke of oxen and an amoimt
of seed accompanying the allotment, and these are both from the fourth

century A.D.**
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Roman rules of inheritance, an estate was in principle divided

equally among legitimate sons (and sometimes daughters), with

no trace of primogeniture; fourth, because a peasant cannot dis-

miss his C3GCC88 labour. What Hesiod said, in his characteristic

fashion, in the seventh century B.G. remained valid fiir the whole

of ancient history: *'There should be an only son to feed his

father's house, for so wealth will increase in the home; but ifyou

leave a second son you should die old" {IVork and Days 37&~8).

High rates of infant mortality helped; when nature failed, one

turned to infanticide and infant exposure (often merely a device

to get round the law prohibiting the sale of free children into

slavery'*), a reflection of which survives in the frequency of

foundlings in myths and legends and in comedy, both Greek and

Roman.
It is difficult to overestimate the implications of five- and six-

acre holdings. In Germany in the 1950s, by comparison, farms

under twenty-five acres were to be found almost exclusively in the

possession of the elderly, of war widows or of worker-peasants."

The small ancient peasant holdings meant chronic underemploy-

ment of labour in terms of production, though not underem-

ployment of energy, which is not the same thing. Modem studies

show that the smaller the holding, the greater the number of

man-hours expended per acre. What else can a peasant house-

holder do? Since he cannot fire members ofhis fiunily, ifhe cannot

send them away to take tenancies on larger estates he must keep

them busy at home somehow; in jargon, his aim is to "maamize
the input of labour rather than maximize profit or some other

indication of efficiency**.**

This built-in inefficiency also meant inaccessibility to techno-

logical or other improvement, and stress on the requirements of

subsistence, at the cost of other possible approaches to the

utilization of resources. We may well wonder with the elder Fliny

(Natural Historjf 18.187), for example, how far a ten<:^i;ffiiMi holder

could resist breaching the traditional alternating fidlow system,

regardless of the deleterious consequences to the fertility of his

land. And we may be certain of a diversification of crops at the
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expense ofspecialization and its benefits. Subsistence farming is by

definition not market farming, not the production of cash crops.

The typical "peasant market" was a place where peasants (and

no doubt village craftsmen) met from a radius of five or six miles

in order to fill gaps in necessities by exchange with each other;

there were only a few things a peasant could not produce himself

—

a metal ploughshare, for example—when everything went well.

The paucity ofcoin finds in genuinely rural areas is no accident.**

There were circumstances whichmay have encouraged peasants,

especially those nearer the upper limit offamily holdings, to turn

to cash crops. I am thinking of the presence nearby (ten to twelve

miles, no more) oflarger towns, ofinternational shrines attracting

visitors who needed catering (such as Olympia or Delphi), or of

more or less permanent army camps. I suspect, however, that good

land so located would have attracted the wealthier landlords, like

the villa owners mentioned by Varro [De re rustica 1.16.3), with

their speciality products, and that it was in those strata, rather

than among the peasants, that the suppliers of city-army-shrine

needs were normally to be found. ^® In the opening soliloquy of

Aristophanes' AchamianSf the protagonist bewails the city life to

which he has temporarily been driven by a marauding Spartan

army in the early years of the Peloponnesian War. From his seat

in the Assembly high on the Pnyx, he looks out on his farm at

Achamae and yearns for his village where "no one cries, *Buy

charcoal, vinegar, oil', where the word *buy* is unknown". A
poet's hyperbole, no doubt, but not, I think, a comic playwright's

joke.

Not surprisingly, the ancient peasant was always at the maigin

ofsafety. Gato gave his chained slaves more bread than the average

peasant in Graeco-Roman Egypt could count on as a regular

staple.** The one normal source ofsubsidiary mcome for peasants

was seasonal labour on larger neighbouring estates, especially

during the harvest: the Roman agricultural writers assume, and

indeed, require, the presence ofsuch a reserve labour force in all

their calculations. Beyond that, in a pre-industrial society, the

opportunities for part-time employment were few and unreliable.
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The Athenian navy in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. was the

great exception, and the key to Athenian freedom from agrarian

troubles during the whole of that period. The Roman armies in

that period before they became involved in long service outside

Italy were perhaps another exception, but a less significant one.

There is a deep paradox here. The fireer the ancient peasant, in

the political sense, the more precarious his position. The client of

the archaic period or the coUnm ofthe later Empire may have been

variously oppressed, but he was also protected by his patron fsom

dispossession, from the harsh laws of debt, and on the whole from

military service (which so often led to unavoidable neglect of the

form and ultimate dispossession"). The genuinely free peasant

had no protection against a run of bad harvests, against com-

pulsory army service, against the endless depredations in civil and

foreign wars. Hence the variegated history of peasant responses,

from the demands for land that lay behind the great Greek expan-

sion beginning as early as the eighth century B.C., to "squatting"

on vacant or derelict public or temple property,*® flight from the

land into the cities or the bush, open revolt; in the end, to an

acceptance of the dependent status that became the rule in the

course of the Roman Empire—a history that is, alas, yet to be

written.

The fact that large landowners were essentially immune from

crisis conditions was the consequence of the size of their holdings

and their reserves, and, in some periods though not all, of the

inflow ofwealth from their pohtical prerogatives, rather than of a

qualitatively different approach to the problems and possibiUties

of farming. The family and universal succession played the same
part in their lives. They had a "peasant-like" passion for self-

sufficiency on their estates, however extravagant they may have

been in their urban outlays. They were equally bound by a limited

and fairly static technology, witii the two-year fallow cycle as its

base, and by the high costs of land transport. These points need

to be made explicitly because they are repeatedly challenged by

modem scholars, not so much on the evidence as on psychological

grounds, on a disbeliefthat Greeks and Romans should have been
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so incapable of"simple" improvements. There were improvements

ofone kind or another in the coune of antiquity, especially in the

Roman classical period, in drainage and iirigation, in tools and
mill-stones, in seed selection, but they were marginal, for, as our

leading contemporary authority on Roman fiurming summed up
the story, "the patterns of land use and the methods of tillage

remained unchanged. As in andent industry, new requirements

were met by the transfer ofold techniques."** But there is nothing

mysterious about this "stagnation", no serious reason for disbelief

:

large incomes, absenteeism and its accompanying psychology of

the life of leisure, of land omership as a non-occupation, and,

when it was practised, letting or sub-letting in fragmented

tenancies all combined to block any search for radical improve-

ments."

As for the objective of self-sufficiency, that was neither an

"archaizing" value judgment (of a Plato, for example) nor just a

joke of Trimalchio's. At this level, we are of course considering

estates that were farmed for their cash incomes, not for subsistence.

Hence the stress on taking steps to avoid ccish outlays for the pur-

chase of vine-props, animal fodder, wine or anything else required

for cultivation of the soil and maintenance of the labour force has

to be explained within a framework of profit-making. There was

nothing archaic or profligate about men who stock-piled in

anticipation, or hope, of higher prices; who took the trouble to

recommend sale d worn-out cattle and slaves, old wagons, dis-

carded tools, blemished sheep and diseased slaves. Gato dosed his

exhortation with a maxun {De agnadtura 2.7), "A pattrfamUias

should be a seller, not a buyer." That was less a moral judgment

than an economic one (in our language), though I doubt if Gato

would have drawn the distinction very findy. A long passage in a

nineteenth-century Russian novd is not evidence, in a strict sense,

for andent thinking, but I wonder if the psychology was suffi-

ciently different in this respect not to permit me to quote a portion

:

"Oblomov's parents were extremely sparing with any article

which was not produced at home but had to be bought. They
gladly killed an excellent turkey or a dozen chickens to entertain
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a guest, but they never put an extra raisin in a dish, and turned

pale when their guest ventured to pour himself out another glass

of wine. Such depravity, however, was a rare occurrence at

Oblomovka. . . . Generally speaking, they did not like spending

money at Oblomovka, and however necessary a purchase might

be, money for it was issued with the greatest regret and that, too,

only if the sum was insignificant. ... To pay 200, 300, or 500

roubles all at once for something, however necessary it might be,

seemed almost suicidal*to them. Hearing that a young local land-

owner had been to Moscow and bought a dozen shirts for 300
roubles, a pair ofboots for twenty-five roubles, and a waistcoat for

his wedding for forty roubles, Oblomov's father crossed himsdfand
said, with a look of horror on his face, that *such a scamp must be

locked up'.""

The moral tone is evident, and full allowance must be made for

the difference between a leading Roman senator, residing and

politically active in the capital city, and petty Russian nobility

burrowed in their estates. What interests me, however, is another

aspect, brought out by the novelist, writing at a moment of transi-

tion between two ways of life in Russia, when he concluded this

passage as follows: "They were, generally speaking, impervious to

economic truths about the desirability of a quick turnover of

capital, increased production, and exchange of goods." Cato was

not impervious to such "economic truths" ; he never heard ofthem.

There was no one in his world to suggest them or argue for them.

Lacking the techniques by which to calculate, and then to choose

among, the various options, for example the relative economic

merits ofgrowing or buying the barley for slaves and the stakes for

vines; lacking the techniques by which to calculate the relative

profitability, under given conditions, of one crop and another, or

of agriculture and pasturage;^' relishing independence firom the

market as buyers, fix>m reliance on others for their own necessities,

the landowners ofantiquity operated by tradition, habit and rule-

of-thumb, and one such rule was that "a paterfamilias should be a

seller, not a buyer'*.**

There is a famous example of the approach in Gate's manual
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(1.7) when he enumerates, in descending order of importance, the

products of an ideal loo-jugerum farm: wine, garden fruit and

vegetables, willows, olives, pasture, grain, forest foliage for fodder,

and acorns. The passage is famous for the wrong reason: it is

regularly cited as a general statement of the reaUties of Italian

agriculture in the second century B.C., whereas it ought to be

quoted as proof of the absurdity of what passes for economic

analysis in the ancient sources. I need hardly eniunerate the weak-

nesses : no consideration ofthe location ofthe him with respect to

availablemarketsorto export possibilities; nothingaboutthenature

ofthe soil beyond the single phrase, "ifthewine is goodandtheyield

is gpreat"; no cost accounting of even a rudimentary nature.*

Not everyone was a Gato. There were other notions of the

optimum employment ofthe land and its products, but these were

socially and politically oriented, not economically. There was

Pericles' method of disposing the whole of the produce in bulk in

order to unburden himself for full-time political activity. There

was Pericles' early political rival, Cimon, who, we are told by

Aristotle {Constitution of Athens 27.3-4), "supported many of his

fellow-demesmen, every one of whom was free to come daily and

receive from him enough for his sustenance. Besides, none of his

estates was enclosed, so that anyone who wished could take from

its firuits." This was a rudimentary predecessor of the highly deve-

loped client system of the last centuries of the Roman Republic,

when men like Pompey and Ahenobarbus appreciated the advan-

tages ofsupporting large reserves ofmanpower for their votes and,

ultimately, for their fighting abilities.

I have so far avoided speaking ofeconomies ofscale not because

there were none, but because, in my view, they were slight, though

I must concede that the foundation for any conclusion is a shaky

one. Under ancient conditions, consolidation ofholdings into lai^

continuous tracts did not automatically imply economies of scale,

* I am not suggesting that Gato was wholly witlea. In 1.3 he does say that a
good water-supply and access to the tea, a river or a road are factors to con-

sider in buying a farm. The fact remains, however, that his crop ranking

ignores everything of the kind, not to mention soil variations from district to

district.
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particularly not where slaves were the main labour force. There is

reason to believe, from hints in the writings of the agronomists and

land-surveyors, that they believed 200 jugera to be the optimum
holding a single bailiff could manage. Yet far larger holdings were

to be found in the empire. In North A&ica, according to the sober

Frontinus writing at the end of the first century A.D., there were

private domains larger than the territories of cities, with a work

force large enough to inhabit hamlets {via) ringing the villa like

ramparts {in modum nuadHomm),^'^ And the newly developed terri-

tories in the west were clearly open to Roman occupation in

extensive tracts. For example, the recently excavated estate at

Montmaurin, not far firom Toulouse, had possibly 2500 acres of

farmed land, run from a single building-complex, itself covering

45 acres, in which the vilieus and his labour force were housed,

apparently the owner, too, and in which the animals were kept,

the equipment and the produce were stored and all the ancillary

activities were carried on. Built in the middle of the first century

A.D., this "villa'* prospered until the end of the second century,

when it W2is devastated by a flood and never reconstituted as a

single operating unit.*®

In the long civilized portions of the empire, in contrast, the

trend towards accumulation ofland seems not to have been accom-

panied by a matching effort to consolidate into larger units of

exploitation. Although some notable instances of consolidated

estates are known, such as the massa Calvisiana in southern Sicily,

an early third-century establishment that extended for some ten

miles on the eastern side of the Gela River, there was apparently

no reluctance to divide massae a.ndfundi when the occasion arose.*'

That suggests little attention to economies of scale, and I believe

that the dispersed holdings of Herodes Atticus represented the

more common pattern. Earlier, two wealthy clients of the young

CSicero owned numerous farms each treated as a separate unit of

exploitation: Aulus Caecina's holding even included two adjacent

but separate farms, and at least one let out to a tenant; Sextus

Rosdus of Ameria, in the extreme south of Umbria, owned
thirteen units all in the Tiber Valley.'*
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Nor may we ignore the failure of writers of the period to refer

to economies of scale. Trimalchio's frivolous reason for wishing to

"add Sicily to my little bits of land" may not bear much weight,

but one of Pliny's letters (3.19) is less easily dismissed. An estate

adjoining one ofhis in Umbria was up for sale at a bargain price,

thanks to mismanagement by the owner and his tenants. Fliny was

thinking ofbuying it. The primary advantage, he writes, would be

one of amenity {pddmtudo). There are also practical advantages:

the two properties could be visited in one journey, both could be

put under a single procurator (agent) and perhaps even under one

actor (bailiff), only one country-house would have to be kept up to

the standard appropriate for an occasional sojourn by a senator.

On the debit side, he adds, are the risks in putting two holdings

under the same "hazards offortune" {incertafortunae), the weather

for example.

What is your advice? was the question Pliny put to his corre-

spondent, even though he gave none of the information one might

expect, neither the dimensions of the property nor the current

rental nor the details about the produce. The anticipated advan-

tages were largely psychological; apart from the baiHi!s, there is

not a whisper of possible economies of scale that could or would

follow the consolidation of two adjoining estates, let alone any

consideration ofreorganizing the production, for example towards

either greater diversity or greater specialization, or of a more
efifident use of the labour force.

Direction and control of labour was a recurrent theme in all

ancient writing concerned with estate management (even under a
tenancy regime), obviously so in view of the foct that the typical

large landowner was an absentee owner. However, the concern

was for the honesty ofthe force, honesty in the full employment of

laboup>time and in the handling ofmoney and goods, rather than

for qualitative improvement in the eflBdency ofthe force by better

methods of tillage or by the introduction oflabour-saving devices.

It represents the viewpoint of the policeman, not of the entre-

preneur. Modern study reveals that "absentee landlordism is a

guarantee that customary methods offarming are strictly observed
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though they may be antiquated".** Customary methods allowed

for technical refinements^^— this must be said repeatedly—but

normally stopped there. Hence economies of scale were not a

realistic possibility for the very men whose holdings were hypo-

thetically large enough and growing larger.

Tenancy, the much discussed alternative to the slave latifundidf^^

was in this respect worse, because of the limiting efifects of short

terms and family life cycles. Who were tenants, after all? Single

tenancies dlaigp units are known, with exceptions, only on public

land, in particular on the African domains of the Roman em-

perors, which were subdivided into small plots, so that the tenants-

in-chief were imperial agents and administrators in fact, if not in

strict law, rather than kurge-scale farmers. To generalize fipom the

North African domains, as has become standard practice, is thus

to falsify the situation in Italy and Sicily, in Greece and the

Hellenistic east, perhaps in Spain and Gaul, too (as it is false, at

the other end of the scale, to generalize from the Egyptian

fellahin, Ptolemaic or Roman). The adjoining estate that Pliny

was thinking ofbuying had been worked (badly) by tenants, in the

plural, and this was surely the classical norm on private land. This

was largely a matter of availability : one could notjourney to Rome
or any other larger city and simply pick up men able, financially

and professionally, to take on large tenancies. The normal tenant

was a man with few resources and without his own land, a failed

peasant, a "superfluous" peasant's son, or a dispossessed peasant

like Horace's Ofellus {Satires 2.2)— and he, of necessity, thought in

peasant terms of a family-sized holding, hence Horace's word

patres {Epistles 1.14.3) for his own tenants.

On larger tenancies, the short-term lease remained a brake on

improvements or economies of scale. A particularly dramatic

example is provided by the twenty farms on Delos and two nearby

islands owned by the temple ofApollo. These were relatively laige

units, let to richer members ofDelian society and worked by slaves;

the best of them earned the high rental of 1650 drachmas a year

in the best period. But the term was ten years, and, though the

lease was renewable by the tenant, the detailed evidence, stretch-
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ingover a long period, between 313 and 170 B.C., shows that the

tenants did only what was required of them, that is, they returned

the property with the identical number of olive-trees, fig-trees and

livestock that they received, no more and no less.^' Ten-year leases

are a disincentive to improvements, even with farms of this scale

and surely with smaller, more typical family-size holdings. Land
reclamation projects nonnally resolved one difficulty by resorting

to leases in perpetuity, notably on the imperial estates, but the

addiction to small family parcels soon put a brake on them too.

We are thus brought back to the fundamental question ofchoice

that has been raised repeatedly in this discussion. I do not doubt

that Columella, for example, despite his limitations, could have

performed the simple arithmetical computation required to reveal

the economies possible from an enlarged scale of exploitation. The
question, in other words, was not an intellectual one. In modem
jargon, the "threshold point in the spectrum of farm acreage" is

determined by a combination of social and economic factors, in

the absence of which the arithmetic becomes meaningless.^* The

powerful pull of the peasant-household, the attitudes to labour and

management, the weak urban market, the satisfactory profits of

the existing land r^ime, perhaps the difficulties inherent in

organizing and managing a very laige slave force—a subject

which it is even more impossible to examine concretely, firom the

andent evidence, than the profitability ofslave labour—all served

as disincentives to change. For all Pliny's complaining about

troubles with tenants, whose difficulties are understandabl

.

enough, he **is never short of cash in these years".'* Nor his kins-

men: he ends his letter about the Umbrian estate in this way:

"You will ask whether I can easily raise the three million sesterces.

Most ofwhat I have is in land, but I have money out on loan and
it will not be difficult to borrow. Besides, I can always have money
from my mother-in-law, whose money-chest I can use as fireely as

my own."

Once again we turn to Trimalchio for the bald truth. The great

banquet is suddenly interrupted by the arrival of a secretary, who
reads off the journal for July 26th: on the Cumae estate, seventy
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slave children were bom, 500 oxen were broken in, a slave was

crucified for blasphemy, "ten miUion sesterces were placed in the

money-box because they could not be invested" (Satyricon 53.3).

For the men whose status Trimalchio identified himselfwith, there

were three places for wealth, in land, out on short-term interest-

bearing loans, or in a strong-box. We must of course allow for

exaggeration: there was also wealth in ships, warehouses, slave-

craftsmen and raw materials, but that represented a small firaction

of the wealth of the dhte and induced no significant difference in

the "economic" thinking.

We then speak of their "investment of capital" and of land as

the "preferred investment".^® That phrasing contains some truth,

but it is neither the whole truth nor nothing but the truth, because

it fails to convey to a modern reader the very large non-economic

element in the preference. To begin with, there is the complete

absence of the concept of amortization.*' When the fourth-century

B.C. Athenian orator Demosthenes attained his majority, he

brought suit as^ainst his e^uardians for the recovery of his inheri-

tance. He itemized to the jury the estate recorded in his father's

will, under two headings: (i) the active (energa), which included

32 or 33 slave swordmakers, bringing in 3000 drachmas a year;

another 20 slaves engaged in the manufacture <tf furniture, 1200

drachmas annually; and 6000 drachmas on loan at 12%; (2) the

inactive: raw materials on hand at his father's death nine years

before, worth 15,000 drachmas, the house worth 3000, the fiirai-

ture and his mother's jewelry, 8000 in cash in a strong-box at

home, a maritime loan of 7000 drachmas, and 4600 on deposit in

two banks and with a relation. This represents a remarkable con-

ception of "capital**, and it becomes all the more remarkable

when one pursues in detail the actual claim on the guardians,

which ignores amortization and depreciation, and assumes un-

changing figures for annual production, rate ofprofitand income."

Yet this was a normal ancient presentation, including the amalga-

mation of personal, family-household possessions (his mother's

jewels) and business property (the raw materials). Demosthenes

won his suit.
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I deliberately chose as my first test-case an urban business,

where one might have expected more sophisticated accounting. If

w€ now look at the text that is regularly cited by modem historians

as the most reliable ancient analysis of Italian farm income, the

model I'Vagenm (4i-acre) vineyard described by Pliny's near con-

temporary, CiolumeUa (3.3.8-10), we discover that though he

allows for the purchase price ofthe land, of the slave vine-dresser,

the vines and props, as well as for the loss of two years* income

while the new vines are maturing, he forgets the farm buildings,

equipment, ancillary land (for cereal grains, for example), the

maintenance costs dThis slaves, depreciation and amortization.'*

His implied 34% annual return is nonsense, even afler allowing for

his polemical intention in this section, and we must conclude that

this was a merely perfunctory desk exercise, that the large land-

owners worked from crude empirical knowledge alone, heavily

backed by the social-psychological pressures of land ownership in

itself. Pliny neither calculated nor claimed that the second

Umbrian estate would produce a higher return than the loans he

would have to call in to meet the purchase phce. He spoke only

of the gain in amenity.

Investment in land, in short, was never in antiquity a matter of

systematic, calculated policy, of what Weber called economic

rationaUty.^^ There was no dear conception of the distinction be-

tween capital costs and labour costs, no planned ploughing back of

profits, no long-term loans for productive purposes. The import in

this context of the short-term loan (like the short-term tenancy)

cannot be exaggerated. From one end ofantiquity to another, one

can easily count the known examples of borrowing on property

for purposes of purchase or improvement. The mortgage was a

disaster (''mortgaging the old homestead"), a short-term personal

loan designed to "cover deficiencies in the supply of necessities

occasioned generally by some emergency which has made un-

expected demands upon the resources of the borrower*','^ not a

deliberate device for raising money at a low rate in order to invest

at a higher rate, the main function of the modem business

mortgage. Among the men ofproperty, these demands were either
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familial (a dowry for a daughter) or sumptuary or political, singly

or in combiiiation. Somctimcit such aq>eiiditures brought laige

returns, as we have seen, but they were in no sense returns on an

investment in property.

It is thus not surprising that there was neither a recognizable

real-property maiiKt nor a prafiasion of estate agent or realtor.

The Greek language, like modem German, lends itself to the

creation of compound nouns, and a collection has been made of

more than one hundred known combinations incorporating the

word "seller": "corn-seller", "perfume-seller", comic inventions

like Aristophanes' "decree-seller", but not one attestation of "land-

seller", "house-seller", "property-seller".®^ Nor was there a word

for "broker".*^ And the same holds true for Latin.

When Pliny was sent to Bithynia in Asia Minor by the emperor

Trajan, probably in A.D. 109 or no, in order to sort out the

financial disarray and extravagance of the affluent cities of that

province, he reported {Epistles 10.54) that, having succeeded in

collecting substantial sums owing to one city, probably Prusa, "I

fear the money may lie idle, for the opportunity ofbuying property

is non-existent, or nearly so, and people cannot be found who will

borrow from the municipality, especially at the 9% which is the

rate for private loans." He proposed that the dty councillors be

compelled to borrow at some lower rate. Trajan promptiy rejected

the idea as "unjust". Three things are to be noted. The first is the

familiar trinity, cash on hand, land, money on loan. The second is

that neither the dty nor the emperor saw anything improper in

allowing the money to lie idle. The third is the unavailability of

land for purchase.

It'is not altogether dear how Pliny discovered that there ¥fas no
land to be had. I suggest the answer is that he learned from the

small-town gossip ofany Mediterranean sodety, more particularly

from the gossip among the very munidpal aristocracy on whom
he was prepared to impose loans. The Roman equestrian. Gains

Ganius, who wished to buy a vacation spot in Syracuse, "let it be

known" {dictabat), says Cicero {De officiis 3.58), that he was in the

market. The gossip reached a local banker who proceeded fraudu-
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lently to sell Canius his own hartubts on the waterfront at an

cxhorbitant price. The normal purchzise of land in antiquity, I

further suggest, was windfall purchase (which is not to say that

windfalls were rare) . Pliny himselfwas not actively seeking another

estate when he became interested in the one in Umbria, and he

was certainly not overburdened1>y idle cash, since he would have

to dip into his mother-in-law's money-box to make the purchase.

Derelict land, going at a baigain because of neglect, war devasta-

tion or someone's bad luck, was one such windfall. A more
significant one was confiscated land, such as the Roman ager

pubUeus, whether confiscated fix>m individuals by court action or

imperial fiat or taken from whole groups and communities in

either civil vtbt or conquest. And we must also include, whenever

circumstances were propitious, land extorted from peasants

through usurious loans, illegal seizure or "patronage".**

Political crisis or political pressures could, of course, have the

reverse effect of rapidly driving up the price of land. One such

instance, the consequence of Caesar's march on Rome in 49 B.C.,

is discussed briefly in chapter 5. Another occurred at the beginning

of the second century A.D., described by Pliny in one of his

letters (6.19):

"Have you heard that the price of land has gone up, particu-

larly in the neighbourhood of Rome? The reason for the sudden

increase in price has given rise to a good deal ofdiscussion. At the

last election, the Senate expressed the very proper opinion that

'Candidates should be prohibited from providing entertainments,

distributing presents, and depositing money with agents*. The first

two practices were employed without restraint or concealment,

and the third was done secretly but was well known to alL" The
emperor, Trajan, was asked to remedy the evil. "This he has done,

by allying the law against bribery to force candidates to limit

their scandalously gross expenditure; and he has also compelled

them to concentrate a third of their patrimony in realty, thinking

it unseemly (as indeed it was) that candidates for oiffice should

treat Rome and Italy not as their native country, but as a mere inn

or lodging-house for them on their visits. CSonsequently candidates
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are rushing about, struggling to buy up anything they hear is for

sale, and thus increasing the amount available for sale."*'

This is a neat instance of a sellers* wind&ll, as temporary and

adventitious as a buyers* windfall. The absence ofa real-property

market is underscored, not only by the way Fliny describes the

scurrying aboutofthe candidates whose political careers depended

on a quick purchase, but also by the effect on prices ofthe require-

ments ofa mere handful ofmen. The moralizing about the efitoi

of excessive conspicuous (political) expenditure is also notaUe

(and to be taken literally). So is the emperor's aim, not **to interest

more persons in promoting Italian agriculture"®* but to compel

the increasingly provincialized Senate to become proper Romans
and Italians, befitting their status as the dlite of the Empire.

Windfall land is visibly cheap or dear, as the case may be; no

more sophisticated investigation is required than what I have

already called crude empirical knowledge. Under ancient dry-

farming conditions, furthermore, lacking large water installations

or expensive machinery, derelict and devastated land recovered

very rapidly. Olives, vines and flocks required a few years for

replacement, but that merely demanded patience on the part of

the landowning upper classes with whom we are now concerned,

more than capital, the scale of which is regularly exaggerated in

modem accounts.

The purchase ofwindfall property is aform ofinvestment, to be

sure, but only in the restricted sense I have been defining. And it

was almost exclusively a private activity. During his great veteran

settlement programmes in 30 and 14 B.G., Augustus found his own
surplus holdings and his considerable confiscations insufficient fx
the purpose, and he purchased tracts from dtics in Italy and the

provinces, at a total cost ofabout 860 million sesterces on his own
reckoning {Res gesUu x6.i). That was an important, indeed prodi-

gious, accompUshment. His further daim, "Of all iSbum who
founded military colonies in Italy or the provinces I ¥ras the fint

and only one to have done this in the recollection of my contem-

poraries," means that "he was the first to pay it from resources

which he could regard as private*'."' He does not go on to specify
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how he made the purchases, and we may legitimately doubt the

free wilUngness of many sellers.

Be that as it may, it is a fact that, though ancient states all

owned land, from which they derived income normally by letting

it, in the case of the Roman emperors also by direct exploitation

through agents, they almost never bought land. Neither did

temples or cult centres, many ofwhich accumulated and hoarded

substantial treasures through gifts and dedications. Nor did the

innumerable semi-private cult-groups and societies that proli-

ferated in the Graeco-Roman world. They, too, obtained land by
gift, sometimes in the form of trusts backed by property (like

Trajan's almenta scheme), and their cash was fructified through

interest-bearing loans, not through investment in land. Only

guardians appear to have constituted an exception, in Rome at

least, where the law required them to place a ward's cash either in

land or in interest-bearing loans.*® And even that provision is a

far cry from the modern tradition, still by no means dead, which

impels charitable and other pubUc trusts to place their funds in the

safety of the land.

Of course, windfalls could not have been realized without alert-

ness, a genuine interest in acquisition, and, above all, poUtical

influence and status. There were even some men, not many I

believe, who actively speculated in derelict property, chiefly in

urban buildings. Grassus is the legendary paradigm (Plutarch,

Crasm 2.1-6). I have not been trying to argue that there was not,

in most periods of antiquity, a constant movement of landed

property. Without it there could not have been the trend I

stressed earlier towards greater and greater accumulation; there

could have been no Trimalchios on the one hand, no men, on the

other hand, like the occupiers of ager publicus who brought about

the deaths ofTiberius and Gains Gracchus, later like Ahenobarbus

or Herodcs Atticus. What I have been attempting to do is to pin-

point the ancient "investment" concept, to d^ne its character and
its limits in both ideology and practice. Ancient writers—we
must never allow ourselves to forget—did not describe land as the

best investment in maximization of income language; it was
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profitable, to be sure, if held on a large enough scale, but they

ranked it first at least as much on grounds of '"nature" and

morality, and they had not yet learned to draw a simple one-for-

one equation between morality and profits. Even today, it should

be remembered, there are important social strata who knowingly

accept a low rate of return on investment in farming because

there are advantages "other than the direct monetary return . .

.

the feeling of personal security, the sporting rights, the social

position, possibly some taxation advantage".^®

"With respect to property", wrote the author ofthe first book of

the pseudo-Aristotelian Oikonondkos (i343a25-b2), "the first care

is that it be according to nature. Agriculture ranks first according

to nature, second those arts tiiat extract &om the ground, such as

mining and the like. Agriculture is the best because it is just, for

it is not at the expense of others, whether willingly as in trade or

wage-earning or unwillingly as in war. It is also one ofthe activities

according to nature in other respects, because by nature all things

receive their nourishment from their mother, and so men receive

tlxeirs from the earth." There is more to this painfully naive re-

statement of good Aristotelian doctrine but I need not continue.

It is also good Cato, and good Cicero. It is, in short, one of many
formulations of the landowning ideology of the ancient upper

classes. Aristocracies have been known to cling in their practical

behaviour to outworn ideologies and to sink with them. That was

not their fate in antiquity. By comparison with Weber's "Pro-

testant ethic'*, their mentaUty may have been a non-productive

one; it was in no way a non-acquisitive one. They could permit

themselves the luxury of a moral choice and still wax richer, not

poorer.
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V

Town and Country

The backwardness and brudshness of western

Europeans outside Italy, explained the Greek geographer Strabo,

flow from their hunting, pastoral, raiding way of life. Once they

are converted (or compdled) to a peaceful, settled agricultural

eadstence, urbanism will develop, and they will become civilized.^

Although Strabo was.writing at the beginning ofour era, he was
repeating good old Greek (as well as Roman) doctrine. Greeks and
Romans never tired in their praise ofthe moral excellence of agri-

culture, and simultaneously in their insistence that civilization

required the city. They were not being self-contradictory: Strabo,

it will have been noticed, saw agriculture, not trade or manufac-

ture, as the prelude to stability and urbanism. The true city in

classical antiquity encompassed both the chora, the rural hinter-

land, and an urban centre, where the best people resided, where

the community had its administration and its public cults. The
two were conceptually so complementary that even the absolute

Hellenistic monarchs acknowledged the "freedom" of the chora

belonging to the newly created Greek cities of the eastern regions

;

city-land was exempt from the royal domanial rights over all land

in the kingdom.

But what is a city? Modem geographers have been unable to

achieve a "standardized definition".^ Strabo of course did not

bother, not even when he protested (3.4.13) against those writers

who mistakenly called the large villages {komai) of the Spanidi

peninsula "cities". His audience required no definition. A stiU
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later Greek writer, Pausanias, sneeringly dismissed the claim of a

little town in central Greece to be called a polis: ''no government

buildings, no theatre, no agora, no water conducted to a fountain,

and where the people live in hovels like mountain cabins on the

edge of a ravine" (10.4. i). His audience would also have under-

stood. The aesthetic-architectural definition was shorthand for a

political and social definition: a genuine **city" was a political and

cultural centre, now with a highly restricted autonomy to be sure,

in contrast with the proud independence of the old Greek polas,

but still a place where the well-bom and the educated could live a

civilized existence, a life oiurbamtas in Roman parlance, in which

they could dominate municipal affairs if no longer the whole

gamut of state activity. Mere size was no test: many genuine

cities were no bigger than villages in population or area. And the

economy did not enter into consideration at all, apart from the

requirement that the material goods indispensable for civilized

amenities had to be available somehow.'

There were, of course, formal administrative definitions of a

polls or a civitas in antiquity, as there are in all modern countries.

Strabo was not concerned with that aspect, nor will the economic

historian be. We can readily agree with Strabo that a mere con-

glomeration of people does not constitute a city. Otherwise

Homeric Ithaca, an early medieval cathedral town and, for that

matter, a prison or large army base are all cities : there are modern

prisons whose inmates outnumber the total population of many
Greek "cities". Then we move beyond Strabo (and every other

ancient writer) to ask another kind of question altogether. What
is the economic relation between town and country? The answer

will not be the same for Sparta and for Athens, as in our own day

it is not for Rome and Genoa. When Martin Luther thundered in

his Address to the Christian Nobility of tiie German JVaiion, "The Anti-

christ must take the treasures of the world, as it is written. ... If

we are right in hanging thieves and beheading robbers, why
should we leave the greed of Rome unpunished? Here is the

greatest thiefand robber that has ever come or is likely to come on

earth," he, for his own purposes, made an important historical
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observation. From the time Rome became an imperial city until

today she has been a parasitc-dty, living on gifts, rents, taxes,

tribute. That does not make Rome any less a dty, only a different

kind of city from Genoa.

Hypothetically, the economic relationship of a city to its

countryside—we must start with a single city in isolation—can

range over a whole spectrum, from complete parasitism at one end

to full symbiosis at the other. All residents of a city who are not

directly engaged in primary production derive their food and raw
materials from the producers in the countryside. All cities are in

that sense centres of consumption. The question then is whether

ancient cities were, as Max Weber thought, primarily centres of

consumption.^ Stated differently, how did the cities pay for what

they drew from the country? The parasitical city paid merely by

returning all or part of the rents and taxes it took from the country

in the first place ; the fully symbiotic relationship would be repre-

sented by equal payment in urban production and services. A
number ofmodels can be constructed, in which the main variables

are the distribution of the population, the quantity of rural pro-

duction, the quantity of urban production, and the proportion of

each transferred to the other. Urban manufactures and services

designed solely for urban consiunption are excluded : it is econo-

mically irrelevant to a tenant-farmer whether his city-dwelling

landlord has the wheat he receives in rents converted into bread

in his own household or by a baker to whom he pays a fee.

The model must then be complicated because the isolated city-

country unit exists only in very primitive societies or in the

imagination of Utopian writers. A dty may outgrow the food-

producing capability of its own hinterland. Anyway, there is

scarcely a city which is self-suffident in timber, metals, salt,

spices, not to mention slaves, hides, semi-predous stones and other

commodities that have become necessary amenities for dvilized

society. Even such staunch defenders of the moral advantages of

self-sufficiency as Plato and Aristotle conceded that unfortunate

fact of life. ^ Again we ask: How did a city pay? And again the

answer is a spectrum of possibilities, from Odysseus' raid on
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Ismarus, where, he reported (Homer, Odyssey 9.39-42), "I sacked

the city and killed the men; taking the women and many goods,

we divided them," to a perfect balance of trade. Some think,

though I do not, that the world of Odysseus was a Never-Never-

Land not to be introduced into a serious historical account. But

Caesar in Gaul was real and historical enough, as was the empire

which produced sixty per cent of the Athenian public revenue in

the fi^ century B.C. (Thucydides 2.13.3), or the Sicilian com
tithe from whidi the inhabitants of the city of Rome for a time

made much of their bread. The primitive models suitable for the

isolated city must therefore be modified by further variables:

rents, taxes and tribute drawn firom outside the immediate terri-

tory the city; production, both urban and rural, for export;

transport facilities. Nor can politics be ignored, even in a "purely

economic" analysis. Successful Roman expansion freed Italian

land from taxation, a case of one variable, external tribute, can-

celling out another, internal levies on the countryside.

There were also certain constants, the ox to begin with. The ox

was the chief traction animal of antiquity, the mule and donkey his

near rivals, the horse hardly at all. All three are slow and hungry.

The transport figures in Diocletian's edict of maximum prices

imply that a 1200-pound wagon-load of wheat would double in

price in 300 miles, that a shipment of grain by sea from one end of

the Mediterranean to the other would cost less (ignoring the risks)

than carting it seventy-five miles.* A state could afford to engage

ox-teams for the extraordinary purpose of shifting marble colunan-

drums for temples, employing on an average thirty yoke for each

drum,' and it could perform other extraordinary feats, especially

if the army required them. But individuals could not move bulky

merchandise long distances by land as a normal activity, nor

could any but the wealthiest and most powerful communities.

Most necessities are bulky—cereals, pottery, metals, timber—and

so towns could not safely outgrow the food production oftheir own
immediate hinterlands unless they had direct access to waterways.

Not even the famed Roman roads, built for military and
political, not commercial reasons, made any significant difference,

Cdpyi lyhiiid iiidliirja!
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since the means of traction remained the same. It was the many
rivers of Gaul, not the roads, that eUcited comment from Roman
writers and facilitated the growth of inland cities.® And in Asia

Minor, Pliny, on his mission for the emperor Trajan early in the

second century, wrote from Nicomedia, a harboUr-town on the

gulf of Izmit at the eastern end of the Sea of Marmara, proposing

a complex canal construction linking the nearby Lake Sophon to

the east (with a natural outlet northwards to the Black Sea) to the

Sea ofMarmara. Across the largish lake, Pliny explained (EfistUs

10.41.2), "marble, produce and building wood are transported

cheaply and with litde effort to the highway, but then they have to

be taken to the sea by cart with much labour and great expense'*.

The highway was nothing less than the main Roman road running

eastwards from Nicomedia, eventually to Ankara and beyond ; the

short stretch from the lake to Nicomedia and the sea was some

eighteen kilometers.* That may help to explain how the Antioch

famine of 362-3 reached such disastrous proportions when grain

was available fifty miles away along another proper Roman road.

Hoarding and speculation played their part, no doubt, but the

frequent phenomenon of famine amid nearby glut cannot be

attributed solely to greed.

It is almost true that, the state apart, the peasantry were, within

narrow limits, the chief beneficiaries of the Roman roads. Thus,

although the road-building in the Romanized southeast of Britain

stimulated the growth of villages, the average distance from the

small local market to the edge of its "tributary area" remained at

the standard maximum distance to a market preferred wherever

means of transport are primitive, namely, four to five miles.^®

Peasants (and not only peasants) are ruled by what economic geo-

graphers have called the "law ofminimum effort*' or the Vprindple

of least effort**. And peasants, it need hardly be said, could not

rescue a great dty in time offamine or supply Nicomedia with its

timber and marble.

Anyone in antiquity who forgot these elementary facts oflife was

quickly ruined. Mark Antony forgot, when he allowed his 200,000

men in western Greece to be blockaded by Agrippa in 31 B.C.,
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with the inevitable consequence of hunger, disease and desertion

despite his efforts to commandeer suppUes by every possible device,

80 that in the battle of Actium he was hopelessly outmanned.

Roman emperors never forgot. Roman expansion into western and

northwestern Europe took the ancient world away from the

Mediterranean and its tributaries for the first time. But there were

navigable rivers; the main settlements were located on their banks

and they were a major factor in all military logistical calculations,

as in the creation ofthe greatest grain-milling complex ofthe time

in the region of Arles.^' When it was necessary to station armies

far away firom the rivers or the sea, the local population was im-

pressed into maintaining them, without any concern for the rela-

tion between local agricultural production and army require-

ments. Roman armies could march long distances along the roads;

they could neither be fed nor clothed nor armed from long

distances by those routes.

Water transport, in short, and especially sea transport, created

radical new possibilities for the ancient town. In the first place,

imports of food and other bulk commodities permitted a substan-

tial increase in the size of the population, no longer held down by

the Umiting factor of local agricultural production, and an im-

provement in the quality of life, through a greater variety ofgoods,

a greater abundance of slave labour for domestic as well as pro-

ductive work. Both population and amenities would then be

further stimulated by the inevitable attraction of a secondary

population, craftsmen, entertainers, artists, teachers and tourists.

There might also be a feedback effect on the countryside in that

imported necessities allowed more efficient exploitation of larger

landholdings (though not ofpeasant holdings) through specializa-

tion, not really possible in more or less isolated, self-sufficient com-

munities. One wonders whether the cultivation ofroses, violets and

peacocks on villas near the city of Rome (Varro, De re rustica 3.2)

would have been tolerated had the city's com supply not been

looked after by the provinces. The ancient dty was reluctant to

leave food supply to chance or the firee play of the market, at

least so long as tiie dty remained a genuine, autonomous com-
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munity. Even classical Athens made it a capital offence to export

home-grown com, despite its control of the Aegean Sea and

therefore ofthe massive wheat imports firom southern Russia (and

elsewhere).

One should not rush matters. The dialectics of the town-

country-sea relationship are complex, the tempo of development

slow and sometimes abortive. Easy access to die sea or a major

liver was only a necessary condition for growth, not a sufficient

condition. The great Athenian harbour, the Piraeus, was a fifth-

century B.C. creation, and the original impetus came from

Themistocles' navy-building programme for which the sand-beach

of Phalerum was no longer adequate. Brundisium (modem
Brindisi) failed to grow into a major centre though it was the best

port south of Ancona on the east coast of Italy, the side facing

Greece and the east. Still further north, Ravenna, at the mouth of

the Po, had a splendid harbour said to provide safe anchorage for

250 ships (Dio Cassius 55.33) > but it never became a commercial

centre.

The dty of Rome offers the most striking testimony. Rome is

fifteen or twenty miles up the Tiber from Ostia on the sea. Yet

Rome had conquered Italy and defeated Carthage before Ostia

began to be developed as its commercial harbour.^* Rome's first

interest in Ostia, in the fourth centuryB.C., was military-defensive.

Then came the third-century need for a navy in the wars with

Carthage. At that critical moment, Rome, in the slighdy exag-

gerated formulation of an ancient authority, had *'no warships at

all, not so much as a single galley'*, no knowledge of ships or ship

construction, and no citizens with practice in rowing, sailing or

marine fighting. That was more than two centuries after the

Carthaginian Hanno had sailed down the West African coast at

least as far as Sierra Leone.

Victory over Hannibal at the end of the third century B.C. was

a watershed not only in the political history ofRome but also in its

urban history. The oligarchic ruling circle, the nobilitas as it was

soon called, acquired extensive tracts of ager publicus and needed

slave labour; they also acquired expensive tastes and habits, for
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political in-fightiog and for conspicuous consumption, which

leaped in geometric progression. Gladiatorial shows, for example,

were originally introduced for funeral games: the first recorded

instance, in 264 B.C., involved only three pairs of gladiators, but

by 216 we hear of twenty-two pairs, by 174 B.C. of seventy-four

pairs in a celebration lasting three days.^** Meantime, slaves and

displbssessed peasants were rapidly pushing up the population of

the dty, and they had to be fed, clothed and housed (and the free

men amused). It was no longer possible to rely, as in centuries

past, on the immediate hinterland and on small coasting-vesseb

coming from the port of Puteoli in the Bay ofNaples and then up
the Tiber to Rome. So the harbour town ofOstia finally came into

being as the only rival to Alexandria and Carthage in scale,

to flourish for four centuries before sinking into a malarial

marsh.

It is therefore more correct to say that Rome took to the sea

because she had become a great city than the other way round.

Rome was hardly typical, the complete parasite-city (though she

was unique only in scale) . No one will pretend that Rome paid in

production for even a tiny fraction of her massive imports. But

what of the cities which had no provincial booty and tribute with

which to balance their accounts? One significant group may be

noticed quickly, the cities which by their location were clearing-

houses and transfer points, deriving substantial income from tolls,

harbour-dues and dock charges, as well as from the services re-

quired by transient merchants and ships' crews. Ancient ships

usually preferred to take short hops whenever feasible: the peculiar

conditions of winds and currents in the Mediterranean, the

absence of the compass, the limited ability to tack, shortage of

storage space for food and fresh water were contributing factors.

Hence the importance of Rhodes, in the Hellenistic period the

outstanding example of a port-of-call. When, in the middle of the

second century B.C., Rome decided for political reasons to bring

Rhodes to heel, she accomplished that by the simple device of de-

claring the island of Delos a free port and improving the harbour

installations there. The Rhodians soon complained that the effect
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on their public revenues was a reduction from one million

drachmas a year to a mere 1 50,000. That drastic decline in the

volume of traffic, eighty-five per cent, from which Rhodiaa

traders would not have been protected, since ancient states took

harbour-fees from citizens and foreigners in equal measure, will

have hit all the subsidiary services as well, amounting altogether to

a most severe blow on the Rhodian economy, private as well as

public.

There were other commercial cities: one thinks of Aegina, of

Chios, a clearing-house in the slave trade, or of Marseilles, an
cntrepdt for products transported to and brought from the bar-

barians of the interior.^* But these were special cases. Ancient

cities in the great majority counted farmers, whether working or

gentleman farmers, men whose economic interest lay chiefly and

often exclusively in the land, as the core of their citizenry. Not a

few important ones were in a sense entirely agrarian, that is to say,

the land was their one source ofwealth and they paid for their im-

ported metals, slaves and luxuries with their agricultural surpluses

:

Thebes, for exsunple, or Akragas (Roman Agrigentum), the

second city of ancient Sicily, or Gyrene, at a lower level Pompeii.

Little more needs to be said about them in the present context, or

of cities servicing a more extensive, but continuous, agricultural

area than "their own", in Campania, for example; or of those

cities in which a large military and imperial administrative per-

sonnel swelled the consuming sector in Hellenistic and Roman
times, such as Antioch in Syria or Sirmium (modem Mitrovica)

on the Save River, a small colony which had a brief period of

sensational growth as one of the imperial capitals in the fourth

century.

Finally, we come to the interesting, difficult and perhaps most

significant group, the cities with an insufficient agricultural base

and a genuinely "mixed*' economy, agrarian, manufacturing and

commercial together. Athens is the test case, not only because it is

the one such city we know almost enough about but also because

her economic history raises in the most acute form the question

:

How did an ancient city pay for its necessities, some produced
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internally, the rest obtained abroad? Not parasitical, imperial

Athens, with its large tribute, but fourth-century Athens, which

could no longer pass on the costs to subject states.*

We cannot draw up a balance-sheet ofimports and exports, not

even an approximation; we cannot indeed offer quantities at all;

we must therefore resort to models and indicators again. In what

is still a widely read reply to the Weber-Hasebroek school,

Gomme announced that **the Greeks were well aware that im-

ports and exports must in the long run, somehow, balance".^* He
cited no authority, and the few which are available fall squarely

into Schumpeter's class of "prescientific statements" not made to

bear any "superstructure", Plutarch's banal observation {Solon

22.1) that the Athenian lawgiver encouraged the crafts because he

knew that merchants do not like to import into a country—and

Athens already required grain imports—from which they cannot

take out a return cargo, is immediately followed by a miscellany

on Solon's legislation with respect to women and bastards, the

etymology of "sycophant" and "parasite" and much else. The
famous passages in the elder Pliny (Natural History 6.101 ; 13.84),

giving dubious fig^ures of the drain of Roman gold and silver to

India and other eastern countries in payment for luxuries, are

moral in their implication. Any doubts on that are quieted by the

explicitly anti-sumptuary rhetoric ofDio Ghrysostom (79.^-6) on
the same topic. No economic analysis or economic programme
followed, either in the moralist writings or in practice, private or

pubUc.««

Furthermore, Gomme apparently overlooked the fiict that even

in our complex economy many cities and towns "are supported

exclusively by their role as market centres", as a "cluster of retail

and service establishments".** He insisted that the "balance"

would be found by adding up the exports of wine and olive oil,

manufactured goods, and silver together with invisible exports (the

profits of shipping and tourism) . The catalogue is irreproachable,

* In diis simpler model, I am ddiberately excluding the efibct on "balance

of payments" of imperial tribute and of anniei ttationed BWK or Um per-

manently in outlying parti of an empire.
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but unhelpful unless some ratios can be established among the

individual items. Remember that we are fotamining the most

populous city of the Graeco-Roman world in its day (for present

purposes, non-citizens and slaves have to be counted in as con-

sumers), compelled to import reg^ularly perhaps two thirds of its

wheat, all the iron, tin, copper and ship timber it required, all its

numerous slaves (other than those bred at home), and all the ivory,

semi-precious stones, most of the hides and leather, and a vast

miscellany of commodities (including flax for linen and papyrus

for writing) essential for a now traditional high standard of

civilized living. Athens was self-sufficient only in honey, olive oil,

ordinary wine, silver, building stone (including marble), potting

clay and fuel
;
probably in a favourable position, approaching self-

sufficiency but no more, in wool, fish and meat. The import bill

was clearly an impressive one.

How do we then rank the exports? I cannot, for a start, attach

any significance to agricultural products, not even olive oil and

wine. Writing about olives in the Greek world generally, one

economic historian observed that "in a region in which the produc-

tion of the commodity was so general, it is natural that we should

find only scattered rdferenccs, and those often dealing with extra-

ordinary circumstances"." That, however, is no mere literary

convention but a consequence ofthe realities ofGreek production

and trade. The Athenians exported some olives and olive-oil

throug^ut their history: that is proved by the Hadrianic law of

about A.D. 125 reserving one third of the local production for

public use^ a law which reminds us forceftilly that Greek (and

Roman) cities were also large of olive-oil. Given this

latter fact and given the ubiquity of the olive-tree, where were the

external markets for the export of this commodity,/rom the important

urban communities^ on a scale large enough to weigh significantly in

the balance of payments? As for wine exports, the same considera-

tions apply with the added qualification in the case of Athens that

its wine was poor in quality. The important foreign trade was in

famed regional wines; vin ordinaire was normally produced at

home.**
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The situation is very different with two other items in the

catalogue. Silver was the most important Athenian resource, ex-

ported in substantial quantities; whether in bullion or in silver

coin was immaterial.. For Xenophon {Poroi 3.2), Athens had the

great advantage that importers 'Vho did not wish to take out

return cargoes" could make a handsome profit simply by taking

out silver. Hence he built his programme in the little pamphlet on

public revenues on the inexhaustibl^xnines at Laureion and on the

presence of numerous metics. The latter created what we call

invisible exports, for which Athens had two interlocking advan-

tages. She became, perhaps as early as the tyranny at the end of

the sixth century B.C., a commercial centre and clearing-house,

and, not much later, a tourist centre. The beginnings are obscure,

but the continued growth of the city in both respects is easily

followed, as is the way the two interests stimulated each other and

the way the empire provided further impetus. We must not be too

high-minded and look only at the Greater Dionysia and the

Sophists. The Piraeus was an international port, with all that

implies, and there were also well paying visitors like the son of the

Crimean nobleman, the plaintiff in Isocrates' seventeenth oration,

known as the Trapeziticus, for whom study {theoria) was an elastic

concept. The whoremasters of Menander, Plautus and Terence

were no comic invention ; it is purely contingent that the action of

the pseudo-Demosthenic oration against Neaira occurred chiefly

in Corinth rather than in Athens. The constant coming and going

of tens of thousands of ''foreigners", Greeks and others, for what-

ever purpose, constituted a major, though not measurable,

contribution to the Athenian balance of payments.

I have left the export ofmanufactured goods to the end. That is

the capstone of the Gomme model. Perhaps I should say the miss-

ing link: evidence for Athenian export ofmanufactures other than

pottery is effectively non-existent, and the Greek taste for fine

painted pottery died out rapidly (and mysteriously) in the fourth

century B.C., precisely the centiuy we are considering. How much
"must there have been" in the way of manufacturing for export,

despite its tfon-recognition in the available soiut:es? On this
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question there is clear awareness in ancient writers, and I begin

with two key texts, both by Xenophon.

The superiority of the meals served at the Persian court, he

explains {Cyropaedia 8.2.5), ^ surprising, given the size of the

kitchen staff. '*Just as the various trades are most highly developed

in large cities, in the same way the food at the palace is prepaured

in a far superior manner. In small towns the same man makes

couches, doors, ploughs and tables, and often he even builds

houses, and still he is thankful if only he can find enough work to

support himself. And it is impossible for a man ofmany trades to

do all of them well. In large cities, however, because many make
demands on each trade, one alone is enough to support a man, and

often less than one: for instance one man makes shoes for men,

another for women, there are places even where one man earns a

livingjust by mending shoes, another by cutting them out, another

just by sewing the uppers together, while there is another who
performs none of these operations but assembles the parts. Of
necessity he who pursues a very specialized task will do it

best."

This is the most important ancient text on division of labour,

butmy present interest is in something else, in the stress on the low

level and inelasticity ofdemand, on the threat ofover-production.

Demand stands in a simple arithmetical ratio to numbon: the

larger the city, the greater the demand. And even in big cities,

Xenophon tells us elsewhere, demand will not stand up to pressure.

In defending his proposals in the Pont, which enviss^;ed so large

an increase in silver mining that every citizen would eventually

draw full maintenance firom the state, he argues as follows (4.4-6)

:

"Of all the activities I know, silver mining is the only one in which

expansion arouses no envy. ... If there are more coppersmiths,

for example, copperwork becomes cheap and the coppersmiths

retire. The same is true in the iron trade. . . . But an increase in

the amount of the silver ore . . . brings more people into this

industry.'*

In both passages Xenophon thinks of manufacture only for the

local market; otherwise his remarks make no sense. ^® Similarly,
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when Aristotle in the Politics (i29ib23-25) gives examples of cities

in which the demos has unusual opportunity for non-agricultural

employment, he specifies fishing (Byzantium and Tarentum),

trade (Aegina and Chios), ferrying (Tenedos) and the navy

(Athens), but no manufacturing speciality. Strabo explains at

length (8.6.20-23) the basis for the great wealth of Corinth,

plundered by the Romans in 146 B.C. ; he is unaware ofany manu-
facture for export. Among the endlessly varied symbols on Greek

coins, favourite agricultural products are not uncommon, manu-
factured products unknown. When Greek and Roman moralists

allow, no matter how grudgingly, that foreign traders have some

virtue, unlike local petty shopkeepers, they invariably credit them
with public service as importers, not as exporters: I need not

repeat the relevant quotations from Aristotle and Cicero. There

were exceptional protective measures for domestic agriculture,

such as a law of the northern Aegean island of Thasos in the late

fifth century B.C., prohibiting the importation of foreign wines

into the coastal areas on the Thracian mainland which Thasos

controlled. I know of no comparable law protecting a manu-
facture.

I will not extend the catalogue. These are all arguments from

silence, it will be objected, to which I reply that, given the nature

ofthe sources, the issue comes down to how we interpret the silence.

Is it, with Gomme, a mere accident of the survival of evidence,

literary and archaeological, or a matter of ancient literary taste?

Or is it, as I believe, a silence that is explained in the simplest

possible way, because there was effectively nothing to speak about?

Clearly, there were some manufactures deliberately designed for

export, such as the shoes and summer mantles, made we do not

know where, which an Athenian brought to Cyrene once a year in

such small supply that Bishop Synesius was impatient lest he miss

the opportunity to buy. There were the high-grade linen garments

from St. Paul's city of Tarsus, famed throughout the Roman em-
pire, which brought the weavers of that dty an apparently steady

livelihood, but on so low a level that few could afford the 500-

drachma fee required for the acquisition of local citizenship (Dio
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Ghrysostom 34.21-23). There was Patavium (Padua), located in a
famous sheep-raising district, with access to the sea by river,

which for a time in the early Empire exported woollens to Rome
on a considerable scale, especially fine carpets and cloaks (Strabo

5.1.7,12).'' There was Arretium (Arezzo), which for a fleeting

moment saw substantial fortunes made finom a monopoly in the

newly fashionable terra sig^ata, a monopoly that did not last two

generations. Its most important successors, Lezoux and La
Graufesenque in Gaul, did, it is true, export their ware for a long

period throughout the western empire, but the potters were

themselves modest men, not even little Wedgwoods.

David Hume was not seriously mistaken when he could "not

remember a passage in any ancient author where the growth of a

city is ascribed to the establishment of a manufacture".^® Linen-

weaving did not lay the foundation for Tarsus, nor the production

of shoes and summer mantles for Athens; as for Lezoux and La
Graufesenque, they flourish only in archaeological manuals, while

Patavium was a centre of wool manufacture in (and for) the

North ItaUan sheep-raising area long before the omnivorous city

of Rome became one of its markets.

In its relatively brief flourishing period, there were potteries in

Arezzo employing as many as fifty-plus slaves. Gephalus's shield

factory in fifth-century Athens had more than one hundred.

Gomme was right to stress that workshops ofsuch magnitude could

not be, and were not, exceeded until the industrial revolution

shifted the balance of an entrepreneur's input firom labour to

equipment, to capital goods. It has been claimed, rather exu-

berantly, that such excavated districts as the potters* quarter of

Corinth evoke, in their physical appearance, '*the artisan quarters

ofmedieval cities'*.'^ But it seems conunonly to be overlooked that

the excavators of Tarsus have foimd no Qoth Hall, that all

ancient cities lacked the Guildhalls and Bourses which, next to the

cathedrals, are to this day the architectural glories of the great

medieval cities of Italy, France, Flanders, the Hansa towns, or

England. Contrast the Athenian Agora with the Grande Place in

Brussels. It was no oversight on the part of Pausanias when he
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omitted that class of buildings finom his sneer about the little town

in Phods.

The dothmaken of Flanders had no difficulty in meeting the

financial charges of citizenship; on the contrary, they were aa

integral section of the ruling oligarchies. The political role of the

guilds set the medieval dty apart fiom the andent, as the political

role ofthe peasantry set the andent dty apart finom the medieval.*'

Not only were there no Guildhalls in antiquity, there were ao
guilds, no matterhow often the Roman collegiaand theirdifoently

named Greek and Hellemstic counterparts are thus mistranslated.

The collegia played an important part in the social and religious

life of the lower classes, both free and slave
;
they sometimes per-

formed benevolent functions, as in financing burials; they never

became regulatory or protective agencies in their respective

trades,* and that, of course, was the raison d'itre of the genuine

guilds, medieval and modern.

The ancient-medieval contrast is closely linked with the

difference in the quantity and significance of production for

export in the two worlds. The local peasantry remained a con-

stant: men with the small holdings we have examined, even firee

dtizen-peasants, represent the lowest and most inelastic poariblc

market for urban production. That is why *'in most peasant

societies, markets are periodic rather than permanent and con-

tinuous . . . the per capita demand for goods sold in the market is

small, the market area is limited by primitive transport tecfaao-

logy, and the aggregate demand is therefore iwsuifidimt to support

permanent shops.*'*^ What is true ofpeasants with respect to level

of demand (though not periodidty) is no less true of the urbaa

plebs. Production can therefore leap upward to the extent, aad

only to the extent, that there are export markets, in antiquity

markets accessible to water-borne traffic. The widespread pre-

valence of household self-suffidency in necessities was enough to

put a brake on extensive production for export.

That is what Max Weber meant when he labelled the ancient

* In the late Roman Empire some became compuhory agendet of the stat^

but that is a quite different function.
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city a centre of consumption, not of production. He was not

ignorant of the hundreds of craftsmen, making an infinite variety

of things, equally varied in quality. But he located them correctly

within the structure ofthe city. The level ofconsumption increased

in the course of ancient-history, at times to fabulous proportions.

The evidence is too well known to require repetition. From time to

time the authorities tried to curb excesses: sumptuary laws are

associated with the names ofsuch widely different figures as Solon,

Demetrius of Phalerum, Sulla, Julius Caesar and Augustus. The
younger Pliny was despatched to Bithynia by Trajan early in the

second century in order to check extravagance and waste in the

deployment of municipal funds. Always the goal was the same,

prevention of the self-destruction of the social 61ite, caught up in

the powerful pressures created by status requirements, an objec-

tive wholly unrelated to that of Colbert, for example, when he

reduced the number of holy days in order to increase the produc-

tivity of French workers and peasants.

To sum up : essentially the ability of ancient cities to pay for

their food, metals, slaves and other necessities rested on four

variables : the amount of local agricultural production, that is, of

the produce of the city's own rural area; the presence or absence

of special resources, silver, above all, but also other metals or

particularly desirable wines or oil-bearing plants; the invisible

exports of trade and tourism; and fourth, the income from land

ownership and empire, rents, taxes, tribute, gifts from clients and

subjects. The contribution of manufactures was negligible; it is

only a false model that drives historians in search of them where

they are unattested, a9d did not exist.

It will have been noticed that I also failed to include the size of

the city as a significant variable. In this respect, too, the ancient

trend was very much upward, culminating in the first two

centuries of the Roman Empire which saw not only the few great

metropolises, led byRome itself, but also a series ofcities, especially

in the eastern half, in the 100,000 class. The new dimension was
visible aU along the line: even a minor town like Pompeii had, at

the time of its destruction in A.D. 79, some 20,000 inhabitants, a
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total exceeded by no more than a dozen Greek cities of the

classical period. Partly, this urban growth was the consequence of

a general population increase; partly, it reflected the increased

volume of trade and increased wealth in the hands of the upper

classes. But mainly it was a response to the new political pattern,

the replacement of the city-state by a great bureaucratic empire.

Larger cities (or army centres) then meant increased demand for

urban trades for internal services, and, in some cases, notably

Rome, there was also an impact at considerable distances in the

countryside beyond the inunediate hinterland, for example, to

provide the wine and pork for Roman consumers. What is not to

be perceived, however, is any notable effect on urban production

for export.

It is not very relevant that the cities had largely lost the taxes

and tribute which had contributed so much to the earlier city-

states. Although technically that income now went to the imperial

treasury instead, a major share found its way into many cities

other than Rome, through the wages, perquisites and largesses

paid out to a growing number of imperial officials and their staffs,

and through the armies. For the rest, larger urban incomes,

especially in that sector of the population who were the large con-

sumers, were derived from the same sources as before, from the

land, from government service, and from invisible exports. They
were ample incomes, for reasons previously indicated : it is perhaps

not coincidental that this period of growing urbanism, of an

absolute and relative increase in the numbers of the economically

parasitical classes, of sumptuary life-styles, was also the period

during which the distinction came into full force between

honesHores and humiliores, a symptom of depression in status of the

firee poor, craftsmen as well as peasants. Any notion of seeking to

increase urban revenues through manufacture was not on the

agenda: there were neither financial incentives nor market oppor-

tunities for those who possessed the potential capital, and there

were the powerful social-psychological pressures against it. By
contrast, the agrarian European feudal world provided the

medieval cities with the external markets the ancient cities lacked.
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The kings, lords and church dignitaries, living on their manors or

in small agglomerations, created a fundamentally different town-

country relationship from that of their highly urbanized land-

owning predecessors.'^

The same pattern of disincentive underUes another feature of

the ancient economy that I have noticed several times, the condi-

tion ofwhat may loosely be termed their business practices. This

was a world which never created fiduciary money in any form, or

negotiable instruments. Money was hard coin, mostly silver, and a

£ur amount of that was hoarded, in strong-boxes, in the ground,

oftea in banks as non-interest-bearing deposits.** Payments were

in coin, only under special conditions by a transfer within a

particular bank or within the coffers of a Roman tax-farming

corporation. In Greek law sales were not legal and binding until

the sale price had been paid in full ; credit sales took the form of

fictitious loans (and are therefore normally impossible to detect in

the sources). There W2is endless moneylending among both Greeks

and Romans, as we have seen, but all lenders were rigidly bound

by the actual amount of cash on hand ; there was not, in other

words, any machinery for the creation of credit through negotiable

instruments.'^ The complete absence of a public debt is in this

context a meaningful indicator. No Greek or Roman could have

comprehended a modem definition ci the money supply as "the

total of bank liabilities plus currency held by the nonbank

pubUc».»«

A recent, thorough study of Greek banking and moneylending

has &iled to turn up more than two actually attested instances

(one a dubious one) of moneylending for business purposes,

whether for agriculture, for trade, or for manufacture, in the

sources firom any period, apart firom maritime (or bottomry) loans,

an exception to be explained by the function of that type of loan

as an insurance poUcy rather than as a form ofcredit.** (What we
choose to call "banks" in antiquity are not even visible in the

bottomry business.**) Certainly there were transactions which

have failed to creep into our sources, but the pattern of Greek

moneylending for non-productive purposes is indubitable.
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The Roman citizenship structure did not create the legal wall

characteristic of the Greek city-state between land and credit that

.

I examined earlier. Cicero turned tofamgrakires for the money with
which to purchase an urban villa {Letters to his Friends 5.6.2). But

when Fliny contemplated the purchase ofa large estate in Umbria
{Epistles 3. 19) , far firom intending to apply to a professional money-

lender for a mortgage, he planned the opposite, to call in his own
interest-bearing loans and then, if necessary, to make up any

deficit by dipping into his mother-in-law's cash-box. Whose be-

haviour was the more typical, Cicero's or Pliny's? Until a study is

made ofRoman moneylending comparable to the work on Greek

banking I have just mentioned, we are restricted to hypotheses.

Mine is that among the Romans, too, large-scale borrowing,

borrowing among the men of means, was for non-productive, con-

sumers' purposes, under which heading I of course include loans

for political ends.** Short-term loans, rudimentary bookkeeping

(including the common practice of not issuing receipts for private

payments), the absence of a concept of amortization— I need not

repeat what I have already said on these topics— were all by-

products of this fundamental phenomenon. So, for that matter,

was the pawnbroking and petty usurious moneylending that

flourished at the expense of the poor.

In consequence, not only were the ups and downs in production

always attributable to natural catastrophe or political troubles,

not to cyclical crises, but so-called "credit crises" turn out to have

had the same roots, not in supply-and-demand operations in a

normal "money market". Attributable and attributed: CScero

was painfully aware of the effects of a sudden shortage of coin on
interest rates and land prices, and nearly three centuries later the

historian Dio CSassius revealed similar awareness of the reverse,

whenAugustus brought the captured Egyptian treasure toRome.^*

However, it has been observed that not one ancient commentator,

no matter how ''attentive to the particular circumstances in which

he found himself firom day to day, or which he described as an

historian, offers any reflections on what we call long-term move-

ments, on the secular movement of prices".**
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One rudimentary, but exemplary, instance of a credit crisis

growing out of military catastrophe is known from the chance

preservation of a long, complicated decree of the city of £pliesus

at the begiimiiig ofthe third century B.C., laying down temporary

palliative measures respecting payments on mortgage-loans on

fiumland, dowries and other types of obligation.^* Behind that

emergency legislation lay years of continual warfare among the

successors ofAlexander die Great. Ephesus was within one of the

main arenas of fighting and was devastated. Hence there was a

crisis.

Or, the dvil war that broughtJulius Caesar to power instilled a

fear inRomanmoneyed circles ofa "demagogic'* measure to cancel

debts. Interest rates were lowered by the tribunes; creditors called

in their loans; debtors were unable to pay; their land was seized

and became a glut on the market, with coin literally running out.

Caesar's efforts to deal with the situation included a futile attack

on the shortage of coin, a chronic problem, certain revisions in

property assessment procedures and perhaps in the law on pro-

perty transfers.*^ Another, rather mysterious outbreak occurred

in the city ofRome in A.D. 33, under Tiberius. This crisis, accord-

ing to a very brief but not very lucid account of Tacitus {Annals

6. 16-17), began with a popular outcry against widespread irregu-

larities by the moneylenders, to which they again responded by

calling in their loans, again threatening the landed holdings of

many respectable men. The emperor intervened with an interest-

firee loan-fund ofone hundred million sesterces for worthy debtors

and the excitement soon died down.** Tiberius' concern was for

"those whose digmtas and fama vnsn threatened";*^ so was

Cicero's in his ferocious denunciation {De offiais 2.78^84) ofdebt-

relief measures, in general and in particular. They are an attack

on property and the propertied classes, he says in no uncertain

terms, but he knows nothing about a threat to economic growth

m to Hie eeonamjff except for the rudimentary "presdentific"

observation (Schumpeter's phrase again) that more money is

loaned in periods in which the collection ofdebts is not threatened

by demogogic inteiference.
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One more negative has to be introduced into this long tale of

the qualitative stability, the "fixity", of business practices after

the end of the fourth century B.C.^^ I refer to the absence not only

of the corporation but even of the long-term partnership. Under
the Roman Empire, there were merchants who had their per-

manent representatives or agents in certain large ports, as there

were representatives of such informal "collectivities" as the ship-

owners {navicularii) ofAries, with their agent in Beirut.'* However,

that relatively simple and restricted operation did not lead, in

private business a£fairs, to long-term partnerships, let alone to the

extensive, powerful and durable organizations created earlier,

under the Republic, by the tax-farming corporations, except

perhaps among the merchants and shippers responsible for the

imperial com supply.^® Here we have proof—I use the word

deliberately—that we are not faced with an intellectual failing.

Since the idea of a corporation was a familiar one, its non-

extension to other spheres of activity reflects the absence of a need,

specifically of the need to pool capital resources, to transcend the

financial capacity of any individual to produce marketable

commodities, to carry on commerce, to lend money.

In short, the strong drive to acquire wealth was not translated

into a drive to create capital; stated differently, the prevailing

mentality was acquisitive but not productive.* That brings me
back, at the risk of being repetitive, to the role of metics, freedmen

and slaves in the business life of the ancient world. It is irrelevant

to insist that metics were as Greek as the Greek landowners who
demeaned trade. No one is claiming the existence of racial atti-

tudes. What is being claimed is the existence ofpowerful social and
political attitudes, and of important economic consequences.

Much of the daily buying and selling of processed foods and other

raw materials and of manufactured goods in all the cities of

antiquity—I should even guess the largest quantity—was carried

on without middlemen, through direct sale by individual crafts-

men to individual consumers. In the Greek world, paradoxically,

* Similarly, ancient Utopian schemes concentrated on consumption, not
production, as in the "communism" satirized in Aristophanes* EetUdaaisae,
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these craftsmen-sellers were for the most part citizens of their

respective communities, and even in much of the Roman Empire,

too, except where the Roman freedman system prevailed

—

mostly poor citizens at that, poUtically impotent except in such

untypical communities as classical, democratic Athens, socially

inferior, but citizens nonetheless, not metics, not outsiders. The
entrepreneurs, the men who managed the large-scale maritime

trade or who were the moneylenders to the wealthy, Rostovtzefifs

bourgeoisief were mosdy free from the obligations and distractions of

municipal or imperial administration; they were the men who
might have been expected to develop and create, new techniques

of capital formation—and they did not do so. Actually, these

were not the men with the greatest accumulation, with the greatest

potential. For that we look to the landholding dUtes, and their

disincentive was decisive.

Nothing I have been saying should be taken to deny the absence

of experts and expertise in all the fields that contributed to manu-
facture, engineering, food processing and navigation. There was

extensive writing on these subjects in antiquity, nearly all of it now
lost, with one outstanding exception, the De architectura ofVitruvius,

written probably in the reign of Augustus, the standard work on

the subject for the next 1500 years or so.^^ When Vitruvius

decided to write a complete text-book, he came with impeccable

credentials ; his Hterary and scientific education was considerable,

he had himself practised both as engineer and as architect and he

was immersed in the far from negligible Hellenistic literature. His

book is therefore the highest example available from antiquity of

the knowledge and thinking ofa man who was a do-er, notjust a

know-er, and who combined the best practice of both Greeks and

Romans.
In sequence, the De architectura desds with the fbllowing topics:

architecture in general and the qualifications of the architect,

town-planning, building materials, temples, other civic building^,

domestic buildings, pavements and decorative plaster-work, water

supply, geometry, mensuration, astronomy and astrology, and,

finally, "machines** and siege devices. Vitruvius is a discursive
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writer. He has a great deal to say, for example, about the ethics of

his profession. In the preface to the tenth book there is the sugges-

tion that the carelessness of architects could easily be remedied by

universal adoption of a law of Ephesus holding the architect

personally responsible for all costs exceeding twenty-five per cent

above his original estimate. Scattered through the prefaces are

stories drawn from the history of inventions: invariably the

drcumstances, and therefore the explanation, are either accidental

(as in the discovery of the marble quarries at Ephesus when two

fighting rams chipped a bit of the hillside) or frivolous (as in

Archimedes* discovery of the principle of specific gravity in

response to a royal request for a way to unmask a dishonest

silversmith).

like, say, Aristotle in the fourth century B.G., Vitruvius saw

neither a virtue nor a possibility in the continued progress of

technology through sustained, systematic inquiry. Now that the

essential "machines"— the ladder, pulley, windlass, wagon,

bellows and catapult—were known, Vitruvius, like Xenophon,

stressed the qualitative benefits of expertise and technique, not

their quantitative, productive possibilities, though he was an

engineer and builder, whereas Xenophon was merely explaining

the excellence of the food at the Persian court. It is therefore con-

sistent that one brief, quiet paragraph (10.5.2) is sufficient for the

important recent invention of the water-mill, and that in the

whole of the De architectura there is just one passage which con-

siders the achievement of greater economy of effort or greater

productivity. Vitruvius recommends (5.10.1) that in public baths

the hot-water room for men be placed next to the one for women,
so that they can be fed &om a single heat source. It will be

conceded that this is not a very impressive instance.

The Greeks and Romans inherited a considerable body of

tedmiques and empirical knowledge, which they exploited well

inso&r as it suited their particular values, and to which they added

the gear and the screw, the rotary mill and the water-mill, glass-

blowing, concrete, hollow bronze-casting, the lateen sail, and a

few more. There were refinements and improvements in many
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spheres. But there were not many genuine innovations after the

fourth or third century B.G., and there were effective blocks.

These latter are for some strange reason argued away by many
historians, but there are two which resist absolutely, and they both

affected essential and profitable activities. The first was in mining,

especially in the western and northern provinces where the

ground-water line often created great difficulties; no one found a

way to improve on hand bailing, the water-wheel operated by a

foot treadle and perhaps the Archimedian screw for drainage

devices: so technically simple a device as the chain-pump with

animal power is unattested.®^ The second instance is a more

generalized one. Power in antiquity was muscle power, human
and animal ; the ancients sailed with the wind and made compli-

cated weather-vanes, but never a windmill.

There is a story, repeated by a number ofRoman writers, that a
man—characteristically unnamed—invented unbreakable glass

and demonstrated it to Tiboius in anticipation ofa great reward.

The emperor asked the inventor whether anyone shared his secret

and was assured that there was no one else; whereupon his head

was promptly removed, lest, said Tiberius, gold be reduced to the

value ofmud. I have no opinion about the truth of this story, and

it is only a story. But is it not interesting that neither the elder

Pliny nor Petronius nor the historian Dio Gassius was troubled by
the point that the inventor turned to the emperor for a reward,

instead of turning to an investor for capital with which to put his

invention into production?*' My answer to that rhetorical quer

tion is more *No' (it is not very interesting) than *Yes'. We must

remind ourselves time and again that the European experience

since the late Middle Ages in technology, in the economy, and in

the value systems that accompanied them, was unique in human
history until the recent export trend commenced. Technical pro-

gress, economic growth, productivity, even efficiency have not

been significant goals since the beginning of time. So long as an

acceptable life-style could be maintained, however that was

defined, other values held the stage.

The behaviour of governments provides the final test. Ancient
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states were capable of mobilizing extensive resources for amenities

and for military purposes, and the trend was upward in a kind of

megalomania, from the Golden House of Nero to Diocletian's

nine-acre palace in Dalmatia in the private sphere, or from

Augustus' conversion ofRome into a city ofmarble to Diocletian's

thirty acres ofpublic baths in the pubUc sphere. Even quite modest

cities could achieve the Pont du Gard, which supplied fresh water

to a not very important provincial town in southern Gaul, or the

vast amphitheatre of Puteoli. But what did they do otherwise? In

the century following Alexander's conquest ofEgypt, the Ptolemies

thoroughly reconstructed that country. They reclaimed great

quantities of land, they improved and extended the inigation

system, they introduced new crops, they moved Egypt belatedly

from the bronze age into the iron age, they nuule administrative

and managerial changes—all in the interest ofthe royal revenue,

and all amounting to nothing more than giving Egypt the

advantages of already existing Greek technology and Greek pro-

cesses. Simultaneously, the Ptolemies founded and financed the

Museum at Alexandria, for two centuries the main western

centre of scientific research and invention. Great things emerged

from the Museum, in military technology and in ingenious

mechanical toys. But no one, not even the Ptolemies themselves,

who would have profited directly and handsomely, thought to

turn the energy and inventiveness of a Ctesibius to agricultural or

industrial technology. The contrast with the Royal Society in

England is inescapable.

So is the contrast between the later Roman emperors and

Louis XIV, whose armies within what had been a single Roman
province, as Gibbon pointed out, were greater than those any

ancient emperor could muster. From the middle of the third

century, the numerical inadequacy of the armies who had to

resist continuing and growing Germanic and Persian incursions

could not long have escaped the notice of those responsible for the

empire. Nothing could be done: neither the available manpower
nor food production nor transport could bear a burden greater

than the one imposed by Diocletian when he doubled the army's
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strength, at least on paper. Taxes and compulsory services were

increased, the burden falling largely on those least able to bear it.

Men and means were shifted to the main danger points, sometimes

benefiting frontier provinces at the expense of the others. But
nothing could be done to raise the productivity of the empire as a
whole or to redistribute the load. For that a complete structural

transformation would have been required.



I

VI

The State and

the Economy

At the very end of the fifth century B.C., a wealthy

defendant, chaiged with some serious oflfenoe against the Athenian

state but otherwise unknown, began his address to the court in

this revealing, though legally irrelevant, way (Lysias 21.1-5)

:

'*In the archonship ofTheopompus [41 i/io B.G.], having been

designated a ehongos for the competition in tragedy, I spent 3000

drachmas, and another 1200 two months later when I won the

prize with the men's chorus at the festival of the Thaigelia." The
following year "I spent 800 drachmas on the Pyrrhic dancers in

the Greater PUiathenaea, and at the Dionysia I was victor with a
men's chorus v^ch cost me 1 500 drachmas, oountmg the dedica-

tion of a tripod." The next year, "300 for the cyclic chorus at the

Lesser Panathcnaea, and all that time, I was trierarch for seven

years and laid out six talents [36,000 drachmas] for that. . . .

Hardly had I disembarked when I became gymnasiarch for the

festival of Prometheus. I was the victor and spent 1 200 drachmas.

Then I W2is choregos for a boys' chorus which cost me 1500 drach-

mas." The next year "I was the victorious choregos for the comic

poet Cephisodorus and I spent 1600 drachmas, counting the

dedication of the props, and I was also choregos for beardless

Pyrrhic dancers at the Lesser Panathcnaea, at a cost of 700

drachmas. I was also victor with a trireme in the Sunium race.
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spending 1500 drachmas," and there were various minor rituals,

too, the cost ofwhich came to more than 3000 drachmas.

The technical Greek term for these expensive public activities

was Uitourgioy an old word from which our ecclesiastical word
"liturgy** eventually emerged by an easy development (work for

the people -> service to the state -> service to the divinity).^ The
Greek liturgy was rooted in the age when the community was still

inchoate, when the aristocratic households performed essential

public services, such as the construction of a temple, by expending

labour and materials at their private disposal. In the classical city-

state the liturgy had become both compulsory and honorific at the

same time, a device whereby the non-bureaucratic state got

certain things done, not by paying for them from the treasury but

by assigning to richer individuals direct responsibility for both the

costs and the operation itself.

The honorific element was underscored in two ways. First, the

chief sphere of liturgical activity was always religion: in Demos-

thenes* day there were at least 97 annual liturgical appointments

in Athens for the festivals, rising to over 1 18 in a (quadrennial)

Panathenaic year.' In Athens and some other cities (though the

evidence outside Athens is very thin), the trierarchy, personal

conunand of a naval vessel for one year, was the other main
liturgy. But there were as yet no liturgies for wall-building or

street-cleaning. Second, there was a free, competitive element,

what the Greeks called an agon : the holder of a liturgy was not

taxed a specific sum but assigned a specific task, which he could

perform more or less effectively, at greater or smaller personal

expense. Our man boasted that in eight years his contribution

exceeded the legal requirement by more than three times. No one

could check that claim, but we can feel confident in the string of

victories. Even after due allowance for exaggeration, the outlay

was enormous: the total alleged for the eight years, war years at

that, was about nine and a half talents, more than twenty times

the minimum property requirement for hoplite service.

No one today boasts in a persuasive way ofthe size ofhis income

tax, and certainly not that he pays three times as much as the
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collector demands. But it was standard practice in the Athenian

courts, and sometimes in the popular assembly, to boast about

one's own liturgies and to accuse one's opponent of dodging his.

A topos, a rhetorical conunonplace, we are often told. No doubt,

but skilled orators did not employ that did not strike a

responsive chord in the audience. The honorific element was

meaningful, a reflection ofthe complexities ofthe Greek notion of

"conununity". It is often overlooked that Aristotle defined man
as being not only a zoSn politikon^ a ^/if-being, but also a zioSn

oUconondkon, a household-being, and a zoSn koUumikon, a being

designed by nature to live in a koinonia. That word is not easily

translatable, except in very narrow contexts; here we may say

"community" provided that the word is understood more broadly

than in current popular usage, in the spirit, for example, of the

early Christian communities.

The obvious difficulty with the city-state as a community, with

its stress on mutual sharing of both burdens and benefits, was the

hard fact that its members were unequal. The most troublesome

inequality was not between town and country, not between classes,

but simply between rich and poor. How did one overcome that in

a true community? The democratic answer was, in part, through

the liturgy-system, whereby the rich carried a large financial

burden and were recompensed by corresponding honours.

"Expending my resources for your enjoyment" was how one

fourth-century orator summed up the liturgy principle (Aeschines

1 . 1
1
) . Those who disapproved of democracy placed the accent

differentiy: "the common people," wrote an anonymous fifth-

century pamphleteer, "demand payment for singing, running,

dancing and sailing on ships in order that they may get the money
and the rich become poorer" (Ps.-Xenophon, Constitution ofAthens

1.13)'

The duality inherent in the Uturgy system— the honour ofbeing

a public benefactor on the one hand, the financial expenditure on

the other hand—came to an end in the later Roman Empire. By
then the liturgies (munera in Latin) were performed solely because

men were compelled to take them up, which meant, in practice.
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that membership of certain key bodies, the municipal senates and
the appropriate collegia, was now compulsory and, more than that,

compulsory in successive generations, hereditary.* That is a

familiar story, butwe must resist the view that it was nothing more

than another brutal innovation by the military absolutism of the

late Empire.' On the contrary, it was the irresistible end ofa long

development that can be traced (but has not been) in stages,

though not in graphs.*

The moment Alexander's successors established their autocratic,

bureaucratic monarchies, liturgies proliferated, their range was

extended and they grew increasingly burdensome. The Roman
emperors then took over the Hellenistic practice, universalized it

and slov^ly schematized it. The imperial upper strata, Roman
citizens of senatorial or equestrian rank, were exempt (and

veterans were partially so) . The propertyless made their contribu-

tion in corvde labour. That left the provincial landowning aristo-

cracy, the so-called curial class, with the main burden insofar as

they were unable to pass it to coloni. One group of important

liturgies in fact came to be classified as "patrimonial": they were

assigned not to persons but to specific landed estates as a per-

manent charge which was transferred with change of ownership.

Among these, in the later Empire, I cannot resist singling out

membership in the carfnis naviculariorum, the body of shipowners

responsible for the transport ofgovernment com.'

Municipal magistrates throughout the Roman empire, unpaid

unlike the privileged holders of imperial posts, were expected to

offer summae honorariaey donations for games, civic buildings, baths

and other amenities. By the first century A.D. these summae, which

were instituted in the late Republic, became a regular obligation.

The conventional minima varied from city to city; the generosity

of office holders varied enormously from individual to individual;

the old honorific element remained fairly strong, as the competi-

tion for offices shows.® But the honour for most men lay in the

* Here and dsewhere I ignore the **firee" and **inunune*' dtiet in theRoman
Empire. Despite their own pompous and noisy claims, echoed in modembooks,

they were a negligible element in the inq>erial structure.
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office as such and in the benefaction to their local oommunityy

whereas the mounting liturgies were another matter, in particular

the large and increasingly costly group linked with the main-

tenance of the imperial roads,^ the imperial post and transport

system, the army com supply and army billeting. Hence com-

pulsions began to show themselves in the reign of Hadrian, long

before the end of the conventional Golden Age.*

The history of liturgies thus documents the not new point that

"state" is too broad a category. Any inquiry into the relationship

between the state and the economy will have to differentiate not

only between the autonomous community, the city-state, and the

autocratic monarchy, but, in the latter type, also between the

Hellenistic monarchies and the Roman. Essentially, the Hellenistic

monarchies, whether Ptolemaic or Seleucid or Attalid, were self-

contained territorial units ruled from within, whereas the Roman
emperors, at least into the third century of our era, continued to

differentiate sharply between a minority of Roman citizens and

the majority of subjects who were not, between Italy and the

provinces. In both types there were internal distinctions based on
order and status, between a Greek citizen of Alexandria and an

Egypdan peasant in Kerkeosiris, as between homstmes and
humiliores, and the Hellenistic rulers had foreign possessions from

dme to dme. Nevertheless, the main disdncdon remains valid,

and, though it does not follow automatically that there were con-

sequent differences in their impact on the economy, the possibility

must always be kept in mind.

For analytical purposes, however, there was one common
element that cut across the structural differences. The authority of

the state was total, of the city-states as of the autocracies, and it

extended to everyone who resided within the territorial borders

(indeed to everyone who resided wherever its writ ran) . Classical

Greeks and Republican Romans possessed a considerable measure

of freedom, in speech, in political debate, in their business activity,

even in religion. However, they lacked, and would have been

appalled by, inalienable rights. There were no theoretical limits to

the power of the state, no activity, no sphere ofhuman behaviour,
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in which the state could not legitimately intervene provided the

decision was properly taken for any reason that was held to be

valid by a Intimate authority. Freedom meant the rule of law

and participation in the decision-making process. Within that

definition there was infinite room for state intervention, as much
as there was under Greek tyrants, Hellenistic monarchs or Roman
emperors. Only the methods varied. Therefore, if a Greek state

fidled to set mairimnm interest rates, for example, that has to be

explained in some concrete way, not by reference to rights or to

private spheres beyond the reach of the state.

Nor, I need hardly add, can any specific instance of non-

interference in the economy be explained by a theory of laissez

fain. Neither that doctrine nor any other can exist without the

prior concept of "the economy", on the absence of which I surely

need not repeat myself at this late stage. There was of course

enough empirical knowledge, without generalized concepts and

theories, for ad hoc decisions in one or another situation. And there

were economic consequences of actions taken for other reasons,

some foreseen, others not. Economic policy and unintended

economic consequences are difficult to disentangle, especially in a

society in which "economic elements are inextricably joined to

political and religious factors",* but we must make the attempt.

Let me illustrate. When Rome punished Rhodes by establishing

a firee port at Delos, Roman senators would not have been un-

aware that econonuc benefits would follow for the merchants

trading through Delos. Did that weigh in the decision, which was

basically political, or was it a consequence of incidental signifi-

cance, even though not an undesirable one? May we say, with

one economic historian, that this was an outstanding instance of

the "economic penetration" that followed all Roman conquests,

"that the Rhodian circulation ofgoods steadily declined and passed

into the hands of Roman competitors"?^** The fact that Polybius

is satisfied with a purely political explanation may not count for

much, but it is surely decisive that most of the beneficiaries at

Delos were not Romans but men from other Italian communities,

including the old Greek colonies of southern Italy, whose
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mercantile interests were not a factor in Roman decision-making

in the mid-second century B.C.^^

Or, where should we place the stress in the universal Greek

restriction of land ownership to citizens, or in the two second-

century attempts to compel newly created Roman senators from

the provinces to acquire estates in Italy? These laws and measures

had economic ramifications, but what was the intent? In a society

as complex as the Greek or Roman, it is hard to conceive of any

action by a state which lacked an economic component, which

neither involved disbursements, public or private, nor had an

impact on one or another aspect of the economy. In that sense, all

public acts are also economic acts, a meaningless statement. To
appreciate how the ancient state made its mark on the economy
(and vice versa, the economy on the state), it is necessary not only

to differentiate aims and consequences but also to place the accent

correctly (I avoid the word "cause"), to pinpoint the interests as

precisely as possible. Thus, in 67 B.C. Pompey cleared the eastern

Mediterranean of a considerable infestation of pirates based in

Cilicia in southern Asia Minor. An uncomplicated action, it

would appear, yet one is entitled to ask how Pompey succeeded

in a few months when no Roman had made any impact in the

preceding hundred years. The answer reveals the existence of a

familiar conflict of interests. The pirates had been the chief

suppliers of slaves for the Italian and Sicilian estates, a Roman
interest which was paramount until two new factors entered the

picture : Roman magistrates and Roman revenues were now sub-

ject to attack, and piratical activity in the Adriatic was beginning

to imperil the com supply of the city of Rome. Then, and only

then, did Rome take effective action.^'

War and empire provide the best test case. Underneath lay an

openness about exploitation, characteristic ofany sopiety in which

slavery and other forms of dependent labour are widespread, an

openness that required no justification, no ideology of conquest or

empire. In a passage in the PoliHcs (i333b38-34ai) that is quoted

less firequently in histories of ethics than some others, Aristotle

included among the reasons why statesmen must know the art of
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warfare, "in order to become masters of those who deserve to be

enslaved". Few, if any, would have disagreed. We should not

forget that no Athenian or Roman is known \Aio proposed the

abandonment of the empne. Xhere were disagreements over

tactics and timing, not over empire as such.

Nevertheless, the history of ancient Mrarfare runs a great gamut

in this respect. In the archaic period there were local wars enough

which were nothing more than raids for booty; occasionally in

later times, too, as when Philip II, Alexander's father, is said to

have mounted a successful invasion of Scythia in 339 B.C. for the

sole purpose of replenishing his treasury. When Caesar went off

to Gaul, his aim was not merely to gain glory for himself and un-

developed territory for his country. On the other hand, not a

single conquest by a Roman emperor was motivated by the

possibility of imperial enrichment; they were all, without excep-

tion, the result of political-strategic calculations, and, though the

armies picked up what booty they could and the emperors added

some new provinces to the empire, the economic element was

incidental and insignificant, except normally on the debit side, in

the costs to the treasury and in the losses ofmanpower. As early as

54 B.C. Cicero wrote to his fiiend Atticus {Letters to Attkas 4.16.7)

that Caesar's second expedition to Britain was causing concern in

Rome; among other things, it was now dear that there was no
silver on the island and "no hope for booty other than captives,

among whom I believe you cannot expect any highly qualified in

literature or music". There was no change of heart in subsequent

generations—conquest still led to exploitation—but a change

in the conqueror's circumstances, in the Roman capacity to

conquer, and then to hold, beyond the distant frontiers already

reached.

"Exploitation" and "imperialism" are, in the end, too broad as

categories of analysis. Like "state", they require specification.

What forms did they take, and not take, in the Roman empire, the

greatest and most complex in ancient history? For the Roman
state, the provinces were a main source of revenue through taxes.

A small number of Romans made large fortunes as provincial

I
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governors, tax-collectors and moneylenders in the provinces during

the Republic, in the imperial service under the emperors. There

were rich Romans who acquired extensive domains in the pro-

vinces, which they normally held as absentee landlords; there

were also poorer Romans, especially veterans, who were re-settled

in the provinces, and the poorest of all, the plebs of the city ci

Rome, received the crumbs ofpanem et cireenses. However, Romans
neither monopolized the provincial soil nor denied local people the

opportunity to become, or to continue as, wealthy landowners

themselves. On the contrary, the trend was towards a provinciali-

zation of the imperial aristocracy, as more and more wealthy

provincials also profited from the pax Romana, gained Roman
citizenship, and, in not a few cases, even senatorial status.

What is missing in this picture is commercial or capitalist ex-

ploitation. The ancient economy had its own form of cheap labour

and therefore did not exploit provinces in that way. Nor did it have

excess capital seeking the more profitable investment outlets we
associate with colonialism. The expanded commercial activity of

the first two centuries of the Empire was not a Roman pheno-

menon. It was shared by many peoples within the empire and was
no part ofimperial exploitation; there was no competition between

Romans and non-Romans for markets. Hence, there were no

commercial or commercially inspired wars in Roman history, or

at any time in antiquity. They exist in our books, to be sure: the

seventh-century B.C. war over the Lelantine Plain in Euboea, the

Peloponnesian War, Rome's wars with Carthage, even Trajan's

badly miscalculated and expensive assault on Parthia have all been

attributed to commercial conflicts by one historian or another. On
investigation, however, it becomes evident that these historians

have been bemused by the Anglo-Dutch wars; they have failed to

face up to the critical question put to one ofthem some years ago

:

"I wonder whether theAuthor means the competition for markets

or for the supply of commodities. In either case, what does this

mean in the context of Greek technique and psychology about

430 B.C.? As long as these preliminary questions are not even

posed, the high-sounding ^explanation' is a mere phrase."^* When
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they are posed, the evidence demonstrates that the "high-sounding

ezptUnation" Is unwarranted and false.

In a recent, massive monograph on maritime commerce in the

Roman Empire, we read the following:
'

'Favourable as they were

to economic activity, the emperors, whether a monster like Nero

or a wise man like Trajan, accomplished all sorts ofgreat works in

its favour: the creation or enlargement of harbours, the cleaning

and restoration to service of the canal connecting the Pelusiac

arm of the Nile with the Red Sea. ... the erection of li£^tfaouses

at port entrances and dangerous points. . . . We have already seen,

furthermore, how, because of the requirements in feeding the city

of Rome, the same emperors were led to adopt certain measures

in favour of those who devoted all or part of their activity to this

need. Stated differently, . . . the Empire was preoccupied with

economic problems: does that mean that it placed its hands on

trade, that the almost total freedom at the beginning of the

Empire was now giving way to the beginning of state control?

Benefit does not mean control— trade retained its freedom."^*

Putting aside the recurrent inability to separate the problem of

feeding the populace of Rome from economic activity in general,

and the touchingly old-fashioned conception of"freedom oftrade"

—the fiiulure I stressed earher to distinguish between non-

interference and a doctrine o£laissezfaire—we may ask just what

M. Roug^ is saying about economic policy. He might have added

a second category of state activities, the extensive police activity

devoted to enforcing the criminal law with respect to sales in

general and market regulations in particular. He might then have

remembered his own account of the imperial harbour-taxes,

usually but not always 2| per cent ad valorem, collected in probably

every major port in theMediterranean, andofthefixquentmunici-

pal tolls, firom which only the imperial amwna (com supply], army
supply and exceptionally favoured individuals were exempt.^*

The first point to be noticed is that, apart from scale, nothing in

this catalogue of great works in favour of commerce is either new
or peculiarly imperial. Under the Empire, there were private

benefactors and municipal governments who were also concerned
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with harbour installations and the rest. Earlier, every city-state did

what it could in that direction—no emperor was required to

develop the Piraeus— as it policed the markets and then collected

tolls and taxes from all and sundry, on exports as on unports, with

the same narrow range of largely honorific exemptions. Ancient

society was, after all, civilized and required amenities. That they

improved their harbours in order both to meet their naval require-

ments and to satisfy their material wants is no great cause for

congratulations. We should rather ask what else they did (or did

not do), and particularly what Roman emperors, with their un-

precedently greater power and greater resources, their control

over nearly two million square miles, did or did not do that was

significantly different from what little Athens or Corinth had done

in the fifth century B.G.

"Satisfaction ofmaterial wants'* is the key concept, not synony-

mous with the needs of the economy, of trade as such, or of a

mercantile class. Sometimes the latter was a beneficiary (though

not always), and when that happened it was as a by-product.

When other interests cut across, and not infrequently disturbed,

the satisfaction of material wants, they were political-military

interests, among which I include the interests of the public

treasury. The most dramatic example is the late Roman one of the

eUmination of "the private contractor and the merchant" from

**a considerable sector ofthe economy". Again we must not think

of a sudden innovation by Diocletian. When Sicily became a

Roman province in the third century B.C. and paid levies in kind,

the first important step was taken on the long, tortuous path of

withdrawing the corn supply for the city ofRome and the armies,

and eventually of many other imperial requirements, primarily

but not exclusively miUtary, from the play of the market.^* The
emperors thus created their military-industrial complex, in which

the balance of forces was the precise opposite of ours, for the pro-

fits, insofar as that word is applicable, went to the government and

its agents.*^ Such measures entailed not only a heavy burden on

the lower classes but also a reduction in the economic potential of

the wealthy dass just below the political and social €iitt and an
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artificial regional imbalance in costs and benefits. These effects

were again a by-product, not a policy or an objective. And the

dlite finally responded by retiring to their estates into a condition

of maximum self-sufficiency, withdrawing their custom firom the

industrial producers in the dty and adding to the damage already

wreaked by the government.'^

The distinction between satisfaction of material wants and

economic policy was revealed in another way during the long

period when the Mediterranean world was fi*agmented. Strictly

speaking, access to due process of law was a prerogative of the

members of each individual community, and, though outsiders

were defacto not normally denied lawful relationships, some more

formal de iure procedures were obviously desirable, and sometimes

required, once trade and movement beyond the boundaries of the

community became common and essential. It was necessary to

assure those who bought and sold abroad that their private con-

tracts would be honoured, that their persons and goods would be

protected by law, that their communities would be immune from

reprisal in the case ofunpaid debts or unsetded disputes. The early

Romans achieved this end in two ways, by mutual agreements

with their neighbours, first the Latins and then other Italic

peoples, and by repeating the Etruscan precedent and entering

into a series ofcommercial treaties with Carthage, defining condi-

tions and delimiting spheres oftrade in briefformulations." There

is no reason to believe, however, that the expanding Roman state

extended and developed these methods outside Italy, and indeed

no reason why it should have. Henceforth, the conqueror made
and enforced the rules unilaterally.

As for the Greek city-states, they emerged in an ethnic, political

and "international" environment different from the Roman, and

they developed a different practice. In the fifth century B.C., they

began to contract rudimentary agreements, called symbola, be-

tween pairs of states, providing for lawful procedures in disputes

(of any type) between individuals. Although traders were

beneficiaries, they were not the only ones. The existing documenta-

tion, admittedly thin, is marked by a complete absence ofanything
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we can recognize as commercial clauses, or even references. This

is not to say that commercial agreements were never entered into.

Aristotle {Rhetoric i36oai2-i3) included food supply {trophi)—his

choice of words is noteworthy—among the subjects on which a

political leader must be proficient so as to negotiate inter-dty

agreements.'* Yet concrete examples are hard to find in the

sources. In the fourth century B.C., the rulers of the half-Greek,

half-Scythian kingdom in the CSrimea, known as the kingdom of

the Bosporus, granted Athens what we should call favoured-nation

status. The Crimea was then the centre for the distribution of

south Russian grain to Greece, and ships destined for Athens, the

largest customer, were given priority of lading and a reduction of

harbour-taxes. The grateful city repaid the royal family with

honorary citizenship. But it is far from certain that this very

important, and relatively long-standing, arrangement was ever

formalized by treaty.

"Ships destined for Athens", not "Athenian ships"— the con-

cern was trophe, not the interests of Athenian merchants, exporters

or shipowners. In the middle of the fourth century B.C., Athens

took a new step to facilitate, and therefore to encourage, the

activity of foreign traders. A new action at law was introduced,

called literally a "conuaercial action", dike emporike^ for the speedy

settlement of disputes arising from commercial transactions in

Athens (and those alone) during the sailing season. The magi-

strates in charge were instructed to bring the cases before the

normaljuries within one month, to admit citizens and non-citizens

on an equal footing, whether or not there were symboUd with the

cities oforigin ofthe foreigners involved." Athens thus guaranteed

any outsider who brought commodities to Athens fiill protection

ofthe law and speedy jurisdiction. Three points are to be noticed.

The first is the public need for non-Athenian merchants, so

powerful that Athens did not demand reciprocal guarantees for

her own merchants abroad. The second observation is that there

is no trace of the spread of these specifically and explicitly com-

mercial actions to any other Greek state, classical or Hellenistic;

the others continued cheerfully with their reUance on unilateral
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good faith and their primitive mutual agreements against reprisal,

until Roman conquest ended the political autonomy which made
them necessary.*' And the third point is that the encouragement

of metics stopped short at clearly demarcated lines.

Xenophon's Poroiy to which I have referred repeatedly, was

written in precisely the period, and the atmosphere, when the

Adienian conmierdal actions were introduced. It is no coincidence

that his proposals in that pamphlet for increasing the public

revenues were based on two groups in the population, the slaves in

the silver mines and the metics, chiefly in the Piraeus, the harbour-

town. His scheme opens with six suggestions for increasing the

number of metics in Athens: (i) release them from the burden-

some obligation of service in the infantry; (2) admit them to the

cavalry, now an honorific service; (3) permit "worthy" metics to

buy building-lots in the city on which to construct houses for them-

selves; (4) offer prizes to market officials for just and speedy

settlement of disputes; (5) give reserved seats in the theatre and
other forms ofhospitality to deserving foreign merchants

; (6) build

more lodging-houses and hotels in the Piraeus and increase the

number market-places. Hesitantly he adds a seventh, that the

state might build its own merchant fleet, and that is all.

The practicality or impracticality of the proposals do not

interest me, nor do I suggest that Xenophon was the beginning

and end of ancient wisdom, but it is notable that all this comes

under the heading of "public revenues"—metics are one of the

best sources, he says expliddy—and that Xenophon's ideas, bold

in some respects, never really broke through the conventional

limits.^® It was bold to propose a breach in the land-citizen tie to

the extent of allowing metics to own house property (for their own
use only), but it is significant that he went no further than that.

Nor did he touch the head-tax, the metoikion, a drachma a month
for males, half a drachma for females, imposed on every non-

citizen who resided in the city beyond a very short period, perhaps

no more than a month. Not only would such a proposal have

defeated his purpose of bringing more metics into the city in

order to increase the public revenues but it would have had an
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unacceptable political overtone : any form of direct tax on citizens

was condemned as tyrannical (except in war emeigencies), and

the metoikiotty a poll tax, the direct tax par excellence^ was thus the

d^;radmg mark of the outsider.

It was a common practice among Greek cities, increasingly so

in the Hellenistic period, to honour foreign "benefactors" by

reserved seats in the theatre (precisely as Xenophoii proposed), by
equality of taxation, isotelia, which meant exemption from the

metaUaan, and sometimes by exemption from harbour-taxes. The
numerous brief epigraphical texts at our disposal rarely inform us

about the grounds for being hailed a "benefactor". It is certain,

however, that in the great majority of instances the services were

political or philanthropic, not services to trade and industry, and

certainly not to export. Not infrequentiy, indeed, the exemption

was specifically restricted to goods acquired and taken abroad for

personal use.®**

In any event, the very existence of honorary personal tax

exemption tells us much of itself. It tells us that what we should

call the impact of the tax system on the economy was not within

the Greek conceptual world. Never is there a hint that exemption

from harbour-taxes was conceived as a contribution (fair or un-

fair) to the recipient's competitive position in trade or manufac-

ture; it had the same standing as reserved seats in the theatre.

Taxes were not used as economic levers; they were not even re-

examined when they were obvious brakes on the economy (ageiin,

as always, with due allowance for commonsense limits). Just

consider the implications of a universal harbour-tax, levied at the

same rate on all imports and all exports. There was no idea of

protecting home production, or encouraging essential imports or

looking after the balance of trade; there was not even an exemp-

tion normally made for the com supply,'^ to which so much
effort, legislative and sometimes military, was directed.

Nor is there evidence of calculation leading to a choice among
alternative sources of revenue, as to which might be better or

worse for the economy. Xenophon's argument about the limitiess

demand for silver is a rare and rudimentary exception. Choices
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were made by tradition, convention and considerations of social

psychology, notably in the combination of the avoidance of a

property tax with the imposition of litm^es. Sometimes the

system failed— either revenue fell far too short or a powerful

group felt itself, rightly or wrongly, to be squeezed beyond the

(to them) acceptable maximum. Then there was stasisy civil war,

with ensuing confiscations and sometimes new legislation—and

the cyde began all over again: political overturn did not lead to a

reconsideration oftaxation and public expenditure in any but the

narrowest power and social-structure terms.

And what, to return to a question I asked earlier, did the Roman
emperors contribute that was new? The answer is, Virtually

nothing. Both the imperial harbour-taxes and the local municipal

tolls were purely revenue devices, levied in the traditional way on

everything passing through in either direction. Only grain

destined for the city of Rome and commodities destined for the

army were exempt. The whole tax structure was regressive, and

became increasingly so as the years went on.* Roman emperors

were as far from Thomas Mun and the kings of his day in their

thinking as were the small Greek city-states. Meeting food

shortages, army needs or senatorial consumers' wants by imports

—that was not what Mun meant by "treasure by foreign trade".

Had someone brought Charles I the invention for unbreakable

glass I mentioned in my previous chapter, he might well have

asked for a patent. The Roman inventor merely asked for a

reward because none of the standard mercantilist devices,

whereby the royal treasury profited while encouraging enterprise

—patents, charters, monopolies, subsidies—was employed in

antiquity.

Not that emperors had any aversion either to favouring in-

dividuals materially or to monopoUes as such. All ancient

states retained at least regalian rights over mineral resources.

Beyond that, monopolies in the Greek city-states were rare

emergency measures. The Hellenistic kings, however, quickly

* The liturgies might be thought to redress the balance were it not fiur the

exemption of the aristocracy.
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followed the Near Eastern precedent of monopolizing a wide

range of economic activities—again usually by regulation rather

than by direct operation—and the Roman emperors followed

suit.*' But the motive was strictly fiscal. There was no claim that

imperial monopoly enhanced production or productivity, no more
interest in such matters in this respect than in the attitude to

technology.

One monopoly which all ancient states retained, city or

empire, was the right to coin. They did not, however, accompany

that prerogative with an obligation to maintain a sufficient

supply of coins, except when the state itself needed them for

payments, usually to troops.®^ Money was coin and nothing else,

and shortage of coins was chronic, both in total numbers and in

the availability of preferred types or denominations. Yet not even

in periods of so-called credit crisis, as we have seen, did the state

make any serious effort to reHeve the shortage beyond occasional,

doomed efforts to compel hoarders to disgorge their stocks. Again

the emperors, Hellenistic and Roman, showed no tendency to

move beyond city-state thinking. Indeed, the time came, early in

the Roman Empire, when the emperors could not resist taking

advantage of their power and their coining monopoly to enrich

themselves by debasing the coinage, a procedure that hardly

contributed to healthy coin circulation.

One problem the emperors no longer had to face was the

coexistence of a large variety of independent coinages (apart

firom purely local bronze coins), minted on different standards

and with uneven skill by the innumerable independent authorities

of the Greek world. The Greek passion for coins, and for beautifiil

coins at that, is well known and sometimes misunderstood. For a

long time this passion was not shared by many of their most

advanced neighbours, Phoenicians, Egyptians, Etruscans, Romans,

because it was essentially a political phenomenon, "a piece of

local vanity, patriotism or advertisement with no far-reaching

importance" (the Near Eastern world got along perfectly well for

millennia, even in its extensive trade, with metallic currency

exchanged by weight, without coining the metal). Hence the
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insistence, with the important exception of Athens, on artistic

coins, economically a nonsense (no money-changer gave a better

rate for a four-drachma Syracusan coin because it was signed by

Euainetos). Hence, too, the general avoidance among the Greeks

ofofficial debasement and the ferocity ofthe penalties for counter-

feiting or plating coins, linked with treason, not with paltry

market offences.*

A large variety of coin is a nuisance, profiting only the

ubiquitous money-changers, though we should not exaggerate, as

anyone familiar with Renaissance trade will know. The extent of

the nuisance varied according to the metal. Bronze gave no

trouble since it was reserved for small denominations for local

use. Silver and gold had fairly well established, traditional

ratios that changed slowly, and the money-changers were

capable of testing weight and purity.f Only the gold-silver alloy,

vi^te gold or electrum, was beyond control: whether minted

from a natural alloy or alloyed artificially, the popular electrum

staters of Gyzicus in Asia Minor could not be assayed before

Archimedes* discovery of specific gravity, and they therefore

circulated at a conventional value.**

Given the political sense of coinage, it is not surprising that

the autonomous Greek states made no substantial effort to abate

the nuisance. Agreements between states about exchange ratios,

for example, were so rare as to be effectively non-existent.'*

What is significant in the present context is the persistent failure

to provide coins of sufficiently large denomination to be adequate

for large payments. In his lawsuit against his guardians, Demos-

thenes at one point (27.58) said to the jury, with a rhetorical

flourish, "Some of you" saw Theogenes "count out the money in

the Agora." The reference is to a payment of 3000 drachmas,

and counting that amount out before witnesses in four-drachma

* The Romans maintained this severe attitude to counterfeiting once the/

began to coin.

t Before Alexander, gold Mras minted primarily by the Peniaai but drculated
among the Greda at wdl. Later it wai abo minted by Macedon and die

Hdlenistic kingk
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pieces, the commonest and largest normal Greek silver denomina-

tion, would have been quite an operation, especisdly if the payee

challenged the weight or purity of many ctf the pieces. That, I

suggest, is why Persian gold darics and Gyzicene electrum staters,

each worth more than twenty silver drachmas, were so popular

in the fifth and fourth centuries B.C."

Individuals were thus left to make out as best they could,

unaided by the state, relying on their accumulated experience

and on the money-changers and, to a limited extent, giving

preference to certain coins, such as Athenian owls and Cyzicene

staters.^ A fourth-century B.C. decree from the Greek city of

Olbia on the north shore of the Black Sea pretty well sums up the

pattern.'' It lays down four basic rules: (i) only Olbian silver

coins may be used for transactions within the city; (2) the

exchange ratio between electrum and local silver coins shall be

fixed by the state; (3) other coiiis may be exchanged "on whatever

basis the parties agree"; and (4) there shall be an iiHlimitcd right

to import and export ooias of all lands. Apart from the under-

standable intervention in the difficult electrum case, the rule was
thus total non-interference by the state in monetary matters,

save for the political insistence on the employment of local

corns. No preference was given to Olbians over foreigners: all

parties were bound by the same rules; an Olbian who went

abroad to sell wheat and brought back foreign coins had to pay

the same discount to the money-changers before he could spend

his money in Olbia as a foreigner who came to Olbia with his

native, or any other, coins.

Equally political was the fifth-century B.C. Athenian decree

which laid down the rule that Athenian coins alone were to be

current for all purposes within the Athenian empire. *° The
precise date of the decree is disputed ; one day it may be decided

on epigraphical grounds (with perhaps the help of numismatic

analysis), but not, as has been attempted, by injecting complex

poHcy considerations into the discussion, such as the argument

that it smacks of Cleon rather than Pericles. The political element

is unmistakable; the unprecedented volume of Athenian mihtary
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and administrative payments, at a time when foreign tribute was

the largest source of public revenue, was much facilitated by a

uniform coinage, and Athens was now able and willing to demon-

strate who was master within the empire by denying the subject-

states the traditional symbol of autonomy, their own coins. The
Athenians may also have aimed at mint profits, but we shall not

know until the missing bit of the text stating the mint charge for

re-coining is found.

It is also held that there was a conunercial motive, a desire to

give Athenian merchants the advantage over others. The logic

escapes me. Everyone had been equally the victim of a profusion

ofmints; had the Athenians been able to enforce their decree for a

sufficient number ofyears, everyone within the empire would have

benefited slightly but equally, the Athenians no more than the

others, questions of pride and patriotism apart. Only the money-

changers would have been the losers, and no one has yet suggested

that such a powerful decree was passed just to hurt them. The
decree was anyway a failure, even before the empire was destroyed

by the Athenian defeat in the Peloponnesian War. Its aims were

not, and could not, be achieved until the emperors, Hellenistic

and Roman, abolished the political autonomy of the cities and

thereby removed the basis of the multiple coinages.

The Athenians were equally ruthless, and more successful, in

employing their imperial power, while it lasted, to secure their

food and timber supplies.*^ The ancient world, with its low level

of technology, limited methods of distribution, and restricted

ability to preserve foodstuff, lived with the permanent threat of

famine, especially in the cities. In Aristotle's day, long after the

empire was gone (and no doubt earlier although we do not know
how much earlier), the Athenian fyria ekkUsia, the principal

Assembly meeting in each prytany, Mras required to consider "com
and the defence of the country**, a most interesting bracketing

{ConstitttHon of Athens 43.4). By that time, too, there were thirty-

five sitophylakesy corn-guardians (increased firom an original total

of ten), an unusually large board whose duties, as defined by

Aristotle {ibid. 51.3), were "to see to it first that the grain was
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sold in the market at a just price, then that the millers sold meal in

proportion to the price of barley, that the bakers sold bread in

proportion to the price of wheat, that the bread had the weight

they had fixed." Just price was a medieval concept, not an

ancient one, and this interference by the state, altogether ex-

ceptional in its permanence, is a sufficient measure of the urgency

of the food problem. And when this and all the other legislative

measures I have mentioned on other occasions failed, the state, as a
last recourse, appointed officials called sitonai, corn-buyers, who
sought supplies wherever they could find them, raised public

subscriptions for the necessary fimds, introduced price reductions

and rationing.

The institution of siknud was originally a temporary measure,

but fix>m the late fourth century B.C. there was a growing

tendency to convert them into permanent officials. The widespread

shortages of 330-326 B.C. perhaps provided the stimulus.*' It was

probably in the same period that Cyrene distributed 1,200,000

Attic medimni of corn, equivalent to a year's rations for some

150,000 men, to forty-one communities scattered over the Greek

mainland and the islands: 100,000 medimni to Athens, 50,000

each to Corinth, to Argos and to Larisa in Thessaly, 30,000 to

Rhodes, 72,600 to Alexander's mother Olympias, 50,000 to his

sister Cleopatra, and so on. The text of the inscription recording

this action says that the city of Cyrene gave {edoke) the grain.**

Some scholars are sceptical, but there are authentic cases of gifts of

grain, one from the Egyptian Pharaoh to the Athenians in

445 B.C. Then there was no question of sale at reduced prices.

The gift was distributed gratis, but only to citizens, all of whom
were eligible, in a survival ofthe old principle that the goods ofthe

conununity belonged to its members and should, under certain

circumstances, be shared out among them.**

The "certain circumstances** came about when there were

windfalls or when conquest and empire brought in booty and

tribute. When, in 58 B.C., Rome embarked on its long history of

distributing firee com (and later other foodstuffi) within the city,

resident citizens were eligible regardless of means, and no one
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else. That principle was maintained until the Severi, early in the

third century of our era, converted the food distribution into a

dole for the Roman poor, regardless of political status, thus

marking the effective end of citizenship as a formal status within

the empire.*^ When Constantinople became the eastern capital

in the fourth century, the poor of that city joined the Roman poor

as recipients. There the emperors' interest stopped.*' Although

there are traces offood distributions in other cities of the empire,

Alexandria or Antioch for example, they were irregular, and,

more to the point, they were more often the gift of individual

benefactors than the responsibility of either the emperor or the

local municipality.*^

Inevitably, the surviving Roman literature repeats malicious

stories about rich men accepting theur share of the free com and

about others who freed their slaves in order to pass the

maintenance costs to the state. Some of these stories are probably

true, but there can be no doubt that free corn was always con-

ceived primarily as a welfare measure for the poor. What else was

done? There was the spasmodic income from public works, the

irregular or indirect gains from war and empire, the benefit to the

peasants of the absence of a land tax (wherever that was the case),

the occasional dole to the physically incapacitated. Primarily,

however, one dealt with the poor, when circumstances made it

essential to deal with them, by getting rid of them at someone

else's expense.

The story of what we call "colonization" in antiquity, an

imprecise term, was long and complex. The centuries-long

expansion of the Greek world, beginning before 750 B.C., which

led to the establishment of Greek communities all the way firom

the eastern end of the Black Sea to Marseilles in France, was a
hiving-off of surplus citizens to foreign lands, sometimes by

conquest, and not always with the consent of those sent away.**

By the fifth century B.G., such possibilities were being closed

down, but opportunities were still quickly seized when they

arose. There are the examples ofthe military colonies (deruchies)

established by Athens on land taken firom rebellious members of
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her empire; of the perhaps 60,000 migrants brought to Sicily,

with the co-operation of their home-cities, by Timoleon in the

fourth century B.C. after he had conquered half the island; of the

large, but incalculable, number of Greeks who migrated to the

east under Alexander's successors. The Roman practice of

establishing **colonies" in conquered territory needs no detailed

examination: it, too, was a hiving-offofthe poor at the expense of

others. But colonization is an evasion, not a solution, of the needs

of the poor, and there came a time when settlement land was

no longer available.

During much of the history of Roman colonization, veterans

were the predominant element. That is a reflection ofthe complex

history ofthe Roman army, specifically of its slow professionaliza-

tion. Traditionally, military service in the city-states was an

obligation of the wealthier sector of the citizenry, those who could

afford the requisite heavy armour; and though the state tried to

pay them enough for their maintenance while they were on

active duty, it could not always do so.^° They were not relieved of

their obligations by non-payment, and they expected no material

rewards for their services afterwards, only glory. Athens and some

other cities supported war orphans until they reached their

majority, at a pittance, but that hardly comes under the heading

of welfare for the poor, given that their fathers were by definidon

men of some means.

The Athenian navy, however, was a fully paid service. Except

in times offinancial strain, the navy provided regular employment,

at what was then good pay, for many thousands of Athenian

rowers (and many thousands of non-Athenians as well) and for

hundreds of shipwrights and maintenance men. Although we
cannot specify how many thousands, they were a significant

firaction of the total citizenry, and particularly of the poorer

section, or the potentially poorer, such as the sons of small-

holders.

In a notorious passage {ConsHtuHon of Athens 24.3), Aristotle

wrote that, thanks to the empire, "Athens provided the common
people with an abundance ofincome More than 20,000 men
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were maintained out of the tribute and the taxes and the allies,

fiir there were 7000 jurymen, 1600 archers, 1200 knights, 500

members of the Council, 500 guards of the arsenals, 50 guards of

the Acropolis, about 700 other officiab in the city and another

700 abroad. Besides, in wartime there were 12,500 hoplites, so

coast-guard vessels, ships collecting the tribute with crews of

2000 chosen by lot, the pryUmes^ war orphans and. jailers." The
arithmetic is preposterous; not all the categories comprised

Athenian citizens or even free men; the navy is surprisingly

omitted; hoplites more often than not found themselves out of

pocket; not all 6000 empanelled jurymen were in session every

day. Nevertheless, Aristotle had the key to the unique Athenian

system, the principle of payment to citizens for public service, for

performing their duties as citizens. Except for the navy, no

regular income was involved : most public offices were annual and

not renewable, and jury service was unpredictable. Yet, all

political implications apart, this supplementary income, like

occasional sallies into public works, had a buttressing effect,

particularly when the occasional or temporary pay was added to

the normal household income, by the elderly, for example.

That is the reaUty behind Aristophanes' Wasps,

Now it is a remarkable fact that pay for a whole range of

public offices is not attested for any city other than Athens, nor

did any other city operate a navy of comparable size for so many
decades. It is no less remarkable that Athens was free from dvil

strife, barring two incidents during the Pdoponnesian War, for

neariy two centuries; free even from the traditional harbinger of

civil war, demands for cancellation of debts and redistribution of

the land. I have no doubt, first that the widespread distribution of

puUic fimds was the key; second that the em|»re lay behind the

financial system. After the loss of the empire at the end of the

fifth century B.C., the Athenians succeeded in preserving the

system, despite great difficulty and financial stresses. That is

another story, about the tenacity of democracy in Athens. What
is important here is that, lacking imperial resources, no other

city imitated the Athenian pattern. Later, Rome acquired
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tribute on an incomparably greater scale, but Rome was never a

democracy and the Roman distribution of the profits of empire

took a different path.

The precise ways in which fourth-century B.C. Athenian

statesmen, such as Eubulus, Demosthenes and Lycuigus, struggled

to supply the finances required by the political system, w^ch I

need not go into,*' reveal the narrow limits within which an

ancient state was compelled to manoeuvre financially* It is a

conamonplace that ancient states did not have budgets in the

modem sense. However, Greek and Roman statesmen had a
fair empirical knowledge of annual revenues and expenditures,

and they could subtract one fix>m the other. In that sense, they

budgeted ; it is again necessary to remind ourselves that these were

not simple societies, and that states could not have functioned at

all without some budgetary predictions. The limits are what must

be examined.

To begin with, the state was as tied as any private individual to

hard cash on hand (occasionally, to short-term, often compulsory

loans). In the second century B.C., the affluent temple of Apollo

at Delos stored both its own savings and those of the city-state of

Delos in its divinely protected strong-room, as the temple of

Athena did in classical Athens.* The two treasuries were called

the "sacred chest" and the "public chest", respectively, each

consisting of a number of jars "on which was indicated the

provenience of the contents or the purpose for which it was

earmarked".^* Delos actually had substantial savings—one

series ofjars containing more than 48,000 drachmas was unopened

at least from 188 to 169 B.C.—and altogether, because of its small

size and its peculiar character as an international shrine, it is not a

model for ancient states in general. Yet the principle of cash in a

strong-box restricted Roman emperors just as closely, scattered

though the chests may have been in many centres of the empire:

when it became the custom for a new emperor on his accession to

distribute cash gratuities to his soldiers, the size of the donative

* I refer here to coined money only, not to the infinitely larger quantity of

uncoined treaiure fteriUzed in^ tenqde as in so many odien.
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was largely determined by the amount available in the jars.

Most Greek city-states, on the other hand, had early achieved

an equilibrium between revenues and expenditures, had little or

no accumulated savings, and therefore had to finance any

extraordinary activity, a war, famine relief, even construction ofa

new temple, by temporary ad hoc fund-raising measures.

For many centuries, indeed for so long as the self-governing

city-states survived, the temporary measures remained temporary.

Athens was never tempted, at least she resisted any temptation,

to convert the irregular wartime capital levy on wealth, the

eisphora, into a regular land tax. The Romans did the same, and
were eventually helped by being able to finance all wars externally.

"Tempted" has no moral connotations: the choice did not exist

in reality. Direct taxes, whether on income or on land, were

poUtically impossible; inelastic markets and traditional methods of

technology and agricultural organization blocked any significant

growth in productivity, in what we should call the gross national

product, and therefore any steady increase in the yield from

indirect taxes. When, for whatever reason, the demands on the

available food, on the public treasury and on the contributions

of the wealthy through such institutions as the liturgy system

outran public resources too far, the ancient world had only two

possible responses: one was to reduce the population by sending it

out; the other was to bring in additional means from outside, in

the form of booty and tribute. Both, as I have already said, were

stop-gaps, not solutions. Greek colonization brought about no

change in the structure of the original Greek settlements in the

Aegean, and therefore no permanent solution to their problems,

including those of public finance.

The change came with Roman conquest and the creation of

the vast Roman empire, and that was a fimdamental pc^tical

change in the first instance. In the fiscal field, the change can be

identified in two principal ways: the land tax became the largest

source of revenue throughout the empire (though one should not

underestimate the ubiquitous harbour taxes); and the greater

share of the fiscal burden passed firom the wealthier sector of the
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population to the poorer, with an accompanying depression in the

status of the latter.* None of this was completed overnight, and

we can not trace the process decade by decade, but in the third

century A.D. it had visibly happened. Meantime the possibilities

of further external solutions, of still more conquests followed by
colonization, gradually came to an end: the available resources

simply did not permit any more, as Trajan's disastrous Parthian

expeditions demonstrated, ifdemonstration were required. In the

hatf-century after TrajaQ, there was an appearance of stability

and equilibrium, Gibbon's Golden Age. Hypothetically, had the

Roman Empire encompassed the civilized world, as the panegyrists

said, there is no obvious reason why Europe, western Asia and

northern Africa should not still, today, be ruled by Roman
emperors, America still belong to the red Indians.

However, before the end of the second century, external

pressures began, which could not be resisted forever. The army

could not be enlarged beyond an inadequate limit because the

land could not stand further depletion of manpower; the situation

on the land had deteriorated because taxes and liturgies were too

high; burdens were too great chiefly because the military demands

were increasing. A vicious circle of evils was in full swing. The
ancient world was hastened to its end by its social and political

structure, its deeply embedded and institutionalized value system,

and, underpinning the whole, the oiganization and ezploitatioa

of its productive forces. There, if one wishes, is an economic

explanation of the end of the ancient world.

* The exemption of Italy does not affect the argument.
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.

. . Aix, pp. 1 1-35; E. Will, "Trois quarts dc
ndde de recherches sur P^cohomie grecque antique*', Amudes 9 (1954) 7-49;

E. Lepore, "Economia antica e storiografia modema (Appunti per un bilancio

di generazioni)", in Ricerche . . .in memoria di Corrado Barbagallo, vol. i (Naples

1970) PP- 3-33* Polanyi's relevant publications are convenientiy assembled in

Primitive^ Archaic and Modem Economies, ed. G. Dalton (Garden City, N.Y.,

1968) . Gf. S. G. Humphreys, "History, Economics and Anthropology: the

Work ofKarl Fdanyi", Historjf and Theory 8 (1969) 165-212.

30. It is instructive to read the discussion between £. Lepore and W.
Johannowsky (and other specialists on the Greeks in the west) in JDtoAifAt di

Archeologia (1969) 31-82, 175-212.

31. H. Michell, The Economics of Ancient Greece (2nd ed., Cambridge 1957).

Contrast C. Mo5s6, The Ancient World at Work, transl. Janet Lloyd (London

1969) , a revised version of die French original.

32. A Theory ofEconomic Histoty (Oxford 1969) pp. 42-43.

33. A. French, TheGrm^qfiheAthemanEconomjf (London 1964) p. 54.

34. Geofgescu-Roegen, Ancdyliud Economies p. 1 1 1. The whole of his Fart I

is a powerful argument against the applicabiHty to other societies of economic
theories and concepts formulated for a capitalist system; see also the beautifully

succinct statement on pp. 360-2.

35. G. H. Nadel, "Periodization^', in International Encyclopedia qf the Social

Sciences II (1968) pp. 581-5, at p. 581.

36. On the inapplicability of die divinons, categories and concept* of

western history to the history of China, see A. F. Wright and D. Bodde in

Gemnlizi^ion in the Writing qfHistory, ed. L. Gottschalk (Chicago 1963} pp. 3&-

65.

37. "Some historians seem to be unable to recognize continuities and distinc-

tions at the same time." That is the opening sentence of a relevant footnote by
E. Panofiky, Meaning in Ae Visual Arts (Penguin ed., 1970) p. 26 note 3.
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38. See my "Slavery and Freedom"; more generally, the suggestive "dia-

logue" between J. Gernet andJ.-P. Vcrnant, "L'^voiution des id^es en Chine ct

en Grece du Vie au He si^e avant notre ^re", BuUitin de I'Associatum Gtdllaum

BmU (1964) 308-35.

39. I have had to state my position briefly and dogmatically, and I dte only

A. L. Oppenheim, Amimt Mtsop^amia (Oiicago and London 1964) ^ap. 2,

and "Trade in the Ancient Near East**, a paper prepared for the 5th Inter-

national Congress of Economic History, Leningrad 1970, and published by the

Nauka Publishing House (Moscow 1970). Not all specialists on the ancient

Near East agree; see e.g. S. L. Utchenko and I. M. DUUconofT, "Social Stratifi-

cation cS Ancient Society**, a similarly published ^Kpa prepared tat^ 13th

International Hbtorical Congress, Moscow 1970, which has to be read in the

light of the current discussion in Marxist circles of the "Asiatic mode of

production", the only serious theoretical discussion I know of the problem of

classification I have been considering. ("Asiatic" is an unfortunate, historically

conditioned and impredse taxonomic label: it probably cmbracri, outnde the

great river-valleys of Asia, Minoan and Mycenaean Greece, the Aztecs and
Incas, perhaps the Etruscans, but not the Phoenicians.)

The bibliography has become almost unnoanageable ; I single out E. J.

Hobsbawm's introduction to Karl Marx, Pre-capitalist Economic Formations,

transl. J. Cohen (London 1964), a volume that contains only an extract of a
large neglected German manuscript by Marx; two articles in Gorman by
J. Pe^i'rka, in Eireru 3 (1964) 147-69, 6 (1967) 141-74, summarizing ajid dis-

cussing the Soviet debate; G. Sofri, "Sul *modo di produzione asiatico'.

Appunti per la storia di ima controversia", Critica storica 5 (1966) 704-810;
H. Kreissig and H. Fischer, **Abgaben und FroUeme dor Wirtschaftqieschichte
des Altertums in der DDR", Jahrbuch fur IVirtschqflsgesckickte (1967) I 270-84;
I. Hahn, "Die Anfange der antiken Gesellschaftsformation in Griechenland

und das Problem der sogenannten asiatischen Produktionsweise", ibid. (1971)

II 29-47. The whole of this discussion appears to be unknown to N. Brock-

meyer, ArbeitsorganistOim und Hkommisthes Dmken in der Ottismrtsehefi du fimudm
Reiches (diss. Bochum 1968), both in his survey ofthe Marxist literature (pp. 33—
70) and in the polemic against Marxist views that pervades his book. For him,

as for his teacher Kiechle, "Marxism" appears to be restricted to hiy^^nans

in the Soviet Union and other eastern European countries.

40. The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury (London 1900) I

18.

41. The fundamental work on ancient population figures remains that of

Julius Bdoch, Die Bev&henmg dergnechisehrfSmixhm Welt (Leipzig 1886) ; see the

conclusion reached after a massive re-examination (rf'one portion ofthe fidd by
Brunt, Manpower.

42. See F. Braudel, The Mediterranean . . . in the Age of Philip II, transl.

S. Reynolds, vol. i (London 1972) pi. I, E. C. Semple, The Geographv of the

Mediterranean Region (New York 1931) chap. 5, is sdll useful for its geographical

material.
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43. Josephus, Jewish War 2.385.

44. Among contemporary scholars, Lynn White, Jr., has been most insistent

oa the implications of heavy soils; see e.g. his Medieval Technology and Social

Oumgi (London igfo) chap. s. On the long-range consequenoet of inland
settlement, see now G. W. Fox, I&torym Gm^n^luc PtnpiOwi, Tht Otim Pnm€$
(New York 1971).

45. A. Dd^age, La capitation du Bas-Empire [Annales d I'Est, no. 14 (1945)]

p. 254. Diversity of taxation was also prevalent in the early Empire, for the same
reason, but no complete modem study of the subject exists.

46. F. W. Walbank, The Awful Revolution. The Decline of the Roman Empire in

iht Wlut (Liverpool 1969) pp. 30, 31. Gf. "Mit der politiichen Einhdt verband
sich die kulturelle und wirtschaftliche Einheit" : S. Lauffer, "Das Wirtschafts-

leben im romischen Reich", in Jenseits von Resignation und Illusion, ed. H. J.
Heydorn and K. Ringshausen (Frankfurt 197 1) pp. 135-53, at p. 135,

47. Walbank, Awful Revolution pp. 28 and a6, respectively.

48. Rostovtzeff, /Jf'p. 69.

49. M. Wheeler, Rome beyond the Imperial Frontiers (Penguin ed., 1935) p. 109.

Hms text says "400 square mjles", an otmous miqprint.

50. ForoonqMuraUe examples, see Roug6, Commerce pp. 4 1
5-

1 7.

5 1 . Julian, Misopogon 29.

5s. The attempt by F. M. Hdchdheim, *'On Ancient Price Trendsbom the

Early First Millennium B.C. to Heraclius I", Finanzarchiv 15 (1955) 498-51 1, is

purely fanciful. The elaborate "price indexes" and other calculations by J.
Szilagyi, "Prices and Wages in the Western Provinces of the Roman Empire",

Acta Antigua 11 (1963) 325-89, cannot be taken any more seriously: the

material is scattered too widely in time and place, and the calculations fiul to

distinguish su£Bciendy between peasants and urban workers, for example bo>

sides resting on too many unprovable, and sometimes patently false, assun^>-

tions which are not even made explicit. The essential point that "world trade**

does not automatically imply a "world market price" was incisively made long

agobylLRiezler, VberFmaiumwidMomipoUmaUmGrueheidmid(^^ 1907)

PP- 54-56-

53. B. J. L. Berry, GeograpJ^ Market Centers and Retail DistriMm (Engle-

%vood Clifi^ N.J., 1967) p. 106.

NOTES TO CHAPTER II

(Pages 35-61)

I. Augustus, Resfutae 16.1 and ^^ipendix i.

8. Petronius, Satjmn 48.1-3, transLJ. Sullivan (Penguin ed., 1965).

3. See generallyVeyn^"Trimalcion".
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4. See Wilhelm (Gulielmus) Meyer, Laxides Inopiu (diss. Gdttiiigen 1915);
R. Visscher, Das einfache Leben (Gottingen 1965).

5. For a rapid survey of usage, see H. Hunger, "^iXovOpcaitla. Eine

griechnche Wortpragung auf ibrem Wege von Aisdiylat bis Theodorat
Metochites", Anzign d. OestmrichUehm Akad, d. Wiss.,PkUML JO, 100 (1963)
1-20.

6. See M.-Th. Lenger, "La notion de 'bienfait' [philanthropon) royal et les

ordonnances des rois Lagides", in Studi in onore di Vincenzo Arangio-Ruiz (Naples

1933) 1 483~99' There is an exact parallel in the Roman indulgaUia principis; see

J. Gaiwirnnet, ImUgnUa Principis (PuUicatioa no. 3, 1962, of the bdtuta di

storia del diirkto, Univ. of Trieste) p. 14.

7. See generally A. R. Hands, Chanties and Social Aids in Greece and Rome
(Lcmdon 1968), esp. chaps. 3-6; H. Rolkestein, Wohlt&ti^t tmd Anm^ffl^m
vorckristlichen Altertum (Utrecht 1939).

8. See R. Duncan-Jones, "The Finances of the Younger Pliny", FBSR,
no. 20 ( 1 965) 177-88, reprinted with revidoas in his EeomHgf.

9. The fact diat modem writers on antiquity somrtimri speak ofan is kor
material; see K. Latt^ "Sdiuld und Sllnde in der grierhischen Rdjgion**,

Archiv Jiir Religionswissenschaft 20 (1930/21) 954"^ reprinted in his XUm
Schriften (Munich 1968) pp. 3-35.

10. The best discussion is R. Duncan-Jones, "The Purpose and Organisation

of the Alimenta", PBSR, n.s. 19 (1964) 123-46, reprinted with revisions in his

Eeommp. Despite some valid criticisms by Duncan-Jracs, P. Veyne, "La table

des Ligures Baebiani et Tinsdtution alimentaire de Trajan**, MUanges d'archio-

logie et d'histoire 70 (195B) 177-241, remains valuable on the narrowly Italian aim
of the scheme (esp. 223-41). See also P. Garnsey, "Trajan's Alimenta: Some
Problems", Histona 11 (1968) 367-81. There were also a few private alimenta, of

no significance in the total picture.

11. It is enough to cite Frederiksen, "Gaesar".

18. Thontem VeUen, Tim Thtmy ^the Imsmn Cku (14odem Lifanury ed.,

NewYoik 1934) p. 15.

13. yiaschcT,Das einfache Lebmp. 31 ; cf. C.J. Ruijgh,"EmgeGridaeaiiyectiva

die *arm' betekenen", in Antidoron . . .S. Antoniadis (Leiden 1957) pp. 13-21.

14. The evidence has been systematically collected by J. Hemclrijk, IJevid

en nXovTos (diss. Utrecht 1928); J. J. Van Mancn, IIENIA en IIAOYTOE
M de periodtm Alaamkr (diss. Utrecht 1931).

15. Vissdier,II««M|/SKA«£«ftm pp. 30-31.

16. Qpotod fiom M. L. GHark^ Qasaeal Educatim m Briktm tsoo-tgoo
(Cambridge 1959) p. 169.

17. B. Dobson, "The Centurionate and Social Mobility during the Princi-

pate", in Recherches sur Us structures sociales dans i'antiqtdU ciassique, ed. C Nicolet

(Paris 1970) pp. 99-116.

18. L. Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus. The Caste System ami Its In^Ucadons, transl.

M. Sainsbuiy (London 1970) p. xviL
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ig. Veync, "Trimaldon" pp. 338-^.

80. I exclude caste from consideration for the good reason that castes did not

exist in the ancient world; see Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus, esp. pp. 21, 215;

E. R. Leach, "Introduction: What Should We Mean by Caste?" in Aspects of

Caste in South Indian Ceylon and North-west Pakistany ed. Leach (Cambridge i960)

pp. i-io; J. Litdejohn, Social StraHfication: An Introduction (London 197a)

chap. 4. Definitions ofcaste differ widely, but G. Bougie's minimal formnlafion

will suffice for my argument. In Dumont's phrasing of it (p. 21), "the caste

system divides the whole society into a large number of hereditary groups, dis-

tinguished from one another and connected together by three characteristics:

separation in matters ofmarriage and contact, whether dLrect or indirect (food)

;

dwision of labour, each group having, in theory or by tradition, a profession

from which their members can depart only within certain limits; and finally

hierarchy, which ranks the groups as relatively superior or inferior to one

another." When ancient historians write "caste", they mean "order".

21. P. A. Brunt, Social Conflicts in the Roman Republic (London 1971) p. 47.

His chap. 3, "Plebeians versus Patricians, 509-287", is perhaps the best ihmt
account of the subject.

29. M. I. Henderson, "The Establishment of the Equester Ordo'% JRS 53
(1963) 61-72, at p. 61, reprinted in R. Seager, ed., The Crisis of the Roman
Republic (Cambridge and New York 1969) pp. 69-80. It is unnecessary for me
to consider in detail the confused history of the equites equo publico, on which see

most recentiy T. P. Wiseman, "The Definition of 'Eques Romanus' in the Late

Republic and Early Empire", Htstoria 19 (1970) 67-83.

23. The fundamental study is M. Gelzer, The Roman NohUitjfy transl. R.

Seager (Oxford 1969), originally publbhed in two articles in German near the

begiiming of this century. On social mobility at this level, see now T. P.

Wiseman, New Men in the Roman Senate ijg B.C.-A.D. 14 (London 1971), a
useful work despite the objections I shall make in a note later in this chapter.

24. See K. Hopkins, "Elite Mobility in the Roman Empire", Past & Present,

no. 32 (1965) 12-26 (reprinted in Finley, Studies chap. 5); H. Picket, "Sociale

Stratificatie en Sociale Mobiliteit in de Romeinse Keizertijd", Tijdschrift voor

Geschiedenis 84 (1971) 215-51 ; M. Reinhold, "Usurpation of Status and Status

Symbols in the Roman Empire", Historia 20 (1971) 275-302.

25. See Crook, Law pp. 37-45.

26. In introducing the volume on social structure cited in note 1 7, Nicolet

records (pp. 11-12) that the original title of the colloquium from which the

book emerged, "Ordres et classes dans TAntiquit^", was abandoned because

that title would ''cfTcctively have eliminated historians of Greece*'. This

decision seems to me to rest on a far too narrow, Roman-law conception of

orders.

27. The situation aDer Alexander the Great, in what is known as the

Hellenistic age, introduces new complications that would require too much
space for the restricted objectives of the present discussion. Nor have I thought
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it necaaary to enter (beyond a pawng reference) into the further complication

of double ddxenihq) in tfie Roman Empire.

38. Solon's system is the dMHC nrampir from antiquity of "an estate struc-

ture in which status was not pre-determined by birth": Oao%viki, Class

Structure p. 42.

29. I have developed this point more fully in "Land, Debt, and the Man o£
Property in Cbaiical Athens", PoUlUtUSnenet Qjurterly 68 ( 1953) 249-68.

30. There is a vast literature on this point; see briefly Owmiki, Qass
Stmctun pp. 44-49.

31. See die brilliant analyns in »6tdL,esp. chap. 5.

32. Sec P. Vidal-Naquet, "Les esclaves grecs ^taient-ils imc classc?"

Raison prisente, no. 6 (1968) 105-1 1 ; cf. his "£conomie et soci^t^ dans la Grtee
ancienne", Archives europiennes de sociologie 6 (1965) 1 1 1-48, at pp. 120-30.

33. I write very positively, thanks to the definitive studies by P. A. Brunt,

"The Equites in the Late Republic", in Proceedings . . . Aix^ pp. 117-49, with

conunent by T. R. S. Acoughton, pp. 150-62, bodi reprinted in Seager, Crisis

pp. 83-130; and C. Nicolet, L'ordre iquestre a lUpoque republicairu (31Z-43 n,
J'^C.) (Paris 1966), on which see Brunt's review in Annalss 88 (1967) 1090-8.

34. History and Class Consciousness, transl. R. Livingstone (London 1971)

pp. 55-59, and see pp. 1-45 on Lukacs's orthodoxy; cf. J.-P. Vemant, "Re-
marques sur la lutte des classes dans la Grece ancienne", Eirene 4 ( 1 965) 5-19.

35. See G. Habicht, "Die herrschende Gesellschaft in den hellenistischen

Manarcfaien'% VUrtdjdarsehir^fitfSoziali'WiidWirt^ (1958) i-i6«

36. The Latin is quonm or^Sm eomemmi, but Cicero is surdy unng ordo here
in its generic sense, not in the technical sense of an order or estate. I have
already indicated that I do not use "status" as the Romans did when they were
speaking juridically.

37. Veyne, "Trimalcion" pp. 244-5.

38. Ibid., p. 240.

39. See Ossowski, Class Structure chap. 7.

40. See H. G. Pflaum, "Titulature et rang social diu-ant le Haut-Empire",
in Rtdmdm (cited in note 17) pp. 159-85; P. Arsac, '*La dignit6 sdnatoriale au
Bat-Empire", Revue Kutoriqiu de droitfransais . . . 4tL ser., 47 (1969) 198-343.

41. S. Treggiari, Rmm Ffudmm duritig tht Lots R^uhlk (Oadbrd 1969)

pp. 88-89.

42. T. P. Wiseman, "The Potteries of Vibienus and Rufrenus at Arretium",

Mnemosyne^ 4th sen, 16 (1963) 275-^3. In New Men p. 77, Wiseman says of the

Dt i^fieus passs^ that the attitude there expressed "was based on . . . Ae
idealized memory ofmen like L. fSndnnatus . . who woriced didr own miall
fiums and had no need of money. The survival of that ideal, which became
obsolete in practice as soon as Rome progressed beyond what was essentially

a subsistance economy, was largely due to the opinions and influence of the

elder Cato." The idea that eidier Gato or Cicero was perpetuating an ideal in
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which there was "no need of money" is so astonishing that I am at a loss for a

reply other than a recommendation to read the works of Cato and Cicero, and

to consider the Greek influence on the De qfficiis passage (see e.g. Seneca, Moral
Epistits 88.21-23) \ c£ D. Nfirr, **Zur sonalen und rechtUdien Bewertung der

firomArbdtinRom**, Z^SBi (1965) 67-105, at pp. 73-79.

43. Frederiksen, "Caesar** p. 131 note 26.

44. In what fdlows I shall concentrate largely on convention, ignoring such

a law as the one passed in 218 B.C. that limited the size of ships a senator

could own, in effect to coasting-vessels large enough to carry the products of

their own estates. Legal deterrents are on the whole mere details, effective only

when the locial climate is fitvouraUe, and it is the latterwhididierefisre matters.

45. The documentation will be found in the radier chaotic book fay G.
Billeter, GtsduehU dtsZ^^fi*^ grieehiseh-iihmsdm AiUrtum (Leipzig 1898)

.

46. See Frederiksen, "Caesar**; J. A. Crook, **A Study in Decoction**,

JLotomttf 26 (1967) 363-76.

47. Letters to his Friends 5.6.2. Cf. his thundering denunciation, De officiis

2.78-84, of debt-reliefmeasures, in particular Caesar's, which he calls robbery on
the same plane as agrarian laws ; he was protecting property, not moneylenders.

48. Letters to Atticus 5.4.3 ; 7.3. 1
1 ; 7.8.5.

49. See O. E. Schmidt, Der Briefwechsel des M. Tullius Cicero von seiner Pro-

kminJat m CiUcim bis zu Caesars Ermonbmg (Leipzig 1893) pp. 289-311.

50. See briefly Geher, JMiUfy pp. 1 14-17. Cicero*s reference in 54 B.C.,

Letters to his Friends 1.9. 18, to Caesar's great UbsmUtas to both himself and his

brother, need not refer to the loan of 800,000 sesterces, which cannot be dated

but is first attested in 51 B.C. {Letters to Atticus 5.5.2), but the word liberalitas

certainly points away from interest if Cicero is being at all consistent in his

usag^ e.g. De officiis 143-44; ^'^^ '•48* suggestion that Caesar chained
interest rests on the elliptical phrase, **the 20,000 and the 800,000", in two
letters to Atticus, 5.5.2 and 5.9.2. But 20.000 is puzzling if it is interest (at 2\%)
on 800,000 ; interest rates in antiquity were normally in multiples or fractions

of twelve, i.e. at so much per month.

51. The main texts are Cicero, Letters to Atticus 5.21; 6.1; see the brief

account fay E. Badian, Raman ImperiaUstn in the Late JUpubiic (2nd ed., Oxford

1968) pp. 84-87.

52. Surprising as it may seem, I am unable to find a systematic modem study

of moneylcnding and moneylenders in this most critical period in ancient

history.

53. A sufficient sampling of the material will be found in Badian, Imperialism,

esp. chaps. 5-6; cf. A. H. M. Jcmcs in the ProceeiSngs at the 3rd International

Conferenoe ofEconomic History, Munich 1965, vol. 3, The Ancient Entires and
the Economy (Paris and The Hague 1969) pp. 81-88.

54. See Brunt, Manpower, pp. 301-5.

55. In the standard work by Lily Ross Taylor, Party Politics in the Age of
Caesar (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1949), the following entry in the index.

Copyrighted material
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"Bribery, sec Elections, Jurors, Malpractice", encompasses everything that is

said on the financial aspects, and that is hardly anything. Cf. D. Stockton,

dem, A PoUdeal Biogn^ (London 1971) p. 840, about Brutus't loan to the

SaUuninians: *The whole buanoi itank of corruption."

56. A century later, when large fortunes were becoming steadily larger, the

yoimg Pliny, not one of the very richest senators but far from the poorest, had
an armual income estimated to have been in the neighbourhood of 2,000,000

aeMeroei; wot Duncan-Jones, "The Finances of FUny**. GScero, incidentally,

dqtodted his CSlidan famingt with the tax-&nnen in Ephesus asid eventually

had diem confiscated by Pompey*s agents; see Schmidt, Bri^fwedud pp. 185-9.

57. Pritchett, MUUary Practices p. 85.

58. I. Shatzman, "The Roman General's Authority over Booty*', Histom 21

(197a) 177-205.

59. Tacitus, i4nna/i 13.42; Die 61. 10.3.

60. Crook, Law p. 90.

61. K.-H. Below, Der Arzt im romischen Recht (Munich 1953) pp. 7-21; cf.

K. Visky, "La qualifica della medicina e dell' architettura nelle fonti del

dirittoromano'*,/fira 10 (1959) 24-66.

6a. These possibilities are soberly stated by Broughton, in Seager, Crisis

pp. 1 19-91.

63. Roug^, Comm«rr«p. 311.

64. Brunt, inSeager, Cmtfp.94.

65. Broughton, ibid. pp. 1 18, 129.

66. Tenney Frank, An Economic History ofRome (and ed., London 1927) pp.
230-1. Roman jurists debated whether clay-pits were to be coimted among the

uutnmmta of a fiurm and whetho: they coidd be subjects of a usufruct: Digest

8.3.6; 33-7*35*i*

67. Rostovtzefi^ REpp, 176—7.

68. "The Economic Life of the Towns of the Roman Empire", RecueUs it la

SociitiJeanBodin 7 (1953} 161-94, at^^. 182-3.

69. Ibid. pp. 183-4.

70. Broughton, in Seager, Crisis pp. IS9-30.

7 1 . Cicero, Letters to Atticus i . 1 7.9, is instructive.

7a. See briefly J. Pedirka, "A Note on Aristotle's Conception of Citizenship

and the Role ofForeigners in Fourth Century Athens", Eirene 6 (1967) a3-26.

NOTES TO CHAPTER HI
(Pages 62-94)

I. See Y. Garlan, "Les esclaves grecs en temps de guerre", in Actes da

CoUoque d*histom sodaU, Univ. ofBesan^on 1970 (Paris 1973) pp. 29-62.
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2. The Roman peculium is disciissed in every textbook of Ronuui law; on
Athens, see £. L. Kazakevich, "Were ol x^pl? olxouvrc? Slaves?", VDJ
(i960) no. 3, pp. 23-42, and "Slave Agents in Athens", tbid. (1961) no. 3, pp.

3-21 (both in Russian) ; L. Gemct, "Aspects du droit athdnien de resclavage",

in hit DnU tt jadMI dms Is Grkt mnums (reprint, Faiit 1964) pp. 151-72, at

pp. 159-64 (origniatty puUiihed in Atdnm d'hiOmt 4k dnii mmUU 5 [199Q
i59-B7).

3. The lull ngnificanoe of the peculium in the assessment of ancient d«my
has not been properly expressed, largely, I believe, because of over-concentra-

tion on the juridical aspect. An important early exception was E. Ciccotti, //

tranumto deUa xhiavitu nel mondo aniico (rev. ed., Udine 1940) pt. II, chap, g, who
dicn weakened hit argument fay linkh^ the dave ¥dth a/ifm^^
vrage labour. E. M. Shtaerman, "Slaves and Fieedmen in die Social Stniggles

at the End of the Republic", VDI (1962) no. 1, pp. 24-45 ("^ Russian), ii

clear about the distinction but fails to draw many of the implications because

of her narrow focus, indicated by the title of her article. For a useful analogy,

•ee H. Rotovsky, "The Serf Entrepreneur in RuMia", ExplonHms m Brtn-

pnmmkA Ksltry 6 (1954) so7-33*

4. Seee.g. TMbmM Cbdir 5.1 7. i:0plM¥dioieek to flee 'Should

irons like slaves, so that they may be romprtlfd by a servile penalty to pcifutm

tfie duties appropriate to them as free men"
; Justinian's Code 1 1 .53. i : eafsw and

inquUini shaU be **slavet ofthe land, not by tie ofthe tax but under thenameand
title ofcobni".

5. A serf may not be easy to define precisely, but his status is describable

only in terms of his personal relations to his lord, governed by custonuuy rules

about rights and oUigations and marked, in particular, by die hitter's lull

juridical audiority (in the strict sense); see e.g. Marc Bloch, in Cmhkftt
Economic History, vol. 1 , ed. M. M. Postan (2nd ed., Cambridge 1966) pp. 253-4.

Helots cannot be located in such terms. Any reader who chances upon my
introductory chapter to D. Daiches and A. Thorlby, ed.. Literature and Western

dmlioaHon, voL i (London: Aldus Books 1972), may be puzded by ''hdols

(sefft)" on p. go. The eaqplanation is that Uie word "serfi" was added, widiout

myknowdedg^ after I had approvedAe final copy for the printer.

6. The history of the interrelationship between the work regime and the

consciousness of time is itself revealing. I know of no study pertaining to

antiquity; for modern history, see E. P. Thompson, "Time, Work-Discipline,

and Industrial Capitalism", Past & Present^ no. 38 (1967) 56-97, with extensive

bibliography.

7. See J. A. a Thomas, "*Locatio' and 'operae***, BMlUUm 4dt bUMo H
SriU9 vamam 64 (1961) 931-47; J. Maoqueron, Le trmaU its hommu Ukm dmu
PanHquUi rmaim (cydostyled "Gours de Fandectes i954-5"> Aiz-en-Ftovenoe)

pp. 25-29.

8. Cf the legendary story told by Herodotus (8.37) about the founders of

the Macedonian royal dynasty.
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9. See generally my "Servitude pour dettes", Revue historique de droitfrar^ais

et Strangery
4th ser., 43 (1965) 159-84.

10. For a brief theoretical analysis in a modem framework, see Ossowski,

Class Struetun pp. 99-96. This is an approach I first developed in "Servile

Statuses ofAncient Greece", Revue intemationaU des droits de VemHguUif 3rd ser., 7
(i960) 165-89, and "Slavery and Freedom".

11. Nor did intellectuals of servile origin produce any anti-slavery ideas, or

indeed any ideas that distinguished them from their free-born counterparts;

see Shtaerman, "Slaves and Frccdmen" pp. 34-35.

12. D. M. Pippidi, "Le probl^me de la main-d'ceuvre agrioole dans let

colonies grecques de la Mer Noire", in Probttmes de la tern tn Grke ed.

Finley (Paris and The Hague 1973) chap. 3, is decisive on this last point.

13. See my "Servitude pour dettes"; Frederiksen, "Caesar" p. 129; W. L.

Westermann, "Enslaved Persons Who Are Free", American Journal qfFhHology

59 (1938) 1-30, at pp. 9-18.

14. Caesar. Civil War 1.34.2; cf. 1.56.3.

15. N. D. Fustel de Coulanges, "Le colonat romain", in his Recherches sur

quelques probUtnes d*kisUnre (Paris 1885) pp. 15-24. The source references are

Pliny, Letters 9.37; Columella, De re rustica 1.3.13; Varro, Dere rustica 1.17.S; cf.

Sallust, Catiline 33. i

.

16. Heitland, Agricola p. 321 note i, acknowledges Fustel's remarks but

ignores the implications
;
Sherwin-White, Pliny, takes no cognizance at all in his

commentary, I myself overlooked Fustel when I wrote "Servitude pour
dettes" ; now I should write p. 1 74 and note 77 with difference nuances.

17. The labour force on the land in the Hellenistic and Roman east needs

thorough re-examination. The available literature is shot through with irrele-

vancies, loose terminology and concepts, and unwarranted "quantitative"

assertions (e.g. the supposed preponderance pf free independent peasants). The
following bibliography is very selective: M. Rostowzew, Studien zur Gesehkhie

des rOmisehen Kolonates {Archivjur Papyrusforschungt Beiheft i, 1910) and The Social

& Economic History of the Hellenistic World, corr. ed. (3 vols., Oxford 1953),

where the relevant discussion is scattered and subject to correction on the matter

of temple-estates in Asia Minor (not central to my purposes), on which see

T. R. S. Broughton, "New Evidence on Temple-Eitates in Asia Minor", in

Studies ...in Honor ofAllan Chester Ji^nson, ed. P. R. Coleman-Norton (Prince-

ton 1951) pp. 236-50, and T. Zawadzki, "Quelques remarques sur I'^tendue

de I'accroissement des domaines des grands temples en Asie Mineure", Eos 46

(1952/3) 83-96, both with further references; Zawadzki, Problems of the Social

and Agrarian Structure in Asia Minor in the Hellenistic Age, puhlidied by the

Historical Commission of the Poznan Society of Friends of Science, vol. 16,

no. 3 (1952) in Polish, with English summary, pp. 67-77; Westermann,

"Enslaved Persons" ; E. Bikerman, Institutions des Seleucides (Paris 1938) pp. 1 72-

185; H. Kreissig, "Hellenistische Grundbesitzverhaltnisse im ostromischen

Kleinasien", Jakrbuck fUr Wirtschaftsgeschichte (1967) I aoo-6; Liebeschuetz,

Antioch pp. 61-73. exceptional situation inJudaea after the Maccabees put
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an end to Hellenistic tenures (but not to debt bondage) is significant in reverse:

Kreissig, "Die landwirtschaftliche Situation in Palastina vor dem judaischen

Krieg", Acta Antigua 17 (1969) 223-54.

18. See S. Gsell, "Esclaves ruraux dans I'Afrique romaine", in Milanges

Gustave Glotz (2 vols., Paris 1932) I 397-415. It was a Carthaginian, Mago,
whom Roman writers called the **father ofhusbandry**; his woric, in 98 boob,
was translated into Latin fay order ofthe Senate (Columella i .1.13). The labour

situation in Gaul, Spain and the rest of North Africa is still open to discussion.

My view is that agricultural slavery was far more common than most modern
writers allow; for one thing, I see no other way to explain the very large farm-

building complexes of imperial Gaul, about which more will be said in die

next chapter.

19. On so,ooo, see A. H. M.Jones, Atimian Dmocnuy (Oxford 1957) jip, 76-

79; 400,000, a figure appearing in Athenaeus VI 372c, still has its defenders

despite the devastating critique by W. L. Westermann, "Athenaeus and the

Slaves ofAthens", Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, supp. vol. ( 1 94 1 ) 45 1-70,

reprinted in Slaotiy m Gassieal ArUiqtdtyf ed. Finley (reprint, Cambridge suad

NewYork 1968) pp. 73-93.

80. The slave population of Italy may have been twice diat of adult male
dtizeos at the death ofCaesar : Brunt, Mat^owtr, chap. 10.

21. See K. M. Stampp, The Peculiar LutiMiim: Slaoery in tim AnU'BeUum
South (New York 1956) pp. 29-30.

22. Plutarch, Caesar 15.3; Appian, Celtica 1.2. See also the data tabulated

by Pritchett, Military Practices pp. 78-79, and generally P. Ducrey, Le traitement

des prisoruders de guerre dans la Grke antique (Paris 1968), esp. pp. 74-92, 13 1-9,

855-7; H. Volkmann, Die Massenoerddaoungen der Einwohner eroberten I^Sdte in dir

hellenistisch-romischen >^«7 [Akad. der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, Mainz,
Abhandlungen der geistes- und sozialwissenschaftliche Klasse (1961) no. 3], the latter

to be used with caution : see my review in Gnomon 39 (1967) 521-2.

23. Notably by Westermann, "Athenaeus".

24. S. Lauffer, Die Bergwerkssklaven von Laureion [Mainz Abhandlungen (1955)

no. 15, (1956) no. 1 1] II 904-12. As many as 40,000 slaves were regularly em-
ployed in the nlver mines of Gartliagena in Spain in the early second century

B.G. according to Polybius (quoted by Strabo 3.8.10).

25. Strictly speaking, the I30 were the property of Cephalus's sons, Lysias

and Polemarchus, also metics, confiscated by the Thirty Tyrants in 404 B.G.,

and a few were presumably domestics, not shield-makers : Lysias 12.19.

26. L. R. Taylor, "Freedom and Freeborn in the Epitaphs of Imperial

Rome**, ilaimicaaJ^mwm/^^/%^

27. On the restrictions on the freedom of free gold miners in Dada, see

A. Berger, "A Labor Contract ofA.D. 164**, Classical Philology 43 (1948) 331-

S^8; cf. Macqueron, Travail pp. 202-26.

28. In Athens, casual labour "shaped up" daily at a particular spot near

the Agora: see A. Fuks, "KoXttv6c |ib6u>c: Labour Exchange in rit^mifai
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Athens", Eranos 49 (1951) 17 1-3. I shall be reminded of the third-century

funeral monument from Maktar in central Tunisia {Corpus Inscriptionum LaHnoF-

nan VIII 1 1834), memorializing a farm labourer who ended his life as a local

senator. I pay my respects to tibie defunct, but until a few more such epitaphs

are discovered, I shall remain unpersuaded by the attention this "Harvester

inscription" receives in modern accounts, including such not uncommon non-

sense as that it "bears proud testinwny to the material and spiritual rewards of

that life of tdl and frugality idealized in Virgil's Georpes** : G. Steiner, "FamiP
ing*', in Th* Muses at Work, ed. G. Roebuck (Gambridge, Nfass., 1969) pp. 148-

170, at pp. 169-70.

29. Demosthenes 27.19,86; 28.12. For further Greek evidence see my Land

and Credit pp. 66-68.

30. There is no disagreement about Arezzo and Lezoux : see H. Comfort and

A. Grenier, in Frank, Surv^ V 188-94 ^ 540-62, respectively; more
recently, F. Kiechle, S/davenarbeit und Uchmxhe Fortsehritt m rSmisehm Reich

(Wiesbaden 1969) pp. 67-99; generally, W. L. Westermann, "Industrial

Slavery in Roman Italy", Journal ofEconomic History 2 (1942) 149-63. The pat-

tern in La Graufesenque appears to have been more complex, but the evidence

is too allusive for certainty. Even if it should turn out iSbat there were some
enterprises in antiquity employii^ hired free labour, that could not signifi-

candy alter the pattern so unanimously witnessed by the sources at our

disposal.

31. A. H. M. Jones, "The Caste System in the Later Roman Empire",

Eirene 8 (1970) 79-96, at p. 83. The best account of the imperial factories

remains that of A. W. Persson, Stoat und Manufaktur im romschen Reicfu (Skriften

. . . Vetenskaps-Societeten Lund, no. 3, 1923) pp. 68-81, apparently unknown to

N. Charbonnel, "La condition des ouvriers dans les ateliers imp^riaux au IVe
et Ve sidcles", Travaux et recherches de la FacultS de Droit de Paris, S6rie "Sciences

historiques", i (1964) 61-93.

32. Perhaps the best Greek evidence is provided by the temple records at

Delos, analyzed by G. Glotz, "Les salaires k D61os", Jourruil des Savants 11 ( 1913)

206-15, 251-60; and P. H, Davis, "The Delos Building Accounts", Bulletin de

correspondance hellinique 61 (1937) 109-35. See also A. Burford, The Greek Temple

Builders at Epidauros (Liverpool 1969), esp. pp. 191-206; "The Economics of

G^reek Temple Building", Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society, tla. i t

(1965) 21-^4* No comparably detailed data are available from Rome. Some
exceptions must be acknowledged, one of which (from Athens) will be con-

sidered later in this chapter.

33. See Crook, Law pp. 191-8. In Roman law a free man who fought wild

beasts in the arena for pay suffered ir^amia, but not one who did so for sport:

Digest 3. 1. 1.6. That is precisely the distinction I have been stressing in another

sphere, commonly overlooked by historians, as in the following passage from

Frank, Survey V 235-6: "That free builders continued to make their livelihood

in the capital is proved by the unusually large and active collegium fabrum

tignuariorum. .

.

. From a study of the membership lists it seems likely that these

1000-1500 free or fceodfabri were successful carpenters who controlled the

Cupyiiyhlud uidiunal
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services ofnumerous slaves. ... It is probable, then, that in public works laige

numbers oifree laborers were employed" (my italics).

34. "Panem et circenses was the formula ... on which they relied to keep the

underlying population from imagining vain remedies for their own hard case"

:

T. Vebkn, Essajfs m Our (hanging Order (reprint. New YoA 1954) p. 450. He
added, characteristically : "in the matter ofdmnsts, . . there has been change
and improvement during these intervening centuries . .

.
; the movies of the

twentieth century are a business proposition in their own right . . . since it is

the common man who is relieved of afterthought, it is only reasonable that the

ooamoQ man should pay the cost" The demanstratiofi byJ. P. V. D. Babdon
that the idebs of the city ofRome could not have "spent the greater part of its

time at the races, the theatre and gladiatorial shows" is beside the point:

"Partem et dnetues**, in Hommages ^ Marcel Retuard, voL 2 (Brussels 1969) pp. 57-
60.

35. Frontinus, On the Aqueducts of the City 0/Rome g6-i 18. On the important

nde ofdkves in tibe building trades generally, the sparse evidence wHI be fiound

in H. J. Loane, Industry and Cmmerce if the €^ ifBam (§0 B.C-'goo AJD,)

(Baltimore 1938) pp. 79-86.

36. Lucian, Apology 10; see D. Norr, "Zur sozialen und rechtlichen Be-

wertung der freien Arbeit in Rom", ^SS S2 (1965) 67-105, at pp. 75-76.

37. Westermann, "Industrial Slavery" p. 158.

38. E.g. A. M. Duff, Freedmen in the Early Roman Empire (reprint, Cambridge

1 958) p. 1 1 : an **uneven struggle againstmore astute Orientals*'.

39. M. L. Gordon, 'TheFretdman's Son inMunicipal Life",JRS ai (1931}

65-77, based on more tfian 1000 texts.

40. IJnes 56-57 ofa letter ofClaudius, first published by H. I. Bell, J(Ri»a^
Christians in Egypt (1924), most recendy in the Corpus Papyrorum Judaicarum, ed.

V. A. Tcherikower and A. Fuks, vol. 2 (Cambridge, Mass., i960) no. 153.

41. Lines 59-60 and 99-101, respectively, of a long Greek inscription

published by J. H. Oliver, Marcus Aurelius: Aspects of Civic and Ctdttaral Policy in

ti^ East {HesperiafSuppl 13, 1970).

42. J. Day, "Agriculture in the Life of Pompeii", Tali Oessietd ^mSes 3
(1939) 166-008, at pp. 1 78-9 (his estimates ofacreage rest on too flimsy a base).

Some literary and epigraphical texts are collected by Shtaerman, "Slaves and
Freedmen" pp. 26-27, and S. Treggiari, Roman Freedmen during the Late RtptdtUe

(Oxford 1969) pp. 1 06- 10, but neither attempts to evaluate the evidence.

43. See Veyne, "Trimalcion" pp. 230-1, who calls them an "aborted class".

44. J. H. Pliunb, The Growth of Political Stability m EngM 16^5-1^25
(Ffenguin ed., 1969) pp. 91-92.

45. Most reminncent of Stolz was Zenon, manager of the great estate of

>^>ollonius under Ptolemy II, and it has now become evident that he was
unusual and in the end a failure ; see the articles by J. Bingen and D. J.
Crawford in Problimes de la terre, ed. Finley, chaps. 1 1-12.

46. Catullus 23.1; 24.5,8, ID.
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47. Orations 31.11; seeJones,LRE p. 85 1

.

48. Ibid.y p. 647.

49. For the data, see J. H. Randall, Jr., "The Erechtheum Workmen",
American Journal of Archaeology (1953) 199-210.

50. The rate might come out different for the men paid on piecework, if we
knewhow to calculate it.

51. TheclaaBctextisAppian,C!wi(K^am.9-ii.

53. See Shtaennan, "Slaves and Freedmen*' pp. 35-26, 36, 41-43.

53. Easttm Tmr (1771) IV 361, quoted from R. H. Tawney, lUUgm and A§
Risg<ffCapitalism (Penguin ed., 1947) p. 224.

54. K. Hopkins, "Slavery in Classical Antiquity", in Caste and Race: Com-

parative Approaches, ed. A. de Reuck and J. Knight (London 1967) pp. 166-77,

at pp. 1 70-1.

55. Brunt, Manpower chap. 19.

56. For second-century allotments, see Livy 35.40; 39.44,55; 40.29; 42.4.

On d&e comidicated evidence for Caesar's measure, see Brunt, Manpower pp.
313-15. Presumably iSbit recipients of such small allotments were expected to

supplement their crops by pasture on common land or seasonal work on larger

neighbouring estates. Be that as it may, such pitiful holdings are reliably

attested, the poor prospects ofthe recipients predictable.

57. The "Harvester inscription" commented on in note 28 above has its

counterpart in this field in the repeated evocation of a "bakers* strike*' sup-

posedly recorded in a fragmentary inscription from Ephesus, probably of the

late second century, published by W. H. Buckler, "Labour Disputes in the

Province of Asia", in Anatolian Studies Presented to Sir William Ramsay (Man-
chester 1923) pp. 27-50, at pp. 29-33, conveniently reproduced by T. R. S.

Broug^ton, in Fkank, Smvey IV 847-8. This isolated, inoomidete and iar firom

lucid text gives no clue to the reasom for the baton* "seditiousness", no basis

for assuming collective economic grievances or demands of a gviild character.

Rostovtzeff's paragraphs {RE pp. 178-9) on Roman Asia Minor, "where the

workmen had ceased to be serft but had not become citizens cf^ dties*',

engaged in "real professional strikes** and organized "genuine attempts at

sodal revcdution**, are imaginative fiction.

58. See J.-P. Vemant, Mythe et pensie chez les Grecs (Paris 1965) pt. 4;
F. M. De Robertis, Lavoro e lavoratori nel mondo romano (Bari 1963) pp. 9-14; cf.

the opening pages of H. Altevogt, Labor improbus (Miinster 1952); B. Effe,

"Labor improbus—ein Grundgedanke der Georgica in der Sicht des Manilius",

Qpmiasbm 78 (1971) 393-9*

59. See Marie Ddcourt, Ht^iaistos ou la ligendt du magicien [Bibliotiiique de la

Fac. de philosophic et lettres, Liige, no. 146 (1957)]. The attempt by H. Philipp,

Tektonon Daidalos. Der bildende Kunstler und sein Werk im vorplatonischen Schrifttum

(Berlin 1968) chap. 3, to argue otherwise (without any reference to Delcourt) is

impersiiasive special pleading. It is perhaps necessary to add diat the outinint

of coins dq;ncting Hqdiaestus in Asia Minor during the Roman inqperial
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period, chiefly from the chaotic years 235-270, is to be linked with the Achilles

legend, not with local cults of Hephaestus ; see F. Brommer, "Die kleinaiiati-

schen Miinzen mit Hephaistos", Chiron 2 (1972) 531-44.

60. Shtaerman, "Slaves and Freedmen", comes down firmly on this point

despite her positive assessment (pp. 31-33) of the "bonds" between free and
dave in die a^gUu It is a pity that we know nothing more about the unusual

case ofthe revolt ofAristonicus in Asia Minor in 132 or 131 B.C. than that 'lie

quiddy assembled a multitude of poor men and slaves (douloi) whom he won
over by a promise of freedom and whom he called Heliopolitans" (Strabo

14. 1.38); see most recentiy J. C. Dumont, "A propos d'Aristonicos", Eirene 5
(1966) 189-96, and briefly my "Utopianism Ancient and Modem", in Tht
Qritkal!^mLEsstffsinHtm»ofH$rbtrtMafcuse, ed. EL A. Wolffand B. Mbove^

Jr. (Boston 1967) pp. 3-20, at pp. 10-12. By douloi Strabo probably referred to

dependent labour other than chattel slaves, but that is not significant in the

present context. The late phenomenon of the Bacaudae, discussed briefly below

in this chapter, is not a genuine exception.

61. Petronius, Satyricon 69.3; 75.11, etc.; cf. Veyne, "Trimalcion" pp. 218-

219.

62. For example, at Morgantina in the second Sicilian revolt: Diodorus

36.3 ; see my AndaU Sicily (London andNewYork 1968) chap. 1 1.

63. See Garlan, "Esclaves en guerre" pp. 45-48.

64. E.g. Max Weber, "Die soziale Griinde des Untergangs der antiken

Kultur**, in his Gesammlte Aufsata zur Sozialemd WtrtschaftsgesdudtU (Tilbii^pen

1924) pp. 289-311, at pp. 299-300; Salvioli, Capitalisme pp. 250-3; E. M,
Schtajerman, Die Krise der Sklavenhalterordnung im Westen des romischen Reiches,

transl. from the Russian by W. Seyiarth (Berlin 1964) pp. 34-35» 69 and
elsewhere.

65. Of the large and growing body of literature, it is enough to mention the

artides printed in R. W. Fogel and S. L. Engerman, ed.. The RmaUrpnIatiaii
Anmiean Eamomie Histaiy (New Yoric 1971) pt 7, %vith the critique fay N. G.
Butlin, Ante-bellum Slavery—A Critique of a Debate (Australian National Univ.,

Canberra, 1971); E. D. Genovese, The Political Economy of Slavery (New York

1965) pt. 2; the methodologically weak, but nonetheless useful, work of R. S.

Starobin, Industrial Slavery in the Old South (New York 1970), esp. chap. 5; M.
Moohr, **The Economic Impact of Slave Emancipation in British Guiana,
1832-1852", EcHR, 2nd ser., 25 (1972) 588-607, who concludes; "Had
planters and public officials . . . been completely successful in their attempts to

keep the colony's former slaves landless, emancipation would have resulted in

an eoanomy wfaidi would have been difficult to distinguish from its pre-

emancipation counterpart." Acknowledgement should be made cfthe pioneer-
ing study of C. A. Yeo, "The Economics of Roman and American Slavery**,

Finanzarchiv, n.F., 13 (1952) 445-85, though the American analysis is now
antiquated and some of the argument is faulty.

66. Schtajerman, iTrutf pp. 90-91.
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67. The medieval evidence, admittedly thin but also very consistent, is

tabulated by B. H. Slicher van Bath, Tield Ratiosy 810-1820 \A.A.G. Bijdragen,

no. 10 (1963)]; cf. his TTu Agrarim Histoiy qf Weskm J&anpe, AJ), 500^*850
(London 1963) pp. 18-20 and the table on pp. 328-33. Slicher van Bath hat no
Italian figures earlier than the eighteenth century, and that complicates an
already difficult comparison, given the state of both the ancient and the

medieval evidence. Furthermore, yield ratios alone are far from an adequate

index of agricultural jnoduction; see e.g. P. F. Brandon, "CSereal Yidds on the

Sussex Estate ofBatde Abbey during the Later Middle Ages", EcHR, aad wdr.,

35 (1972) 403-20. But that is all we have from antiquity (and not enough even

ofthat) except for Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt, which are out of consideration.

At least, there is no evidence known to me that supports the view I am con-

torting.

68. See my 'Technical Innovation*' p. 43. On the considerable technical

achievements (without innovation) of the Romans in the Spanish mines, see

P. R. Lewis and G. D. B. Jones, "Roman Gold-mining in North-west Spaaot",

Ji2.S6o(i97o) 169-85.

69. A. Fishlow and R. W. Fogel, "Quantitative Economic Ifistory; An
Interim Evaliuition", Journal qfEcammk Histoiy (1971) 15-^42, at p. 87.

70. An excellent collection of these texts has been made by E. M. Sitaerman,

"The 'Slave Question' in the Roman Empire", VDI (1965) no. i, pp. 62-81.

At one point (p. 66) she seems to say that fear of revolt posed serious economic

questions, but her material leads bar to abandon this idea in the rest of the

article.

71. Ammianus 314-6; see E. A. Thompson, Tht Viagptits in At Ttm
UyUa (Oxford 1966) pp. 39-43*

72. Thtodonm Code 10.10.35 > 5*7*2 1 5«6*3> respectively.

73. (kloHus cardinally meant simply "tenant* (or, in literary works ooca-

ricmally, "farmer", "rustic") but I sludl restrict my use to its late sense of "tied

tenant". Free landowning peasants also remained in existence, but there is no
way even to guess their proportion. I suspect that historians tend to exaggerate

it: the peasants about whom Libanius spoke so vehementiy in his 47th oration

are regularly included in this category, e.g. by Liebeschuete, AnHoch pp. 61-73,

despite the fact that he calls them, among otiier tiiingp, otistet, douki and
sometOt subject to a it^tes,

74. See G. Fouet, La villa gallo-fomaine de Monimaurin (Hmde^kmme)
\GaiUa, supp. ao (1969)] pp. 43-46.

75. See W. L. Westermann, The Slave Systems of Greek and Roman Antiquity

(Philadelphia 1955) pp. 32-33 (central Greece after 150 B.C., when the slave

trade was largely diverted to Italy) ; I. Biezimska-Malowist, "Les esclaves nds

daps la maistm du mattre ... en £^gypte romaine", StuM Clasice 3 (1962) 147-

i6s, auid "La procreation des esclaves comme source de Pesclavag^* (with M.
Malowist), in Milangu qfferts h K. Michatorndd (Warsaw 1966) pp. 875-80.
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76. See generally P. Gamsey, Social Status and Legal Privilege in the Roman
Empire (Oxford 1970) ; on punishments, his "Why Penal Laws Became Haziher:

iheRoiamnCMt?\MabartdLmoForum 13 (1968) 141-69, at pp. 147-59.

77. Corpus Inseriptimm Latmofum VIII 10570; text and translation are given

by R. M. Haywood, in Frank, 5luriv^ IV 96-98.

78. Rostowzew,jro/bfia< pp. 370-3.

79. Gamsey, I^^tf/iVuttZrfe p. 274.

80. The sparse evidence on early Christian attitudes has most reoentiy been
examined at interminable length by H. Gtiltzow, OvisUntwn undSklaoern m dm
ersten drdJakrhimdtrtm (B(mn 1969)

.

81. GT. the attitude of Stoics and Christians to punishment generally:

Gamsey, "Penal Laws" pp. 154-6.

82. See D. B. Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture (Itiiaca 1966)

chaps. 1-3.

83. See E. A. Thompson, "Peasant Revolts in Late Roman Gaul and
Spain", Past & Present, no. 2 (1952) 1 1-23. Reprinted in Finiey, Studies chd^p. 14.

Tht, destruction visible archaeologically in southern Gaul of the late fourth cen-

tury may be the work of the Bacaudae; see Fouet, Villa de Montmaurin p. 31 1.

84. Rcstovtzeff,i{£p.5i4.

85. Jones, LRE p. 469; cf. his "Over-Taxation and the Decline of the

Roman Empire", Antiqity 33 (1959) 39-43-

86. There is no reason to reject, for example, the picture in Panegyrici laiad

5.5-6 of the devastation ofBurgundy in 269-70.

87. See A. L. Rivet, "Social and Economic Aspects", in The Roman Villa in

Britain, ed. Rivet (London 1969) pp. 173-216, at pp. 189-98; cf Erik Gren,

Kleinasien und der Ostbalkan in der wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung der romischm Kaiser'

zeit [Uppsala UtdoersiUts Arsskrijl (1941) no. 9] pp. 135-49* Grain from Britain

was also shipped to the armies on the Rhine: Ammianus 18.2.3; libanius.
Orations 18.83.

88. Ammianus, 1 6.5. 15 ; cf. Salvian, On the Gooemment qfGod4.30-3 1 ; 5.35.

89. /Airf. 5.25, 38-45.

90. See briefly A. Grenier, "Aux origines de Thistoire rurale: la conqu^te du
sol fran^ais". Annates 2 (1930) 26-47, at pp. 40-41.

91. Fustel de Coulanges, "Colonat", gave an elegant demonstration (esp.

pp. 92, 1 19) from the law codes that practice preceded legislation. Max Weber
made the same point, indq>endendy so far as I can tell: Die Hhmsehe Agwh-
gesehiehte (Stuttgart 1891) p. 219.

92. See the fundamental study of Ernst Levy, "Von rdmischen Precarium
zur germanischen Landleihe", ,^5'>S'66 (1948) 1-30, at pp. 17-25.

93. Even e.g. in North Africa: H. D'Escurac-Doisy, "Notes sur le phdno-
m^ne associatif dans le monde paysan ^ I'^poque du Haut-Empire", ArUiquitis

AJncamesi (1961) 59-71.
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94. P. CoUinet, "Le colonat dans I'empire remain", Recueils de la SociitS Jean
Bodin 2 (1937) 85-122; on regional variations, see also J. Percival, "Seigneurial

Aspects of Late Roman Estate Management", English Hiskmal Beoum 84
("969)449-73.

95. Both the availability and the neglect ofuntapped sources of information

are documented by I. Hahn, "Freie Arbeit und Sklavenarbeit in der spatanti-

kcn Stadt", Anmles Univ. . . . Budapestiensis, Sectio historica 5 (1961) 23-39,
which my brief accoimt is largely based, and W. Seyfarth, Soziale Fragen der

spSMfmis^m Kaiserznt im Spiegel der Theodoskams (Berlhi 1963) pp. 104-27. On
the riots in the city of Rome, see H. P. Kohns, Versorgungskrisen und Hunger-

revolten in spdtantiken Rom (Bonn 1961); for a somewhat earlier period, C. R.
Whittaker, "The Revolt of Papirius Dionysius A.D. 190", Historia 13 (1964)

34&-69.

NOTES TO CHAPTER IV
(Pages 95-122)

1. TeitulUan, Apologetiem 13.6, called direct taxes "marks of bondage**

(notae capHmtaHs),

2. How exceptional this was (and is) can be seen from the theme of political

subjection that runs through Peasants and Peasant Societies^ ed. T. Shanin

(Penguin 1971).

3. Heitland, Agricola pp. 226 and 200~i, respectively (echoing Lucretius

3.1060-70). This book remains the fullest presentation of the Graeco-Roman
literary sources on the subject. The aristocrats of Antiocfa provide a latei,

eastern analogy ; see Liebeschuetz, Antioch p. 5 1

.

4. Xenophon's account, Hellenica 5.2.5-7, of the Spartan dismantling of

Mantinea in Arcadia in 385 B.C. provides a suggestive example.

5. The source is Dionysius of HaUcarnassus, On the Orations of Lysias 32
(often published as the "argument** to Lysias 34). I have elsewhere demon-
strated the impossibility of making any reliable calculation of Athenian land-

holding units from the available evidence : Landand Credit pp. 56-60.

6. I exclude the innumerable bits and pieces of information in the Greek

papyri of Hellenistic and Roman Egypt, reflecting an untypical land regime

about which a little will be said shordy.

7. Supposedly the best ancient source as far as calculations are concerned,

Ccdumella, has now been demolished by Duncan-Jones in chap. 2 of his

Economy. Attempts such as that ofRen6 Martin, "Pline leJeune et les probl^mes

^conomiques de son temps". Revue des Hudes anciennes 69 (1967) 62-97, *o trans-

late recorded money-figures of estates into acreage on the basis of a mythical

(and anyway irrdevant) average selling price of 1000 sesterces perjugerum must
be rgected out ofhand.

8. See D.J. Crawford, Kerktosms (Cambridge 1971).

Copyrlghled material
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9. C. Pr^aux, Ukonmm rqyale des Lagides (Brussels 1 939) pp. 1 7-20.

10. The calculations, reasonably well founded, are those ofJones, LRE pp.

780-4. The basic study of the Apion estates in E. R. Hardy, Jr., The Large

Estates of Byzantine Egypt (New York 1931); for the more recent bibliography,

see D. B<»ineau, **L'administration de I'irrigation dans les grandcf domiiinct

d'figypte . . .", and J. Fikhnaan, "On the Structure of the Egyptian Large

Estate in the Sixth Century", in the Proceedings of the Xllth International

Congress ofPapyrology (Toronto 1970) pp. 43-60 and 123-32, respectively.

11. Syll. 141. Here and elsewhere in this discussion I am compelled to

qualify the figures because ofthe vagaries of Greek measurements. Tbem text is

quite qsecific—tfuee pMva ofvin^uod—and a pktimm was loox 100 Greek
feet But the Greek foot was not stable.

12. On the Buselos family, seeJ. K. Davies, Athenian Propertied Families 600-

300 B.C. (Oxford 1 971) no. 2921. For other Athenian examples (and the im-

possibility of going beyond mere examples), see my Land and Credit pp. 56-60;

for other Greek examples, A.Jard^, Les ciriales dans I'antiquiU grecque (Paris 1925)

pp. II&-92.

13. For what follows, see P. Giaindor, Un mttiardain antique, Hindi AUtiaa «f

safamiUe (Cairo 1930).

14. It is revealing that Rostovtzefi^ RE pp. 149-50, exhibits Herodes as one
of the prize specimens of "the wealth which was concentrated in the hands of

city bourgeoisie".

15. A briefsummary of the evidence will be found in John Day, AnEcoHomk
History ofAthens under Roman Domination (New York 1942) pp. 235-6.

16. U. Kahrstedt, Das wirtschqfUidu GesicHt Griec/unlands in der Kaiserzeit

(Bern 1954) pp. 47-48.

17. I say this with confidence despite the undeniable imcertainty of the

reooirded census figures; the most recent discussion is Brunt, Manpower pp. 77-
81.

18. Caesar, Ciml War 3.44 and 1.17, respectivdy.

19. The data have to be assembled from the Greek and Latin lives of

Melania and from Palladius, Lausiac History. There is a good modem edition of

the Greek life by D. Gorce (Paris 1962).

20. See e.g. S. Applebaum, in TTie Agrarian History of England and Wales,

vol. I ii, ed. H. P. R. Finberg (Cambridge 1972) pp. 230-1 ; G. Fouet, La villa

gailo-nmaim di MmUmamn (HauU-Carmmt [Goitti, supp. so (1969)] pp. 304-12.

21. J.0.13ader,i)wfiMAtitkmnMm
700 (Lund 1955) no. i.

22 . Graeco-Roman pagan temples were not large landowners, except in some
eastern provinces; see Uie articles by Broughton and Zawadzki cited in chap. 3,
note 1 7.

23. Plutarch, Marius 34.1-2. Cf. Cicero's allegation, in his speech for

Sextus Rosdus (20-21), that Sulla's fireedman Crysogonus acquired ten of
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Roscius' estates in the Tiber Valley yrotih ax milliaa lerteitxi £Dr a mere two
thousand.

24. See M. Jaczynowska, "The Economic Differentiation of the Rosnaii

Nobility at the End of the Republic", Historia 1 1 (1962) 486-99.

25. On luxurious private building, an excellent pointer, see J. H. D'Arms,

Roimms m Ae Bay of Naftts (Cambridge, Mass., 1970); Axel Boethius, Hm
GoUtnHotM qfNtn (AnnArbor i960).

06. See chap. 2 at note 10 and the references diere.\VliatfoI]owiii bated on
the careful conqputation by Duncan-Jones.

27. The figures arc given in his short poem, De herediolo ("On My Litde

Inheritance") ; see the analysis by M. K. Hopkins, "Social Mobility in the

Later Roman Empire : the Evidence of Ausonius", Classical Qjuirterly, n^u 1

1

(1961) 239-49, at pp. 240-3.

28. See A. Grenier, Manuel d'archSologie gaUo-romainef vol. II ii (Paris 1934)

pp. 930-1. For other late Roman cxamfdes of mediwnHriaed hoViingSi chiefly

from the Aegean islands and Asia Minor, see A. H. M.Jones, "Census Records

ofthe LaterRoman Enqnre",JRS^ (i953) 49-64.

29. J. S. Saul and R. Woods, in Shanin, Peasants p. 105. The editor, in his

introduction (pp. 14-15) and again pp. 240-5, also includes "specific tradi-

tional culture" and "the underdog position". No doubt they commonly are

"baro fiicets" but^ as I have abeady stressed, die flftttTrfil Gneoo-Roman
peasant stood apart in these respects, fidling radicr within Shanin's dass of
"analytically marginal groups*'.

30. A. Galeski, ibid, p. IS8.

31. On the earlier veteran settlements, see Brunt, Manpama pp. 894-7. The
two fourth-century texts are Theodosian Code 7.20.3, 8.

32. See I. Biezunska-Malowist, "Die Expositio von Kindern als Quelle der

Sklavenbeschafiung im griechisch-rdmischen Agypten", Jahrbueh Jur Wirt-

schafisgeschichte (i971) II 129-33.

33. S. H. FranUin, The Smoptan Pmumliy: A§ Fhul Pku$ (London 1969)
ch^p. 2. For what it is wordi, note diat even a fourth-century B.G. Athenian
orator dismisses a fourteen-acreiarm as a small one: Isaeus 5.22.

34. Franklin, Peasantry pp. i and 19. Cf. N. Georgescu-Roegen, Analytical

Economics (Cambridge, Mass., 1966) p. 371 : "In the 1930's, studies originating

in several countries with large peasantries revealed the astounding fact that a
substantial proportion of the population could disappear without die slis^test

decrease in the national product."

35. See M. Crawford, "Money and Exchange in the Roman World'*, JRS
60 ( 1 970) 40-48, esp. pp. 43-45.

36. I ignore such marginal regions as the infertile hills of northern Syria,

where an oUve monoculture developed in the Roman Empire, by peasants

whose status is tmcertain: G. Tchalenko, Villages antiques de la Syrie du nord (3
vols., Ptois 1953).
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37. Sec the figures in D. J. Crawford, Kerkeosiris pp. 1 29-3 1

.

38. The destructive effects of military service on the peasantry is one of the

main thenm ofBrunt, Mmpower ; see his summary remaiks, pp. 1 30, 1 55.

39. The best knowm case is the land bdbnging to twa temples in Iferadea la

soudiem Italy; see most recently A. Uguasaoniand F. Ghinatti, Lm knoUgimhtM
EncUa [Isdtuto di Storia Antica, Univ. ofPavia, PubbUcaziom no. 7 (1968)].

40. K. D. White, Roman Farming (London 1970) p. 453; see the review by
P. A. Brunt, JRS 62 (1972) 153-8. Cf. Jard^, Ciriales p. 194: "Greek agricul-

ture in general, and the cultivation ofgrain in particular, were scarcely modified

in historical times. It is through an illusion . . . that some have depicted Greek
agronomy as being in a state ofperpetual progress."

41. I have tried to devdop tiiis analyas in "Technical Innovation*'. CSC

H. W. Pleket, **Tedmology and Society in the Graeco-Roman World**, Ada
Historiae Neerlandica 2 (1967) 1-35, originally puUished in Dutch in Tyds^r^
ooor Geschiedenis 78 (1965) i--a8.

42. I. Goncharov, OhlomoOt transl. D. Magerschack (Penguin 1954) pp.
128-9.

43. On the inadequacy of the accounting technique, sec G. Mickwitz,

"Economic Rationalism in Graeco-Roman Agriculture", English Kstmedl
Rnkw 52 (1937) 577-89, and "Zum Problem der Betriebsfiihnmg in der

antiken Wirtschaft", Vierteljahrschnfi Jwr Sozial- und Wirtschqflsgeschichte 3a

(1939) 1-25; G. E. M. de Ste. Croix, "Greek and Roman Accounting", in

Studies in the History ofAccountings ed. A. C. Littleton and B. S. Yamey (London

1956) pp. 14-74.

44. See also Varro, Din rusfini 1.23.1 ; Huiy, JfaturalKstwy 18.40.

45. Gromatid veteres, ed. C. Lachmann (Berlin 1848) p. 53.

46. Fouet, VUla dt Montmaurin pp. 32, 43-46, 391. The estate at Chiragan

may have been seven or eight times as extensive, with housing for some 500
people; the one at Anth^e in the province of Namur, Belgium, included a large

villa and twenty other buildings, some obviously industrial, within a walled

enclosure of about thirty acres: Grenier, Manuel II ii, pp. 843-58, 888-97.

Very recent aerial photography in the Somme basin in tiie north ofFrance has

revealed hundreds of large, hitherto unknown and unesqiected, villas spaced

two or more kilometers apart, apparently concentrated on wheat production

and sheep farming : R. Agache, Detection airienne de vestiges protohistorigtus gallo-

romains et midiivaux . . . [Bulletin de la Sociiti de Prihistoire du Nord^ No. special 7

(1970)] chap. 4 and the maps on plates 185-6. For tiie larger estates in ftitain,

see Applebaum, in Agrarian History pp. 240-4, 266-7. The word "villa" has

lost all specificity as used by archaeologists and historians (and already had
among the Romans : Varro, De re rustiea 3.2), but its meaning is imequivocal

in the present context.

47. See D. Adsunesteanu, "Due problemi topografici del retroterra gelese" .

[Accademia nazionale dd Lincei, RmdieotttL.dMa-€Slass9 S sei$nze monU, 8th

ser., 10 (1955}] 198-810; P. Orlandini, *'Lo scavo del tfaesmophonon di
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Bitalemi e il ciUto delle divinit^i ctonie a Gela", Kokalos 12 (1966) 8-35; Finlcy,

Ancient Sicily to the Arab Conquest (London andNewYork 1 968) pp. 158-62.

48. The key passages are Orationfir Auius Caeema 1 1, 21, 94, and Orationfir
Sextiu Rosektt 20. CSioero repeatedly refers to tibte single iann as aJmdus (e.g.

On Oratory 1.58.249), a technical term for a unit of exploitation; see A. Stein-

wenter, Fundus cum instrumento [Akad. d. Wissenschaften in Wien, Phil.-hist.

Klasse, Sitzungsberichte 221, no. i (1942)] pp. 10-24. ^ cannot resbt one more
example, the widdy scattered estates of perhaps the richest fiunily in fisurdi-

centuryA.D. Antiodh; see liebeschuetz, Aniwdt p. 42 and note 2.

49. E. Feder, "La^fiauSa and Agricultural Labour in Latin America", in

Shanin, Peasants pp. 83-97, P-

50. See the evidence assembled by A. G. Drachmann, Andmit Oil Mills and

Presses (Copenhagen 1932).

51. I have no hesitation in using latifundia loosely for "large estates", as I

believe the Romans themselves did, despite the attempts to find a technical

meaning fiar the term, e.g. by K. D. White, "Latifundia**, BuUttin ofthe London
Institute of Classical Studies 14 (1967) 62-79; or fay Ren^ Martin, "Fline le

Jeune", and repeatedly in Recherches sur les agronomes latins et lews conceptions

iconomiques et sociales (Paris 1970), on the basis of unfounded calculations of size

(see above, note 7). The too often quoted dictum of the elder Pliny {Natural

History 18.35) latifimHa are destroying Italy" is no more than mondis-
ing archaism (cf. the contemporary Seneca, On Benefits 7.10.5, where the woxd
latijimdia happens not to be used), a lamentation for the lost Roman yeomanry
and the simpler good old days. I can find nothing in the texts to suggest that

there was serious discussion of a choice between intensive large-scale exploita-

tion and more fin^;mented units. Unlike Martin, **Fline leJeunf^' p. 67, 1 do
not consider the younger Pliny's hesitation about risking two estates under the

same weather hazards to be a serious discussion.

52. Horace's Sabine farm, a gift from Maecenas, was subdivided into one
sector he exploited direcdy, witii a permanent staif of eight slaves imder a
slave-bailifl^ and five other sectras leased to tenants; see briefly Heitland,

Agricola pp. 315-16. The estate provided Horace witii a suffideat income on
which to live in Rome properly, though, by contemporary standards of high
society, modestly. He was not even a gentleman farmer, and it is a strange

aberration of RostovtzefF, RE p. 59, to write that Horace "belonged therefore

to the same category oflandowners as the veterans**.

53. SeeJ. H. Kent, '*The Temple Estates ofDdos, Rheneia, and M^dooob",
Hesptria 17 (1948) S43-338.

54. See P. A. David, "The Mechanization of Reaping in the Ante-Bellum
Midwest", in Industrialization in Two Systems: Essays . . . Alexander Gerschenkron

(New York 1966) pp. 3-39, reprinted in B. W. Fogel and S. L. Engerman, ed..

The Reinterpretation of American Economic History (New York 1971) pp. 214-27.

Much ofthe current controversy over the andent ''Gallic reaper" seems to me
to overlook the implications of the notion ofa threshold point; see K. D. White,

"The Economics of the Gallo-Roman Harvesting Machines", in Hommagts i

Copyrlghled m atrial
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Marcel Renard 2 (Brussels 1969) pp. 804-9; Agricultural Implements of the Roman
W^orW (Cambridge 1967) chap. 10.

55. Sherwin-White, Pliny p. 258.

56. The best English translation of Pliny's Letters, by Betty Radice in both

Penguin Qaaslcs and the Loeb Clmmail libraiy, renden the key aentencci of

3.19 as follows: '*It is true tfiat nearly all my capital is in land, but I have some
ineesbnents and it will not be difficult to borrow. I can always have money from
my mother-in-law, whose capital I am able to use as freely as my own." (The

words I have italicized may be compared with the more literal translation

proposed in my text.) Sherwin-White's commentary, Pliny p. 259, "He can pay

offa large part ofdie price by calling in his loans, aaad can later pay <^what-
ever he needs to borrow out of ino(ane savings", is fandfiil and inrmnpre-
hensible.

57. See Mickwitz, "Betriebsfiihrung" pp. 21-22. It is surprising that

Mickwitz, who made such excellent comparative use of Hanseatic and Renais-

sance Italian material, failed to look at American sources and therefore

bdieved that the mere presence ofslaves precluded die concept ofamorriiMition.

58. The main text is Demosdienes 27.9-1 1, but it is necessary to study the

two orations, nos. 27 and 38, fully in cnder to appreciate all the implications.

For the various misguided attempts to convert Demosthenes' accounts into

acceptable modern business procedures, see F. Oertel, "Zur Frage der attischen

Grossindustrie", Rheinisches Museum 79 (1930) 230-52;J. Korvcr, "Demosthenes

gegen Aphobos**, Mnemosyne, 3rd ser., 10 ( 1941 12) 8-22.

59. See the detailed examination by Duncan-Jones in his Economy.

60. I must be explicit about the basis for my next few paragraphs. It is

scarcdy credible that diere has been no systematic study (and hardly any study

at all) of the buying and selling ofland in antiquity, apart from the law of sale,

which has only marginal interest. I feel fully confident only about Athens,

because of my LMnd and Credit; for the rest, I rely on long familiarity with the

sources and on what one can glean, chiefly in a negative way, from such works

as Frank, Survey i Heitland, Agricola; G. Billeter, Geschichte des ^insfusses im

griedttSch-rSmischen Altertum (Leipzig 1898); E. Ziebarth, Das griechische Vereins'

wesen (Leipzig 1 896) ; F, Poland, Geschichte des griechischen Vereinswesens (Leipzig

1903); J- Waltzing, £tude historique sur les corporations prqfessionelles chez Us
Remains (2 vols., Louvain 1895-6) ; Jones, LRE.

61. I quote from H. Siev^king, "Loans, Personal", in Encyclopaedia of the

SoeitU S^iaues g (1933) pp. 561-5, at p. 561, in order to draw attention to this

valuable.bxiefanalysis ofthe economic, social and historical role ofdie penonal

or consumer's loan.

62. F. M. Heichelheim, An Ancient Economic History, transL Joyce Stevens,

vol. 2 (Leiden 1964) pp. 66-67.

63. The Liddell-Scott-Jones lexicon translated TcponcoX-i); as "one who buys

fin* another or n^tiates a sale, a broker**. Deqnte die fiurt that this was shown
to be ialse by J. Partsch, Grieekisehes BOrg^du^tsndU (Leipzig and Berlm 1909),

Copyrighted mabrial
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and by others subsequently, the error was not corrected in the 1968 supplement.

The correct translation is **warrantor**.

64. See e.g. Brunt, Manpower, Appendix 8.

65., Translated by Betty Radice (Penguin 1963). Again (as in note 56 above)

I have replaced her v/otda "invest" and "capital", vnih their inescapable

modem overtones, this time by the literal "concentrate" and "patrimony".

For a similar reason I have written "increasing the amount available for sale"

instead of Mrs. Radice's "bringing more into the market".

66. That is the explanation e.g. of Heitland, Agricola p. 374; correctly

eaqtlained fay Sherwin-White, Pliny pp. 379-60. Marcus Aurdius made a
second'attempt, but reduced llie omqnibory Italian fraction to one quarter of

a senator's total patrimony : Seriptorts HistonaeAugu^,Mama li .8.

67. Bnm^Afoii^onwrp. 297.

68. The source material is assembled by E. J. Jonkers, Economische en sociale

toestanden in het Romeinsche Rijk blijkende uit het Corpus Juris (Wageningen 1933)
chap. I.

69. The most famous Greek example appears in Xenophon, Oikorumtikos

80.2S, fiunous because it is dted so regularly diat one drifts into the illusion that

this case of a single Athenian gendeman, possibly fictitious, was a universal

Greek phenomenon. It is significant that Claude Moss^, La Jin de la dimocratie

athSnienne (Paris 1962), who argues at length (pp. 35-67) that there was a sharp

increase in land speculation in Athens in the fourth century B.C., at the
expense of the peasantry, must ocmoede that this is hypothetical because

Xenophon's text is her only concrete example: "One mus^ agree lluit the case

of the father of Ischomachus, fictidous though it may he, was not exoq;»tional'*

(p. 48).

70. G. Clark and M. Haswell, The Economics ofSubsistence Agriculture (4th ed.,

London 1970) p. 164.

NOTES TO CHAPTER V
(Pages 193-149)

1. The most explicit statement appears briefly in 4.1.5, but the theme
recurs with some frequency; see A. N. Sherwin-White, Racial Prejudice in

In^malBme {CsoBaibndgc 1967) pp. 1-13.

2. R. F. Pahl, in R. J. Ghoriey and P. Haggett, ed., Models in Geography

(London 1967) p. 237; cf. H. J. Gans, "Urbanism and Suburbanism as Ways
of Life : A Re-evaluation of Definitions", in A. M. Rose, ed.. Human Behavior

arul Social Processes (London 1962) pp. 625-48, esp. pp. 643-4. See generally

W. Sombart, Der modeme Kapitalismus, vol. I i (5th ed., Mimich and Leipzig

1922) chap. 9.

3. N. J. G. Pounds, "The Urbanization of the Classical World", Amub pf
tht Amtr. Assn, <if Gngrt^hm 59 (1969) 135-57, ^ attenq>ted to draw a

Copyrlghled material
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"functional" distinction between ancient cities and villages, and he conecdy
strcHHss die contuiuing "agricultural functioa" of the former in the great

majority of cases. However, he is satisfied with an aesthetic-ardhitectural

canon, ignoring the political dimension, and his attempt to estinuite size of

population, primarily from areas and, for classical Greece, from the amount of

tribute paid to Athens, is methodologically indefensible. On the administrative

and archaeological aspects of Greek towns, the most complete and moft
lophisticated work ii Roland Martin, L'Urbausm dans la Grid anewme (Farit

1956) ; cf. R. E. Wycfaerley, How GreeksBuUi CUies (2nd ed., London igGa).

4. M. Weber, "Agrarverhaltnisse im Altertum*', in his GesammdU Aiffsdtze

zur Sozial- und Wirtschqftsgeschuhte (Tttlnngen 1934) pp. i-s88, at p. 13 (cf.

p. 6).

5. It is enough to cite Plato, Republic 37o£r-37iA; Aristotle, Politics

I327a25-3i.

6. See Jones LRE pp. 841-2 and generally chap. 21; Duncan-Jones,

Eunomy, Appendix 1 7. Gt Gatc^ DoagrieuUm 22.3, more than 400 yean earlier,

on the cost oftransporting an olive-press by oxen.

7. The evidence is most fiiUy summarized by A. M. l^uford, "Heavy
Transport in Classical Antiquity", EcHR, 2nd ser., 13 (i960) 1-18.

8. See L. Bonnard, La navigation inUrieure de la Gatde a I'Spoque gallo-romaine

(Paris 1913); cf. A. Grcnier, Manuel d'archiologie gallo-romaine^ vol. II ii (Paris

1934) chaps. 12-13; Y. Bumand, "Un aspect de la gdographie des transports

dans la Narfaonnaise ihodanienne: les nautes de I'Ardftdie et de POuvtee^',

RnmardikkgiqiudiNariHmns*^{i^^ 149-58.

9. See F. G. Moore, "Three Canal Projects, Roman and Byzantine",

American Journal Anfuuology 54 (1950) 97-1 1 1 ; Sherwin-White, PUs^ pp. 621-

625 (who incorrecdy gives the distance as eighteen miles)

.

10. See I. Hodder and M. Hassall, "The Non-Random Spacing ofRomano-
British Walled Towns", Man 6 (1971) 391-407, at p. 404, the only attempt

known to me to examine an ancient region in the light ofmodem central-place

theory, on which see B. J. L. Berry, TTu Goograpkjf ofMadset Centers and Retail

DistrHution (Englewood Cliffi, N.J., 1967); Chorley and Raggett, Models^

chap. 9. The important critique of this theory byJ. E. Vance, Jr., The Merchant's

World: the Geography of Wholesaling (Englewood Clifis, N.J., 1970), seems to me
to be oflitde relevance to the ancient economy, as his few ine3q>ert remarks on
the sulgect betray.

11. B.J.Gamer,inChorleyandHi^[gett, Jlfoictfp. 304.

I a. F. Benoit, "L'usine de meunerie hydraulique de Barbegal (Arles)**^

Revue archiologique, 6th ser., 15 (1940) 18-80. Cf. Libanius' praise {Orations

18.83) emperiorJulian for having restored the lower Rhine as a highway
up which corn from Britain reached the armies.

13. SeeR. Meiggs, Roman Ostia (Oxford i960) chap. 3.

14. Polybius 1.20-2 1 ; see J. H. Thiel, A History ofRoman Sea-Power before the

SmmiPmu Wat (Amsterdam 1954)*
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15. L. Friedlander, Darstellungen aus der Sittengesehiehte Rms, loth ed. by
G. Wissowa (reprint, Aalen 1964) II 50-76.

16. Polybius 31.7.10-12; seej. A. O. Larseiij in Frank, Survey IV 355-6, for a
briefdear stateonent.

17. Aristotle, Politics I29ib24, says only that Chios was an example of a

mercantile city (along with A^faia), but diat tibe dave trade %vas the key leemf

to me to follow from Thucydides* statement (8.40.2) that Chios had the most

numerous slaves in Greece after Sparta and from the curious tradition, going

back at least to the fourth-century B.C. historian Theopompus, a native of the

island, that the Chiots were the first Greeks to buy slaves (Athenaeus 6.264C-

a66F).

18. See E. Lepore, "Strutture ddla rolonii«a»ionc fixea in Occident^',

PanlaMPassalo25 (1970) 1^54.

19. A. W. Gomme, **Traders and Manufacturers in Greece*', in htt EssqjfS

mGntk Uistoiy andLUtnlun (Oxford 1937) pp. 42-66, at p. 45.

20. That the two Pliny texts have led to tedious modem attempts at econo-

mic analysis is irrelevant; see E. H. Warmington, The Commerce between the

Roman Empire and India (Cambridge 1928) pp. 272-318. The account in J. I.

Miller, Th Sfkt Tnub tfAt Roman Empire (Ozfoid 1969) chap. 13, is iheer

fimtasy.

91. Berry, Marictt Cmlm p. 3. It ii alio worth noting that in early modem
timea merchant vessels not infrequently sailed from Kngland carrying little or

no cargo: R. Davis, "Merchant Shipping in the Economy of the Late Sevens

tecnth Century", EcHR, and ser., 9 (1956) 59-73.

32. H. Michell, The Economics of Ancient Greece (2nd ed., Cambridge 1957)

p. 285.

83. hm^tkmu OnupoM 11* iioo; a revbed text and translation wiU be fiyund

in J. H. Oliver, Tim Bidmg Powtr [TnnuaefjMif nfVm Amer, Philosephical Sodttf,

nA, voL 43 (1953) Pt 4] PP* 960-^-

24. In the text I have italidxed the words, "fiom important urban comr
mimitics", to underscore the irrelevance, in the present context, of such a

wine-produdng region as the Roman province of Baetica in southern Spain.

The much disaisKd Italian wine trade of the late Roman Republic and the

Empire is also largelyirrdevant here. Most Italian wineswereshipped toRomi^
a fabulous fffmsumfr ofwine, to other Italian cities and to Roman armies in the

north, as in Pannonia imtil it began to produce enough on its own. They were

therefore not a foreign export balancing imports in the sense now under con-

sideration. L. Casson, "The Grain Trade of the Hellenistic Worid", Tnm$-

aOkm ^tlm Mm, FhHidotkal Asm, 85 (1954) 168-67, a useful collection of

data, is so obsessed with balance of trade that he leaves the patendy false im-

pression that wine experts, assisted by such miscellaneous products as honey,

fuller's earth and cheese, could be seriously, if not wholly, balanced against a

grain trade which, on his own assessment, at one time "employed an or^pmized

fleet diat . . . did notseeapeer until die days ofsteam".

Copy righted material
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25. I have examined this aspect of the passage, with its stress on quality

rather flian on quantity of production, in 'Technical Ihnovatioa*' and in

"Ariftotieand Rconomic Analysis**, Paa Fnsmt, no. 47 (1970) 3-^5.

26. It is astonishing that Pounds, "Urbanization*' p. 144, misreads the

passage in the Cyropaedia to say that larger cities had "functions clearly related

... to needs felt far beyond their own territorial limits". That is not in the

text and is incomprehensible in the context. The quotation from Aelius Aristides

(To Rome 61) which Pounds then introduces has nothing to do with the subject.

27. Inscriptiones Graecae XII Supp., no. 347.

28. The evidence for sheep-raising in the region is collected by G. £. F.

Cihilver, CUsdpme Gaul (Oxford 1941) pp. 163-7; *^ Brun^ Mmpawtr
pp. 181-8.

89. The full quotaticm is given in chap, i at note 14.

30. It would be a great waste of effort to go through die list ofancient cities

elevated by one or another modern historian to the rank of intemadonal

industrial centre, but Capua perhaps deserves to be singled out because it has

become something of a favourite. The most important city in Campania from

early times, it naturally served as a main, but not the only, centre ofproduction

for equipment required by the landowners of the rcfpoa (Cato, Dt ogriadkBra

135) . It also produced fine bronzes for export, notaUy to the northern firontiers,

archaeologically attested in substantial but not spectacular numbers, requiring

no larger scale of operations than other examples of modem overstatement I

mentioned at the end of chap. i. But still more is claimed. "That much of the

ordinary Roman bronze-ware was made in Capua cannot seriously be ques-

tioned*': M. W. Frederiksen, "Republican Capua: A Social and Ficonoinic

Study", PBSR 27 (1959) 80-130, at p. 109. That is incredible—Rome had itM

own bronze industry—and nothing in Frederiksen's long account offers any
plausible evidence in support.

31. Martin, Urbanisme p. 34.

32. Weber, "Agrarverhaltnisse" p. 257; cf. his Wirtschafisgeschichte, ed. S.

Hellman and M. Palyi (Munich and Leipzig 1923) passim (via the detailed

table ofoontenti), an Eng^Ush translation ofwhich, by F. H. Knight, is avaiUble

under the tide, GeimalEeonomieHistmy (CollierBooks ed.. NewYcA 1961).

33. G. KfidcwitE, DU Kartd^mAthn der J^^b^ . . . [Sodetas Sdentiarum
Fennica, CotmnaOatunus Hunumman littenarum VIII 3 (1936)] chap. 5, is

fundamental.

34. Berry, Market Centers p. 93. On periodic markets in different regions of
the Roman empire, see R. MacMullen, "Market-days in the Roman Empire",

Pho€mx24 (1970) 333-41'

35. G. W. Fooc, Hislorjf m Geographic Perspective (New York 1971), has some
suggestive conunents on this point, especially in diap. 3.

36. Eaaunfdes are givenby Bogaert^.Baii9iMr pp. 336, 368-70.

37. See my '*Land, Deb^ and the Man of Property in dasriml Attien^'^
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Political Science Quarterly 68 (1953) 249-68; cf. Bogaert, Banques pp. 352-5;
Roug^, Commerce, pt. Ill, chaps. 2 and 7.

38. B. J. Fogel and S. L. Engerman, ed., The Reinterpretation of American

Ecmmm History (New York 1971) p. 441.

39. Bogaert, Banques pp. 356-7. The two examples arc Denootthe&es 40.52

and Lynas, frag. 38. i, the latter certamly suspect

40. Ibii, p. 355; Bogaert, "Banquiers, courtiers et prto maritiines k Atfiinet

ct k Alexandrie", Chronique d*£gypte 40 (1965) 140-56. It is significant that there

is only one mutilated papyrus dealing with a maritime loan, and very little

direct Roman evidence: Roug6, Commerce, pt. Ill, chap. 2.

41. This is the implication in the material examined by Rougd, ibid. I say

"apparendy" because Rough's method is impressionistic, not quantitative.

42. Cicero, Letters to Atticus 7.18.4; 9.9.4; 10.11.2; 10. 14. i, all from the first

halfof49 B.C., the Caesarian crisis mentioned inunediatdy bdow in my text;

Dio Gassius 51.81.5 (ct Suetonius, ilasgicslitf 41.1-2).

43. C. Nicolet, "Les variations des prix et la 'th^orie quantitative de la

monnaie' k Rome, de Cic^ron k Pline I'Ancien", Annales 26 (197 1) 1203-27, at

p. 1225. The phrase in inverted commas in the title and much of the earlier

part of the discussion tend to make too much "theory" ofrudimentary conunon
sense, as Nicolet in effect concedes in the sentence I have quoted; cf. the

comments ofM. H. Crawford that follow immediately in the Annales (pp. 1228-

1233) under the title, "Le probl^me des liquidit^s dans I'antiquit^ classique".

An interesting, easily overlooked discussion of the impact of coin shortages is

that ofJ. M. Kelly, Roman Litigation (Oxford 1966) chap. 3.

44. SylL 364. The text, an ItaUan translation and a brief commentary, with

full InUiography, will be found in D. Asheri, "Leggi greche sul proUema dei

debiti", SUuKdeissidtorieiUaU 18 (1969) 5~i82» atpp. 42-47 andAppendix II.

45. The fullest account is that ofFrederiksen, "Caesar**.

46. A proper analysis of this crisis remains to be made. Heitland, Agticula

pp. 287-9 1 , is as fanciful as it is needlessly complicated.

47. M. H. Crawford, "Money and Exchange in the Roman World", JRS
60 (1970) 40-48, at p. 46.

48. See the summary in the opening pages ofchap. 7 of Crook, Law.

49. See Roug^, Commerce pp. 420-1 (the word "fixity" is his, p. 491).

C!haracteristically, Roug6 says tibere were many "i^ient** networks, an adjective

that he justifies only by one or two examples. The tone of Pseudo-Demosthenes

56 in describing the agents posted in Rhodes by Cleomenes, Alexander's

governor in Egypt, implies a novel practice, and that is one reason for my
saying "since the end ofthe fourth century B.C."

50. That is demonstrated, in my view, by the special pleading with which
Roug6, ibid. pp. 423-34, tries to argue the contrary. He overlooks die signifi-

cance ofthe fkct that his one plausible example consists ofmerdiants engaged in
a governmental operation, the imperial aiMoiM.
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51. I follow closely the argument ofmy "Technical Innovation",

52. See O. Davies, Roman Alines in Europe (Oxford 1935) p. 24.

53. The references are Pliny, Natural History 36.195; Petronius, Satyricon 51;
Die Cassius 57.2 1.7.

NOTES TO CHAPTER VI
(Pages 150-176)

1. N. Lewis, "LeUoyrpa and Related Terms**, Gndt, Roman and Bjfzantim

Studies s (i960) 175-84; 6 (1965) 226-30.

2. J. K. Davies, "Demosthenes on Liturgies: A Note**, JtrnnaL qfHtUtmc
Studies S-j (1967) 33-40.

3. See A. H. M. Jones, "The Caste System in the Later Roman Empire",

Eirene 8 (1970) 79-96; S. Dill, Roman Society in the Last Century of the Western

Empire (2nd ed., Lcmdon 192 1) pp. 248-70.

4. E.g.J . Vogt, TheDedmeofRem, transtJ. Sondheimer (London andNew
York 1967) pp. 27-28.

5. SeeJones,£/{£pp.827^.

6. The most detailed analysis (for the African provinces and Italy) will be
found in Duncan-Jones, Economy chaps. 3—4.

7. See T. Pckar\\ Untersuchungen zu den rbmischen Reichsstrassen (Bonn 1968)

chap. 3, \\ ith important corrections and qualifications, chiefly for the Republican

period, by T. P. Wiseman, "Roman Republican Road-Building, " PBSR 38

(1970) 122-52, at pp. 140-52.

8. See P. Gamsey, "Aspects ci the Decline of the Urban Aristocracy in the

Empire**, forthcoming in one of the vdumes c£ the Fests^rift tor Joseph
Vogt.

9. Quoted from Lukacs ; see chap. 2 at note 34.

10. S. Lauffer, "Das Wirtschaftsleben im romischen Reich", in Jenseits von

Resignation und Illusion, ed. H. J. Heydom and K. Ringshaiisen (Frankfurt

1970PP- 135-53, at p. 137.

11. This was proved long ago by J. J. Hatzfeld, Les trafiquanis iUUiens dans

I*Orient hdltmsHque (Paris 1919). A. J. N. V^bon, EmigntieH from Italy m tki

Republican Age qfRome (Manchester and New York 1966), devotes two chapters-

(7-8) to an imsuccessful attempt to refute Hatzfeld's conclusions. His argument,

largely hypothetical, rests on a false conception of the Roman economy and
vahie-system, taken over finom Rostovtzeff: ''Roman citizens were probaUy the

better placed, so far as capital was concerned, for overseas trade** (p. 88). His
further attempt to re-assign individuals to "nationalities" from their names,

which is all we can go by, is largely special pleading, with another certainly

false central hypothesis: "It is most unlikely that the pioneer, or pioneering

group, to whom each family [trading in the east] must go back, was not free'*
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(p. 107). Yet even he agrees (p. 102) that in the action of the Roman govern-

ment establishing Delos as a free port, no special privileges were given to

Italians C'Romam").

12. Strabo 14.5.2 came as dose as he dared to a frank statement of the

position; cf. Cicero, De in^terio Pon^eU 32-33, 54; Plutarch, Pompef S5.1.

13. Justin 9.1-2, repeated by Orosius 3.13.1-4, probably based on the con-

temporary historian Theopompus; see A. Momigliano, "Delia spedizione

scitica di Filippo . . .**, Athenaeum, n.s. 1 1 (1933) 336-59.

14. Tenney Frank, An Economic History of Rome (2nd ed., London 1927)

pp. 1 14-18, saw this clearly, though, characteristically, he proceeded to

criddze the Romans for being "blinded to the economic point of vieMr** (p.

15. E. J. Bickerman, reviewing the first edition (which has never been
corrected on this point) of H. Bengtson, Griechische Gesekichte, in American

Journal of Philology 74 (1953) 96. Cf. Ed. Will, Le numde gnc et I*Orient, vol. i

(Paris 1972) pp. 201-1 1.

16. Koug6. Commerce pp. 4.6^-6.

1 7. Ibid. pp. 443-9. The fullest account is S. J. De Laet, Portoriumf published

by die University ofGhent (Brugge 1 949)

.

18. A. H. M. Jones, in the ProeenKngs ofthe Third Intematioiial Conference

of Economic History, Munich 1965, voL 3, The Ancient Entires and ihe Eeonomjf

(Paris and The Hague 1969) p. 97.

19. The fundamental study of the annona is still D. van Berchem, "L'annone

militaire dans Tempire romain au Hie siecle", Mimoires de la Sociitd nationale

des antiquaires de France, 8th ser., i o ( 1 937) 11 7-202.

20. On the progressive withdrawal of the army from the private economy,

see R. MacMullen, Soldier and CioUim in the Later Reman Empire (Cambridge,

Mass., 1963) chap. 2; Erik Gren, Kleinasien und der Ostbalkan in der wirtschaftlichen

Entwicklung der romischen Kaiserzeit [Uppsala Universitets Arsskrift (1941) no. 9]

chap. 4. Nor should the use of soldiers on roads, bridges and canals be over-

looked.

21. See Sahdoli, Capitalisme pp. 1 18-35.

22. On die Roman-Carthaginian treaties, see F. W. Walbank, A Historical

Commenta^ m PdjUus, voL i (1957) pp. 337^56, and my Aspects qf Antiquity

(Penguin ed., 1972) diap. 9.

23. What follows is based largely on P. Gauthier, Symbola, Les ttrangers et la

justice dans les citis grecques [Annales de I'Est, no. 42 ( 1 972)]

.

24. In the Politics (i28oa38) Aristotle calls them "agreements about im-

ports". On these passages, see Gauthier, Symbola pp. 90-93.

25. The chief evidence comes from Demosthenes' 20th oration {Against

Leptines) and an inscription, SyU, 206 (Tod, GHI II 167).

26. See Gauthier, Symbola pp. 149-55, 198-201 ; L. Gemet, **Sur les actions

commerdales en droit ath6nien'*, Reoue des itudes grecques 51 (1938) 1-44, re-
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printed in his Droit et soaiU dans la Grice anciemu (reprint, Paris 1964) pp. 1 73-

200.

27. The evidence presented by Gauthier, Sjmtbola, seems to me to impose

liiis ooodurioa, tfioug^ he himselfmakes it in a whisper (p. 204 note 20)

.

28. Note, however, the comment fayY. Gailan, '*Les eidaves grecs en tempt

de guerre", in AeUs dm Cottoque d'kutoin sodale, Unhr. ofBesan^on 1970 (Fkni

1972) pp. S9-62, at p. 49, on the proposal in the Poroi (6.41-42), apparendy

unique among Greek writers, tliat the state-owned slaves be mrollfd in the

infantry.

29. On the definition of metic and on the metoikion, Gauthier, Symbola chap.

3, replaces all previous accounts.

30. I am unaware ofany systematic study of this documentadon.

3 1 . Ps.-Demosthenes 59.27 is decisive, at least for Athens.

32. The evidence is assembled by F. M. Heichelheim, "Monopole", in

Paulys Real-Enzyklopddie der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft 16 (1933) 147-99*

33. On coin supply see C. G. Starr, Athenian Coinage 480-^4^ B.C. (Oxford

1970), esp. pp. 64-70; Bogaert, Banques pp. 328-9; Frederikaen, "CaeMtf" pp.

139-3; M. Chrawford, "Money and Exchange in the Roman World", JRS 60

(1970) 40-48, at pp. 46-47, again briefly, "La probl^e des liquidity dant

I'antiquit^ classique", Annales 26 (197 1) 1228-33, at pp. 1 231-2.

34. J. M. Keynes, il Treatise on Money (2 vols., London 1930) I la.

35. See the elaborate calculations of R. Bogaert, "Le cours du stature de

Cyzique au Ve et IVe siecles avant J.-C.", L'Antiquiti classique 32 (1963) 85-

1 19, with discussion in 34 (1965) 199-213, and by S. K. Eddy, in Museum Notes

16 (1970) 13-aa.

36. It is suflSdent to note the padiedcally few instances that ooold be
mustered by T. Reinach, **L*anarchie mon^taire et ses remMes chez les anciens

Grecs*', Mimoires de I'Acad, des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres 38 (191 1) 351-64. The
joint coinages of regional leagues are no exception; as Reinach says (p. 353),

this not very important, purely political phenomenon merely enlarged the

territorial base ofdie "aiuurdiy" slighdy.

37. See the tables in Bogaert, "Cours du stature" pp. 105 and 1 14.

38. Xenophon's boast {Poroi 3.2) about the preference for Athenian coins

receives surprising confirmation from Egypt. Eariy in the fiaurth century, die

non-coining Egyptians required a steady supply of coins with which to pay
Greek mercenaries and they met their need by minting Athenian coins: J. W.
Curtis, "Coinage of Pharaonic Egypt", Journal ofEgyptian Archaeology 43 (1957)

71-76. But there is much we do not understand on this topic and ought to

investigate. A recently discovered Athenian inscription, to be published by
R. S. Stroud in Htsptria, announces at great length measures taken by die

Athenian state to penalize traders refusing to accept "owls" offered in pay-

ment for goods in the Athenian markets. The text gives no reason why this

astonishing regulation was necessary, and I am unable to offer even a guess.
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39. Syll. 218; seeJ. Hasebroek, in Philologische Wochenschr\fi^ (1926) 368-72.

40. See Starr, Athenian Coinage chap, 4; Finley, in Proceedings . . Aix pp. 22-25.

The most exhaustive account of the evidence and the modern discussion is £.

Endeben, "Das Miinzgesetz des delisch-AttiKfaen Sedbundes*', Anhb fir
Papymstforschwng 19 (igSg) 91-139; 20 (1970) 66-132; 21 (1971) 145-6S, but I

do not find his arguments for a late date, in the seoood half of the 420s, con-

vincing, much less his offhand conclusion that the decree was part of '*Cleoa'f

disastrous policy . . . lacking all reasonable proportion".

41. Sec L. Gemet, "L'approvisionnement d'Athtoes en bl6 au Ve et au IVe
{Bibliothtque de la FaadU des Lettres, Univ. d§

Paris 35 (1909)] chap. 4.

48. See H. Bolkcatein, WoUUUi^ md Ama^kgtm vcnkrisOkhm Alkrtm
(Utrecht 1939) pp. 851-57, 364^8.

43. Ps.-Demosthenes 34.37-39 givei an idea ofthentuation inAdiem dieo.

44. Tod,G^/ U196.

45. There was then a formal purge of the citizen roster, following charges

that many ineligible residents took a share of the Pharaonic gift (Plutarch,

Pericles 37). For other gifts of grain to Athens see Bolkestein, Wohltatigkeit pp.
860-3; on the prindide ofsharing out community goods, ibid. pp. 269-73, and
K. Latte, "Kollektivbesitz und Staataschatz im Griechenlaad'*, Nadvitklm d,

Akad. d. Wissenschqflen in Gottingen, Phil.-hist. Kl, (1946/47) 64-75, rqprintedinhia

KUine Schriften (Mimich 1968) pp. 294-312.

46. See D. van Berchem, Lts distributiotts de bU et d'argent a lapUbs romaine sous

I'Empire (Geneva 1939).

47. Concern for grain producdon in the interest of the Roman consumer is

obviously reflected in Domitian's edict ofA.D. 93 prohibiting the cxtenskm of

vineyards in Italy and ordering destruction of half the vineyards in the pro-

vinces. That is stated explicitly by the contemporary (or near contemporary)

sources, Statius, Silvae 4.3.1 i-i 2, and Suetonius, Domitian 7.2, the former add-

ing a sumptuary note. Modem historians who persist in citing this edict as a
measure drsignfd to protect Italian wine production against provincial gob»-

pedtion ignore logic and the exfdidt asiertioitt of the andent authorities, and
fail to not^hat the measure was anyway an isolated one, worse still, that it was
rescinded by Domitian himself (Suetonius 7.2; 14.5). The attempt by
Rostovtzeff, RE p. 202, to argue otherwise is desperate: he fails to mention the

two statementi ofSuetonius on the abrogation ofthe edict.

48. See Liebeschuetz, AntioA pp. 136-33.

49. Herodotus 4.J53, read in conjunction with an inscripdon, SuppUmtniMm

Epigraphicum Graecum IX 3, on the early Greek colonization of Gyrene, leaves

no doubt about the element of compulsion
;
nor, for Rome's so-called "Latin

colonies", at least, does Cicero, Orationfor Aldus Caecina 98.

50. For the Greek evidence, see Pritchett, Military Practices chaps. 1-2.

51. The Athenian evidence is summarized by R. S. Stroud, "Theozoddes

and the Athenian Orphans", Hesperia 40 (1971) 280-301, at pp. 28&-90. The
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new inscription published by Stroud gives the text ofa decree, probably in 402,

providing for maintftnancft on the same basis as war orphans of the sons of a
mail number ofmen killed in the fighting that overthrew the Thirty Tyrants

and restored democracy. The decree e^qdidtly restricts even this benefit to the

Intimate sons of citizens.

52. A. H. M.Jones, Athenian Democracy (Oxford 1957) pp. 5-10, conflates the

two questions of the fifth-century introduction of the costly democratic

machinery and ofits survival in the fourth century.

53. See briefly Claude Mo8s6, La Jin dt la dimocnlU oAhdemif (Paris 1962)

pp. 303-13*

54. Lax8en,inFrank,5'ioiiig>IV34i.
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201^40
Ahenobarbus, L. Domitius, 70, 10 l,

I II, L2J

Alexandria, 3°^ ai, 27i Qls 13°, 1481

alimenta, 40, 104
amona, 159, 208/150

Antioch, 30, 3.'^-4, 40> 79. 94. 97. 127.

' 3 1 1 171. 198/13. 202/148

Apuleius, wealth of, 37, 41

Archimedes, 146, 147, 167
architecture, as occupation, 42, 50,

75, 80, 145-6
aristocracy, local, in Roman Empire,

59, 77, 88, 104, L53i L58, I92n28,

198/13 ;
Roman, 4&-7. 5)2-7.

129-30, 153. 156, 188/156

Aristonicus, 195/160

Aristophanes, 4J, 107, 144^, 173
Aristode, 54, 152, 162 ; on Athens,

67, iTL 169-70. 1 72-3; on
economics, 2i, 122. 125, 136, 146,

1 79/t2 ; on freedom and slavery,

40-1.65. 76.81-2. 156-7
Aristotle, pseudo-, Oikonomikos of,

20-1, L22

Aries, 59, 128, 144
army, 75, 79i 87, 88, 108, 132/1. 163,

1 74-5

;

manpower, 30, 80, 101, 103,

148-9, 151, 172, 1 76 ; mercenary,

55 ;
officers, 43, 55-6. 84-5

;

supplies for, 74, 90-1. 93, 107,

127-8. 140. 153, L54j i59i 160, 165,

197/187, 205/112, 2o6n24, 208/150

;

unfree men in, 64, 83, 84n, loi,

21 in28. See also booty ; veterans

Arretium (Arezzo), 34» 32, 59* 74i 82,

137
Asia Minor, 32, 100. 127, 194^159,

200/128 ; labour in, 71, 190/11 7,

194^57. 195^60
associations, 59, 81, 138, 153, 192/133,

» 94^57
Athens, 30, 37. 74. 77^ 97* lOO,

108, 145, 150-2, 175, 212/151

;

coinage of, 167-9, 2J IW38 ; empire
of, 126, 157, 168-9, food

supply of, 60, 129, 133, 160, 162 ,

169-70 ; orders in, 48-9, 51 ; silver

mines of, 72-3, 133-4. I35 ; trade

of, 33. »3i-5. 137. 162-4. 169
Atticus, 52

3\
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Augustus, 35, 55, 80, i20-i, 139, 148
Ausonius, estate of, 104

Bacaudae, 8q, 92, i95n6o
banking, 52, 62, 1 16,

1

18-19, 141-2,
i88n56. See also moneylending

benefactions, see charity

Berry, B.J. L., 34 + n^^
Bickerman, E. J., 158 + ni5
Bithynia, 1 18, 127, 139
bookkeeping, i lo-i i, 1 16-17, Li?
booty, 30, 55-6. 136. I57> I70. 175
bottomry, see moneylending, maritime
'bread and circuses', 75, 81^ 158,

i93"34
Britain, 59, 9r, 102, 127, 152* i97«87,

2O5WIIO, L2

Brutus, 52, 54, i88n55
Buckland, W. W., 63
bureaucracy, 28-9, 90, 140, 181^27
business practice, 57-8, i lo-i ij

1 16-17, 141-5- See also

management
; pectdium

Caesar, Julius, In Gaul, 72, 85, ia6,

157; measures by, 80-1. 105, 139,

143, i87n47
; personal affairs of,

53-4, i87n50
Campania, 131, 207n3o
canab, 127, 159
capital, -ism, 23, 26, 49-50, 58, 1 10,

116, 120, 140, 144-5. 147-8. 158.

203^56, 204^65, 209ni

I

Capua, 207^30
Caracalla, 39, 51

Carthage, 30, 71, 87-8, 91, 97, 130,

161, i9ini8 ; wars of, with Rome,
56, 129, 158

caste, 185020
Catiline, 51
Cato, 59, 76, 107, 109-1 L, 122,

i86n42, 207030
census, 26^] Roman, 47, 97, loi,

l8ofZ21

central-place theory, 34, 205010
Cephalus, 48, 72, 137
charity, public, 34, 38-40, 53.

100, 152-4, 159-60, 164. 1 70-1

«

See also state, and social welfare

China, 27, 28, 34, 181036
Chios, 131, 136, 206017

Christianity, and poverty, 37, 38, 85,
101-2 ; and slavery, 85, 88-9

Cicero, 143, 157, 187047 ; on
employments {De qfficiis), 41-4,
So-^^ 65, 68, 72, 73, 76, 130, 136,
1 86042 ; personal affairs of, 53-4,

55, 57, 1 12, 142, 187050, 188056
Cimon, 1 1

1

cities, 47, 123-41 ; attitudes to, 96,

107, 1 23-4 ; definition of, 1 23-4

;

economy of, 22, 23, 58-60, 76-9,
81, 93-4, 124-41, ifii ; Hellenistic,

70, 96, 123, 164; medieval, 137-8,
140- 1 ; size of, 30, 97, 124, i39-40»

See also house property
citizenship, 59-60, 67-8, 80 ; Greek,

48, 63, 145. 1 70-1. 172-3.
2 1 20045, 51 ; honorary, 162 ; and
land ownership, 48, 50, 51, 80-1,

95-7. 142. 156, 1 63; Roman, 40,

47.51.63.87-8, 103. 145. 154. 158.

171. See also freedmen ; metics
civil service, see bureaucracy

;

government
class, 44, 48-50. 77 ;

struggles, 64, 67,
68, 80, 8a-3. 89, 92. 108,

1950060, 62
Cleon, 168, 212040
clientage, 39, 66, 108, 1 1

1

climate, 31-2
clothing, trade in, 33, 135, 136-7
coinage, 56, 107, 136, 143, 166-9,

194059. See also mint
collegia, see associations

colonization, Greek, 108, 155, 171-a,

1 75 ; Roman, see veterans

colonus, see tenant farmers, tied

Columella, 86, 115, 117, 19807
commerce, see trade

Commodus, 87-8, 89
Constantinople, 30, 40, 99, 171
consumption, 1 35, 139, 140, 160,

206024 ; conspicuous, 44-5. 50» 53>
56, 90, 94? 103, 120, 130, L38.
200025 ; restrictions on, 1 19-20,

132, 139, 212047
Corinth, loi, 134, 136, 137, 160. 170
corn, see grain

craftsmen, 42, 540, 65, 73, 74, 82,

93-4. 116, 135. 136-91 140,

192«33
Crassus, 53, 54, i2i

Copyrighted malarial
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credit, 53, 141-4, l66- See also debt

;

moneylending
Crook, J. A., 57 + n6Q
curiales, see aristocracy, local

Gyrene, 30, 33, Lib LS^. 170. 2i2W4Q
Cyzicus, 167, 168

Davenant, C, 25
debt, 143 ;

bondage for, 40, 46, 66, 67,

69-70, 1 9 1 ni 7 ; cancellation of, 80,

143, 173J law of, 40, 108, 187/147.

See also moneylending
D616age, A., 32
Delos, 1 14-15, 130, 155, i74>2io»ii
democracy, see under government
Demosthenes, inheritance of, 74, 1 16,

167
Diocletian, 32, 92, 126, 148, ifio

Dionysus, 82
Domitian, 100, loi, 2i2n47
Dumont, L., 43-4 + ni8, i85n20

economy, -ics, absence ofancient

analysis of, 20-2, 25-6, i lo-i i,

115, 132, 143» L55i 164-5; ancient,

models and choices in, 26-7, 33-4,

41-61, 75-7, 1 10-18, 144-5.

155-6, 158-19; meaning of, 17-27;
ofscale, 1 1 1^15, 202/15

1

Egypt, Pharaonic, 27, 29, 166, 170,

21 IW38; Ptolemaic, 98-9, 107, 142,

148, 154, 181/127, 198/16, 208/149

;

Roman, 31, 33^ 7L, 97, 99i loi,

102, 102, L54i L59i 19816
emperors, Roman, economic and

social policy of, 43, 75, 77, 87-8,

92, 120, 159-61. 171, 174-5;
patronage by, 56, 88 ; wealth of,

35, 87-8, 89, 102, ii20

empire, 95-6. 130, 132, I39. UO.
1 56-9, 1 iu See also under h\hcD&\
Rome

engineering, see technologfy

Ephesus, 143, 146, 188/156, 194^57
equiUs, 46, 49-50. 52, 55j 56, 58, 60,

Th L53
exports, 1 11, 129, 132-9, 160, 164,

i68j invisible, 132, IM? 139.

faeneratores, see moneylending
famUy, 17-19, 40, 43, 47, 56, 66,

100-1, 108, 1 15, 1 19, 1 79/12.

See also under peasants

famine, 33-4.^ 127, 169-70, 175
Fogel, R., 24-5, 84+569
food supply, i33j 139i iTiifor

armies, 91, 93, 107, L53, L54i L59j
160, i97"37, 205112, 2o8n5o;
state and, 40, 60, 128-9, 156, 159,
162, 164, 169-71

Frank, T., 58 4- /166, I92n33, 210/114

Frederiksen, M. W., 52 + /^3,
207/130

freedmen, 50-1, 57. 58, 59» 60, 63, 64,

72, 76-8, 104. 144. I92n33. 199123;
imperial, 18, 62, 73, 78. See also

Trimalchio
freedom, concept of, 28, 40-1, 64-9,

76 , 96. 154-5
Frontinus, 75, L12

fundus, I L2, 202/148

Fustel de Coulanges, N. D., 69-70,

197191

Gaul, 89,92, 128, 148, 191/118;

Caesar in, 72, 85, 126, 157

;

landholdings in, 86, 92, 104, 112;

rivers of, 32, 59, 127, 205/112

;

trade and industry of, 33, 58-9, 74,

82, 137, 192/130

Georgescu-Roegen, N., 26-7 + /134,

180/124, 200/134

Germans, 59, 84-5, 86, 90, 148
Gibbon, E., 30, 87, 148
gladiators, 39, 130, 192/133

gold, 132, 167, ifift. See also coinage

Gonrnie, A. W., 132-4, 136
Goths, see Cxermans
government, democratic, 37, 47-8, 87,

152 ; monarchic, 39, 56, 86-7. 123.

152-4. 165-6 ; officials, 45, 56, 75,

78, 153-4 ;
pay and private

enrichment from, 53-6, 93, 108.

1 57-8, 1 72-4. See also bureaucracy

;

empire
;
emperors ; state

Gracchi, 40, 80, 101, 121

grain, public distribution of, 40,

1 70-1 ; trade in, 33-4, 58^ 59, 60,

126, 128-9, 162, 206n24. See also

agriculture ; food supply

Graufesenque, La, 137, 192/130

guilds, medieval, 137-8. See also

associations

harbours, 59. 73> 77» »a7> '29-30, 134,
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harbours

—

continued

i59-6o> 163J taxes in, 4^ i^o-i,

155. L59-§Oi 162. 164, 165, 175
Hasebroek, J., 26
Heitland, W. E., 96
helots, 63-4, 65^ 66, 68, 69, 70,

iSgns, 2o6ni7
Hephaestus, 82, 194/159

Herodes Atticus, 58, loo-i, 112, 121

Hesiod, 39, 82, 106
Hicks, John, 26
hierarchy, social, 43-4, 87. ^ee also

class ; orders ; status

Hill, H., 49
hoarding, 1 15-16, 118, 121, 127, 141,

142, i6<S, 174
Homeric poems, 29n, 35, 36, 52, 66,

125-6
honestiores, 87, 140, 154
Horace, 63, 114, 202n52
household, see family ; oikonomia

;

paterfamilias ;
peasants; slaves,

domestic ; and under manufacture
house property, 53, 54, 56, loi, 103,

121, 142, 163
Hume, David, 21-2, 137
humiliores, 87-8, 91, 140, 154
Hutcheson, F., 17-18, 20

imports, 42, 60, 131-3. 139. 160, 164,

1 68. See also food supply ;
slaves,

supply of
India, 27, 33,34, 44. 132
industry, see manufacture
insurance, 23, 142
interest, 23, 5:^-4, 92, 1 16, 1 18, 142-3,

155. i87n50
investment, 23, 26, 6o-i, 1 16-18,

120-2, 158, 203n56, 205n65.

See also capital

irrigation, 31J 109, 120, 148
Italy, land and agricvdture in, 32, 40,

80, 91, 96, 101-4, I II, 112, 1 13,

120. 126, 1 76n, 2o6n24, 2 1 2n47

;

rivers of, 32, 129, 130 ; Rome and,

40, 47,81-2, 95, 119-20, 154. i6l;
slaves and freedmen in, 68, 77, 79,

80. 102

John Chrysostom, 92
Jones, A. H. M., 59, iGo + ai8

Jones, Richard, 26
Judaea, 9on, i gon 1 7
Julian, 33-4, 42? 9h 2oyii2

Keynes,J. M., 166 + n34

labour, 40-2. 49, 65, 79-82. 103. ii3.

158, I92n28, 194^57; compulsory,

65-71,91. 93, 123. L53. i95«6o;
division of, 34, 1 35 ;

wage, 4 1 , 42,
65-9. 73-6. 79-80, 93, 107-8,

ISon 1 9, 192^130. See also craftsmen

;

debt, bondage for ; helots

;

pe£isants ; slaves ; tenant farmers

;

071^ under mines
land, 24, 95-122 ; attitudes to, 42,

52r3> 58? 78, 9^7,. 1 16, 117, 120-2,

156 ; and citizenship, 48, 50, 51,
80-1.95-7. 142, 156. 163;
confiscation of, 55, 56, 90, loo-i,

102, 1 19, i2Q ; exploitation of,

by family, see p>easants
;
by

slaves, see under agriculture
; by

tenants, q.v.
;
grants of, 35, 80-1,

85, loi, 102, 105, 120, 158, 172;
holdings of, large, 36, Q8-103,
108-16, 121-2, 128, 158, 192n28;
mediimi, 103-4, 1 14-15, 202052

;

by Roman emf>erors, 87-8^ 85, 102 ,

1 14, 1 15, 120; small, see peasants

;

and liquidity, 48, 53, 56, 143, 166;
management of, 44-5, 75-6, 78,

108-17, 121, i93«45;sale of, 100 ,

113, UAi 1 18-21 , 142-3. 204w6q;
taxes on, 32, 81, 90-1, 95-6, 99,
103, 105, 126, L53, 165, 121,

1 75-6 ;
tenure, 29, 32-3. 70

latifundia, 83, 103, 1 14, 202051.
See also land, holdings of

Lauffer, S., 155 4- mo
law, international, 161^ ; as

occupation, 44, 57, 78. See also

under debt ; slaves

Lezoux, 82, 137
Libanius, 79, 94, 196073
liquidity, 48, 53, 56, 143, 166
liturgies, 150-4, 165, 175, 176
loans, see moneylending
Lucian, 76
Lukics, G., 50, 155 + ng
Lyons, 59
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management, estate, 44-5, 75-6, 78,

10&-17, 121, I93«45 {see also

oikonomia) ; slaves in, 44, 58, 64, 73,

75-7> 78. 94» 1 12, 202n52
manufactiire, 22j 23, 28-9, 48, 50,

58-60, 73-4. 8h 93-4> 1 16, 123,

130-1. 134-40. L41 ;
brick, 58;

household, 34, 73, 93, 138, 161

;

pottery, 33^ 34> 49i 5?^ 5& 74* 82^

134. 137 ; slaves in, 64-5, 72^ 73? 74?

8a. 93. 116, 137; and the state, 137.

147-8, 164-6. See also craftsmen

;

public works
manumission, see freedmen ; and under

slaves

marble, 127, 133
Marcus Aurelius, 72, 90
market, 22, 26, 33-4, 44, 48, 107, iii,

127. 128. 138, 158-60, 163, 175;
labour, 23, 70, i8oni9

;
money, 23

;

property, 1 18=21 ; urban, 20, 107,

115. 132. 135-6, 138, ifiL

See also trade

Marseilles, 131, 171

Marshall, A., 21, 23
Marxism, 49-50, i82n39
massa, 112

medicine, as occupation, 42, 57
Mediterranean, 30-2, 128. 130
Melania, 85, 101-2

merchants, 33, 42, 48, 57-60, 144-5.

155-6, 160-4, 169. See also

associations
;
shopkeepers ; trade

metals, 30, 34, 131, 133, L39,

See also coinage ;
gold ; mines ; silver

metics, 48, 60, 78, 79-80, 134. 144.

145. 162-4. I9in25

mines, 83^ 147, 196^68 ; labour in, 62,

66, 72-3.83. I9iwt24,27
mint, 74, 166, 169
monarchy, see under government
money, 141, 1 74 ;

-changers, 167, 168,

169; hoarding of, 1 15-16, 118, 141,

142, 166, 1 74. See also banking

;

coinage ; liquidity

moneylending, 41, 53-7, 115-19.

141-3. 144-5. 158. 187^50;
maritime, 23^ 1 16, 141 ;

political,

53-5, 52. L42 ; and status, 48,

49-50, 52, 73, 78. See also interest

monopoly, 34, 59, 165-6

Montmaurin, 112

moralists, ancient, 36-7, 38, 41-3, 60,

88, 1 32, 1 36. 5e« also Aristotle

;

Cicero ; Plato
mortgage, itt, 14a, 143
Moss^, CI., 204^69
Mun, Thomas, 23^ 42n, 165

Naples, 103, 130
navicidarii, 144, 153
navy, 73^. 80. 108. 129. 136. 150,

151, 160, 172, 173 ; slaves in, 70
Near East, ancient, 27-9, 31, 70-1,

166, i82«39

Nero, 56, 62, 148, L59
ruxum, 46, 20
Nicias, 72
Nicolet, CI., r42 + ^43, i85n26
nobility, see aristocracy

obaerati, jo
Oblomov, 78, 109-10
Odysseus, see Homeric poems
oikonomia, -ikos, ij^i, 26, 152
Olbia, 168
olives, 31, Ml, 115, 120, 139. 20on36;

tradein, 30, 132-3
orders, 45, 154, i85fi76 ; in Greece,

47-9, i85n26, i86n28; in Roman
history, 45-7. 49-52, 87

Ostia,59. 77> 129-30
oxen, 105, 1 16, 126

Palladius (Bishop), 85
Palmyra, 59
Parthia, see Persia

pasturage, 31.35. 1 10, ill.

Patavium (Padua), 137
paterfamilias, 15, 109, 1 10

patricians, early Roman, 45-6, 49
patronage, ofarts and letters, 76, 100,

202^52 ; by landlords, 92, loS, 1 13.

See also under emperors
Pausanias, 124, 137-8
peasants, 34, 70, 73, 91-3. 104-B, 127,

128. 138, 172, I96n73, 20on36;
condition of, 87-8, 91-3 , 98. 107-8.
1 19, 138; household of, 1^, 69,
105-6, 1 14, 115; political rights of,

80, 87-8, 95-6, 103, 140; revolts of,

80, 89, 92, id8 ; size ofholding of,

80-1, 98, 105-6, 1 14J tax burden
on, 32-3.81,91-2. 103. 171.

See also tenant farmers

Cooyrighted material
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peculium, 64-5, 76, iSgns
Pcdanius Sccundus, L., 72
Pericles, 37, 44-'S» 51^ 58, 1 1 b 168

Persia, 27, 29, go, 148, 158, i6yn, l68
philanthropia, 38-9
piracy, 72, L5§
Piraeus, 58, 129, 134, 160, 163
Plato, 30, 36, 38, 42, 60, 82, 109, 125
plebeians, early Roman, 45-6
plebs, in city ofRome, 73, 75, I93n34;

and empire, 55, 126, 158, i^i

;

grants ofmoney and food to, 34,

40, 1 70-1 . See also 'bread and
circuses*

Pliny the Elder, 106, 132, 202n5i

Pliny the Younger, in Bithynia, 1 18,

127, 139; personal affairs of, 39, 70,

76, 100, 1 13-15, 1I7» 1 19-ao, 142,

i88n56, 202n5i

Polanyi, Karl, 26
polis^ see under state

Pompeii, 51^ 78, 104, igr, L39
Pompey, 53, m r, 1 1 1

,
i88n56

population , distribution of, 30-1
, 485

131 ;
policy, 40, 106, 171=2 ; size of,

30-1,47, 97. 128. 205n3
pottery, see under manufacture
poverty, 73, 79 ; attitudes to, 36-41,

5i>75» 80, 170-2

prices, 22, 34, 85, 1 i3i

»

^9-21, 126,

142. LZO? i83n52

Pritchctt, W. K., 55 + 557
provinces, see Rome, empire of

Ptolemies, see under Egypt
publicans, see moneylending ;

public

works ;
taxes, collection of

public finance, see taxes ; and under

state

public works, 49, 74-5, 79-80, 82,

126, 171. LZ3j i92«33

Putcoli, 130, 148

Quesnay, F., 20

rent, see tenant farmers

Rhodes, 130-1, L55, 2o8n49
rivers, 3L» 32, 5a. ^27-8, 129. 130,

137 , 205ni2
roads, 90, 126-8. 154, 209n7

Roll, E., 22, 34
Rome, city of, 30, 33, 74, 77, 124-5.

i29-30» i39-40> 148, 156, 159, 160,

165, 1 70-1, 2o6n24 {see also plebs)

;

conquests by, 28, 55-6, 70-1, 85-6,

95, 102-3. 129-30. 155-6, 157, 161.

170, 176; empire of, 29-30. 32-4,
46-7. 49-50. 53-6, 89-99, 120,

152-4. 157-61, 170-', >73-6,

i83«45 ; (late), 51^ 74, 84-94, i03,

i38n, 148-9, 152-3. 160-1. 176;
and Italy, 40. 47, 81-2. 95.
1 19-20, 154. ifii ; orders in, 45-7,
49-52. See also emperors

Rostovtzeff, M. I., 33, 58-9, 78, 88,

145. 194^57. i99nH> 202n52,
209RI I, 2i2n47

Roug6, J., 58 + "63, 159, 2o8mi49, 50

Salin, E., 22
Salvian, 92
Schumpeter, J., 20, 132, 143
self-sufficiency, 34, 36, 50, 109-10,

125. 128. 133. 138, 161

senate, see aristocracy

Seneca, 56
serfs, 65, 67, 83, 189W13, 5, 195^57
Shanin, T., 105 + W29, 1 13-14 + n49
shifw and shipping, 1 29-31, 144, 146,

L47> 133* 162, 163, 1871144,
2o6nn2i, 24

shopkeepers, 42, 64, 73, 74, 136
Sicily, 32, 33. 36, 68, 69, 102, 1 la,

156. 160. 172
silver, 139, i4J^ 157, 167J export of,

132, 135, 164; mines, Athenian,
72-3. 133-4. 135- See also coinage

sin, 39-40,81-2
Sirmium, 131
sitonai, 169
sitophylakes, 169
slaves, 18-19,41,49,62-94, 107, 109.

138. 144. 1 56-7; in agriculture, 18,

32, 64, 70-:!, 76, 80, 85, 86, 92,
101, 102, 103. 112 . 114, 117, 129,

156. 202R52 ; breeding of, 62, 63,
74, 76, 86, 1 16; decline of, 84-94 5

domestic, 64, 72-3. 94. 19i"25

;

efficiency and profitability of, 83-4,
1 15; flight of, 24, 62, 72 ; law
respecting, 62-5, 89, 106;
managerial, 44, 58, 64, 73, 75-7,

78, 94. 112, 202n52 ; in

manufacture, 64-5, 72, 73, 74, 82,

93, 1 16, 137 ; manumission of, 63,
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64, 76, 77, 85, 171 {see also

frccdmcn) ; in military service, 64,

70, 83, 84^, loi. 21 in28; numbers
of, 24, 7i-2> 75. 84-5. 137. iSonai,

1 9 1 n24, 2o6n 1 7 ;
psychology of,

82-3, 1 goni I ; revolts of, 24, 64, 67,
68, 82, 83, 84, 89, 195W160, 62

;

supply of, 30, 34? 20j 72, 84-6,

133. 139. 156, L57J trade in, 33,
84-5, 131, 2o6ni 7. See also debt

;

helots
;
peculium

Smith, Adam, 18, 20
Solon, 38, 48-9. JO, 132, 139, iB6a28
Spain, 3i 62, 83, 102, 123,

I9in;ii8, 24, 196^68, 206^24
Sparta, 29, 30, 44, 50, 70, 95, 97.

See also helots

state, and agriculture, 136, 148,

2 1 2n47 ;
archive, 25-6, 28, i8in27

{see also census) ;
city-, 87, 95-6,
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THE ANCIENT ECONOMY

In The Ancient Economy Professor Finley makes the first attempt

at a systematic formulation of concepts through which the economy

of the ancient Greeks and Romans can be analysed and for which

modem categories—capital, labour, investment, market, credit

—

cannot be automatically employed.

The account, while not being narrative or chronological in the

conventional sense, is fully historical in its attention to change

and variation, and is developed through concrete detail and ample

documentation. Although based on a deep understanding of modem
economic theory and sociology, The Ancient Economy requires no

formal knowledge of the subjects on the part of the reader.

Topics discussed include: class, order and status, master and

slaves, landlords and peasants, town and country, and the state of

the economy.

The Ancient Economy originated in The Sather Classical Lec-

tures which Professor Finley delivered at The University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, in the first quarter of 1972.

Cover illustration: Syracuse coin c. 480 B.C. showing head of

Arethusa; reproduced by permission of Hirmer Fotoarchiv
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